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SEEDS - DEVELOPMENT, STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION 

Howard C. Potts 1/ 

You depend upon seeds for your livelihood but what do you know 
about this amazing product of nature? What is a seed - this thing on 
which we all depend so heavily? 

As you knoVI, we plant seeds, grow seeds, harvest seeds, dry seeds, 
clean seeds, grade seeds, package seeds, store seeds, test seeds, and 
hopefully sell seeds - yet most of us don't have the capability to sit 
down and outline, even in simple botanical terms, the basic processes 
and structures involved in the complete life cycle of a seed from flower 
formation through germination. Let's face it, seeds are our baby. Why 
this taboo on the sex life, structure am function of seeds? We can no 
longer blame Queen Victoria for our ignorance about sexual reproduction. 
Surely every professional should know and understand the product from 
which he earns his living. Ho·w professional are you or how professional 
am I in this respect ? 

Somewhere in your educational career you have been told about the 
birds, the bees and the flowers. The major portion of my discussion 
will deal with "the flowers". 

There is a point in the life cycle of every plant when the balance 
of physiological processes shifts from vegetative growth to the devel
opment of reproductive structures. It is at this point that seed devel-

. opment really begins. For the remaining period of the growth cycle, the 
plant's entire physiological being is geared to development of the 
reproductive structure which we call a seed. 

Generally we do not concern ourselves with this shift in growth 
emphasis until we observe its visible expression in the form of flowers, 
panicles, ear shoots, etc. But morphological studies indicate that by 
the time these outward expressions of reproduction are observed the 
plant has used approximately one half of the total time that it will devote 
to.reproduction. Time wise, then, we really get interested in this ball
game only after :the first 4 1/2 innings have already been played. Then 
we jump and yell "send me in coach" or·we decide to call the game 
because of a dry::field. 

. . ·· Fortunately for us, plants are not as ."pessimistic" as people. Except 
in the most unusual circumstance·, every plant will produce at lease one 
good seed or die-trying•- This. basic drive for reproduction of the species 
is apparently much stronger in plants than in animals. 

!/ Dr. Potts is an Associate Agronomist of the Seed Technology Laboratory. 



As seedsme::1 \•.re must alwa}'S re:nember that the plant does not 
..ELQQ..!ice seed for our use but to maintain itself. Have you observed 
the fact th~t plants pro;·:uce only the number of seed that can be 
complc~ely developed rather than producing a larger number of partially 
devc!i;,;>ed seed? Maybe people are not as 11 smart" as plants! 

\. 

Let us now tum our attention to the sequence of events that 
naturally occur in the development of the seed, giving consideration 

· to the structure and function of the developed seed. 

All seed producing plants have flowers! Some are pretty, some 
ugly, some small, some large - they come in an endless variety of 
colors, sizes, and shapes. There are "boy" flowers and "girl" flowers 
but most flowers are hermorphidites - that is, the flower has both the 
male and female reproductive organs in the same flower. Some weird 
ancient botanist designated these as perfect flowers. Now, let's look 
at a typical flower and delve into its sex life. 

Plate 1 is a cut-away drawing of a typical flower and is labeled 
with the scientific names of the various parts of a complete flower. 
Technically all of the sepals together are called the calyx and all the 
petals together are called ·the corolla. These structures have no 
direct role in reproduction. 

Of primary concern to us are the stamen, which is the male flower, 
and the pistil ,,·which is the female flower. You will note t"hat the stamen 
bas two principal structures, the filament and the anther. The anther 
is the "business end" of the stamen and the filament the stalk which 
supports the anther. In each species it positions the anther to allow it 
to most effectively perform its role of production and distribution of 
the male sex cells which we call pollen. When the anther splits, 
releasing the pollen, its role is completed. In most species there ar. 
several hundred times as many pollen grains produced as there are 
female flowers needing fertilization. Thus the male flower says "here 
it is girls" and the "girls" may or· may not be interested. 

The pistil consists of three basic parts; the stigma, style and the 
ovary, which may contain one or many ovules. The stigma may be 
knobby, featherlike, or long and slender. Regardless of the shape it 
is normally covered with a sticky stigmatic fluid which acts both as an 
adhesive to hold the pollen grain and to supply moisture for the pollen 
grain's germination. When pollen of one species lands on the g-tigma 
of another, it normally will not germinate, although ih clo~ely related 
species it may. 
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The style performs tv·.ro functions. First it is responsible for the 
physic:il plucement of the stigmatic surface in a predetermined position 
which will increase the probability of the desired pollen landing on the 
stigma. Second its internal cellular structure is such that it protects 
and enhances the growth of the polfen tubes from desirable pollen and 
discourages pollen tube growth of undesirable species. 

The ovary is that part of the flower in which we have the greatest 
interest because it is inside this structure that the seed or seeds develop. 
The organ which gives rise to the seed is called an ovule and there may 
from one to several thousand ovules inside an ovary, depending upon 
the species. Com, sorghum, lespedeza and zinnias are examples of 
ovaries containing a single ovule. Soybeans, alfalfa, watermelon 
and okra have several to many ovules in each ovary. Regardless of 
the number of ovules, ea: ch one conducts its own private little affair •. 

Let's take a closer look at the ovule and its parts (Plate 2). 
Here we see a cross section of a typical ovule inside the ovary wall. 
The principle parts of the ovule are the funiculus, integuments, 
micropyle and the embryo sac. The funiculus, or as some people call 
it the ovule stalk, connects the ovule to the mother plant functioning 
similarly to the umbilical cord in animals and rockets. The integuments, 
there are normally two, serve as delicate fingers to hold and support 
the embryo sac. At the point where the integuments come together a 
small opening remains to allow for the entry of the oollen tube. 
This opening is called the micropyle. Between the inner integuments 
and the embryo sac a layer of cells called the nucellus is formed to aid 
the nourishment of the embryo. In some species the nucellus gives 
rise to embryos and subsequently seed which do not require the partici
pation of the male. Such an event is an example of a process called 
apomixis. 

The embryo sac is the "heart" of the ovule and the location of 
female egg cell which when fertilized gives rise to the seed. In 
addition to the egg cell most rncture embryo sacs contain 7 other cells: 
the thee antipodal cells are relatively unimportant as are the two 
synergid cells which are located on either side of the egg cell. The 
2 polar nuclei are very important in seed development as we shall see 
later_ 

In most species the devebpment of both the male and female 
reproductive org~ns are syncror.ized and they reach maturity together. 
If they do not mature together I t-elieve you can readily recognize that 
the more advanced sex will go ''looking for a partner." Plants where 
this normally occurs we refer to as being cross pollinated. 
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There are several other mechanisms which lead to cross pollination. 
The mechanics of pollination and fertilization are simple. For each ovule 
(egg cell and polar nuclei) to be fertilized a pollen grain of the same 
species must land on the stigmatic surface. This is pollination. After 
the pollen grain germinates (Plate 3) the two sperm cells remain near the 
gowing point of the pollen tube. When the pollen tube passes through 
the micropyle reaching the embryo sac it ruptures releasing the two sperm 
i'nto the. embryo sac. ··one s·penn unites-with the two .. polar·nuclei ·ana the 
other witli the egg~ This process is called.double fertilization and is' unique 
to the plant world. 

The union of a sperm and the egg forms a cell called the zygote. 
It is this cell which starts the new generation and gives rise to the 
embryo. The other union forms the endosperm which we often refer to as 
part of the embryo, though technically it _is not. The primary function 
of the endosperm is to provide nouishment for the embryo as it develops. 
The five antipodal and synergid cells degenerate shortly after fertilization. 

The newly formed cells start division almost immediately with the 
endosperm initially dividing the more rapidly of the two. With the first 
division of the zvgote, which is always on a transverse plane, the 
polarity of the new plant is established. That is the new cell formed 
nearest the micropyle will give rise to the roots and other associated 
parts. The other new cell will give rise to the above ground: stem, 
leaves and eventually flowers. You can tum the plant any way you want 
but it won't change this fact. 

For the next few hours, days, or weeks the embryo and endosperm 
cells ·divide rapidly with the plant's entire system being devoted to the 
nourishment and development of the embryo. If the soil cannot provide 
the chemical compounds required for the seed's development some 
compounds are transferred from other parts of the plant to nourish the 
seed. Thus we often see the familiar symptoms of nutrient deficiency 
accentuated as the seeds develop but it's too late to add chemical 
fertilizers • 

A few days after ferilization of the egg cell we can see the first 
signs of distinction between the dicotylodonous (seeds having two 
cotyledons) and monocolyledonous (seeds have one cotyledon} species. 
Up to this point essentially the entire developmental process is the same. 
A brief study of plate 4 will reveal that the presence or absence of the 
second cotyledon is the primary difference in embryo development from 
now until maturity. Otherwise, the essential structures of the developing 
embryos are the same. 

6 
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PIATE 4 4 STAGES OF EMBRYO DEVELOPMENT 
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You will notice that at maturity seeds of both the monocot and the 
di cot have (a) an embrvonic axis 1 which terminates at one end with the 
embryonic root and at the other with an embryonic shoot (b) a source 
of stored food, in the cotyledon(s) and in some species the endosperm 
or nucellus and (c) a protectivP- covering, called the testa or seed coat. 

When using the term maturity I believe that some of you might 
think of a golden field of grain. If you do, you are not thinking with 
me. A seed is mature when it reaches the stage of maximum dry weight. 
It is at this strategic stage in the development of a seed which signifies 
the attainment of maximum potentiality for performance, in most 
economically important species. 

Attaining maturity may be regarded as a positive process which 
includes: increase in seed size, accumulation of dry weight, develop
ment of the essential structures, .a loss of moisture, and an increase 
in viability and vigor. Almost immediately following maturity, the seed 
enters a negative phase which is characterized by a decline in viability 
and vigor caused by, respiration, high temperature, high humidity, 
mechanical injury and time. This phase is terminated by the death of a 
seed. This can be visualized by observing plate 5. 

Thus the waving field of golden grain does not represent a field 
of mature seeds rather the field is a terribly exposed storage place for 
seeds which have alreadv entered the negative phase we call deterioration. 
Therefore, our concept of maturity is very important when considering 

. harvesting, drying, storage, an· subsequent field performance of the 
seeds. 

Let us now consider some aspects and characteristics of mature 
seeds which are determined by the developmental processes already 
discussed. As I indicated a. seed considts of an embryonic axis, 
stored food and the testa or seed coat. To equate the botanical terms 
used in discussing the flower and· seed development into terms of the 
seed, refer to plate 6. The seed coat, hilum and micropyle can be 
observed rather easily on most seeds. A simple cross section allows 
identification of the other essential organs of a seed (Plate 7). 

Most seeds have one or more structural weaknesses which are 
an unending source of problems to us as seedsmen. It seems that God, 
in his infinite wisdom, overlooked the brutality to which man would 
subject seeds of the various species. On the other hand, maybe we 
should change some of our methods to better align them to the seeds 
with which we deal. 
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AT FLOWERING AT MATURITY 

OVARY ----------------------------------------------- FRUIT CSOMF.1'1MES COMPOSED OF MORE 
THAN ONE OVArrt PLUS ADDITIONAL 
TISSUES) 

OVULE ----------------------------------------------- SEED (SOMtTIMES COALESCES WITH FRUIT) 

INTEGUMENTS ---------------------------------------- TESTA (SEED COAT) 

NUCELLUS ------------------------------------------ PERSIPERM (USUALLY ABSENT OR REDUCED) 

2 POI.AR NUCLEI+ SPERM NUCLEUS -------------------- ENDOSPERM (TRIPLOID-3N) 

EGG NUCLEUS.+ SPERM 
NUCLEUS-------zyGOTE-------------------------- EMBRYO (DIPL0ID-2N) 

MICROPYLF. -----------------------------------------·-. MICROPYLE 

FUNICULUS ----------------------------------------- HILUM (SCAR LEFT BY BRFAKING OF THE 
FUNICULUS) 

PLATE 6 RELATIONSHIP OF FLOWER TO MATURE REPRODUCTIVE· STRUCTURES 
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GRAMINFAE (grass family) 
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Consider the seed coat which, when undamaged, is a better pro
tectant than any seed treatment that we may add. In the coconut or 
brazil nut the seed-coat is hard and offers excellent protection to the 
delicate embryo but most seeds are not so fortunate. Rather they are 
protected by a thin shell like an egg which, in our mechanical age, 
is easily broken by dropping or at best a slightly more severe shock. 
We are fortunate that many of the seeds we use are either so small, 
light, or are protected by additional coverings as in the case of many 
of the grasses, and, therefore, escape our attempts to kill them. 

In many species the embryonic axis is exposed (Plate 8) and like 
our noses catches •the brunt of a headlong impact. But unlike our noses 
the embryonic axis once broken cannot be taped over and left to heal. 
The removal of the seed coat from many seeds will reveal the axis' 
exposed position. 

Here again the embryos of seeds belongirg to the grass family 
have an advantage because in addition to the radicle the seminal rcot 
primorida were formed by the time the seed matured. If the radicle is 
broken or destroyed prior to planting, these roots are ready and capable 
of fulfilling the role of the radicle. 

Even the chemical composition of a seed affects its ability to 
withstand abuse. We know that soybeans and field beans are very 
subject to mechanical injury. But at a gtven moisture content the field 
bean is more subject to damage because of its high starch to oil content 
simply because the starch is more brittle than oily substances. 

As a logical conclusion to this discussion we must consider the 
function of the seed which are three fold: 

First, it carries the inherent genetic characteristics from aeneration 
to generation essentially without chanae. Yes, I am aware of the fact 
that some plant breeders claim that irradiation of seeds has resulted in 
the development of new varieties. Yet, no one has presented data to 
prove that this exposure was responsible for the new varieties; rather 
they state that a line or strair. '.:as selected from a field planted with 
seeds exposed to ionizing radiation. There is a distinct difference. 

Second, the seed functions as an effective storaae svstem for a 
living plant. Physicall}r speaking, if we took the most scientifically 
engineered and equi~ped rP.frigerated-dehumidified storage room and 
dropped it from the top of a building you know what would happen. 
Yet most seeds of th<:> sr. ... 1e specific gravity would be unaffected by the 
same treatment. Biologically speaking, leave a head of cabbage on a 
kitchen table for a mor ~'"! ~!".d then try to use it. A cabbage seed would 
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be relatively unaffected by the same treatment. No other container or 
its contents can withstand an equal amount of physical and environmental 
punishment and still perform its inten~d role. 

The third function, brings this story to a close and this, is 
reproduction. When the proper ratios of moisture, temperature, oxygen 
and sometimes light are reached, this amazing little package of life 
springs forth, root first, into a structure we call a seedling. Then 
once again the miracle of a seed is forgotten until we see the beauty of 
a flower or the golden field of grain. 

Now as we continue through this meeting, 
then go our separate ways: 

I ask that each of you remember not; 
my simple words of praise; 

But rather, behold the seed I have, 
and the amazing role it plays. 

J.S 
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Objectives 
1111.• ohjective or I his unit is to desnibe the essential elemenls or a succl'ssfol seed 11rogrnm. 

·1 his ohjl'ctive will be attained when the students can: 

I. Lisi the eight essential elements or a successful seed program. 

2. Cite the results that should he ohtained from a review of a seed program. 

.~. l>esl·rihe the four stages of a typical seed program. 

-1. lell what important facts must he considered by those resp1insihk fo1 the plant 
breeding research program. 

5. State what aspects should he planned at the beginning or initial seed increases. 

'" State the rive types or seed enterprises. 

7. l·.n11111e1ale important aspects of the administration of seed enterprises. 

I!. Uescrihe the gent'ral steps used in establishing seed 11ualit y control. 

9. lell who uses the results of quality tests. 

IO. Slate the purpose for adopting a seed legislation. 

11. Uescrihe the steps in a seed certification program. 

12. ldl what leaders must do in order lo get seed or imrroved varil'I ies used. 

I J. Ucscrihe St'ed •nark et ing. 

1-1. Stale the necessary resources for the success of a seed rrogram. 

I :'i. Stale the final objective of a seed program. 
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Introduction 
·--.. -·· ----... ·--------------

I here is no recipe for "instant ~eeds," but many people look for easy solutions and sho1tcuts 
to achieve success in seed programs. 

llowever, it is a facl that many administrators and leaders have difficulty identifying the 
essential elements that make up an efricent seed program; these persons have to make 
dee isions that influence the success or failure of their programs. 

What arc these l'l<'mcnts and how can they be interrelated harmoniously? 

I he eflcctivencs~ ot the program depends on identifying and organizlng the necessary 
elrments, as well as on the continuity of policies, patience, and the persistent effort made 
during a development period. 

To help lcadrr s of seed programs identify the essential elements and then organize a plan lo 
manage them well, thr International Agricultural Development Service (IAOS) has published 
a guide resulting from the collective efforts of 16 persons with many years of experience in 
dcveloring st•t•d programs. 

I his unit is a summary of that book, titled Successful Seed Programs: A Planning and 
Management Guide. 

I he book groups the essential clements into eight categories: 

f. fdent ification uf the existing situation and the goals to be met. 

2. I he availahility of improved varieties that can he included in a seed program. 

:!. W.1ys 10 hrgi11111ul1iplkation of seed originating in crop research programs. 

4. Mcclranisnrs for increasing seed surplies through importation or local production. 

5. lffectivc ~t·cd quality control programs. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Ways to stimulate interest in new varieties and methods or marketing these seed to 
farmers. 

Developmmt ul properly trained personnel. 

Provision of necessary resources. 

5 



t ru:?.s€·1 • l a1 ad ru l•.•1 e seed su1 >r. ~ues 

Sc~·t.ls arc the genetic potential for greater 
crop production and the change agent in 
both favorable and less favorable agricultural 
production situations. Obviously, seeds an: 
not just something which farmers plant. 

I or seed to be this force for change, govern
menrs must sponsor programs that encourage 
seed production and seed supply stability; 
dear policy decisions at high levels are re
quired In order to give seed program develop
rnrnt thr priority it drserves. 

lo establish the basis for making correct 
decisions, a review and evaluation of the 
general seed situation are necessary; an 
advisory team is very useful for this purpose. 

One ohjrclive ol any review is to identify 
the sred program's present stage ot develop
ment. In gener;il terms the four typical stages 
of develorment are: 

First stage: The plant breeding depart'
ment Is multiplying only 
small quantities of seed and 
distributing it to a few 
farmers. 
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Second stage: I he plant breeding depart
ment is multiplying agreater 
volume of seed but distribu
tion is only to selected seed 
growers who make later mul
tiplications. I here are, how
ever, small quantities of seed 
of improved varieties avail
able in the market. 

rhird stage: A national policy for devel
opment of a seed program Is 
planned and specific act ivi
ties are implemented in the 
areas of seed production, 
marketing, quality control, 
certification, and training. 

rourth stage: rile national seed policy is 
rccx;unincd; special atll'n
tion is given lo developing 
and strengthening produc
tion and marketing; a seed 
law is established and imple
mented; training is contin
ued; and linkages are estab
lished and stimulated be
tween the program and 
other related institutions and 
groups. 

A seed program in the first stage may be 
adequate for satisfying short-term objec
tives but not long-term needs. However, 
improvement of the program can start at 
any stage. 

When programs reach the third or fourth 
stages, each component should be evaluated 
and its strengths and weaknesses identified. 
A program will he ~uccessful when all 
components of the seed industry are present 
and functioning well. 

When a seed program is reviewed, generally 
a review team is selected whose responsibility 
is to examine the following points: 

1. 

2. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

I he capabilities, objectives and results 
of crop improvement research and 
development; 

l he policies and procedures utilized in 
the initial seed increases, and the quali
ty and quantity of available seed resul
ting from these activities; 

lhe current and potential capacity to 
build certilied and commercial seed 
supplies; 

I he effectiveness of quality control 
measures in force and the steps that 
ought to be taken by governments to 
improve serd quality; 

·1 he prng1a1m ancl activities required 
to make ~et•d available and to get it 
used; 

l he human, financial, physical, and 
external resources that are available or 
needed; 

The availability, distribution, and credit 
situation of agricultural inputs besides 
seed; 
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9. The effect of agricultural development 
policies on the growth of the seed 
industry; and, 

10. Finally, the effectiveness of linkages 
and coordination among the compo
nents of the seed program. 

·1 he information, data, and observations 
must be interpreted and evaluated in relation 
to the following factors: 

1. Stage of agricultural development; 

2. The scope of seed production and 
supply operations; 

3 The quantity of seed needed; 

4. The need for balanced development in 
an integrated seed program; 

5. Facilities and equipment that are avail
able or needed; 

6. Adequacy of financing; 

7. The need for seed legislation and quali 
ty control; 

8. The current or needed organizational 
structure; and, 

9. The development and training of both 
leaders and general personnel. 

Identification of the program's needs and 
strategies for meeting them arc obtained 
from this review and evaluation. With the 
objectives and purposes of each 5tage of the 
program well defined, a step-by-step plan of 
action can be established to achieve the 
proposed goals. If the plan is to be effective, 
the means to achieve the goals, a policy for 
making essential decisions, and the determi
nation to make the plan work are required. 
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Crop breeding 1 ese::.rch 

Crop breeding research that results in im· 
provt>d varieties and hybrids is the foundation 
of a \el·d program. 

I hesc improvements rrom research may have 
originalcd within the country or come from 
other countries. If lhe varirtics or a par I icular 
crop per form well and are accepted by farm
ers, I his parl of the program isa success. How 
v;u iclics dl'Velopcd, where they originated, 
and !he source of seed from which they came 
arc of sect•ndary importance to farmers. 

f l11wl'\l'r, the primary interest should cont in· 
uc lo br nn the availahility of lhe best va· 
ricrb possible. 

In amiring the availability of seed, questions 
arise concerning policies and decisions to be 
made; administrative decisions that often 
seem simple can have a strong positive or 
negative impact on the production and 
marketing aspects .:.f the seed program. 

1 here lore, some important facts that must 
be considered by those responsible for the 
crop hreeding research program are: 
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The relative priority given lo breeding 
new varieties and conducting yield 
testing as compared to only testing 
introduced varieties; 

The kind oftestingto he done and who 
will determine the varirt ies to be used 
and promoted; 

I he clfcclivencss or crop research 
programs in the dl•velopment or va
rieties thal produce .111 i111p.1ct on pro· 
duct ion; and, 

In addition, the encouragement or dis· 
cnuragement givl'n lo pr iv ale cnlrrprisc 
through: 

* 

* 

Importing variclies and seed for 
multiplica1iun, Jnd, 

The nature of the polidcs toward 
private companies dedicated to 
breeding. 

Equally important are decisions on the 
exchange or germplasm and cooperative 
activities developed among nationaf 
programs, private entrr prise and inter
national centers. 

'· 

2. 

Questions 

A typical seed program hat four 1tage1; mark the ltalJtl In which don •ch of th• fol/awing actlvlt/111 
occur: 

The training cantinu111 and links are e1tabllrhed with rtlf•ted lnititurion1 •nd ,,,.oups. 

Thtt plant brlltlding d11p11rtm11nr multipli•1 the ntld •nd diltributn It ta a fttw farmeri. 

Tha national 1•ed policy ii r•vlewlld. and th• seed lndu1try 11 developed •nd nr•ngthened 
with a seerl law. 

More seed is multiplied by the pl•nt breeding dep11rtm•nt •nd 11 diltriburlld ta • nlect fPOllP 

of growt1r1. 

Those responsible for the plant breeding re111arch program should can1idtw 1ome lmpart•nt «tivitier 
such as: 

a. Testing mrported varit1tit11; and 

b. Cooperative activities in regional or international trials. 

Starr. three action• that they should consider. 



::l. · 111e seed 
p1ogra1n starts: initial rnultiplications 

Crop research is the foundation on which a 
good seed program is built. l he plant breeder 
must be responsible for the initiill seed multi
plications, especially when the program is in 
the first or second stage of development. 

When the. prQgram reaches the third and 
fourth stages, the plant breeder may find it 
desir ilble and nece55ary to share this respon
sibility with a group of specialists in seed 
maintenance and multiplication or with a 
ha\ic ·\eed enterprise. 

Because seed from the initial increases is of 
great importance for later multiplications, 
it is necessary to have a clear plan for: 

( 1) I he maintenance of varietal characteris
tics; (2) the use of seed storage in the system; 
(3) the number of multiplication cycles 
required; (4) the amount of seed necessary 
for later multiplications; and, (5) the type of 
facilities needed. 

·1 he I inal use of seed from the initial multi
plications depends on the stage of the 
program; ii the program is in the first or 
second stage, much ol the seed, especially 
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with cereal crops, can move directly to 
farmers for multiplication. 

At stages three and four, more seed is needed 
and additional multiplication cycles are 
required; thus the seed is used only for multi
plication purposes. 

A multiplication program for sclf-pollinatrd 
crops begins with the best parental material 
in order to obtain the Brreder Seed. Some 
Breeder Seed may be stored and the rest used 
to produce Basic Seed. lhe material rroduced 
from Basic Seed is Certified Seed, which can 
be multiplied or sold to farmers for commer
cial use (Figure I). 

The method used in allocating Basic Seed has 
great impact on the potential for growth and 
development of seed cntrrprises which rely 
on plant breeding by the rublic or oflicial 
sector. 

Success in the initial multiplication of seed 
is visible only when a variety is maintained 
and increased in such a manner that its origi
nal characteristics arc maintained and its seed 
utilized. 

( 

( 

Figure 1. 

P••ntllMat•iel 

/ ) Certified Seed3 

' B11tcSHd 

Certltleld SHd for Commerclel 
UN or Multlpllcetlon 

Simplified multiplication sequence for stlf-pol/inated crops. 
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'1·. B• ~ilding and 
01 ganizing the seed supply 

In rnany rountries with recently developed 
Srl·d programs, having commercial quantities 
of seed implies importing some ~eed. l>epm· 
cling a little or a great deal on imported seed 
ha\ both advantage~ and disadvantages. 

Most countries want and need to d1~velop the 
capability to produce much ol their own seed. 
However, this task ;, not easy and requires 
persistent elfort and the ability to generate 
interest among leaders of the agricultural 
sector. I he goal should be the establishment 
a11d growth of seed enterprises of different 
si1es that are capable of satisfying diverse 
needs within the country. 

I here are live typrs of seed enterprises 
(I igure 2); some are totally private, others 
are puhlic, and some have a mix tu re of public 
and private participation. Among those of 
the pr iv ale sector arc: 

S1•ed enterprises that operate their own 
programs of plant breeding, production 
and marketing; 
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Private enterprises that receive some 
conventional assistance from the go
vernment; 

Private enterprises that receive a maxi
mum of technical as~istance but little 
direct investment or I inancing from 
the government; and, 

lntcrprises that have soml' direct Jinan· 
cing and participation by the govern
ment. 

l'ound in the public sector are: 

Companies that have government 
participation in some or all seed pro
dU<;tion and marketing activities. 

Seed enterptise~ can br formed as family 
operations, partnerships, cooperatives, com· 
panics, or corporations. I he organizational 
sir uctures used depend on the size of the 

activity to be developed, the ~pecific needs 
or the enterprise, and what it plans to 
accomplish. 

A well ·managed seed enterprise can assure 
the successful production and marketing of 
an increasing quantity of good seed of 
improved varieties. Although the administra
tion of a seed enterprise is similar to that of 
other organizations, the special characteristics 
of commercial seed industries must be recog
nized in order to achieve efficient manage
ment. 

Management ol a seed enterprise is compli
cated by the Sl'.1sonal nature of the work, 
the exact timing and ~equence of activities, 
the dispersal of production over ex tensive 
areas with many seed growers, and the nature 
of the seed, which drmands certain conditions 
lo stay viahle. 

- ·- -·--·-·------ -

Also, the seed production process requires 
much advanced planning, careful selection of 
suitable seed-growing areas, and seed growers 
who use advanced agronomic practices. 

Seed drying, conditioning and storage require 
special skills and a completely reliable quality 
control program. In addition, adequate 
financial management is necessary since 
requirements for working capital are high. 

l he success of a seed enterprise is measured 
by its effectiveness in satisfying the seed 
demand at a given moment, regardless of the 
mechanism used. 

l·orcign seed enterprises can play an impor· 
tant role through distribution, franchise 
arrangements, consulting services, and various 
levels ol equity participation with local 
enterprises. 

Commercl•I 
Crop lniti81 S.9d Ind Certified 

lnter111I 
Alternative 

Priv1te 
Onlv 

Priv1te with 
Government 

Normal 
Assistance 

·-

Pri¥1te with 
'Government 

Pri¥1tewith 
Government 
Plus Joint 0 

Pr1domin1te 
Public Owne1 

Maximum 
Assistance 

I.taxi mum 
A11ist1nce 
wnership 

v 
·ship 
---------

Public [-=-] 

er .. ding lncrHs" 

THlmlltu UHHHlllJ 
++t-+<HHtt· :n: 

Privet•• 

SllCI Ou•litv 

Production Control 

Jolnt
Ownerslllp 

Figure 2. Alternative methods for seed enterprise development. 
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·Ouestio11s 

'· Of th• fi•• typ•1 of setld enterpri1e1 described: 
,,,, I,,,.. 

e. Alf rt1Ct1i•• governm•nt fiMncing 

b. Th•r• 11 no purely flO••rnment •nt•rpriu 

c. COuntri•• genert1lly he•• only one kind of enterpri1e 

2. De1crib• 1011•• •1Pecll thet compl/catl th• management of 1etld e11tttrpri1e1. 

3. Whet ere five mejor polnfl to con1lder in the lnitllll 1tllld multiplication program? 
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5. Seed quality control 

Seed ol the improved varieties must be consis
ll'ntly lwttcr tllJn th•ll produced by the 
IJrrncr ii the seed prngr am is to be successful. 

As~uring good quality is not the responsibility 
of one person or one organization. Quality 
must permeate all parts of the program and 
be eflective in all four stages of development. 
Seed enterprises that emphasize seed quality 
within their own adivitics arc the first line 
of defense ag.1inst had seed. 

Governments can play a significant role in 
improving quality. r he most frequent trend 
is to introduce 

I. Sl'ed testing in stages one and two; 

2. Seed certilication in stage three; and, 
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3. General legislation on seed marketing 
in stage four. 

1 he principal emphasis during seed quality 
testing is on: moisture content, physkal 
purity and germination capacity. 

I csts of seed health and scl'dling vigor and 
evaluations of varietal purity are made ii the 
need, trained personnel, facilities and 
equipment exist. 

The results are used in seed certification and 
enforcement of seed laws, and also by seed 
enterprises and farmers; therefore the labora
tory must be integrated Into all of these 
activities (figure 3). 



Sr."d 
F Ill"' I'' i'.:•": 

Sr.r.d 
, , .. ,, i11q 

Sr.ed Law 

Figure 3. Users of Seed Testing results. 

Basically, seed certification in developing 
programs helps assure trueness-to-variety and 
satislactory quality of a select portion of the 
seed available in a counlry (rigurc 4). 

·1 ruenrss-to-variety does not imply "super
uniformity"; it does imply that there is good 
evidence for stability of varietal composition 
and performance. Varieties are certified as 
true to their characteristics, including varia
tions described by the breeder. 

I he steps in a seed certification program are: 

I. Determining eligibility of varietirs; 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Farmr.rs 

Verifying the seed sourer; 

1-ield inspection; 

Sampling of conditioned src1; 

Comparing seed testing results against 
established standards; 

Labeling; 

Conducting variety control tests, and, 

Information and education. 

Seed legislation does not create seed and it 
must be kept in proper perspective. 

I 

I 

PRE ·MARKETING CONTROL 
IS.ad Cortificatlonl 

Vlriety Eligibility 

seed Source• verified 

field lntpection 

SHdSampling 

laboratory E .. iuatlon 

Certified SHd lebelt 

MARKETING CONTROL 
!Seed law enforcement I 

Seed Samp1ing 

Laboratory Evaluation 

Appropriate Follow-up 

I_ 

Figure 4. Ou.1lity control systems. 

l ···j--
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PROCESSING 
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SEED 
MARKETING 

r 

NO OR LIMITED OFFICIAL 
PRE-MARKETING 

CONTROL 

Oulllty Control 
Within Seed 
Enterprl• 

Good Quality Sled for Ferman I 
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Seed lrgislation can be adapted lo establish: 

I\ crop research and evaluation system; 

I\ srrd certification program; 

Marketing rt•quirements for dil ferent 
catl•gor irs of seeds; 

Responsibilities for testing seed quality; 

A system to protect pl;mt varieties or 
to guarantee breeder's rights; and, 

I\ plant quarantine program. 

Seed ni.uketing legislation should be designed 
to: (I) educate persons interested in seeds 
about the importance ol quality; (2) stabilize 
qu.ility standa1·ds and procedures at practical 
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levels; and, (3) facilitate the growth and 
development of seed enterprises and market
ing groups. 

The t•rganilation and management of quality 
control programs clearly reflect their efficien
cy in orfcring significant service. These pro
grams are so important <1nd unique that giving 
them special attention when they are being 
organized or reorganized is clearly justified. 

Because a quality control program demands 
great responsibility and ability, the leadership 
and technical staff should be c;arefully selec
ted so that all activities can be developed in 
a truly profcssion<1l 111anncr. 

I he success of quality control ac;tivities is 
measured by the quality o I seed offered to 
farmers by governmental agencies, seed 
enterprises or marketing groups. 

6. 1--low to get 
seed of improved varieties used 

Only when farmers obtain and plant seed of 
improved varieties, manage the crop properly 
and harvest the results, can the population 
benefit from the efforts made to offer 
sufficient quantities of good-quality seed of 
improved, high-yielding varieties. Thus 
getting this seed used is an essential link in 
the chain. 

In the past, major emphasis had been put on 
the production and conditioning of seed. 
But, the factors contributing to seed uti
lization have not received adequate attention. 
Both public and private administrators can 
strengthen the total thrust or the program if 
they concentrate on getting the seed used. 

To successfully achieve this objective, leaders 
must: (1) understand the factors that influ
ence the adoption and use of improved Vilri
eties by farmers; (2) establish effective mech
anisms for informing and educating farmers 
about the best use of seed of improved vari
eties; and, (3) encourage the development of a 
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sound seed marketing system that provides 
farmers with seed of Improved varieties. 

Finally, administrators need to relate these 
points to clear government policies to help 
get more good-quality seed used. 

Today more Is known about the lac;tors 
influencing the acceptance and use of 
improved varieties by farmers. Understanding 
and using this knowledge are basic to effec
tively communicating seed information to 
the farmer. 

The availability of production supplies and 
access to markets for harvested crops are 
factors affecting acceptance of Innovations, 
including seed of improved varieties. Some 
studies have shown that under certain situa
tions farmers In developing programs have 
adopted a new variety more quickly than 
farmers in more developed countries. 



Llev<'loping links between research activities 
and other parts uf the program is necessary 
and can bt•st be achieved by having !armers 
participate in research through adaptation 
tests on their farms. I hi• is being done more 
arul mort• by na11onal and internal ional 
i"'I ilul i11r1' .111d \l'cd t•111t·r pr is"'· 

Sucn·ssful campaigns lo introduce new 
varieties and associated technology have 
estahlislrcd specific goals, idt>ntificd the 
groups with which communication was 
needed, and committed sufficient resources 
lo srirnulalt• action by tlu"t' groups to 
,1d1icvl' lire goal,. 

In addition, campaign leaders have previously 
teslt'd the materials to be used, identified 
co111rnu11ity leadt>rs and developed their 
supp11rt, provided firsthand cxperk·nccs, and 
ust•d various communkat ion cha11nrls to 
tr ansrnit inf or nrat ion. 

S1·1~d 111.11 k1·1 ing is a11olhl'I' tool that c.1n he 
utilill·d lo diffuse the us1· of new arrd 
ir1111r11vcd v;rriclics. I or rri.11 ki·ling "'eds, tire 
ur gani1.1ti•mal structure, method ol operation 
and 11·quircd personnel differ from those 
programs dt•signed to inform and t1·ach 
l.rrmcrs. 

Seed 111ark<'ling must he rei;ognizcd as a 
dislinll and diffen·nt ai;tivity. It is the 
w11ti11uous and systematic determining of 
c11mu111cr needs, providing inlornr.1tion on 
availdhfc services, and distributing seed to 
far rrn•rs. 

'.iced enterprises wilh their own marketing 
programs arid other commercial marketing 
groups can s11ccessfully assume this responsi
bility. 

Sl'ed marketing research at national and 
privale enterprise levels is necessary for deter-
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mining actual demand for seed at a givrn lime. 
Information lrom market research is needed 
lor organizing production and marketing 
programs. 

Market communicati!lllS include: (I) develop
ing promotional maleri;1ls; (1) using public 
relations to create a lavorahle image of the 
seed-supplying organizatit111; (3) using effec
tive techniques to sell seed i •buyers; and, (4) 
properly selecting and using dealers. , 

Several marketing channels can be used to 
move seed lrom the grower to the consumer 
(I igure 5), including the seed grower-seller, 
the accumulator-wholt•sJle1, the intermedidte 
wholesaler, and retail dcdkrs. Under certain 
circumstances, each has a beneficial role to 
play. 

·1 he channel utilized is determined by several 
factors, suth as the quantity, value, and 
characteristics ol thr srcd; 1Jr1· distance from 
1111' production area to tlir consuming area; 
the lin.111ci;1I invc~lment 11·quirrd; .uul rhe 
amount ol s1,rviccs needed bcfu1t• and alter 
the sale. 

Pricing of seed, a part of marketing, varies 
consider ably because it cit-pends largely on 
whether the fJrmrr can s,l\'t' hh own seed or 
wlwthcr t•nvironnll'nl.11 or or her I actors cause 
him to huy seed. I hc lat lcr 1,1\l' lrappt•ns with 
hyhrid, forage spetit•s, vegt'l.1hlt-s, .rnd !low
ers. 

ro arrive at propt'r seed prices, one must take 
into account direct and indirect costs, ex
pected profits, and an e\timate of the price 
the buycr will pay. I Ire tntal wst and cffi
ciency of moving seed from the production 
area to where it will be med require special 
attention during program development and 
are critical 'in planning marketing activities. 

Government policies and actions can hdve 
great influence on the use of seed. 

lor example, if government policy permits 
the pr ice of seed tu reflect all costs and pro
vides an opportunity for profit, this can 
st irnul.11e tlw lnrm.11 i(ln and growth of seed 
enterprises and 111.11 f..l'I ing groups. 

Well -planned and supported crop production 
campaigns stimulale the demand for seed of 
improved varieties. The success of this stage 
of the program is measured by the demand 
for seed and lhe efficiency with which seed 
is supplied to users. 

------·-----------------------

• • • 
~- - J 

figure 5. Marketing channels for seed. 
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ou~~tio1•s 

I. List th111t.p1 in• la«/ c11rtification program. 

2. To achit!lle the use of IHd of improved varietie1, program f11adt1r1 should: 

11} 

I>} 

cJ Promote and stimul•te the develapment of an effective marketing svsrem. 

3. M.rketing communic•tion1 lhould include: 

al 

bl Creating a favorable imall" 

cl 

di 
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7l -/' 

7. Starting and personnel training 
·- ·-· .... ---------------------· 

Oedic.1ted, motivatl'd, well-trained, and expe
rienced pcrsonm·I arc the key to a successful 
progr.1m bec.tus1· they make possible the effi
cient growth and development of each asp1·ct 
ol lhc St't·tl p1ogr.1111. A cou111r·y 1ksiri11g to 
irnpro\'c ifs '''l'd \Lippi in must make .1 serious 
commitmenl tu developing lcddership, tr.iin· 
ing personnel and Jllocating human resources 
to the program. 

1 he program's stage or development deter
mines the kind ;md number nl personnel 
1eq11in!d. I he nccd<·d positions can he cate· 
gorizcd into various levels ol decision making, 
which are classilied dlcording to job require· 
ments and urgani1ational needs. (Appendix 
1). 

<;ince seed technology is relatively new in 
many countries, it is necessary to establish 
and recogni1c the appropriate positions for 
a seed technologist. 
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The seed professional can carry many respon· 
sibilities for different parts of the seed pro· 
gram in order to assure a full-time conccntr a
t ion on seeds but this is preferable to li.t\·ing 
sever.ii gem•rJlisls who only incidentally hJvt• 
some seed responsibilities. 

Successful seed programs and enterprises arc 
ones that develop, motivate and maintain 
well-trained, qualified personnel. Clear per· 
sonnel policies, and innovative personnel 
management techniques can contribute to 
improved starr morale, higher motivation, 
increased length or service, increased pr oles· 
sionalism, and improved performance. 

Because it is probable that additional stall 
training will be necessuy, capable and 
experienced trainers, along with training 
materials in a language familiar to the trainees 
and opportunities for good practical expe
rience are important aspects or effective seed 
production and technology training. 



M.111y drvdoring rrogr;um hdvc lo nm1retc 
1111 phy,ical, hum;111 and linancial resources. 
Ll'.tcl«rs must face the necessity of obtJining 
and 111 ii i1ing resources to surrly larger quan
t it ks ol good quJlity sei·d. 

l\ltl'rnalives reviewed earlier offer wide 
choices lor the use of public resources. By 
corm·ntrating more on testing rather than 
plant brreding, resources can be saved. If the 
program relies on imported seed, investments 
in the local seed industry can be delayed or 
reduced. Public resources can be conserved 
hy encouraging the plivate 'cctor lo invest in 
s1·1·d 111 ogi;uns. 
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8. n~so• u-ces 

l.xpcnsive seed protcssing plants and impres
sive seed testing l.il>oratolics do not in 
themselves assurr more and bet tcr seed. An 
cxamin.ition of how existing IJcilities arc 
being used may reveal oppor lunities for their 
more efricient utilization. 

Seed conditioning facilities should be design
ed to meet essential objectives and be as 
simple as possible. In many operations, manu
al labor cannot S<llisract01 ily substitute for 
equipment. 

Investing in good seed sto1ai:e f.icilities, 
especially in the trorks ;i11d suhuorics, 

should be made in the early stages of the 
program and c.tn·he one of the wisest uses of 
resources. 

I he s1•,·1f tc,ting l.1h111.11ory with its equir
nwnt is 11111• ol the m.1jor physical 1csoun;es 
required lor the qu.ility control program. 
I or seed certilication and seed law enforce
ment activities, the most important minimal 
equipment is vchidcs to transport the start. 

l.quiprncnt lor the seed industry does not 
need to be highly sophisticated; some of it 
can be lound or manufactured at the local 
level. llowi·vcr, if this is not possible, modest 
allocations should lie made in order to obtain 
a11d m;1intain equipment ror the program. It 
is not easy to put ladlities and equipment 
into operation, hut if eai;h step is taken sys
tematically, it is possible to achieve the pro
posed go.ii~. 

C quipmcnt maintenance can savr huge 
<1mounts ol n·sotlllC~ if handled properly. 
R1•pl.1.:r1111·111 p.11 h .111d m.1intt•n.111ce manuJls 
should be obtained . when equipment is 
ordered. Also, funds for additional spare parts 
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and local repairs should be budgeted. It is 
essential to have personnel especially trained 
to operate and maintain the equipment. 

Programs that are successful obtain the 
needed physil.11, financial, and human 
resources. l.ach segment of the seed program 
has its own specific needs such as buildings, 
laboratories, offices, processing facilitles, 
storage space, and transportation. · 

Establishing a national program is basically a 
"do-it-yourself" activity. l:x ternal resources, 
when available, can help achieve certain 
objectives more rapidly. l hese resources or 
assistance may consist of consulting services, 
grants, training scholarships, and loans. 

External help is a scarce resource; therefore, 
such help should be chosen carefully and used 
wisely so that it will respond to specific needs 
of the country's program. Also, responsi
bilities of foreign experts should be clearly 
identiried, their work should be undertaken 
in c.ollaboration with the local management 
st;itr, projects should lie developed jointly, 
adequate local support should be provided, 
and progress should be reviewed periodically. 



I lw t•m•nti.11 clcrnl'nts for the succe~s of a 
SL'cd progrJm Jre: 

ldcntifi<:ation of the existing silllJtion 
• 111d thl· go;ils to be met. 

f he av.iilahility ol improved var ictics 
th.11 l.m he indudnl in the \l'ed pro· 
g1dl11. 

w.1y' to multiply the \l'l'd hom '"'" 
ll''l'.11 th p111g1-.1m'; 

M1·1.h.111i,111s lor inu 1•,1sing the .1v,1il.1hil· 
ity ol seed through import JI ion 01 loc .11 
p1od1Kti11n. 

l.llt'ctive m:d quality control pro· 
g1.1ms. 

WJys lo stimulate interest in new va
ri<'lit's and methods ol markrting seed 
to l.mncrs. 

[)cvcloprnl'lll of properly trained prr· 
Slllllll'I. 

Provision of necessary 1 t•sourccs. 

~l't•d pwdullion tod.1y \hould not Ill' the 'ccd 
p101:1.1111 'sonly ohjcctivl'. l111•:ich \tagl' of till' 
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fl ~nn ~n ·~ry 

program "new institutions" .11c heing devcl
oprd. 

lhe new research inslitutiom h.1ve .1 greater 
capabilily which supports the seed progr.1111 
as it advances from st.1ge one to 'lJgc four. 

L.lkctivc w;rys lo mJkc inil i.11 s1·1·d incrc;1sr' 
arc developed; new seed enterprises are 
lorrnrd. 

Uellt'r qu.1lity cont1ol sy,lcnl\ .111· wt up. 

Among the avililJhlc service\, tlwrc ;uc 
education.ii units th.ti p1 ovidc i11fo1 malion 
lo potential consumers ;1ho111 ~eccl; lhc1e 
are marketing mcchani\rns lhJl \crvc as tools 
tor ad1icving wider me of \Ced of improved 
varieties. 

I he ultimate success will lw me.tsurcd by the 
contribution and thrust lhill these innovative 
institutions tan make lo long term growth in 
the country's agriculll11.1I p1odullion. 

f he end result and I in.ti uhjeciive arc reached 
when this flow ol seed inLrC.l\l'S agricultur;1I 
pmdurtion illllf improve' Ilic well hl'ing of 
pnipll- in .111 1.ount1 i<'\ wilh 'llLCl'\Slul ~<'l'd 

proJ:ldlllS. 

A rttview team for a seed program should ttxamine thtt following points: 

1. Tht: general agricultural devt:lopment strategy with respect 

to seed supply needs. 

2 . The policies and procedures used in the initial seed increases. 

3. The current and potential capability for programming th11 

supply of bme<fer seed. 

4. 

5. 

The effective,,ess of germination tests. 

Tiie a11ai/.1/Jle or rr.1111ired eJ< ternal human and fi1tancial 
ff~SOUICf!S. 

Circle the alte11Jative(sl thnt you consider to b11 correct. 

Questions 

11111• l.11.u· 

1. To achieve succr.ss in the program, st!ed of itrrprovtld varitttis1 should b• con1i1tently: 

a) of less quality than that of farmers 
bl of less qualiry but higher-yielding thafl of farmt:r• 

cl of equal quality to that used by farmers 
di of be1ter quality than that produced by the farmer. 

2. Guaranteeing "good quality" can be done during: 

al the first stage of the program 
bl the first and second 1tages of the program: 
cl all stages and in each component of the program; 
di the fourth $tage. 

3. Seed legislat 10" should be de•igned to: 

al produce $eed 
b} educate pe1 sons interr.Jtt~d in seed 
c} regul.lte 'lllilhry control 
d} far.:1htare r/Je growth of seed enre1priscs. 
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/\r)rio 0~•{li'{ 

Personnel dcvclopmcnl and ~IJlling: U1.iraclcris1ics and 

Decision L rvcl 

~ ·"~h~~'.;:~;~~"' lr----l-f'._ol_i_1;-. -,f-f-.-.-.1-.-,---1 ' ,, ... ,.I· ",.,;,;•I I 
f·f1llll<'t1f 
'11' 1!11 

I !IHI· 111 
ii·· ii ·rt 111 I ,, "' 

'' ., ',,i 
·''I 1 1 r .. q' 1 

•• r .,,.,.,,, 

/ 11111 Ii, 1Ji11fl, 

I I ' i I 1 II t, ~ 

Lxln~nll'ly complex and dilli· 
tull; Ir CIJlll'lll llfle>.prclt•d silu.1-
tions H·quire llldSlerlul SlrJtcgy 
arnl ladies; time cumuming 

Make-most important deci
sions; responsible for first 
and basic actions; formul;11e 
polidc~ 

Dill'Ct and <-orn din.11e 
1wlici1·s 

Ahility to lhink strategically; 
administrative talenl; broad 
politkal, economic, and 
social knowledge 

High-level training; inter
n.1tion.1I experience helpful 

--------.#-~- ------ ---- ---
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Complex, n«<'ding con I inuous 
cv.1lu.11i11n in 011kr nol tu he 
allc<11•d hy unp11·dirlahlc 
cvcnls; linw comurning 

High-level dccisiom related to 
policy planning and interpre
t.1tion 

No coordirMlion rcquirt•d; 
provide c:oordi11.1lio11 ;md 
supcrvbion 

Good knowledge of counlry 
and commerce; willingness to 
delegate authority; high 
leadership capadty 

Gradu<1ll' tr.1ining; i11tcrnational 
c>.per icncc dc\irahlc 

rc1111ire1111·11h in td,1lion lo dl'ti\io11 l1•vcl 

Decision l.rvel 

: Pi1t·1 1111 ·. 1d lli1. i·.i1111 I. l1·1.l111i1,tl '; ()fll!'I ll't.flllit.tf ''- Nonlnhni1 .11 
llt'p.111111''111 fk.t.f·, l\l.111.1g1·r ... 11i1 .ti Wot"''" Wot k1·r\ 

-----------'-· ._, 

lerlain lt-vl'I~ ol rom- Complex lo 111111- Noncompll'x bul Simple ;md 1ou1ine 
pkllily .111d c.11.1ly1ic ton1pll'X h.rving clwactcr i,. bur ol 1 cn 1 equir ing 
l'I h.'t.h; "-"Y poilll ol in tk\ of comt.111t catl'lul work 
krp1t·1.1tio11 ol polkirs i11noval ions 

High-level delision mak- Rclated lo proce- No policy decisions; Decisions only re-
ing and actions ditl'tlly dures for imple· work follows set pro- latrd to specific 
rl'latcd In impll'menl.1- menlJtion; ac- cedures; can use own skills 
lion ol lhr ptogi.11u liom din•i;tly nilcria to intctp11·1 

allt-ct activities procedures 
of lhe program 

-------- --- -··- -·--

Nl'l'd \flllll' \Ufl!'I - N1·ed somc supl'r - Nred Ir cqucnt supl't · Undct continuous 
Vi\ion; pt ovitfl' vision dlHI loor- vi,iun; provide mme supervision; do not 
coordina1i11n and dirMlion; provide supervision provide supervision 
supctvi\ion super v isiun 

--
Creativeness; Jbilit y Ability to allow Specific technical r or certain aclivities 
to cstahlish cont inuom formal and inf or- qualifications for spec ilic skills nf!eded 
innov.11ion Im policy mdl dislribulion of the field of work 
int crprel JI ion authority; prof es-

sional •111d lcchni-
cal ahililies; admin-
istralivc talent 

----- --
Collrgc dc•grcc, prclcr- College degree, grad- College degree for Secondary level for 
ably gr.1duat1· training; uate training use Jul; highly technical specialized laborers 
special k.1dl'r,hip ;111.J spt'd.il leadership stall, medium-level preferable; short 
Sl'l'll t1,1i11ing and \Cl'd tr.tining lcchnicoil ltaining courses for certain 

I ur olhers; spc<-ial jobs 
seed training 

-------------
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SEED PRODUCTION AND SUPPLY FOR FARMERS IN LDC'S 1/. 

Are seed supplies a limiting factor in getting improved maize varieties 
and hybrids used? Is the seed production and supply effort in LDC's 
adequate today? What steps could be taken to improve the situation? In 
the search for answers to these questions it would be useful to consider 
these points: 

1. Achievements today 

2. Factors affecting achievement 

3. Methods to improve achievement 

4. New initiatives 

Achievements Todav 

An examination of the 1986 CIMMYT World Maize Facts and Trends shows 
huge differences among countries, subregions, and regions in terms of 
area planted to improved varieties and hybrids of maize. Table 1 shows 
significant differences between subregions in Latin America with a range 
from 29 percent to 76 percent of the area planted with improved maize. 
Examining individual countries shows a range from 1 percent to 100 
percent in the area planted with improved maize. Hybrids dominate the 
area with varieties being used on an average of 6 to 16 percent in the 
different subregions. When one considers the percent of the area 
planted with commercial seed annually, great differences also exist with 
the Southern Cone producing seed for 70 percent of the area, but with 
the Andean Zone only covering about 23 percent of the area. Private 
seed enterprises account for 92 percent of the seed sales in the region. 

Other regions of the world are shown in Table 2. The use of improved 
varieties ranges from 22 to 4~ percent of the area on a regional basis. 
But on a country basis the differences are much more striking with 77 
percent use of improved varieties being the highest. Hybrids are used 
much more in some regions than others and one country shows 61 percent 
of the farmers using them. Equally interesting is the amount of 
commercial seed sold annually with differences ranging from 9 to 31 
percent. One country is producing enough seed to supply 74 percent of 
the needs on an annual basis. 

Factors Affecting Achievement 

The results above show vast differences' among regions, subregions, and 
countries. The positive side of this information shows that it is 
possible to have improved varieties and hybrids used on almost the total 

1/. Johnson E. Douglas, Seed Consultant, R.R.!, Box 382, 
Rockville, IN 47872. 
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area planted in the LDC's. Average figures even for a country do not 
show the differences that exist within a country, but they do exist. 
This kind of information can be quite depressing because of the lack of 
progress in some countries. However, the existence of quite successful 
results in other countries should be considered a challenge to do 
better. These results also suggest the possibility of learning quite a 
lot from one another. 

Each person can think of factors that cause these differences. To help 
in a review of these factors, the following four points will be 
considered: 

1. The product and its availability 

2. The kind of user 

3. The effort to reach the user 

4. Profitability 

Methods to Improve on Achievements 

To meet the challenge and identify ways to improve upon past 
achievements, an examination of the above four factors can help. 

The product and its availability 

The product can be divided into three segments: 

1. the performance and acceptance of the variety or hybrid, 

2. the seed production capability, and 

3. the quality of the seed supplied. 

Performance and acceptance 

Superior performance on the experiment station does not automatically 
mean farmer acceptance as has been shown time after time. Thus, the 
pressure continues on the public and private crop research programs to 
deliver products that farmers will not only accept but also be anxious 
to use. The pathologist, the entomologist, the agronomist, the breeder, 
the seed producer, and the farmer all need to be involved in different 
phases of variety evaluation before a release is made. When a consensus 
develops that the variety or hybrid is good and can be produced 
economically, widespread farmer acceptance is more nearly assured. 

Seed production capability 

Crop research programs must assume responsibility for the initial 
aspects of seed production. Specific responsibilities include: 

1. Adequate variety descriptions 
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2. Provide a maintenance system for varieties and inbreds 

3. Increase breeder seed supplies 

4. Assistance with basic seed supplies 

5. Help define allocation policies 

6. Provide adequate seed storage for breeder and 
basic seed. 

Seed production capability directly affects the availability of the 
product. It is important that serious consideration be given to the 
choices that are available for getting seed produced and supplied. 
Strong direct governmental intervention is one method that has normally 
involved a department, research section, or extension program 
undertaking seed multiplication and/or supply. In the early stage of a 
program no other mechanism seems to exist and officials use whatever 
resources are available to introduce the improved hybrid or variety. 
Some of these programs have been effective, but their greatest 
limitation is their inability to expand beyond a certain level. Budgets 
and personnel with governments are frequently limited or subject to 
rapid shifts because of one economic crisis or another. Thus, these 
programs, though well intended and sometimes successful for a while, 
often suffer from a lack of resources and the means to grow. 

The formation and growth of seed enterprises, both public and private, 
offer another way to get seed available. Seed enterprises have 
advantages in terms of flexibility, increased growth potential, and the 
means to be quite innovative in developing marketing systems to reach 
farmers, especially small farmers. Their greatest limitation in terms 
of reaching the small farmer centers around management decisions that 
tend to concentrate on the most profitable, accessible markets. Their 
priorities often tend to concentrate on hybrid seed marketing with less 
effort placed on varieties. 

Many larger seed enterprises today started as small, local seed 
producing/selling activities. Hundreds of small seed operations exist 
in both developed and less developed programs. As a way to reach more 
and more small farmers, greater emphasis is needed on stimulating 
increased seed production and marketing at the local level. The Seed 
Unit at the International Center for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT), Cali, 
Colombia has sponsored two workshops on Improved Seed for Small Farmers 
in which mechanisms for starting small seed operations were discussed. 
Proceedings for these workshops are available in both English and 
Spanish. Key points to consider in getting these small scale activities 
going include: 1. identification of progressive farmers or groups of 
farmers to become seed producers, 2. availability of superior varieties 
or hybrids, 3. financial and technical help, 4. special quality 
control systems, and 5. simple marketing systems. 

Mechanisms used to help get people started at low cost have 
included providing services for seed conditioning from existing 
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facilities and importing multiple sets of small equipment that can be 
put with interested seed producers on a lease-purchase arrangement. 
Examples of these kinds of effort can be found in countries such as 
Nepal, India, Brazil, Guatemala and Bolivia. 

Seed quality 

Seed quality is the other essential factor in the product that the 
consumer sees. The farmer evaluates seed according to its appearance, 
weed seed content, and germination. Many other factors are important to 
the seed technologist, such as genetic identity and purity, moisture 
content, freedom from diseases, other crop seed, and kind of seed 
treatment used. Thus, the commercial seed industry must not only 
deliver the variety/hybrid the farmer wants but also be sure the seed 
quality is equal to or better than what the farmer has. 

The farmer's own seed is the main factor-limiting increased use of seed 
from other sources once an improved variety has been introduced. 
Unfortunately, little information has been gathered about what farmers 
plant when they do not buy commercial seed. Seed surveys are needed to 
know more about the seed the farmer, or his wife, saves and to be sure 
that the product being offered to him is consisten~ly better than what 
he has. With solid information both the extension system and seed 
marketing people could more accurately target their message and be more 
convincing about the product being offered. 

The Kind of Seed User 

When doing the investigation on the quality of the farmer's own seed, 
more information is needed about the factors affecting decisions made on 
the seed to use, local seed saving practices, and the role of the wife 
in the decision making process. The seed technologist needs to work 
with sociologists and marketing specialists to more fully understand the 
seed user. 

Attitudes, customs, and ability to pay differ from the more affluent to 
the less affluent, small farmer. The small faTI11er represents a totally 
different market--one that has hardly been reached with improved 
varieties and good seed in many areas. 

When designing and testing a new variety or hybrid, efforts are needed 
to analyze the characteristics of the particular groups of farmers to 
whom the seed will be introduced. It is necessary that one examine: 

1. How much the farmer knows about varieties and seed quality? 

2. What the farmer understands about the importance of associated 
practices? 

3. What sources of information and seed the farmer readily accepts? 

4. What kinds of attitudes and beliefs the farmer holds about 
varieties and seed? 
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5. What perception the farmer holds about the effort involved in 
using the new seed? 

6. Is the farmer able to act once he decides what he wants to do? 

As answers to these questions are developed for groups of farmers, it 
will become easier to increase market penetration with good quality seed 
of improved varieties and hybrids. 

Reaching the User 

Extension in support of seed use. Extension workers play a 
significant role in reaching seed users. Their knowledge of varieties 
and appreciation of the value of good seed when combined with an 
effective use of extension methods makes the extension specialist a 
vitally important ally. The effective use of the news media, 
demonstration trials, meetings, and printed matter are commonly used 
tools. 

The concept is fine, but the skeptic could ask a series of difficult 
questions that need good answers. How close is this extension person 
linked with the crop researchers and the seed sector? Does this person 
really have the most recent information about the varieties and know 
where the seed is available? Does he or she have a listing of seed 
sources? What is this person doing to help get new, local, small scale 
seed production started to reach smaller farmers especially? What does 
this person really know about seed quality? What is the seed sector 
doing to help him or her become more effective in support of the seed 
program? These are all questions to ask as consideration is given to 
how the extension worker can contribute more to reaching the user. 

Seed marketing to reach the user. The capability of the 
commercial seed sector to market seed also greatly affects a country's 
ability to reach more users with good seed of improved varieties. 
Market penetration can be increased in part by expanding the number of 
retail outlets. Successful seed marketing organizations have hundreds 
of seed sellers linked to them. These seed sellers must know their 
product and have incentives to sell. For this reason training programs 
for seed dealers are an essential part of increasing seed sales. 
Various incentives in addition to commissions have been used to 
stimulate dealers to sell more. Contests, bonuses, prizes and free 
trips are frequently used by the hybrid maize industry in the U.S.A. 

The dealers are an extremely vital part of any market intelligence 
program. The dealers can be valuable sources of information when 
properly used to forecast market needs and identify areas of potential 
expansion. As their reports are combined with general economic, crop, 
and variety trends plus information from the extension and research 
programs, the means are available to more accurately predict seed needs 
and expand markets. Research and extension programs are mentioned again 
here to stress the vital importance of the commercial seed sector 
working as partners with them in order to reach more users. 
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Profitability 

Basic to increasing the use of good seed of improved varieties is the 
need for the user to profit from utilizing this input and in growing the 
crop. A farmer who is not making money cannot buy seed and fertilizer 
to go with it. The seed cost is a small percent of production costs 
with most crops. For example, purchased maize seed usually represents 
only three to five percent of the production costs. Yet, the farmer 
must have a perception that his investment in seed will return more than 
the extra cost of the seed. What kind of solid information is available 
in each country on this point? Very littlel 

To increase seed usage, more investigations are needed to provide 
extension and seed sellers with more information of this kind that they 
can use with farmers. Farmers need to know and appreciate how seed of a 
particular variety or hybrid will increase his profits. 

Profitability of seed production and marketing is also essential if seed 
markets are to increase. The story of what happened in Guatemala when 
official policies were changed to make it profitable to market maize 
seed is one of the best examples available. Before 1977 it was 
profitable to grow seed and sell it to a government organization to 
distribute, but no incentive existed to sell seed to farmers. When the 
pricing structure was changed to make marketing profitable, seed sales 
and usage iIIDD.ediately started to increase with the private sector 
playing a dominate role in this expansion. 

When production and marketing are both profitable, it is possible to 
invest in dealer development and promotion to expand markets and even 
invest in research. Without the opportunity for profit the marketing 
process remains stagnant and seed usage does not increase. 

Potential Other New Initiatives 

New initiatives need to be taken by research, extension, seed 
enterprises, and seed associations to increase good quality seed and 
improved variety usage. 

Research Initiatives 

Increased cooperation among national research programs can result in 
more joint releases and naming of varieties and hybrids. With more 
cooperation at this level and the use of coIIDD.on names opportunites 
increase to move seed across national boundaries and enlarge markets. 

Some public research programs make inbreds and advanced breeding 
material available to private research groups for evaluation and 
combination with their own germplasm. An increased development of this 
partnership rather than a competitive approach can stimulate the 
commercial seed sector and increase the flow of improved germplasm to 
the farmer. The commercial seed industry should evaluate ways to 
strengthen and support public research. 
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Extension Initiatives 

Extension programs normally do not have "Seed Extension Specialists". 
Yet, a special emphasis on seed sector development and the increased use 
of good seed of improved varieties could be one of the best investments 
made by today's extension programs. Assistance to the development of 
local, small-scale seed producer/sellers is especially needed from 
extension programs. The seed industry and seed associations should 
press for additional concentrated effort by extension to help the seed 
sector. Special yield contests and work with youth on crops projects 
are additional activities that the extension program could use to 
stimulate interest in and use of good seed of improved varieties. 

Seed Enterprise Initiatives 

An increased effort is needed to package seed in containers that are 
appropriate for farmers with different quantity requirements. 
Developing small packages for use as an "introductory offer" need to be 
tried. The genius for selling that exists in LDC's needs increased 
application by the seed sector to expand markets. Special sales 
campaigns are effective when well-planned and implemented properly--they 
have been used but not often enough. Market Days are a tradition in 
many communities, but how much seed is sold there? What about mobile 
sales teams to visit these markets at critical periods when farmers are 
needing seed? 

Dealer training was mentioned and several organizations do this. What 
about the seed certification program joining with seed associations, 
research, and extension for special marketing manager and dealer 
training courses and workshops? 

Can increased use be made of leading farmers to sell seed in their local 
communities? Large quantities of hybrid maize, sorghum, and soybean 
seed are sold this way in the U.S.A. 

As small scale seed producer/sellers develop in some areas, why not link 
them into a network to sell seeds they cannot produce locally such as 
vegetables? This step would provide them with more seed to sell and 
expand market outlets for seed enterprises and seed importers. In some 
cases these groups could become users of registered and certified seed 
for further multiplication and sale locally. 

Most portable seed processing equipment seems to be with government 
institutions. What about leasing this equipment to private individuals 
or gropus to clean their own certified seed and also provide a seed 
cleaning service to people who are saving their own seed? One could 
also sell seed from the portable processing unit to those who do not 
have seed to clean. 

Becoming more service oriented can increase sales. Providing more 
information on how to increase production, how to select a variety, or 
how to evaluate seed quality are but examples of service oriented 
approaches. 
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Seed Association Initiatives 

Increased communication among countries about seed supplies and 
varieties that are comparable is needed. Regional and subregional seed 
associations can be useful in collecting and developing this kind of 
information. The Brazilian directory of seed enterprises and seed 
sources is an excellent example of this concept on a national basis. 

Associations could also work together more to provide courses and 
workshops on seed marketing within a country or among countries. They 
can help in the exchange of successful experiences in expanding markets 
and seed program development. Exchange visits of public and private 
personnel could be arranged by associations to help the exchange of 
information. Associations can do more to improve the image of the seed 
sector through good public relations. They could also develop special 
programs to help seed users to be more aware of the importance of good 
seed and the need to use the best improved varieties. Associations have 
many opportunities to help expand seed usage over and beyond what 
individual seed enterprises and marketing groups can achieve. 

Conclusion 

The present level of annual seed sales and use of improved varieties and 
hybrids leaves substantial room for increases in most countries. The 
combined effort of research, extension, and the seed sector is required 
to be successful. Many opportunities exist for public and private 
research programs to work together to improve the product available. 
The extension programs can go far beyond their present levels to 
increase good seed and improved variety usage. The seed enterprises and 
marketing groups are making significant contributions, but many 
opportunities exist for them to expand markets. Most programs are only 
making a start at reaching the vast numbers of smaller farmers with good 
quality seed of improved varieties. The initiation of more local seed 
production and marketing is one of the best ways to reach this group. 
The opportunities ahead for seed associations to play effective roles in 
increasing the use of good seed or improved varieties are equally great 
and represent the challenge for the future. 

Applying the mechanisms discussed can be extremely challenging and 
stimulating for those who do it. No country can be complacent. Every 
country can improve its use of good quality seed of improved varieties 
and hybrids. 
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Table 1. Improved Varieties/Hybrids and Commercial Seed Used by 
Regions in Latin America. 

Percent of Maize Area Planted 1) 
Improved Hybrids Varieties Commercial 

Region Maize Seed 
Annually 

Mexico, Central 42 26 16 33 
America and the 
Caribbean 

Andean Zone 29 20 6 23 

Southern Cone 76 70 6 70 

1) Source: 1986 CIMMYT World Maize Facts and Trends, CIMMYT 
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Table 2. Improved Varieties/Hybrids and Commercial Seed Used by Regions 
Except Latin America. 

Region 

Middle East 

North Africa 

West Africa 

East and South Africa 

South Asia 

Southeast .. Asia 
and the Pacific 

Percent of Maize Area Planted (1) 
Improved Hybrids Varieties Commercial 
Maize Seed 

(Annually) 

44 23 21 31 

49 7 42 30 

22 1 21 9 

36 25 11 27 

34 11 23 17 

37 3 34 16 

(1) Source: 1986 CIMMYT World Maize-Facts and Trends, CIMMYT, Mexico 



PR>\CTICES USED BY Slv\ALL FARMERS IN SELECTING AND /v\J\!NTAININ G 

THEIR OWN SEED.!/ 

What do we really know about the small farmers and his se:ad ? Are we sure that 

the seed which we have is definitely better for him ? Small farmers have developed 

mechanisms from the beginning of crop cultivation to select and maintain th~ir own 

seed. We have to admit that they hove been successful in this acHvity or we would 

not be he:-e today. Thus, we must approach this subject with a great deai of hurr.ility_. 

We need lo~ sincerely interested in learning what the smell farmer de-as ar.d why 

he does it before we ccn prescrib-; improvements. My understanding is to help us 

• • 1 ' h h 11 r i ' · · h. d i · • .J s~rt t.:> tnmK aoout .ow t e srr.oi .-'Jrmer se.ects ana maintains 1s see ana ro prov11,.;c 

to wl-:o~ I have read, obseived ond experienced. Never bving walk in the exact $feps 

of of.I small farmers, I cannot kr.ov-1 ex:::ctly what they do or-why they do H. 

In opprooching this topic the nearest I can come fo walking in the sma! i farmer's 

po th is to review seed selection and maintenonce methods used on a U.S.A. form in 

lhe i930's. This farm was typical of many srooll and m~dium sized farms in the middle 

western part of USA ct fhat time.Farmers went to the field just before ha1vest and 

selected the large.st ears of maize with the objective of _saving them-uniil the next 

planting season. I hove done this .-The seed shows were deveiop~d to help stimulate 

interest and encourogP. farmers to select the most uniform and largest grciup of ten c::rs • 

_!/ Johnson E. Douglas, Head, Seed Unit, CIAT. Presented at the Wo~k$hop en 
"Improved Seed for s~11 Formers" I CIAT, Ca!i, Colombia, Augl•St 9··13, 1982. 
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Out of this kind of process by lending farmers came local native selections such as 

Rieds Yellow Dent and Johnson County White .Our selected seed were kept in a 

storage room in the house in racks that had metal plates at the bottom to prevent 

tne mice from getting to the seed.In that way the seed dried gradually. In the 

early spring just ahead of planting these ears were hand shelled. The kernels 

on the ends of both ears were shelled and discarded do only the middle kernels 

· of the ear were saved. This method meant that no seed grading was necessary. 

Sqmples of this seed were placed in rag dolls. These were really two cotton clothes 

with seed between them. They were placed behind the stove for five days to check 

to see if the seed germinate well. No seed treatment was used but the seed was 

planted hoping it would produce another crop and the same procedure was used for 

seed selection next fell. How does this compare with what millions of small farmers 

do t"oday? 

The small farmers throughout this world frequently follow si.milor practices because 

most of them realize that their survival and that of their family rests upon having some 

kind of planting seed each season. When we talk about th·e smaJI farmer's seed saving 

methods, we must first realize that in many a~eas it is really the small farmer's wife 

who does this work. When we discuss changing the seed being used by the small 

farmer, we must really be c;onsidering how to convince his wife that the seed we 

have is better thon what she has saved. 

Small farmers do not want to discard anything that may produce grain in their 

field. Therefore, roguing field to rrcke the crop more uniform is not practiced.normolly. 
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Sometimes diseased plants rroy be removed from fie Ids, but even when this is done, 

it is usually done without a clear unders~nding of the characteristics of the disease 

and whether or not removing a plant will have any effect upon the disease infestation 

the following year. I have observed families ramoving smutted heads of wheat when 

I was sure that the number of spores already introduce into the field had contamined 

the next crop. The removal process was a total waste of effort. 

Most seed is hand harvested when the general crop is ha1Vested.Because of this 

practice mechanical damage and weed seeds usually are not a serious problem. Alth~ugh 

the germination test can easily be done in soi I, sand or a rolled towei, seed surveys 

have tended 1o find that it has not been done as a routine practice. No seed treatment 

is normally used. The seed saved is planted with faith that it will grow and produces 

another crop which is a good or better than the last one. The Sm::J 11 farmer frequently 

plants a higher population than is recommended locally by the experiment siation 

berouse he wonts to ~ sure that he gets a crop and knows in·his. situation it is better 

to do this because of the hazards of insects, diseases and the weather. 

The drying and storage of the seed is more of a problem in sub-tropical and tropical 

regions than it was in Indiana because of the high temperature a~d the high humidity 

conditions and the resulting adverse affect on germination.Sun drying is universally 

done. 

farmers have solved their insect control and storage problem in a large number 

of different ways depending upon the area, materials available and the length of tima 

that seeds have to be storcd • .V.Oize ears are stored both with and without the husk 

and arc ·hung from the ceiling if the quantity needed ·is small. Larger quantities ore 
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stored in traditional thatched timber or mud-brick stores. Storing seed in baked 

clay containers is the common method fo~ many kinds of crops.Rice, wheat and 

barley are frequently stored with the heads unthreshed in bunches that are hung 

from the ceiling. Often the storage location is in the hquse and near the cooking 

area because that is the driest place in the h~use. Insect .pressures in these 

conditions m:Jke seed storage by the small farmer a problem. Insect control 

is managed without chemicals. A common method is to mix the seed in ash 

which has the ·double purpose of inhibiting inser~ development ard serving 

as o dissecant for maintaining the iower moisture content in the seed.5m:iii 

farmers are often successful in the storage methods because they ore· deaiing 

with small qoontities of seads. This problem becomes much more difficult wnen 

government and seed enterprises attempt to store larger quantities of seed in the 

tropics because they cannot use the small farmers met'nods but have to achieve the 

same objective in keeping large quantities of seed dry and free of insects. 

These is normally threshed by hand or animal power.Clean is done by hand. 

Frequently, the seed of small farmers has a nice appearance. This is an important 

point because anyone offering seed to the smal I farmer must have seed that looks 

as good or better than what he already has. He d0es not see the genees and the 

yielding capability within tha_t seed. He only see, how it appears. 

Do we know how good his planting seed really is ? It is difficult to find 

information on this question. To my knowledge very few attempts have been mode 

in developing areas to accurately assess the quality·of the seed saved by small farmers. 
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\A{heat seed surveys have been made in India and Tuni~ia but these results are not 

published. From this information, it appea·rs that the germination of seed saved by 

small farmers in 3eneral Weis not bad, but a small percentage, say 5 to 10 percent 

of the samples, were low enough in germination to seriously affect the possibility 

of getting a good crop.Although most seed lots were relatively free of weed seed, 

some occasionally were found with excessive quantities of weed seeds~ However, 

since the former is using his own seed, he w::Js only planting back the weed seed 

he already hod and he was not introducing new types. The identity of the variety 

or type used was often much less certain and was frequently mixed with something 

else. /vbre information !s needed on the quality of the farmers own planting seed. 

Such information can be useful to extension programs and seed suppliers. 

- • • • • fl'> .1 • .• I . r •f t I ,t J t'rograms ro anrroauce seeo or me ntlw vo11t::n~~ nuv~ •u11.::u u.:.cuuse .-..e ~.; .... 

supply wees of poor quality and certainly a lower quality than the seed normally 

saved by the fcmers. Dr. Norrr.an Borlaug, CIMMYT, sites a r.umSer of examples 

of this kind and many of you are probably also aware of similar problems. It hos 

frequently been scid that the pri~ry competi_tor of seed introduced as improved 

seed, certified seed, fisicalized seed or whatever official type of seed may be 

promoted is the farmer's own !eed. Improvements can be made over the q~lity 

c:>f seed saved by the small farmers. Not only does a veriety have to be better but the 

seed itse If must be equo I to or better than the farmers own seed to be successful as 

OnP, mounts an extersion or promotion activity will convince the former, or his wife 

to change. 
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. All of the projections show rhat more '!!Ouths are to be fed. The quality of seed 

planted of improved varieties is an essential_ factor in determining how successful 

we are in increasing production to meet that need • We must consider how the farmers 

own seed can be improved as well as assure that the seed supplied from outside his 

farm is good quality. If we are succe~sful in improving the variety and the quality 

of seed planted by millions of small farmers, we will help fill the stomachs of millions 

of people. 

August 9, 1982 



INCREASING SEED SALE3 ESPECIALLY TO FAR1v1ER.S WITH SMALL HOLDINGS 

W. H. Verburgt!./ 

I am _glad to have the oppori.unity of participating in this semba r, 

and I have discovered. that all of you already kn.ow an awful lot about 

the subject oi seed sales. I am glc.d to tell you about some of my 

experiences in Kenya, and c:.lso I will go into some detail about how 

we achieved our results. !n this seminar, the availability of new varieties 

has been covered quite well, and also i..ve have completely discussc:d. the 

quality control <-- spect. 

Distributio!'l 

Lct1 s look at the distribution anQ"le first since that seems to be 

the bottleneck of n-:io!it seed compa:iies and seed organizations, no ma ttcr 

hnw they are on~~ized er owned. Particularly important to top manage-

ment is dis:!."ibution to reach ~mall fa.rrners within a. very large and 

wide arc<'.; this aspect will dcman~i your·· a-tteni:i6"n~ - It ·is n·o easy t:rsk, b~:t 

it h: possibh~ if yon plan and work hard at it and if yo'..l. don't try to 

carry out this exercise over a very S'hort span of time. In l~cnya, it too:~ 

us at least 10 years to get a country-wide distribution network org-:inize;;: 

the way we sta.rt ed out io do,~ and I must admit this was a much Jon-:e ::-

period than. '\Ve had anticipated \Vh~n we be)!an. 

!/ Managc_r Director Of. Mommersteeg International, HollancL Conforencc 

p~·csentccl u.t the Seed Enterprise Ma.n~acmcnt and J\~a.rkctiuz \\'orl:.shv? 

h~hl at CI.AT from May 18 to 2.2, 19Sl. 
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As you know, many. problem~~_bave to be overcome. Storae-e points 
,_,, 

have to be organized; physical movement o! seed needs a lot of attention, 
. ~~ . 

particularly in a country or an area where hardly any roads exist; in 

addition, it is extremely difficult to make sure tha
0

t adequate quantities 

of s'!ed are available at the riszht time and in the right place. We 

always aimed at making sl?ed available to farmers in what we called 

"within-walking distances." The reason for this is that many very small-

scale farmers do not have or mieht not .have any mechanical means 

of transportation. Therefore, if these farmers want to buy seeds and 

cannot actually walk to the store and purchase their requirements, t11e~' 

will not be able to (!et seed and therefore will not benefit from the tech-

nical :Y..nowhow avaiiabie. 

Payments 

Apart from the problems of distribution and moveme..l'lt of seed, 

there is the need to organize payments. On the one hand, the price 

should enable the farmer to benefit substantially from his investrncnt; 

on the other hand, the seed qrower and the seed ore;anization should £'et 

a fair return on their money as well. it is up to the mana:zcnrnt 

of the seed organizatiou or the seed company to price t:he s~ed. or 

endeavor to price the seed, in a way that it is a. worth\vhile exE"rciz:;~ 

fer all concerned. This is not easy to achieve, because, as you know, 

{l) the seec! growers always want mor~ for their seed, (2) the sc-ed 

co1npa.ny need:> quite a nubstantial nlarket to pay for overhead costs 

and to get a i·eturn on its investmcnh1, and {3) the cost of di ~trilmlion 
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under difficult condition~ !s ·quite hi2'h as well. In particular, this latter 

aspect must not be fonrotten. Moreover, the actual distributor should 

also get a re~rn on his ·~fforts, and \ve found that it is not e-oo.:i to 

try and cut his margin to the bone while everybod)' else gets a fair 

return. 

In !act, it is very important to make sure the final distributor 

gets a very high share of the market since it is he · .as the storekeeper 

who has to sell the seed to the farmer and act as the salesman as 

well. Therefore, we always try to make sure to 17ive the final link L-i 

the retail chain a very fair market to encourage them to purchase seed 

before the rainy season starts and to keep stocks in store a.t the right 

time and in suiiicient quantiti~s. J~il ti1is, once again, needs a weii 

thought out plan and also continuous management to 1'~eep the retaii 

chai'l alive. One cannot be satisfir:d that once the system begins to 

work reasonably well, it will always remain ;.vorking well in the future; 

one has to keep working at it,. and, as I said, the retail effort has to 

be kept alive all the time. 

As far as payment is concerned, in Kenya, 've always work o.:i 

a cash basis. This might sound surpr1.sinir, but it was the only system 

that we could make work on a large scale. I do know that farmers 

sometimes have problems in finding- cash at the :dc,:ht time, but, on 

the other hand, all other systems of p~yment, includ~~ the one which 

is verr often hiC!hly recommcnded--and that· is larc:e-scale credits amo.nC' 

small fa1·mers--we did not !ind to be very successful .. 
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In my opinion, the main reason for. the disappointments in provi-

ding small-scale farmers with credit· is really in the administration of 

the credit line. To administrate er.edit for hundreds of thousands of 

small-scale farmers is a major exercise, which appears to be not 

only difficult to administrate but also very expensive. One may well 

wonder whether the administration of credit to small-scale farmers 

on a large scale is not more expensive than the e:ains one is tryinq 

to achieve. In fact, if anybody has su{!'gestions in this direction, I v.ould 

welcome them, but in my experience the key to this problem has not 

been found. 

Another method of payment can be to subsidize the seed. This 

---··,~-. ___ _. ..... ...,, 

it too has its setbacks. 

The main problem I have experienced with subsidies--not in Kenya, 

because normally the seed was not subsidized during the time I worked 

there, but in other countries- - is how to discontinue credit and cancel 

the subsidy if the money is not there anymore. In itself, there is 

nothint?" wrong with a subsidy. For instance, a unit of seed costs US$10. 00 

retail and the government decides that the farmers only have to pay 

US$5. 00; then the seed oriranization gets paid US$5~ 00 by the government 

and charges US$5. 00 to the farmC"rs, so from that anelc it is all rii!ht. 

The big problem, however, con'les when there is no money for this 

subsidy, and this can create quite large difficulties. 
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We have seen, for instance, tint a s•.lbsidy was being given in 

a particular area for a particular kirid of seed, and a marketing plan 

was devised based on this subsidy. For a couple of years, the farrrers 

were uued to payin~ only a figure similar to the US$5. 00. Once the 

subsidy money was finished, and farmers had to p3.y the full price, 

the quantity of seed sold durin~ the next season dropped substantially. 

The seed ca:npany •.vas left with large stocks; farmers were unhappy 

because they could not buy the seed anymore, or they thouqht they 

could not; and, therefore, the whole scheme was not very successfull. 

In conclusion, therefore, if subsidies can be avoided, they should not 

be adopted in the first place. 

Hybrid St!eus 

I think now is the rfo:ht moment ." to say someib.in~ about the 

issue of hybrid crosses vs. open-pollinated varieties. This issue, as 

we hav~ di_scu_$sed,. ~s also bein:r rais~d i11 many meetin~s, _and it also ha~ 

son1ethL.'1p- to do with the Price of seed because, of course, hybrid ' . . 

seed is much more expensive than seed of an open-pollin.a ted variety. 

Also, it is often said that use of hybrid seed might make sm.all !zi rmcrs 

dependent on a seed O!."f!aniz?.tion to purchas·~ their fresh seed each yea.r. 

Well, one can think in differer1t \Yays about this. 

It is my consider1.~d opinion foa.t once the hrbrid maize in l<cny~1 

increased the yield by 30%, it was obvious that the s~mll farmers ou~ht 

to benefit from the hetcrosis as inuch as la.r...,e farm<'rs \voul<l ch...... From 

this ang-le, therefore, there is no reason to. distribut<" hybrid seed, for-
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instance, to large and medium-size farmers, as I said earlier in this 

meeting, and provide seed of the open-pollinated varieties to small 

farmers. From the seed companie·s1 an~le, it is 4ood business too. 

In our case, the total acreage of maize grown by all small farmers, 

was much larger than the total acreage produced by the large-scale 

farmers. Thus, it is clear that anybody in ·charge of marketing a product 

should look at the total market, not at a certain segment of the market, 

which is what we did with hybrid maize in Kenya. In addition, if one 

excludes the small-scale farmer from the benefits of technology availa

ble in hybrid maize, one really differentiates between these t--110 kinds 

of .farmers. In iny opinion, there is no real difference._ The only 

land, and the large-scale farmers, Ior some reaso11 or another, have 

la r C! er pieces of land; they are still both fanners. At the s:i.n1e time, if 

a small-scale -farmer gets a small crop, it might mean less food for 

him and his family; to a large-scale farmer on the other hand, a small 

crop is just a matter of reduci.11~ his income slightly. One could even 

say that, by distin!!Uishing between these types of farmers, the world 

helps assure that the rich e:et richer more quickly and that the poor 

stay rather poor. Certainly, this is not the object of this exercise. 

Plant brcedill£! 

The next subject I want to touch upon is plant breeders, Agai.11, 

here the marketinf.!; of seed should start with the plant brC'cdc·r. Too 

oftt'n, in iny opinion, plant breeders are just trying to improYe crop 
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yields without really lookin!! at the market first, and this is not a very 

efficient or commercial attitude to take. The plant breeder-- just like 

any other researcher- - should first look at the market before he begins 

his-plant breedin~ program. He should find out what the farmer .needs, 

what the conditions are unC.er \mich the crop is grown, a~d c.11 the other 

factors that will influence the adoption of the new varieties by the 

farmers after the plant breeder has been successful. I think we need 

to emphasize this point because as plant breeding stations get larger 

and as the methods of plant breeding get more sophisticated, the actual 

market--and that is the farmer--tends to be overlooked, if I may say so. 

In Kenya we were fortunate to have plant breeders who were fully 

farmers, and who, therefore, produced varieties, hybrids in this case, 

that could be sold on a large basis to small farmers, In addition to 

the plant breeder, the extension service should be very m.uch involved 

if such a service is available. Again, we were fortunate in this regard in 

being able to motivate the extension service to the extent that everybody 

was pulling in the same direction. Also, the policy maker in the highest 

regions of the governments should also be convinced that improv~d crop 

production is worth attacking on a national f'cale.· Here again the 

'· 
executives oi the seed organization should be fully in touch y:ith the . . 
policy maker 011 a cpntinuous basis so tl1at he knows the \\•ay !!Over.nmc-n.t 

o!ficials a.re thinking. 



Mark~tinrr 

One other aspect I would like to touch upon is the marketing- of 

the crop. Althou~h it does appear "to be sli[{htly beyond the scope tof 

the seed company or the seed organization, we discovered that once 

a seed program has been successful and farmers have produced an 

increasbg amount of, in this case, maize; they have· to be able to sell 

the surplus at a fair price. Too often, one sees that the price of produce 

is very low at the time of harvest when masses of small farmers want 

to sell their crop; then the price goes up and up during the season. 

I am co:ivinced that this is a normal phenomenon because the tracer 

who takes the risks and buys the crops at harvest time, who. takes care of 

should not be an unfaii· return. Also, it is very very discouragine: for 

a small farmer, who has done everything he was told to do in the first 

place, to produce an E:xtra amount of produce, just to find that there 

is no n1arket for ; his product. I know it is difficult for the seed Or'!ani-

zations to control the n1arketing of produce, but still one should be 

aware of this and one ought to use one's influence, if possible, to 

try and assist wherever possible so that a smooth mark<.>ting of produce 

is insured after harvest has taken place. This aspect and may othc::s 

which I have tried to sketch briefly for you this afternoon will infh:t>ncc-

the success in the marketiJ.1g of seed to the small-scale f;>.rrn.il~:: 

sector in a country. 

I lcnow perhaps the situation in I<cnya \"'·:as unique. On the otht'r 

ha11d, there nrnst be some opportunities in other countries which a re· 
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not fully exploited because just the rig;ht key has nQt been found to 

reach the small-scale far1ner in the proper way. If, however. one does 

succeed in this exercise, the results arc very rewardinq. 
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THE CRITICAL ROLE OF THE COMMERCIAL SEED INDUSTRY IN 

AGRICULTURAt DEVELOPMENT * 

Seed are not just something planted by farmers. Seed carry the 

potential for change - for agricultural development. The seedsmen and 

seed technologists have many challenging opportunities before them 

today- more than at any time in history. 

Strong Crop Research is Essential for the Ccn:mercial Seed Industry. 
} 

Crop research programs with both public and private organizations 

are developing superior varieties and hybrids that provide farmers with 

opportunities for greatly increased production possibilities. 

Dynamic seed program and industries can only develop when improved 

The Green Revolution in India, Pakistan, Turkey, the Phillippines and 

other countries happened and continues to develop because superior 

varieties and improved agronomic practices were used. Strong national, 

coordinated crop research programs made this possible. 

The key to these successful experiences rests on the research team . ~~ 

approach with breeders, pathologists, entomologists, agronomists and 

economists working together within research institutions. Coordination 

at the national level provided mechanisms for teams from several 

research . stations. concerned . with a parti~'ular crop to work together 

toward common goals. 

Teams of private researchers have contributed in the development of 

maize and sorghum hybrids as well as several vegetable varieties and .... 
hybrids in several countries. Ideally, increased cooperation will 

* J. E. Douglas, Head, Seed Unit, CIAT. Apartado Aereo 6713 Cali, 

Colombia. 
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continue to develop between public and private 

countries have been rather successful in achieving 

researchers. Some 

such cooperation. 

Today the international center crop research network is 

strengthening research efforts within and among countries. The joint 

efforts by several countries working with the centers is providing the 

opportunities for greater progress than any one country or organization 

could achieve alone. 

Essential Role of the Commercial Seed Industry 

The development of a commercial seed industry is essential to 

moving these new varieties and hybrids from research to farmers 

governmental policies and actions that stimulate local seed growers and 

entrepreneurs to initiate and operate seed enterprises can rapidly 

accelerate the availability of good quality seed. Transnational seed 

companies can ·make significant contributions to seed supplies, 

especially of corn, sorghum and vegetables. Their research and 

marketing capability can be especially valuable to local organization 

but many strong, local seed enterprises that utilize publicly developed 

varieties are.necessary to meet the total seed needs of each developing 

country today. The majority of the research done on most 

self-pollinated field crops is in the public sector, and effective 

private multiplication and marketing programs are needed to move these 

varieties to farmers. 

The CIAT bean, rice, and tropical pasture programs in cooperation 

with national program have identified improved germplasm for most 

countries in this region. Many countries have officially released such 

varieties, but seed supplies are frequently limited. The Seed Unit is 

extremely interested in seeing tha development of seed enterprises 

interested in not only maize but also several crops t~ meet the farmers 

wider range of needs. For the seed enterprise increased diversification 
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helps spread the risks and costs while making more effective use of 

facilities ~nd the marketing system, when several crops ere produced and 

sold. 

Seed entcrprizes may be organized in the public or private sector 

or a comb:f.nation of both. The most successful examples are found in 

the private sector. These seed enterprises exist in almost every 

country in Latin America, several countries in Asia and a few countries 

in Africa. Colombia has 50 private seed enterprises and one in the 

public sector. Brazil has a national seed association with more than 

600 members. Argentina and Chile have substantial numbers of successful 

seed enterprise in the private sector with the public sector only 

involved at the Basic Seed stage. 

The niost successful enterprises, 1) have dynamic and capable 

leaders, 2) increase production through contracts with farmers, 3) have 

good uLylug, conditioning and storage faci.lities, 4) operate strong 

marketing programs and sell through many local dealers with sufficient 

commissions to encourage interest in selling, 5) have access to credit, 

6) put a high priority on good seed quality, and 7) maintal.n a 

well-trained, conscientious and motivated staff.· 

It is when this combina.tion is put together in an enterprise that 

it is able to be not only successful financial but also make 

signi~icant contributions to agricultural development. 

A Responsible Commercial Seed Industry 

How can each seed enterprise contribute more to agricultural 

development?. In addition to producing and selling seed enterprises, 

need to provide service, be innovate~ and educate. 

Many people leading seed enterprises are motivated as much by the 

service ·role they play for the agricultural ·sector as by profit. It is 

the service role which is so important and needs to be recognized by 
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national and political leaders so the proper priorities will be placed 

on the formation, development and.growth of seed enterprises. Sometimes 

leaders become so concerned about the pri.ce of seed and the imagined 

·excess profitability of seed production and sale that they fail to 

recognize the important service role the seed enterprises play. 

Having good quality seed available at the right plan at the proper 

time is a service. But beyond that basic people in seed enterprises 

frequent back up this sales with various kinds of after sale service. 

Closely linked to the service.function, the seed enterprise has 

an important role in educating farmers about better varieties and 

hybrids, the value of good quality seed and the advantages of improved 

agronomic practices. The public extension system has the najor 

responsibility in the education of farmers, but experience shows that 

farmers of ten rely heavily on seed enterprises and the set:d 

sellers for this information. The most successful seed enterprises 

recongnize education as an important role because it in their own 

interest for the farmer to get high yields and be satisfied with the 

seed he or she obtains from them. 

Seed enterprises can also fill the role of an innovator of new 

developments, not only in crop research but also in seed growing, 

harvesting, drying, conditioning, and marketing. Enterprises often are 

the first to evaluate promising varieties coming from public research 

programs. They also introduce new, improved varieties from outside the 
.t 

country or initiate research programs to develop new varieties and 

hybrids. These activities are recognized as an important role. Less 

recognized is the role seed growers and seed enterprises play in 

identifying and developing improved seed growing techni.ques to 

improve yields and quality. This rolC'will be especially important with 

crops such as tropical pastures, beans and cassava. Improved harvesting, 

drying and conditioning methods have also been developed and initiated 

by seed enterprises. Innovation in marketing techniques have usually 
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been started by seed enterprises and seed sellers. In countries -with 

large numbers of small farmers, innovation .in marketing is still 

required and new marketing tecniques will probably come from seed 

enterprises attempting to reach these markets. For example, the 

development of sn1all seed multiplier, sellers linked to cxistin3 seed 

enterprises needs consideration. The possibility of a seed enterprise 

operating, perhaps through franc~lises, a group of portable seed cleaners 

needs to be tried. These elements could not only ioprove the quality of 

the farmers own seed but also be a location from which the enterprises 

seed could be sol<l. Various incentive systems to· increase dealer 

interest in s~lling seeds remain untested in Latin America. The thrust 

of many.of these new innovations will come from seed enterprises with 

the interest and the means to do them. This innovutive role is 

important and needs to be recognized by both the public and private 

sector. 

The seed enterprise, thus, has a vital role to play in any 

successful agricultural development program. To capitalize on the useful 

role of seed enterprises many national govern~cnts need to encourage the 

establishment and growth of more small to medium sized seed enterprises 

within the country with an objective of meeting loc~l seed demands. 

Conclusions 

The corr.mercial seed industry is an essential element in the seed 

sector and agricultural development. Long-term national policy needs to 

be established to help the formation, development and growth of seed 

enterprises. Leaders of seed enterprises have an important role to play 

not only in guiding the production and sale of seed but also in assuring 

that their enterprises are performing and effective service, educational .... 
and innovative role. 
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'Ihe seed enterprise cannot operute in isolation. but it must have 

the support of other institutions. Working cooperativc~ly with these 

institutions is required to achieve the most rapid progress in the 

develop111u1 t of an enterprise. 

The most cssenti.al ingredient to th::: success of a seed anterprise 

is staff lca1..!ership. 'I'hc development of de<licated, determined, ciynamic 

and highly-ruotivated leaders for seed enterprises is, thus, vital to the 

success of the enterprise as well as for agricultural development in 

general. 



SEED CERTIFICATION - ITS ROLE A.ND ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS y 

I. THE NEED AND PURPOSE FOR SEED CERTIF !CATION 

little need exists for a seed certification system in t~aditionoi agriculture 

or in crops where improved varieties do not exi~t. l:i this situction the farmer uses a 

troditionai variety or L•nidentified kind of seed ar.d ~eldom changes. He saves his own 

seed or mcy occ:::sicnolly purchase seed from a neighb:ir. 

In a modernizing cgricul ture the research progra:Ji? start identifying new 

and superior varieties or hybrids. if the result of this experimentation is to be used by 

farmers, seed must be multiplied in such a wa>' to assure that the identify of this new 

scientific development is not lost •. Expe~iences. in the USA in the early 1900's indicated 

the kind of problem end frustrctbn that could result witr:out o sy~tem of seed increase • 

.As was pointed out in a brief History - lntemotior.ai Crop Improvement As~ocic~io:i 

lncorporot~d (l) "Probably the most-~e;ious problem faced by the agronomic re~earch 

viorker_ in _the ar!y i900's wcs his inability to find supplies of relatively pure seed of the 

new variety which hod been produced, i:;;.sted end released by the experiment station. 

'Plant breed:?rs ::md others working with crop varieties around the tum of the century 

found to their dismay that a new variety cou[d become so completely contaminated in 

' 
three or four years ofter its rdecse that its identity cr.d \·clue were essentially lost to 

the seed_ buying pubiic .• " 

.!/ . ?rei:>crcd by Johnso11 E. Douglcs, Seed Speciclist , Centro internccior:cl 
de Agriculture Tropkal - CfAT- Cali, Colombia 
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Considerable rmamirig .· of varieties hos occurred in the post ofter the 

release of o variety. This results in confusion·: scientists and public: 

research institutions involved in developing new varieties and hy.brids must hcve as 

their primary objective the use of these im~rovements by the farm!?r. However, it 

is also beyond the scope of these institutions to undertake a larg~ scale multiplica-

tion of seed. The lock of staff and facilities both limit t~eir opportunities in this 

regard because of their need to concentrate on research oriented activities. It is_ 

better for them not to hove the additional responsibility of seed increase. Never~ 

theless, because of the researcher's interest in being sure that the fruits of this 

labor cctuolly reach the former, he must cs:ist in evolving a method for syste:naticclly 

incre~sing the material produced. Troditioriolly, plant.breeders end agronomists in 

both North America end Europe recc3nized this need and were of!en the leaders in 

developing systems for seed multiplication. These systems have evolved into what_ 

is commonly called Seed Certification. 

Seed Certification thus hes become the link between the researcher who 

is inte_rested in having his variety used end the former who is int~rested in obtaining 

good seed of specific varieties properly identified. 

Objectives To Be Accomplished 

A system of Seed Certification con accomplish thre.e primary objectives • 
. 

1) It provides for a systematic initial· increase of improv:ld varieties and 

~brids. 

2) It provides for the identification_ o! new vdri~_i"it!~ and their rapid sprec.d 

under an appropriate and accepted name. 
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3) It provides fer o steady supply of geneti~?llr pure seed of comporoble 

varieties end hybrids through the continued increase and maintenance of 

them. 

A more formal definition used to indicate the purposes of. Seed Certification 

.is os follows : TI-ie purpose of Seed Certification should be .to maintain and make ovcil-

able to the public high quality seeds and propagating material of improved crop p!ont 

varieties in such a way that they may be grown end dish·ibuted to insure their genetic 

identity end genetic purity. The 1961 USDA Yearbook "cf Agricult~re Seeds (
2

) 

further clorifies the nature of Seed Certification b)' " Seed Certification is the sys~er:n 

used to keep pedi3rec records for crop varieties and to make avoifoble sources of 

geneHcolly pure seed and propagating r.iateriois for genera: disi"ribuiion " • 

--------·---· ···- ---------

II. COMPONENTS OF A SEED CERT'!F!CATJON PROGRAM 

. . 
The components of a se~d certification program include : 

1) Improved varieties 

2) :Standard; of qua Ii ty 

3) Syste~atic seed multiplications 

~)Timely inspections 

5) Sampling and quality testing 

6) Labeling of seed as " certified" 

7) Education and information 



Recognizing thot Seed Certification is designed to provide a method of 

increas-ing and distributing new and improved varieties, it must of necessity be based 

upon research programs that are screening varieties and identifying those worthy of 

further increase. This normally results in a method of recognizing or identifying 

varieties through some kind of a 11 release" or listing of those eligible for seed 

certification. 

Since certain criteria must be met by seed. which is increased through the 

system, standards need to be established by the i:Oncemed authority against which 

the seed wil I be checked. 

The production of certified seed_ requires a series cf mul tip Ii cation steps 

{generations) starting with the production of breeder seed. These generations hove 

been given different names in various countries. For purposes of this pcper, the 

terms breeder seed, ·basic se~d and certified seed will be· used. The term registered 

seed, is used in North America and refers too type of seed which is intermediate 

be tween basic and certified seed. However, this term· is not use~ in Europe. Perhop:o, 

it would be much easier to have different types of certified seed such as certified 1, 

certified 2, ·etc. The three primary classes can be defined as follows : 

Breeder Seed : This seed is produced under the supervision of the plant 

breeder or originator of the variety, is controlled by that person or institution and is 

the source of the ini tia I or recurring increases of Basic Seed. 

Basic Seed: This seed results fro~ t~e multiplication ~f breeder seed. It.., 

is multiplied in a way which preserves its genetic identity Qnd purity and is used to 

produce CertifiedSeed ( or regi~tered seed if that ~lass. cf seed is used ) • 
··------. ·------



Certified Seed : This is the progeny of BosicSeed, Registered Seed or 

(?rtificd S.ced and ·iS produced in o woy which preserves its genetic identity ond 

purity and moy be used to produce otherCertified Seed or a commercial crop. 

-T~ assure that the production steps ore done in o way to achieve the 

prescribed standards of quality, a series of timely inspections ore necesscry (both 

in the field and laboratory) • U ltimotely, labels ore issued to ir.diccte thct the 

seed hos met the prescribed standards Educational activities are often a port of 

these programs • 

Some programs cf Seed Certification include.trueness of variety testing 
. . 

oF some of ~Jl seed lots to provide_ a further check for genetic purity on the totol 

. system. These are comm~nly ca!led pre-control or post-c~ntrol tests~ and ore used 

most extensively in the Ecropean systems of Seed Certification. 

--5 -

In summarr, the operational steps normally included in the Seed Certification 

process contain the following : 

- -·1) Verification of the so~rce of seed usecito assure that it is eligible for 

.·.increase in the system. · 

2) Inspection~ of the growing crop in the field primarily to verify the 

authenticity of the variety.· 

3) Inspections and sampling of s_eed in the processing plant. 

4) Subsequent seed quality tests in on approved laboratory. 

5) Authorization of th~ use of o label on the seed to properly identify it 
. 

· as Certified Seed and to assure that its identity is maintained. 
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Ill. ESTABLISH ING SEED CERTIF !CATION 

A meaningful Seed Certification program will not deveiop automatically. 

It requires careful planning end the development of the specific components. The · 

Ministry of Agriculture, a research institution , and/or a special seed development 

authority would. normally assure that each segment develops in a way that a compre-

hensive Seed Certification program con be set in motion. In considering how to establish 

seed certification special attention should be given to: 1) responsibilities of the crop 

research prog~om,.-2) developing on auth9rity to. certify seeds and 3) the responsibility 

of the seed certifying authority 

Responsibilities of Crop Research Program 

The ~trengh of a seed certification program rests upon the effectiveness 

of the crop research programs in developing improved varieties. However, the respon-

sibility of the crop research program goes beyond this. It also must help demonstrate 

the value of the improved varietY, multiply and maintain breeders seed supplies, . 

provide good variety description. In addiHon it con help train selected personnel 

and assist in initiating seed enterprises. A closer examination of each ~f these respon-

sibil ities is desirable. . . 

If new, improved varieties are developed through the breeding and 

. . 
testing activities, the seed certification program has significant value end useful 

~rk to do. Deciding which varieties or hybrids to certify is .a first step. Many 
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programs use a special "variety review and release committee 11 for this purpose. 

Such a committee may function on a national level, at a state or p~ovince level 

or within research institutions. The group should not be large, but include adequate . . 

representation of those organizations and groups that ore most concerned with research, 

extension, ar:d seed. multiplication. The committee is usually composed of plant 

breeders, pathologists, entomologists, agronomists, extension personnel, economists 
. 

associat.ed w~th crop ·research programs , !Jnd a person responsible for breeder and 

for basic seed increases. 

The functions of a variety review and release committee would normally 

include the following : 

1) Evolve procedures and criteria for the assessment and release of 

varieties and hybrids submitted to them. 

2) Be responsible for the re lease _qf new varieties. 

3) Determine the suitability of varieties for the seed certification program 

unless a 11 Seed Certifying Authority 11 hos a way to make this decision. 

4) Remove obsolete varieties and hybrids from a list of those eligible for 

seed certification. 

5) Assur~ that a person or an institut~on is responsible for the maintenance 

gf stock seed or breeder seed of those varieties.: and hybrids released • 

6) Assure t~at appropriate ~rph,,fogical descriptions are available for 

use by the Seed Certifying Authority. 



The responsibility for :>uppl ies of Breeder Seed and often Basic 

Seed fall on the sh~ulders of the crop researcher. He may find ways to shift 

some of this work to a special unit or to an organization for meeting this need· 
• I 

however, the final responsibility still rests on the crop research programs. 

If the varieties are better, the crop research program must clearly 

derr.onstrate .th is to seed mul tip I iers and the transfer of technology staff •. The 

crops researcher,; needs to interpret research results an~ put them into a clear, 

concise form for seed multipliers ·and information people. 

Good descriptions of varieties ore needed for seed certification 
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purposes and for seed multipliers. The primary responsibility for these descriptions 
. 

rests with the plant breeder.· 

The descriptions must then become meaningful thro•Jgh training 

to seed certification personnel and those involved in maintaining and multiplying 

the variety. Again, the crop research program hos a maior responsibility to assure 

that this iob is done wel I. 

Many seed enterprises have been formed by craps research people 

who saw a need and worked to meet that need. Many seed enterprises are managed 

by farmer crop research personnel. After all, they ore often the most capable and 

well-trained people available. To initiate and build a seed enterprise is a challenge 

as interesting as developing new varieties. 
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Developing on Agency or Authority to Ccrtif / Seed 

ldenti fying or devel_oping a soitcblc seed certlfying cgency er cuthoritL_ _ 

needs careful consideration. The nature of this authority will vary from country 

to country depending upon the orgcnizationc I arrangement for the research. program, the 

organization or organizations responsible for seed multiplication and the interest 

and availability of leadership. Seed certificction authorities may go through a 

"transitional stage before evolving into a final pattern. For example, the Notional 

·Seed Corporation , a foundation seed organiz9tion ·in India, was initially charged 

·-with responsibility for Seed Certification because no other suitable authority wos 

·available. Nevertheless, cs the program grew, this responsibility shifted to a new 

. -.- authority. Emphasis in that cc!:e was placed en maintaining national uniformity 

·of standards and of quality cf seed·mulfiplied through the progrcm while at the 

same time providing for a degree of state level autonomy in actual implementcticn • 

Similarly / in the USA many oi the early seed ccrtificcticn programs were closely 

associated with Agri~ulturol Universities. rne University staff members actually 

.. did some of f·he inspection work. ·As programs grew ond developed, the responsi-

hility for such inspections was gradually shifted to Crop Improvement Associations 
. . 

: that were primarify re;ponsible in many states for actually ex~cuting the program. 

In order to build a stro~g Seed Certifi~ation progrcm and hove a suitable 

authority for carrying it out, certain objectives need to be achieved : 

1) A clear separation must exist between those responsible for the 

production and marketing of seed and the authority charged with seed 

certification~ 

2) The outhority m~st have adequate flexibility to assure thot timely and 
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thorough inspections ore made. 

3) The authority should be able to build and maintain a staff of 11 seed 

specialists " since seed certificotion is work that cannot be handled 

by many unqualified end untr~ined generalists. 

4) The program should be service oriented so that it does win the interest, 

..support, end confidence of seed growers, enterprises, sellers and buyers. 
. . 

5) The service should be accepted end used voluntarily and not offered 

as a mandatory reg_ulation~ .. 

6) It should assure thot achievable standards ere developed end uniformly 

applied and that the program operates so certified seed con move not only 

within the country but outside with ease. 

7) The authority should assure that a reputation is built end maintained 

for certified seed so it is readily. accepted by the public. 

·- 8} The program should be built in such a way tha·t it_ con be ~ccepted 

internationally. 

-Meeting all of these obiectives may ~e somew~at difficult. Nevertheless, 

if the authority responsible for Seed ~rtification is to fulfill its purpose, these ob-

iectives need to be met. In an effort to meet the objectives countries hove organized 

their Seed Certification systems in different ways. One of the most critical questi<?nS 

to be answered is 11 shall it be within or outside the Ministry of Agriculture ? ". In 

the Netherlands for example, the Se~d Certification work has been entrusted to the 

Netherlands General Inspection Service commonly known as the "NAK" • It operates 
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"!'1~.<?f ~ Boord wh_ich co-operates fully with the Government, but it is a s~lf 

~t}pp~rting orgcnizction and is not subs idizcd by Government. In the USA 

the seed certification programs ore at the state level and organized .under 

Independent Crop Improvement Associations whicn ore often closely linked 

to agricultural universities. They rncy hove legal outhcriry for ~eed certification, 

but ore bosiccilly sepcroted from Government operations. A few states do have 

programs c-rgoniz.ed by the Deportment of Agriculture. !:i Canada, the Canadian 

Seed Growers Associa_tion carries special responsibility for a nationwide seed 

certification. They work closely with the Government's Deportment cf Agriculture 

but ore basically c separcte organization._ Several European cc;.mtries ope:cte 

shcir seed certification progr::ms through Governmental personnel. 

If the seed certification, seed low enforcement and saed testing ociivit!es 

ore going to be limited in scope, all of this work could be o!'ganized under one officici 

·with central cuthority. For example they could be· grouped into a " Notionc! Seed 

Center 11 that is the focal point for alf seed quality and seed developmental activiries. 

In newly developed programs, it becomes especially important to have the 

ieed certifying authority separate frorn the Government operations when the Government 

·is directly involved in seed production and distribu~ion. Hoving the seed certifying 

authority separcte from Government and seed law enforcement, but organized under 

a managing Board, offers an opportunity for dear.objf?ctivity and flexibility of operation.

both of which are very important in developing a meaningful progrcm • The board could 
. . ~ 

be compC>Sed of representQ.tives from Government, from the agricul.tural colleges or 

universities and seed growers, seed enterorises, end users. This method of organization . . . 



is also desirable when the program hos the potential for becoming large. 

If a board is used to guide the seed certifying authority it could 

elect its own officers, adopt by -lows and cppoint such sub-committees.as: 

may be necessary to give proper attention !.:> specific problems that may arise 

from time to time. 

Responsioil ities of the Seed Certifying Authority 

A Seed Certifying Authority, regardless of how it is formed, has a 

brood responsibility to " <;ertify Seeds 11 
• However, to fulfil I this responsibil

ity is must !?Stablish standards of quality; hove a staff copoble of evaluating 

if the growing crop end the seed are equal to or above the standards; cooperate 

with other agencies , seed growers and seed enterprises ; ond assure that the 

certified seed hes a· good reputation and con be identified by the public. 

A few points related to these specific responsibilities follow : 

. -12 .. 

1) Establishing Seed Certification Standards. - Minimum levels 

acceptable for seed certified need to be developed by the authority designated 

for executing a Seed Certification program or by a national body which may 

hove special responsibility for the overall development of the seed program.Such 

11 minimum seed certification standards 11 should be uniform throughout a country 

and in so for as possible be comparable to standards used in neighboring countries: 

A more detailed discussion of the Associatio~ of Official Seed Certifying 

Agencies and the OECD Seed Certification Schemes will be covered later. Nevertheless, 
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thc;sc ~r~!Jps do have minimum standards with special emphasis on genetic purity. The 

~~~5=i9ti9n of Official Seed Certifying Agencies also has minimum seed quality 

H9r)P9f9.s.- .Since these programs ere well established , it is recognized that their 

§tsm9gr.d.s may not be suitable for a program in the early stages of development. It is 

V'f!fY 1:mpprtcnt that seed certification standards be developed in such a way that they ore 

rc~H~t·i!: for the conditions of the country ccncerned. It is unwise to hove stcndords which 

'-' l~k good on p~per "but cannot be achieved in practice. On the other hand, seed 

~t1f1.co~ion standards do need to be at a level sufficiently high ·to hove the seed 

oc:ccpt~d os. "good seed "by farmers. It is normally better to set minimum seed 

art1fk.otion .s tondords ct a reasonable and f cwer level wit:1 the intention of odiusting 

f!;e~ up word as expedence is go ined end as the quo Ii ty of seed increases. 

As stated in the FAO technical guideline Control of Production and 

Distdbuti~n of Seeds (
3) : "These standards should be set at such a level as to maintain 

---proper seed supply and may be subject to amendment under exceptional circumstances 11 
• 

·Points of emphasis normally incl.uded in standards ore given in the following FAO Tobie (3) ; 

Field Inspection 

· Pre- and Post- Control 
Tests 

-Seed Quality Tests in 
. the lobora tory 

Standard 

·Varietal purity, isolation, seed-borne · 
diseases, weeds. 

Varietal purity and seed-borne 
·diseases. 

Varietal. purity (as fer cs possible), 
analytical purity (including particularly 
weed and other crop.seeds), seed health, 
germination and moisture content. 
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In establishil'19 minimum standards it mus.i' be recognized that. H may 

not be necessary or desirable to provide for standcrds for ell factors on oil crops. 

for example, if a porticulcr crop does not hove any seed-borne diseases that con 

be detected in the field, it is pointless to indude a standard fo~ this factor. Similarly, 

weeds which ore not seed bearing at the tinie ~f harvest normal I y '.should not be . 

irycluded in standards because they have no effect on the quol.ity of seed produced. 

In some crops varietal purity cannot be detected in a seed testing laboratory. Therefore, 

the seed standards need to recognize this I imitation • Seed heal th standards hove n~ 

value· if the facilities available cannot adequately test the seed for pathogens. Where 

facilities are available, such tests are of most value where a particular disease coo be 

controlled thro.ugh identi.fying it in the laboratory. In other words, seed heo~th 

standards per se without the means for testii:ig, or without specific objectives in mind, 

serve I Htle purpose. 

2) Staff Capable of Evaluating the Growing Croo and Pr ccessed Seeds .. . . 

·identifying and training a competent staff is a prime responsibility. The 

work to be done will require peopl.e with special competence, skills and dedkation. 

They wil_I need special training. In addition, to make timely field insp~ctions and to 

visit seed processing facilities reg_ularly, they will require trosnportotion. ft is for 

better to hove a small, mobile staff than a large group without the means to move 

effectively and do their work. 

3) Cooperation with other Groups 

Since the Seed Certifying Authority must function as a service 9rot1p, 

it has value only as.it works with others. A cl~ar responsiblity ex.ists to identify, 
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troin and guide seed growers, seed enterprises and other seed production and 

marketing groups cooperating in the program. 

Links with the crop research programs and those involved in the transfer 

of technology are vital. Developing tics to seed certifying groups in neighboring 

countries, provinces, states and regional and international associations is also 

impcrtant and con contribute to _the movement of certified seed from one area to 

another. A seed certifying authority that cannot work .. ~ith others is cf limited value. 

-------------·-----·---- ·--· ·--------·· 
4) Establishing c:nd f'.l.aintaining the Reputction for Certified Seed 

Certified Seed only :.ios value when it is used. Thus, formers, and 

the seed buying public in general must be able to identify Certified Seed and 

have confidence in it. Information and education activities can help to achieve 

this objective • However, the bc~ic res;:>onsibil ity rests upon assuring that a good 

rep•;tation is established and maintained for Certified Seed. This is o shared 

responsibility between the Seed Certifying Authority end those persons end 

enterprises cooperating in .the program. 

IV. INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMS OF SEED CERTIFICATiON 

Following World War II , a number of countries folt the desirability 

of providing for a more uniform system of seed certification that wo:.1ld be accepted 

by a large number of countries. This program was developed through the Organization 

for. Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). The scheme initially concentrated 

on herbage seeds and was deve:oped on a voluntary basis. The primcry emphasis in- the 
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scheme is genetic purity on seeds moving in international trade. No seed quof ity . 

standards with regard to germination and physi.col purity ore provided. The scheme 

does require that varieties be recognized os·distinct and with definite planting value. 

All certified seed produced must be traceable to authenHc Basic Seed. Adequate 

provisions for production end processing must be insured in addition to satisfactory 

field inspecti~n and post-control tests. (4) (5) 

Countries may become members qf the OE CD program if they have the 

required personnel end seed certification expertise to adequately assure that the 

requirements of the program ore being met. Obviously, the scheme has primary 
. . . 

value in those situations where certified seed is to move from one country to another. 

If .a country is neither importing nor exporting certified seed, it would serve little 

purpose to be a part of the OECD scheme. The present program hos been enlarged 

to include smaH· grains and vegetables. 

In North America, the Association of Official Seed Certifyir.g Agencies 

(AOSCA) formerly known cs the lnte~nctional Crop Improvement Association , pr~vides 

the common link with all individual seed certifying agencies within the United States 

and Canada • The AOSCA hos developed minimum genetic purity standards. In addition 

they also operate with minimum germination and _physical purity requirements. Tne 
.. 

Agency has been instrumental in helping the certifying agencies in the United States 

and Canada achieve as much uniformity as possible. The Agency .does not exclude 

other countries. It may ultimately also serve os o good international forum for 

achieving uniform .standards and procedures in seed certification. AOSCA meets annually, 

and publishes reports of areas certified and a Certification Handbook in English. (6) 
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v. CONCLUSION 

Planning a seed certification program is not enougho It requires hard 

work, and the means to adjust to needs. Seed certification is only one port of a 

seed program - it is not the whole prograrn. 

1. 

2. 

4. 

5. 

.6. 
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POLICIES - THE IR IMPACT ON THE SEED PROGRAM )/ 

GOvernmental policies at a national, province or state level can make the 

difference between success or failure of a seed program. Leaders in seed programs often 

recognize the importance of dear pol ides.However, it frequently is difficult to determine 

which policies are most important, to get decisions made and to continue to pursue the 

same policies long enough to achieve successful results. 

Frequently, the day to day needs are so great that time is not taken to consider 

the long-term impact of decisions made to meet short-term problems. As seed programs 

move from the early stage of development (stage 1) to a more comprehensive program 

(stage 4 ), the importance of clear, consistant policies becomes increasingly significant. 

Therefore, leaders of a total program or of the individual components of a program, must 

take the time to develop policies that can assure successful results. What are these policies ? 

Policies That Are Important 

A. Seeds in the Agricultural Development Strategy • 

. . 
A basic policy that affects all others is the relative importance to be given to 

seed in the overall agricultural development strategy. When the decision is firmly made 

that adequate supplies of good quality seed of improved varieti~!_Ere one of the pillars on 
.. . , 

y - . . 
Prepared by Johnson E. Douglas, Seed Specialist, Centro· 1ntemacional · 

de Agricultura Tropical ( CIAT) -~ Cali, Colombia.-
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which agricultural development rests, many other policy decisions can be made more 

easily. The leadership in more and more countries have made this decision and ore now ready 

to consider what kind of supporting policy decisions ore needed to move ahead. These policies 

start with crop research activities. 

B. Policies in Crop Research that Affect Seed. 

Decisions made in public crop research programs can have a far reaching impact 

on seed supplies to farmers. Among the policy decisions that are most important ore those 

that: 

...... 

,,. 

1. · Establish the strategy for research on individual crops including the relative 

importance of breeding versus only testing for each crop. 

2. State the role to be ployed by commercial trade channels in introducing and 

developing new varieties and crops. 

'I 
3. Specifrc the manner of organizing the crop breeding program and the level 

of financial supporJ to be provided. 

4. Indicate the nature and extent of cooperation with regional and international 

research efforts. , ... 

__. 5. Specify whether to encourage or discourage plant breeding activities by private 

seed enterprises • 

... - 6. Clarify at what stage and under what conditions germplasm is to be exchanged 

with public and private plant breeders. 

\,,..- 7. State whether or not breeding stock can be imported by private seed enterprises 

for testing or multiplication. 

8. Establish the responsible for testing new varieties and specify the kinds of testing 

needed. 
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9. Outline the use to be mode of test results 

10. Determine if a u variety review and-release.'. committee 11 is to be 

established, specify its mandate and constitution. 

··11. State if private plant breeding research is being encouraged, clarify 

the relation of these activities to 11 official 11 testing and public plant 

breeding. 

12. Outline the nature of agreements with neighboring countries if varieties 

ore to be jointly named, released, and seed stock maintained. 

13. Indicate to what extent farmers are to be free to choose the varieties 

they want and how much information is to be supplied to them. 

C. Policies Connected with the Initial Seed Increases • 

After new varieties and hybrids have been developed through crop research ·t~e 

seed multiplication process starts. Policies at this stage that have an impact on the rest of 

seed .program are those that : 

!· 1. Project how much seed of a new variety needs to be multiplied by public, 

research institutions in order to have enough seed for distribution to others. 

2. Establish the organizational pattern to be used by the crop research programs 

to maintain and multiply varieties • 

..... 3. Delermine·.if a separate Basic Seed enterprise is to be formed and clarify the 

role and limits of its responsibility. 
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4. Indicate whether this activity is to be partially or totally self-sufficient. 

S. Specify the use and allocation of Basic Seed or its equivalent to farmers, 

seed growers, seed enterprises or public sector farms with respect to different 

crops. 

D. Policies Affecting Certified and Commercial Seed Supplies. 

Although many of the policies just covered affect certified and commercial seed 

supplies, some policies have a direct affect upon· the development of seed enterprises. Some 

of these policies are those that : 

1. Clarify whether seed importation is to be encourage or discouraged, the 

crops involved, and the restrictions, if any, that are to be applied. 

2. State whether local seed production is or is not to be encouraged. 

3. Indicate if seed enterprises are to be formed and the manner in whicli 

this is to be done, including whether private investment is to be stimulated. 

4. Specify the kind of assistance that can be provided to stimulate the formation 

of seed enterprises and to hasten their growth. 

S. State the nature and amount of involvement expected by foreign seed enter-

prises. 

E. Policies with an Impact on Seed Quality. 

Farmers want good quality seed and most seed suppf!ers are also interested in 

delivering seed of good quality. Governments too can have an impact on seed quality 
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through poiicies that : 

1. Focus on the level of emphasis that is to be placed on seed quality both 

inside and outside government activities. 

2. Outline the broad approach for checking quality on seed distributed from 

local production and from imported sources. 

· 3. State whether seed certification is to be initiated, the manner of organi

zation, and how a practical level of standards is to be established. 

4. Indicate the kind of legislation needed, the details to be included, when 

it should be enacted, and how it is to be enforced. 

5. Outline the number, size and location of seed testing laboratories needed. 

6. Specify the organizational structure and linkages needed for all quality 

controf activities :supported by government. 

F. Policies that Relate to Seed Use • 

Getting seed used involves education and information as we II as marketing. 

Major policy decisions related to seed use are those that : 
, ' 

1. Specify the kind and intensity of educational and information programs and 

campaigns to get more seed of improved varieties used. 

· 2. Outline the measures required to develop go~ linkages among research, 

extension, and seed groups. 

3. Define clearly the role to be played by seed enterprises and other groups in 

the marketing of seeds. 
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4. State the kind of assistance available to marketing groups to stimulate their 

formation and growth. 

5. State the role of government in projecting seed needs and in determining 

the actual demand for seeds. 

6. Clarify the linkages desired in the mar_keting of other agricultural supplies 

with seed and the availability of credit for the entire system. 

7. Indicate whether seed prices shall reflect all costs of prcduction plus a 

profit to the seed enterprises and marketing groups or be controlled, anc:Vor 

perhaps subsidized. 

B. State the kind of plans to be developed and procedur~s to be followed to 

meet emergency seed supply needs. 

G. Policies that Affect Personnel Development and Training. 

Seed programs cannot develop without personnel who are well training and 

committed to whatever aspect of the program with which they ar~ involved. If the seed 

program does have the proper priority in the development strategy, it is necessary to have 

policies that : 

1. Specify that the level of commitment to the seed program is to be adequately 

reflected in committirg personnel to the program. 

i.- 2. Assure that the seed technologist is properly identified with a role in the 

total scheme for development. 

3. Specify that personnel management procedures· are to con~ribute to staff 

morale, motivation, and effectiveness. 

,,,. 
/_:_. ~-... . :. ____ _,,,(~ . 

v-· 
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4. State that funds and personnel are to be sufficiently committed to 

training. 

v 5. Assure that trained personnel are properly utilized. 

H. Policies that Assure Adequate Resources. 

Physical, , financial, external resources as wel I as human resources must 

be committed to the seed program if it is to succeed. Again policies are needed that : 

1. State that the allocation of physical, human, financial, and external 

resources is to reflect the priority placed on seed. 

2. Clarify that the investments in equipment ore to be made in a systematic 

way with an emphasis on what is needed to assure good seed qua! ity 
•.. 

not }uit the least expensive or most sophisticated machine. 

v 3. Emphasize the importance of equipment maintenance and assure that 

this is reflected in the long, continued use of machines. 

~ 4. State that credit policies are to favor seed enterprises and marketing 

groups • 

v 5. Clarify how funds are to be available when needed i~ all seed operations. 

6. Outline the position regarding external assistance to support the developmen 

. of the seed program. 

Getting the Decisions Mode 

Recognizing that many policies do affect the direction a seed program takes, 
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it is essential that special attention be focused on 11 getting the necessary decisions 

made 11
• To do this requires time and some special attention to be sure that those 

concerned and affected are involved in formulating policies. 

A 11 seed review team 11 which can assesss a seed program and initiate 

recommendations on steps needed to strengthen a seed program can be useful in 

identifying and resolving policy questions within a country. Such a team's 

recommendations should be useful in framing.policies that can have a positive 

effect on the program. If a "National Seed Board 11 exists, it should concentrate 

on evolving policies or proposals for policies that will be beneficial to the total 

seed program. 

Within each component of seed program leaders can also have a b ereficial 

impact on policies related to their specific activity. For example, plant breeders 

and agronomists in crop research programs often have opportunities to frame or 

influence policies related to their programs including those affecting Breeder and 

Basic Seed. Managers and leaders in seed enterprises determine policies within 

their own organizations and often have opportunities individually to affect national• , 

policies. Through a seed association or by participating on a National Seed Board 

they can also affect policies. 

The main point to remember is that policies affecting seed programs ore 

developed by people. People involved in the programs are normally in the best position 

to he Ip evolve clear, constructive policies. 
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Continuity of Policies 

Many programs suffer from a lock of continuity in their seed policies. 

Sometimes this is caused by changes in government, but more frequently it results 

from changes in personnel and no structure to assure continuity of policies. One 

of the main advantages of a National Seed Boord, if it is properly used, is that 

it provides a structure through which greater ·continuity of policies can be achieved. 

Special long-term seed development efforts based upon a well conceived plan that 

hos high governmental support can help assure continuity. Seed legislation, if 

carefully drafted, can provide continuity of policies related to various aspects of 

the program such as seed certification or seed marketing quality control. Each 

country needs to examine the kinds of steps it needs to take to provide as much 

continuity in its policies as possible. 

Conclusion 

Policies should not be inflexible, neither should they be chameleous. 

Programs falter and personnel become frustrated when clear policies are not developed 

or are not followed. One of the most essential needs in seed programs is to identify 

those policies that are important today, decide what course is to be followed and 

continue to pursue the policies decided upon until the desired results are achieved 

or it is clear that conditions iustify .a ch::il"g!.Good policies properly implemented can 

result in stronger seed programs. 





ORGANIZ~NG AND OPERATING A SEED CERTIFYING AUTHOR!TY~/ 

I. Requirements for Success 

Success or failure in c;eed certificotion activities hinges on how the Seed 

Certifying A•Jthority i:; organized end operated. No lwo programs ore exactly alike; 

however, successfol programs have many common elements. To review, these eieme!'1ts 

inciude ~ 1) CJ scpcrotion of sc:~d certification activities frorn production and marketing 

programs, 2) flncnciai independence to assure flexibility in achieving timely· operotions, 

3) c: weil t:cineci si-cff; 4) a service orient\Jtion, 5) o program used vol;;ntaril~/, 6)achiev-

able standards, 7) o geed reputation is built, and 8) acceptable internationally. To 

achieve these eleme:nts requires high level end continuous support from the governrnen~ 

as well as from seed growers, seed enterprises and marketing groups.Consistent policies 

are essential; effective leadership end scund ~anogement of the dcily activities is .::1$0 

needP.d. 

II. Developing and Maintaining Support and Consistent Policie.> 

The vse of a National Seed Boord, a special Seed Certification Sub-comm.ittee 

of the Bocrd, or of a Sae·d Ccrtificction Bocrd provides one way to bring toge~er the 

various interests that need to su;>port a seed certification program. Such c leadership 

group con also provicie a way to establi~h poiicies end maintain contbuity of !'he poiicies. 

1/ Prepared by: John4ion E. Douglas, Seed Specialist, CIAT, Cali, Colombia. 
A portio!'l of the moterioi is from the draft of one section of C'1opter V of a 
b:>ok on ~~ed being pr~pcred by the bternotional Agricultu~ai Deveiopment 
Seryi~, Na•.v Yc;k, N. Y .. 
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The group should meet at least quarterly and more o~ten if special problems arise. 

N.aior functions to be carried by ~uch c group include : 

1.- Assure that the program is established on a sound financial basis. An 

initial grant from Government probably will be needed in order to 

initiate the program and provide for certain capital expenditures. 

Later if may become partially or totally self-sufficient.· 

2.- Approve seed certification standards for the country and concur in 

modifications as needed in the future •. 

3.- Approve· procedures to be used by the inspectors in carrying out their 

duties. 

4.- Approve a design for a seed certification label • 

5.- Arrange for office space for the headquarters, preferably at the some 

location as the seed testing laboratory. 

6.- Employ or approve the employment of the heed of the Seed Certifying 

Authority and ·assure that an adequate staff is built. 

7.-Arrangefor the training of the staff of the seed certifying authority. 

8.- Assure adequate mobility of the staff. 

9.• Consider the problem cases as submitted to it by the head of the Seed 

Certifying Authority. 
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10.- Assure proper lia,;on with necessary goverr.mento! and university 

departments, seed growers, seed enterprises and morketing groups. 

11.- Assure that a good educationol program is developed on the volue 

of using good seed of recommended varief'ies. 

If a bocrd is not u~cd, on official in :·he government needs to assume the 

responsibility for these decisions. 

ill. Manaq:::mc'1t c:-id Or:eratinn 

The h::ad nf th:! seed certification activit/ need:; to c.arry considerable 

rcsponsibi.Jity and must hove goc-d managerial ability. Although individual situations 

will differ, in gene rel he will r.eed to : 

1.~ Select staff members who are high!y motivated, copc!Jle of working 

effecl"ively with seed growers and seed enterprises, prepared "!'o do the 

necessary travel to accomplish their task, and aware of the importance 

of thorough, objective work. 

2.- Assure that achievable seed certification standards ere developed and 

published, procedures for field and seed inspections are cleody outlined 

for the staff, end that necessary forms ore available for recording results. 

( See cttoched forms) 

3.- ProYide adequate training and educational material so the staff con 

idcnHfy cl I varieties being certified, at least the diseases included 
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in the standards, and those weeds of importance in seed. 

4.- Outline the procedure for seed groviers and saed enterprises to 

apply for seed certification, provide them with needed forms, 

and supply them with guidelines and cdvice on steps to take to 

meet the standards. 

5.- Assign seed certification technologists to specific areas of in_spection 

wHh adequate mobility; the time should be sufficiantly ahead of 

the critical periods for inspection to assure that the work can be 

compfeted in a timely manner. 

6.- Develop a schedule of visits with seed certification technologists 

to spot . problems, guide the inspection staff, and be aware of as 

many details of the work being done a~\ possible. 

7 .- Arrange with the inspection staff to be advised of field:; liable for 

rejection so that these fields can be personally visited by the heed, 

if necessary and possible. 

8.- Develop the procedure for officially rejecting fields, perhaps with 

the assistance of the 11 Seed Certification Committee " if serious 

problems develop. 

9.- Assure that the inspection staff is familiar with harvesting, drying, 

processing, and storage techniques so they can properly advise seed 
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enterprises. ( If 11 approved seed processors" are to be recognized, 

•r• 0 

• •I 
1 df L f'' d specmc 1nstruct1ons m1gnt oe preporc er tn:: sta , in regor to 

inspecting their lo~otions. ) 

10.- Provide the staff with materials and instructior.s for seed sampling, 

assure timely seed testing and approval er rejection of seed loi~. 

11.- Obtain seed certification lobe ls, and perhaps seals, in adequate time 

for the staff to provide them for seed lots that have passed all standards. 

( See attached exomp les of le be ~s) 

12.- Develop a systematic method for maintaining reccrds on oil seed !ots 

certified. ( The records ere used to continue the identiiy of a variety 

from one generation to another, to verify the varietal purity of the 

source of seed used, and to designate the generation, i.e. whether 

the seed in question is tl-:e 1st, 2nd, or 3rd generation from the Bos i c 

Seed. ) 

13.- Assure that funds ere available when needed. 

14.• Arrange to investigate complaints from users of certified se\?d and 

cooperate fully with the seed law enforcement unit on violations 

of the Seed Act. 

15.- Build close linkages with related activities such cs crops research, basic 

seed multiplication; seed testing, seed low enforcement, extension, high 

level odminis~ators, universities, seed growers, seed enterprises, and 
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· seedsmen associations. 

16.- Maintain links with neighboring and international certification groups 

such as the OECD 1/ and AOSCA 2/ . ( Maintaining procedures 

comparable to other programs con facilitate the import and export of 

certified seed • ) 

When a new program is being started, it is better to concentrate on only 

one or two crops where truly superior varieties ore available from the breeding programs. 

Starting with Basic Seed of a limited number of varieties ·provides time for the staff to 

become familiar with the varieties and procedures. It is far better to do thorough work 

on a limited scale initially than to attempt too much and risk serious mistakes that can 

undermin~ confidence· in foe program. The second cyde could incl'-ide more Basic Seed 

pi us Certified Seed production located with a few seed growers ( operating independently 

or under contract to seed enterprises ). During this cycle a special effort must go toward 

training the seed growers so they can meet the seed certification standards. When the 

staff hos hcd experience in the· production of Basic Seed, they can provide the needed 

guidance more confidently. After a year or two of experience with one or two crops, 

the staff can then start adding other crops, if improved varieties are available; and the 

foteresi· of seed growers and seed enterprises can be maintained. 

If an "official" seed testing laboratory is not functioning or available, it 

will be necessary for the Seed Certifying Authority to operate its own seed testing 

laboratory. Starting on a modest scale and growing will be easier for the laboratory staff 

to gain experience and do accurate work. 

1/ Organization for Economic Cooperation Development 
2/ Association of Seed Certifying Agencies 
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ff the leadership and the staff ore providing the kind cf service needed 

the seed growers, seed enterprises end marketing groups wiil become strong supporters 

of the service as well as of the crop re!ecrch prcgroms. Farmers also will start to 

recognize end appreciate the value of certified seed. When this starts to occur 

tha seed certification activity hos a solid base from which it can grow. 





.l?OLICIES OF GOVERNHEN'.l' TO HELP SEED ENTERPRISES·_!/ 

Governmental policies at a national, provincial or state 

level can make the difference between success or failure of a 

seed program. As a part o~ the total seed program in a country 

the commercial seed industry can be greatly stimulated or hampered 

by the policies adopted. Governmental leaders usually recognize 

the importance of clear policies. However, it frequently is diffi

cult to determine which policies are most important, to get deci

sions made and to continue to pursue the same policies long enough 

to achieve successful re~ults. Withou~ clear and consistent poli

cies properly executed the commercial seed industry either does 

not get started or is hesitant to make the necessary commitments 

and investments for rapid growth. 

Frequently, the day-to-day needs are so great that time is 

not taken to consider the long-term impact of decisions made to 

meet short-term objectives. Seed programs are in many different 

stages of development. As programs move from the early stages 

of development to a more comprehensive, complete stage, clear 

consistant policies become increasingly significant. Policies that 

are satisfactory in the early stages of development oftmdo not 
meet needs of a more dynamic program in the later stages. Thus, 

it is extremely important .that governmental leaders and leaders 

from the commercial seed industry think together and work toget~er 
' 

in formulating policies that can help the development of the total 

seed program and the commercial seed industry. In the book success

ful Seed Programs: a Planninq and Management Gui~e several policy 

decisions are outlined as being important to the development of 

the seed program. In this discussion an attempt will be made to 

focus just on those policies that have b~en found to be :.helpful 

in the development of the commercial seed industry. It is fully 

recognized that the Seed Unit and CIAT are in no position to 

dictate seed policies to national government nor should we try. 

V- Johnson E. Douglas, Head, Seed Unit CIAT. 'l'he paper is bused 

upon the book Successful Seed Programs: a ~lanning and 

Management Guide. 
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These arc national government decisions that can only be made 

at that level. However, a recognition of policies that are 

important is necessary and the guidelines which follow include 
many points upon which positive decisions are needed if the . 
commercial seed industry is to grow. 

POLICIES THAT ARE IMPORTANT TO THE COMMERCIAL SEED INDUSTRY 

A. Seed are Important in the Agricultural Development Strategy. 
A basic policy that affects all others is the relative 

importance given to seed in the overall agricultural development 
strategy. When the decision is firmly made that adequate supplies 

of good quality seed of improved varieties are one of the pillars 

on which agricultural development rests, many other policy decisions 

can be made more easily. The leadership in more and more countries 
have made this decision and are now ready to consider what kind of 

supporting policy decisions are needed to move ahead. 

Another essential basic policy decision is that a national 

seed industry must and can play an important role in support of 

the total agricultural development strategy and that it must be 
encouraged. Once these two policy decisions are made, the following 

policies will support them. 

B. Policies in Crop Research that Affect the Seed Programs and 
Enterprises. 

' Most countries have functioning public crop research programs 
on many crops. In most of these crops the seed enterprises, which 
make up the national seed industries, rely totally upon the results 
of that crop research. In other crops such as maize and sorghum, 
the private seed enterprise may invest in crop breeding research. 
However, in either case -it is essential that a decision be made 
to develop a partnership between the public crop research efforts 
and the commercial seed industry for the ultimate benefit of the 
farmer .• Policies related to research that have been found especially 

helpful to the development of the seed program and seed enterprises 
include: 

1. Clear objectives and strong financial support for public crop 

breeding programs. 
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2. Decisions that encourage the development of plant breeding 

activities by seed enterprises and the ready availability 

of germplasm to assist these breeding efforts. 

3. An encouragement of the seed enterprises in the identification, 

testing and introduction of new varieties and crops, in 

cooperation with the public crop improvement program. 

4. Measures that facilitate the importation of breeding stock 

for testing or multiplication by both public and private 

programs. 

5. Development of methods that provide for the easy evaluation 

and introduction of new varieties with a minimum of ·"official" 

regulation and testing. 

6. A high level of cooperation with regional and international 

crop research efforts. 

C. Policies connected with the initial seed increases 

After new varieties and hybrids have been developed through 

public crop research, policies related to the multiplication and 

allocation of seed of the new material are critical. Policies at 

this stage that have an impact on seed enterprises are: 

1. A decision to produce su!ficient quantities of the new 

variety by the public research institution or basic seed 

project to supply modest quantities of seed to seed growers 

and seed enterprises. 
2. Development of an allocati~n system of Basic Seed, or its 

equivalent, so seed growers and seed enterprises know that 

seed will be made available to them when new varieties are 

introduced. 
3. Assuring that a basic seed enterprise or program concentrates 

on the initial seed multiplication stages and does not become 

competitive with the commercial seed industry. 

D. Policies affectin_g the formation and development of seed 

enterprises. 

Many alternatives are available to governments, as they work 

to encourage the development of seed enterprises. They range all 

the way from encouraging totally private organizations to those 

that are totally public. Most countries are. using more than one 
of these methods and the kind of oolicies applied can have a huge 
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impact on what is achieved in this regard. Some of these policies 

are: 

1. A clear indication that local seed production, conditioning 
and marketing are to be encouraged and that many seed 
enterprises rather than a single monopoly shall be responsible 

for this work. 

2. An encouragement of both the importation and exportation of 

seed so the total volume of seed that can be produced and 

sold is increased. 

3. Decisions to utilize government facilities for processing 
seed from private seed growers and seed enterprises if such 
facilities are not.available from other sources. 

4. Measures that facilitate the importation, installatio~, lease, 

lease-purchase, and purchase of equipment by the seed 

enterprises. . 
5. .Provision of fa~·-·-~'.Jle terms for credit and taxation without 

direct subsidies or price setting policies 

6. Application of liberal attitudes toward joint efforts by 

local and external seed enterprises. 

E. .Policies relating to seed quality assurance and control.· 

The commercial seed industry must build its program upon its 

ability to consistently supply good quality seed to farmers. Thus, 

seed enterprises must have their own clear policies on the quality 

of seed that is to be supplied and on the methods for assuring 
. , 

a good internal quality control program. It is easy for government 
to become over zealous in attempting to assure good seed quality 
to all farmers and as a result reduce the total amount of good 
quality seed potentially available to farmers by unrealistic 
standards and regulations •. 

Policies that can be most helpful in this regard are: 

1. Outlining methods to check on the quality of seed distributed 

from local production as well as from imported sources with 
a minimum of restriction and with realistic quality levels. 

2. Offering a seed certification program on a voluntary basis 
and assuring that the program is structured so that it operates 

as a service to the commercial seed industry and not as a 
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policing action. 

3. Development of seed legislation that can help to establish 

the position of the commercial seed industry as an integral 

part of the seed program and with quality norms that are 

achievable for the circumstances of a given country. 

4. Encourage the formation and development of .seed growers, 

seed enterprises and marketing groups without developing a 

restrictive and complicated registration system for them to 

start to operate. 

F. Policies Related to Seed Use 

Getting seed used involves both education and information on 

the part of government as well as strong marketing systems by the 

commercial seed industry. Policies that can be especially helpful 

include: 

1. Finn decisions to conduct educational and informational 

activities and campaigns to get more seed of improved varieties 

used. 

2. A focus on measures that can develop good communication among 
, 

research, extension, and the commercial seed industry. 

3. Agreements to use the resources of government to assist the 

gathering of information on the kinds and varieties of seed 

used and needed so the actual demand for s~eds can be more 

easily determined by the commercial seed industry. 

4. ·Encouragement to the commercial seed industry, especially 

organizations involved in seed marketing, to develop strong 
! 

seed marketing programs. 
S. Decisions to build and lease storage warehouse~ to the commer

cial seed industry, to provide credit to organizations at 

the marketing stage as well as to farmers purchasing seed. 

6. A concentration on ways to develop good linkages between seed 

suppliers and suppliers of other agricultural needs. 

7. A recognition that the seed supply line must reflect all costs 

of production plus a profit to the seed enterprises and mar~ 

keting groups. 
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G. Policies that Affect Personnel Development and Training 

The commercial seed industry must have well-trained and 

committed personnel. Government policies that clearly encourage 

the training of both public and private sector personnel and the 

proper use of these people is extremely important. Special policies 

include: 

1. Those that assure the seed technologist is properly recognized 

and often needing special training. 

2. Measures to encourage seed enterprises to send leaders abroad 

for specialized training, perhaps through special fellowships 

for them. 

H. Policies that Assure Adequate Resources 

The commercial seed industry need; physical, financial and 

human resources to grow and develop. Policies that favor the 

channeling of adequate equipment, credit and trained people into 

the commercial seed industry are necessary and have been discussed 

in other sections. However, special policies to help the seed 

industry can include: 

1. Those that encourage the local production of some equipment 

needed by the industry; the importation of spare parts to 

maintain existing equipment and the importation of new 

equipment when needed. 
2. The encouragement of lending institutions to recognize the 

unique·credit needs of seed growers, seed enterprises and , .. 

seed marketing groups and adjust their programs to meet those 
needs. 

3. pecisions to develop training facilities and continuous 

training opportunities with a special emphasis on the needs 

of seed industry personnel. 

THE ROLE OF THE COMMERCIAL SEED INDUSTRY IN POLICY FORMULATION 

Getting the necessary decisions made on which to pursue · 

µ:>licies is frequently difficult. Although the government must 

assume the final responsibility for policies and their application, 

it has frequently been found quite useful to involve leaders from 

the commercial seed industry in formulating policy that will affect 
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the industry. Various mechanisms have been used to achieve this 

objective and to provide good communication among those in the 

conunercial seed industry, and others, concerned with the total 

seed program. When policies need a general review and a special 

assessment.of the total seed program is required,some countries 

have formed a" seed review team" with representation from not only 

government but also the commercial seed industry. Such a team 

can help in identifying and resolving policy questions within a 

country. Each country must develop its own policies based upon 

program needs. Copying policies from othei:scan be a serious mistake. 

Several countries have established "national seed boards" 

to provide a forum for reviewing needed policy changes or for- the ! 

formulation of new policie~~ In addition individual leaders·and 

managers of seed enterprises are frequently in a position to 

encourage the development of policies that will be beneficial to 

the seed industry. 

The main point to remember is that policies affecting the 

commercial seed industry are developed by people. People from the 

commercial seed industry are normally in the best position to 

help evolve clear, constructive policies for helping their own 

development. 

CONTINUITY OF POLICIES 

The development of seed enterprises and the total commercial ~ 

seed industry has frequently suffered .from a lack of continuity 

in seed policies applied by government. Sometimes this is caused 

by changes in the government where no structure exists to assure 

that policies are continued. One of the main advantages of a 

"national seed board", if it is properly used, is that it provides 

the structure through which greater continuity of the application 
of policies can be achieved. Special long-term seed development 

efforts based ~pan a well-conceived plan that has high governmental 

support can help assure the continuity of policy. Seed legislation 

should be periodically reviewed or drafted initially to assure it 

does meet basic seed development needs and it supports current 

policies. Legislation, if carefully drafted, can also help provide 

continuity of policie~ related to the development of seed enterprises 
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and the total the:commercial:..seed industry especially as they 

relate to seed certification and seed marketing control activities. 

Each country needs to,examine the kinds of steps that are required 
to provide as much continuity in 'its,·seed policies as possible. 

CONCLUSION 

Policies should not be totally inflexible, neither should 

they be chameleous that change constantly. Programs falter and 

personnel become frustrated when clear policies are not developed 

or are not followed. Not following policies adopted is worse than 

not having a policy in the beginning. One of the most essential 
needs in the development of the commercial seed industry, and of 

seed programs in general, is to identify those policies that are 
important today, decide what course is to be followed and continue 

to pursue the policies decided upon until the desired results are 
achieved or it is clear that conditions justify a change. Good 

policies, properly implementeq can_result in stronger seed enter

prises andatotal commercial seed industry in each country. 

T;/11/fo- ~I/)_ 
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allv:incc Publicity indicating when seed ~ill be available. · 

Vo 
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Source: INDIA SEED REVIEW' TEAM .REPORT 1968, page 56~ (Dr. Paliwal has the book) 
------ ---·-- ----· 
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When seed is brought in from the field. it b~ncralJy ccr.t~in~~ &:i. ·.-~riety c,f u:id~;;irablc 
matcriais su.::1 a.; ~terns, wet:d s:ec.is, au~t. and somelimes other l.':rop scecis i\;;i"o~e •.ne 
major crop !>ced can meet ac.:ccr,table sta!1dards as required by !::.w rtnd dem::n-i"tt by 
proga·ssivc fa;-mers, the m1C.:csi;ai.Jle mat.::i<ll.- r.rnsi !;e s::par;:;i';(i from 1'•~· Lrvµ !·..:,:d. 

To ac.:o:np!i:;h this, the! seed i! . .:ondiiiuned tiirou~h ;:, m:.1chir;e o; a s,~;-i . .-~ 0f n:t:.c11i:1cs 
which are c;:pable of removiz~g the cc·lll:>r>'.:natir.r: ma<cri:~~s. Tl!'JS, sec:.:i cor~:~i~i .. ;r'.ia~~ 
is an importr.nt link ia the busil!i.:S!. of maki.1g :r::iilabie an ::un;-ik ~\;ppiy oi Li.~h qu3i
ity, varicrn!!y ~ure seeds in a' :able condition, free ci ncxicus r;1.2tter. 

There :n"! many differcn• tyr.:s of rnachii~es a11d spcci;J proceaur~s .ise.: ;i1 condi
tioning seed. To des-::ribe all ~if these would requir<> a vc\Hn:· m i!~c:if. Hc.we\'cr the;e 
are cer•ain r.w.diincs th<lt an; ~:~::d more comr:ic1.l) thar.. 01r..~~s for cond:uo,1i:-,_;; ~ccds 
oi gr:!ins, so.,-t .. ~an, (G!ycij:e ~\f !XL. ~1crrl rras~cs, O.!H.i c.'iovcr!> ..... !"'f.e:.;~ a~~ ~~1e ~.\:~-:s 

v:h;ch will b.! covered in t;iis cb::::,t:r. Onl:c 2n o~erator L1r1dcrsta,1ds the mc.t:.:'~i:ii pre
sented here. he should !1<.vc lirt!-: trouble in becoming iamiliar \\ith Nn'!r m"chinc-s 
an':! pro;;csscs. 

PRINCIPLES OF SEED SEPARA.TIONS 

The removal of uncksirn1:1e rr.a1crial from i:ron seed requires ('ondi~i·:>n!::g che $.:t..'d 
tiH-•L1lig.h ,;nc or mor~ specfriF,.cC n1ac!,ir~~:;. T!·-..;s~ r.-u~~hlE(.S Zd.:: '!:-;:.,.i·:·r:~··~ ~··· !"~;:-!..:,~.;'- ir.~ 

undl!sirablc motcriul:> by c.X?tciting diiterer!Ct.:5 in :;cme physical prop~ny '.•;:~wei!:-i tr.c:.: 
crop 5C'cd r,nd ~11~,ks!r::!Jfe r:;;w~rial. T}:us, it i; in1p0n:.::t ttia'. tl~e penonn~I r"'s;:: .. )n~ib':: 
for ccn1:itior"tii::_!. s~~·~d !!a'd.: a 1hcrough undcr5:an.:!~~.:; of the <l~ffr.::encr:$ i~~ physi(':.:! 
properties by which se,:J car: ti~ separa1e~•. Or;ce a processor un<1<:istar.d:; th..:s;: rrird
µlcs, he is then abie to examin:: a seed r.:b.t1;.rc and JetNmine t~~ se::.•::rarion j:)robiems 
and the ncci:ss:iry m<:.~ !1im:s OJ.nJ t.:onditioiiiI>g sequ<:no:e to de•~n .md upgrade a sc.::..:! iot 
t;) acceptable S'.<!rH..l<.rds. 

To affect a !<eparation, ih~ 5ed must be i;asi.:.-.!iy diff:rcnt in one or ::;ore ph:, ;i.::;::! 
characteristics from the other seed or contaminating materi'.tl. Thus, it is ty . .som~ Jif-

. ferencc: in a physi;;:al cl1ani.r.ter>~ tk that a machir.e is ab!e to sort cut the undt:s~r .. bie 
material from the cr\>p seed. Since lhere are often se\·ern! c!:ffer.::nccs bet'·.een set:d of 
d:'ferci:t crops or o~her <'on::?.r'.1iria:1ts; th·~ cor~ditio1;er ~hc•.11d select the o!;e diftP~o?rv::e 
th-:.t- 1C' nr,...o:lt ~~nun"1 tn -:tl1r\t-:.: r:i~~h'!>n!r?l c~n!\rr:ttil"\Tl 1,v ':a r!"~~rhinf" !if~ r"'.-:..~!'\,.i'1h1,, :'"'~-
•••-• • ..., t:o•""-· -··--o· .. ·- -··- ... ·--··-···- .. ·· .. -,....-·-··-·· ··.1 ..... d ............... __ ... - .. ·-·- .... •····-·- .... .. 

pacity and a bi~h degree of predsion. 
The following physi.:nl d1:ira;tcristics are t!ie ones most .::on~mo11:y •:.\p:dte.J iH 

deanir;g and separating see\!. 

Size 
Size is a term often u!led in comparing C>rlt' of th'e physical properties of seed. lt is 

true that some seed~ ar.: 1._rg>!r or srn.iUer than others. Where there is a great diffrrenc~ 
; in the overall size uf :wo seeds. s:.1ch as soybeans and morning glory { lponw~a spp. ), 
it is acceptatle- to think in terms c•f separnting the seeds .::i:i the basis of o·.uall size; 
but when comparing two seeds that approach beiag the sarne siz:, we can be more 
pr~ci~ b:>t, thinking of seeds ::.s having ;the three dim.:n!':ions -· width. thickness, and 
icngttr. l hls is ~aSY: to see when. examking a i~ma bean (Pilascolus iunaws L..·1 <Jr a 

,' kernel of.corn (Zea.ma~:L. .. }JakcnJroan the middle s~clioa o.f the ear. s~ed ciffcring 
in any o:ie or two ot' these d1mf'nsions can be s~pnr~!ed as- ioiiow.s. 
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1. Width - S'!eci h2v•~·~ the same length nnd thiCkncss but differing in width can 
be separated with ~:..reens thar have round perforations. These may be a flat-type 
of screen such as used in the air-screen clean\!rs or inJcnted cylindrical screens 
as used in width graders. 

2. Thicl:nezs - Seeds having the same length and width but of different thicknesses 
can be sep<:ratcd with !>crecns that have Oblong perforntions. The width of the 
opening is C!ssocfatec1 with the thickness of the seed. Again the screens may be: 
the flat-type screen as used in air-£crcen cleaners, or (he .spiral-grooved cylindrical 
screen ai used in thickness graders. 

3. Length - Seed having nearly the same width and thickness but differing in length 
cnn b:: sep;1ratcd with an indented disc or indented cylinder separator. These 
machine;; arc ofh~n referred to as length separators. 

Weight _ 
Seed cf different weight or specific gra\'ity can be ~<--p;lratcd with machines in which 

the seed passes throug.h an airstream and by a gravity tabie which utilizes a flotation 
process on a vibrn:ing cir:c~. 

Shape 
Rouncl seed can be :2pa: ;:~ed from :.tcd hav!r.r: a flat side by allo-.ving the seed to 

roll dO\rn ih~ fli~::1t> oi ::: 'r:rtical spirai. fJ-:e ma~r:ine for m~king tLi$ type of separ<J
tion is known as a spiral ~q;arator. 

Surkcc Tc:.::•i..re 
Seed i1~vin~ a t-)i!!-'i• ~urja\:t= t:a11 L·c: Sc ~)~tfi:h:d frorn seed of simi!ar size ~t;t !"u1",·i~~ ~ 

smooth surface v;i1h rcv::;'.vii1g, fabiic-covered rol!s as in a roll mill. 

Col.or 
Seed of the same !.iz~ J:>ut differing i:1 color r.rin b~ serya:·ated by a color sorter, •.·.-hich 

utilizes a photoekctric cdl :.ilat has beer, calibrated to son out off-colored seed. 

Electrical Conductivity 
A few varieties of seed can be seµar:'.ted to a very limited degree by their difference 

in electrical conductivity. However, this ~rinciple of separation is limitc::i to only a few 
applica.tions and to research inve::-!igations with small or light-weight seed .. t.t the pres
e-nt time, thic; method of separati•1g seed has not been developed sufficiently ior wide
spread app!ication. 

. - ·. . 

Modification of Physical Propcrti'!s 10 En?h:t! Sep:1rnti:in!' 
Tpe surfaces of some weed seed become sticky when wetted with oil or water. Seed 

with cracked seedco:.Hs or rough surfaceswill adhere more to liquid than seed with a 
smooth and/or unbroken seedcoat. If a small amount of oil or wa~er is first added to 
a mixture where some 5eeds ha,·e this charncteristic, and then sawdust or iron powder 
is added to the seed mixture and th')roughly mixed, the seed with sticky or rnu,gh 
seedcoats will take on more of the added material than the seed with smooth .>.::edcoat. 
If sawdust is added, it will form " pellet around the undesirable particles and become 
large enough that it can be separated from the crop seed on the basis of size and/or 
weight. If iron powder is added~ the powder adheres to the sticky seed; then if the seed 
mixture is p:issed over a magnet the sticky or rough seed which took on some of the 
iron power is attracted to the magni:t and directed into a different rec~j)tacle than the 
smooth seed. This is a very specialized process and bused mainly for removing certa:n 
weed seed from s'mall legume seed. • 
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FIGli!:<.: !. F:cw; di::;;n:n; ~i;owini:: \::.iiou:: steps in seed process:ng. The r~ut: •hat a pa;tku:a; intch 
cf s<.ed •.•··~Liu folicw during pro;:s~ino; deprnds Ui!Or. ~ondition cf sett! u;::on arrival, kind 0i ~,·~:i. 

cbmi::6 ::rd UiJf.r2.<lin;; proole1:1s, ,.:e.: tr ~<itmcn: requ!re.::1eo:ts, an.j ;'.1ii;;:ir.g s~hdul~. (Courtesy cf l!l~ 
Seeu Tccr.r.ui(Jl} LaboratOf!', \.fosiss1pp: Sii'IC un:H·nity, :..hsissippi 5£a;c, 1979., 

STEP~ IN SEED cor-.;:J!TIONING 

A seed co·nditionir1g ~equence .:2n be divided in~o steps a<: sh~w;-; in Firme I. It may 
1•t'lf •lr rt:-:··~,.;,,;"-:..t•'\.' i1\r •:rhn~ n~r•;,...,·i!lr ~· .. rr-n !'~ ;...,,. nrl'v•P~I':'""~ :hr~.,,.,;.., ~:1 nf .. ;..::.,.~ '""'°",. . - .. ---~ .... -----·,; ...... _ .. _ ......... --------· ... -.v -- -- ~._...,_,.. ___ ......... -~·- ~·· ........... _ _,_ 0-1 ...... jJ..,• 

Th~ stej1S that s·:~d must p:i.ss through from the time it is received unrii it is finished 
or re~ct:,• for sale depend upon t~e moisture content a:id the unric-sir;,ble material in 
that ;~rti::ular se::d lot when it is reccin:d. For e."ampk, soyb~i:!n would probabiy re
quiie cn.1:1 cleaning, upgrading, and b2g~~ing, whereas rice might requ!re precle~:ning, 
c!ryi11g. deaning, Uj)grading, trea~ing, and bagging. A wcll-design{;d seed c.;.1ndi:ionir!g 
plant is so a;rang,:d that any of these steps can be bypassed withoct in:ern.:;Jlior: of 
the flow of ~et:J through the conditioning plant. A brief description of th~ diff<erent 
conditioning steps is g1ve!l below-

Receh'ing ar.d Bulk Storage 
A convenient means of unloading seed frcm the trucks when it is brcught into the 

seed processing plant sn..:>uld be pro\"ided. If the seed is transported in bulk, a du1np 
pit laigc enough &o a.:~vmmud~tc a tru..:k c:i.n b.; d;i·icu ,,-.-er th~ pit tu 1.u1lc1ad •• .\n 
elevator co1me1:ted with the pit is needed to move the seed into the bulk storage areas. 

Df)'ing 
When seed is harvested at a moisture content too high for safe storage. it must be 

dried immediately to prevent loss of germination due to mold growth and heating. 
After the seed is dried to a moisture content safe for storage. it can be cleaned at a 
later &J.te. 

Prccleaning 
If seed contains a large amount o! trash, it is advantarcous to remove part of this 

unccsirablc material before' drying. p:acing in storage, or cleaning. This precleaning 
operation in a seed conditioning plant is usually done wilh aa ,aspirator. a screen ma
chine having one or two vibrating ~reens, or rotating cylindrical screen (Figure 2). 

j < ' < •• 
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FIGtJRE 2. S;:alpcr«ior u;ed for prede:lnin·g s~ec!. Large materia: remo,ed by wt:::i;:g cy!::idri;:al 
scrc,,.:n. :;;naU li&ht ma" .. -:r;1! a:;nc\·ed t-y airstrcam. (Courtes7 of ch.: Scr~d Tti .. ~hn:;l~~Y L:!bcr~~.:>ry. 

T!:'.s predeaning opt>r:nion in a seed co11Giti•:ming olant is usua!ly conC' with 2n as
pirator, :: scrt"en mc-c:hine bving one or two vibratinr scrce'1£, N rorating ..:ylindrical 
screen (Figure 2). T~1c sc~'t'rt machine~ m2y or may r.o'. have " fan to induce r.n air
st:-cam to remove the dust and light chaff. The machines use-d to perform this predean
ing ~re comr.:only called prec!eaners or scalpers. Scalpers are m::.chincs that remo,·-: 
only material larger tb:m the seed being handkd. Oth:-r types cf piec!eaners may utilize 
both scalping and sc:ei-:iing (removal of a i in:! fraction) for a rough deaning process 
either with or without assistance of an air separation. 
Some of the advanragcs gained from prccieaning are 

l. Removes the large trash that will not move easily through c~p ele\'ator~ and feed 
hoppers on cleaning machines. . . 

2. Better ·separations can be made with the air-screen c!eaner when the iarge and 
small trash have been first removed; The seed flo.,vs more IJ:liformiy from the 
feed hopper and down the scrccr.s, as the screens are not flooded with tra3h. 
Screer. perforations closer to be size of the seeds can be ui;ed lo give a more 
accurate separation. 

J.· Increases the capacity of the air-screen cleaner. 
4. Remov('r; hirh-moit:turc green ma!erial which woufd increase time and cost flf 

auific~al drying. 
S. Reduces volume to be stored; thus, trash will not take up vale.able storage space. 

Some crop ~eed re-quires preconditioning before starting through the cleaning and 
upgrading :>tcp.:>. ror c."tampk, corn requires sheUir.g bcfc:;-.:: it can be clr<lr.cd. G:~:;scs, 
some grains, and small-seed«! legumes oftefl. require c;ome typ~ of special condi1ioning, 
Suda <t::i il ud.1ea1de1, lo l•i"c<.sk esµart .>co::U !>u<l~ ~efot C t~1cy ~·· b;: fi1,fat;:d (r-':gu;.: ~). 
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FIGURE 3. O~bcardcr ;is,.d for removing av.ns :ind breaking apart seed clus1crs. (A) Rcta!in~ bea:rr 
arm wi1h spcdal hard coaled edges; (BJ S1a1ionary bearer <1rm. (Courresy of rhc Fcrrdl-J,oss Company, 
Saginaw, Mich., 1978.) 

Also. hullers Clr scarifiers may te needed to remove some seed covering -,:.nd/ er scratch 
the seed ~oat to ailow moisture imbibition where hard seed is a consideration. 

Ba~ic Oeaning -- Air-Screen Cleaner 
. Almost all seed lots arc de<>r.~a fast or after prede:ming wi:L an air-snc:n mach!ne 

to remove the light tra~.h. d•Jst, ~tnd most of tl1c undesirable material, both larger and 
s~alier than d•e crop .>ci:d. :.1any seed lots can be cleaned and made imo an acccp:able 
product with only this pro-=css. Other seed lots may require furth-:r upgr:!d:::~. ~r.d :he 
U;:t~ra:!!r:.g m~chincs \:dll furu.~t•on p!"t)per~y on!y \•:hen the StCd has fi,~[ bt:t:U <:ie~!!~d .. 
Thus ti:c air-screen cleaner is usua!ly ·:onsic!ered a necessary and basic mac!-.ine i:1 :no.>t 
all seed condit:oning plents. 

Th; air-screen deann w.,e:> ~hre~ cleaning principles: aspirations or ai:stre?.ni:; iO 

rcmo\·e light material, top screens (scalpers\ to remove the !arge material, and bc~:om 
screens (graders) to remove th'! smal! material. These machines vary in size from one
screen modeJs with one airstr.:am to the large commercial machines with cp to se-. en 
screens a!ld three airstreams. Two-, three-. four-. and five-screen model cieaners are 
most commonly used in the indl!stry. 

To understand the principles of operation and successfully operate any seed condi
tioning machine, the opernwr should know the principal parts of the machine and 
their functions. the flow path of the seed through the machine. and the adjustrnc-nts 
which affect the precision cf the separation and capacity of the machine. A diagram 

·of a four-~i:reen air-scre~n ck~ner with two scalper and lwo grader screens is shown 
.. in Figure 4. · · · . 

Function and Adjustment of the Air·Scrttn Clc:ant:r Parts 
Feed.Hopper 

The feed hopper (Figure 4) is a box-like device at the top of the machine whkh 
provides a uniform metered flow of sel."d to the screens. In the bottom of the feed 
hopper. there is an aJj\.:stllblc gat.-: tu regulate the flow of th:: seed from th~ hoppe ... 

. Also the bottom is a revolving roller just above the adjustable gate to a!lsist in forcing 
. the seed to discharge from the hopper. On some machines the speed of the roller can 

be. varied, which will regulate the amount of sc-cd discharging from rhe hopper. There-
fore the rate of !eed can be cor.trolled b)· the position of the feed gate and also by the 
si>ced of tile feed roller. Generally ~ more accurate.- rate of feed can be obtained by 

.'. ming a combination of the two adjustments. · · 
'- • .:l'.) ' 
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AIH SCREEN CU:ANE:R' 

OUST 

FllOM TOP &lliSTREAM 

~ ----- \ 

'<39 

IN'ROCESSED SEED 

.. ..---........ . ,.c-"' 

'IHltOOGH 
h' SCREEN 

,c~.,\ ·-.t: ""'" \ 
, C; '"Q . CVER \ O ·" J THl<Ou:lH 
•. :·~ _ _.,/ !It<!. !iCRHN ~1 4tlJ. SCllCfH 

f!GlJr.:: -~. :now ci;:g1::..-r. fer foi..r-sc:cn·::.l~·S>:icer. ck:-r.er. (Coun~sy of the Seed Tt'chnology Lnbc·::tory, 
!"iississippi Stote Vili•.-;.-sity. r..1isSissi;:opi Sta:e. 197:i.} 

Fans ancJ A.!rstreruns 
The purpose oi r.he far: is fl) ~reate :rn airstrean that wi:I Pot:move the light trasti, 

dust, and !ight seeds from t~e crop seed. On machines with one airstream, the seec.i 
·.viii pass through the airstream either at the bottom of the feed hopper or below the 
end cf the last bottom screen. On machines with two airstreams, the seed will pass 
through an airstream at both of thes.: locat'.-Jns (Figure 4). The airstream just below 
the bottom of the feed hopper is known as the top or upper air whereas the one below 
the last bottom screen is kno\\'n as th~ bottom or lower air. 

The top airstrcam removes the light trash and dust from the seed before it reaches 
the first screen. The bottom airstrcam remo..-es more of the light seed and heavier trash 
not remov~d_by tbe top airstream and screens. The su:ength of each. airstream is con
trolled by ar. .:.djustable door in the air passage- or by regubtiii& the speed of the fan. 

For efficient cleaning. both airstrcnms shc~ld be strc:ig enough to ren10\'e an occ2-
sionally good St'ed along with the other mate; ials being lifted out~ The bottom air 
should be relied on most for removing light and immature seeds sinc.e the particles are 
more uniform in size at this point and more uniformity of separations is possible. 

Screens 
The screens in a:-i ::tir-screen machine consist C'f a flat piece of thin, perforated metal 

or woven wire mesh fastened on all sides to a rectangular wooden frame. The screens 
.ire placed flat in the machine but slope downward at ai;i angJe of approximate!)' 10°. 

Most screc-ns have a solid metal section approximatclf 9 in_. wide across one end. 
This ic; ~allerl a spreader section. Tlie scrern should be pfaced in the machine so that 
this so!id se-ction is clevat.ed above the other end· o! it. Then, as· the seed dis-charges 
from th~ fee-:1 ho~per or ?. prPi:-edine c;rrttn, it fallc; ontn rh~ spreader section and has 
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an opportuni~y to spread into a thin laytr, the long pieces ot" ti"ash lying flat before 
moving or.to the perforated sccticn. 

The function of the !.crcens is to rcmo\'e the malerial that is greater or smaller in 
width and thickness than the crop seed. 

Screens can be d:vided into two generai classes according to their use and posilion 
in the machine. These two classes arc top 5creens, which are sometimes referred to <..s 
scalpers, and bottom screens, which are oft~ called graders. For simplici:y and clari
fication, the terms top screen and bottom scree!l will be used throughout this chapter. 
The term.:; secc•nd top screen and second bottom scree!l, etc., will be introdu·:ed when 
describing machines with mori: th;.:1 two screens. 

In some of the literzturc, reference is made "to the position of the scrt:ens in the 
cleaner. The locations or positions of the screens in a cleaner are counted irom tre 
top of the machine to the bottom. The top screen is in the first position, the ~econd 
screen is in the second posicion, and so on ciown the line. 

Perforated mct<tl screens may have perforations that are round, oblong, or triangu
lar in shape. The round anc! oblong perforations are most commonly used. Screens 
with triangular perforatio:-is have limited application and are seldom us.'!d. ~creens 
constructed of woven wire mesh may ha\·e openings that are either re.:tang:.i!ar or 
square. 

There are many screens with different sizes of perforations available to 1:1e seed 
conciition~r (Table 1). E<"?.ch screen is idcr.tificd by a nurr.bcr that i::dicat;s th.: ~i1e :l'.1d 
shape of the perforatic·n. The ~ize ,:if the perfora.iOr.$ ir. of rccns ri'anufacturcd i:i for
eign countries i:; measured in millimeters, but those m~nufoctur.:d in the U.S . .:re still 
del>ignated in fracticns of an inch. 

The overall length and width of the screen frame must also be indicated wnen oh
tai~ing sc:ccns !er a p~.rti~u!ar :-na~n;ne .. Th: ~iffe:-ent ~ypcs of 5Crc\.!n opcn~n?-> us'.1 
fur deaning seed arc shown in Figure 5 and the methods oi measurement arc de$cribed 
below. 

Round perforat!ons -- The !izes oi ro:.ir.d perfo:-ations in r~rfo:-:ited rr.etal s:~eer.s 
arc specified by the cii:lme1er of ~b~ perioraticns. The unit of m.:asurem..:r:t ts either 
millimeters or lract:ons of an inch. In expressing the size ir: fractions of an inch <.s in 
the U.S., two system!. are used: (I) the diameter is ;neasurcci in 64tlis of :m inch in 
sizes from 5/64 to 80164. These screen sizes are usually designated by using 011ly the 
numerator of the fraction, i.e., 5, 6, ... iS, 80, the denominator being undcr.>tocj to 

be 64. (2) The second system used is for the perforations sm.iller than 5/64 in. In this 
system the diameters are measured in fractions of an inch taken in harmonic progres
sion from 1/25 to 1/12 in., i.e., 1125, 1/24, 1123, 1/13, 1/12, etc. 

Oblong perforations - The oblong perforations in perforated metal ~creens are 
designated by t-oth th~ ·wi<!th and th'! length !)f the perforations. The ~~·!d!h cf ~n 
oblong perforation is measured in the same manner as the diameter of a rcunC: perfo
ration described above. Th'! length of the perforations is usually l/ 4, S/ I 6, I/:, or 3/ 
4 in. 

The first number in the size listi!lg of an oblong perforation is the width of perfora
tion; the second number is die length of the perforation. For example, a screen desig
nated as 7 x 3/4 has oblong perforations 7 /64 in. wide and 3/4 in. lo!lg. 

The long axis of the oblong perfor~tions is usually parnlle! with the direction of the 
flow of the seed on the screen. However, screens with large oblong perforations are 
available in whieh the iong axis of the opening is perpendicular to the flow of .>eed on 
the screen. This type of screen is known as a cross-slot. Cross-slot screens are useful 
in separat!ng split beans (half beans) from whole beans. Screens are also av£ilable in 
which tbe oblong perforaticus are al an <.:blique Dngle to tile dire.:tion of flow. 

Triangular perforations - Two methods are used to designate the size of triangular 



Tahle 1 
SCREEN PERFORATON AND MESH SIZES AV AI LADLE FOR AIR-SCREEN CLEANERS 

Perforated metal ~hect Wire cloth 

Finl5hciJ s':rcens mu.ic only in 9 ir. 
and II in. model widlh~; sl:c:t si1~s 26 

Round holes Oblong holes in.>< 61 '·~in. and 16 ir.. x 5.3!4 in. 

lriangl~s Oh Iona Ro1:nd hol~ O!Jlcn$ Squnre 
Fractions 64ths Fractlo11s Mth! 64ths \WSS slot hu!r si1.~!I hnlf si1e~ openings Oblong oprnlngs 

112S 511 24 l/24x 'h S•d4 s (>.<Y, ft';', g ~'l )( ~. 3><3 2><8 4><11Vi 6><14 
1124 6 2~ l/22><Vi SVi><Y. II 7><V. 7'.'1 91/: )( -~-4 .~ .. 4 2><9 4><1S 6><1.S 
1123 7 26 l/22xVi D:ag. 6X~~ 9 Rx ~'4 Rl;i IOV1><!-~ ~><S 2><10 4><16 6><16 
1122 8 27 31(.4><5116 6•,~><Y. 10 9><!/, 91,, II Vi><''< 7><7 2><11 4><18 6><18 
1121 9 2!1 lt:!Ox!.1 7><!4 II Ill><''. lrl'/: J ~Vix~/. R><S 2><12 4><19 6><11) 
1120 10 2:> 1/111><!4 H><Y.-n II><','. 11 1'1 J 1 1/z,.... ~-• '#•9 3><14 4><W 6xZO 
1/19 11 30 11 l:l>< l4 9>< y. JZx ~'4 12!1: 14 ~z )(I/I IO><IO 3><16 4x22 6><21 
I Ill! 12 JI I/ 16>< V.-h · IO><Y.-E J -'~','4 13 1'1 l:!)(i2 Jx10 sr. 4><24 6><22 
1117 13 32 1/16><!1 ll><V.-F J ~~~ •,:_ i.H'1 :4><14 3><13 • 4><24 SP. 6><23 
1/16 14 34 l/IS><Vi 12>< ~~-(; ~ ~ '.( ','4 15 1/1 1.5><15 J~W A><26 ' (1'<24 
!/IS u 35 1114><!4-ll 13>< l~-11 ltt'.lt .,,. I!,'/: J(ix 16 3><21 4>.2S 6><2S 
1/14 16 JS 1114:-<Vj 14><\'.·I IK:< '.'< 17'.·i 17><17 4><30 6><26 
1/13 17 40 1/13><11 1.5>< Y.-J 10 1

/!)'.. t• l!-P.i l!i><IR 4~32 (1><28 
!/12 18 42 l/12><Vi-C 16>< 1h-K 11''.i><''. 19 1/1 20><.20 4><34 6:<30 

J9 44 1 ·1x ~• 12'/,'- v. 201/1 .:?2x22 4><36 G><J2 
20 48 U><\4 21 V1 2·1><24 6><34 
21 S6 I J'.)x l~ 22V1 2(>'<26 6><36 
22 64 ; 20><Y. 28><28 6><38 
23 72 21><Y. 30><.~0 6><40 

80 22>< y. 32><32 6><42 
24><!1<-L .l·•'<.1.t t-~so 

32><1 36><.16 ~·60 

3!!><18 18><2.:J 
40"·m 2(\><22 

4.5><45 
50x5() 

Frorn Ferrell-Ross Company, Sar.inaw, Mkh. Wirh rc1111i~~;ion. (i()x(,() 
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FIGI,; i!E 5. 1 n•cs of rcricra:i:d and ...-.wen wire mesh s1.:reens used for 
deanir:~ ;:~c~. (C;n:nc::.- ci ;~.e c~:ppe:i :O.l:m:f;.;\uri:ig Comp:my, 
.4.!m::. ~1~:.:n .. !97"~.! 

perfo::ati0ns. In en:~ i:as-.!, the size is r.1e<.'.surec! by the length of each side of the ~-::iu!· 
late;a! tric:.nglc formed by the perforation. tn the S-.!conJ me~hod, the size of the trian
gul:?.r openir.g is indicated by the dbmeter of the largest cb:le that can be inscribed 
within the triang;c. The number indicating the size of a triangular perforation is ordi
narily followed by the symbols .. V .. or "Tri" to distinguish it from a round perfora
tion, i.e., 8 Tri and 5V. 

The unit of mea~urem_ent is 6_.~hs <'fan inch. It should be noticed th?.t two trian~ubr 
screens having the same numeric:i! size designation may not have the same ~ize perfo
rations. For example, tri<lngular perforations designated as 7 Tri, 8 Tri, 9 Tri, 10 Tri, 
11 Tri, and 12 Tri, are measured by the length of tl~e sides of the triangle. The same 
perfora:ions measured by the circle diameter method wou:d be designated as 4 l/2V, 
SV, 5 ii2\', 6V. 6 :i/2.V, and iV, rt>specciveiy. 

Wire mesh -The size of 3 wire :r.esh screen is designated by the numb~r of openings 
j)er inch in each dire·:tion. Both rectangular and square openings are a\'ailablc. A 6 x 
20-wire mesh has si~: openings per inch in one direccion and 20 openings per inch in 
the other. The long axis of the rectangle is parallel to the directio01 of flow of the seed 
on the screen. A square mesh such as 10 x 10 would have 10 openings per inch across 
and down the screen. These screens are generally used for grasses and small seeded 
legumes. 

The selection of proper screens is probably the most important factor affecting the 
performance of the air-screen> cleaner, (Table 2). The seed must either go over or 
through th<:: screen to make a scp:uation. Thus, one can easily see rhat better separa
tions can be obtained when the size of the screen perforations is as near the thickness 
and width of tile crnr seed as possible without allowing too much of the crop seed to 
go over or through th~ screens. < 
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Tablc2 
SCREEN OPENING SIZES COMMONLY USED FOR PROCESSING VARIOUS 

KIND OF SEEDS 

Seed CoJ. l Col.2 * Col.3 Col • .C 

AlfalCa l/l~ ::>r i/13 6><26 1116 or 1/14 6X24 
Sorrel from 1118 6><34 6><206><21, 6x22 6><32 
Mustard from 1/18 6><34 3/64X(/J6,6/20,6/2l 6132 
Y cliow trcf oil I/Iii 6><34 6><22, I 121, i/22 6XJ2 

from 
Night liowcring 1/18 6.<34 6x20or 6><21 6X32 
catchOy f;om 

Allspice, whole 21 6 20 8/~X!1~ 

Anise 14 :120 12 111~ 

Barley I l /6':>< •,'. or 24 Ji J4X\/i 22, 21 o: 20 J/13><Vi 
Beans 

Cranberry 32 l4/64x 1,~ 30 16/C>4" 1/c 

Yellow eye 2.- ll/64xY. ... 12/6~X Ve .... 
Lima 56 16 48 20 
'llaby Lima 32 17 30 19 
Red l:idney &O 13/Mx!-. 28 14/t).!xJ,, 

N :ivy o: r·~a 22 J0/e4xV. 20 II if.~" ;,4 
l'inw 26 9/(,4X Y. 24 lC/(,4xl:~ 

G:cat Nonhc[n 26 10/~x!,4 24 I l/t).;X 314 

Mung 14 ' 13 8/64>C 1/4 
Beet 24 7 22 or 20 8 
Bent ~ra:\s. :.6':26 60><60 2Sx2S S\Jx50 
Bcrmuuiip;.o~~ 6-'<28 C.>:42 6A30 6"40 
Brarr.cgr2.ss 10 9 :ri or (ix26 l/l3><Vi 6x:4 
Bbe grass 

Ca11aC:a l/lS 6X42 J/W 6.<41) 
Kentucky 6'<28 6><42 26><26 f-'<40 
B11Ibous JO 4><24 7 4X22 

Buckwheat 16 7 l!. 6/64x~~ 

Cabbage 10 1118 8 8/6-4x5/l6 
Canary grass 9 6><26 3xJ6 6><24 
Cantaloup~ 20 7 16 9 
Caraway I/Ux'.~ 6x24 )/J6X\'z 6><22 
Carrot 7 6><2E J/12 6x26 
Carpet g~ass 12 J/J41t'h 10 1/1311.V: 

6x2S 6x3S 
Celery J/14 30><30 l/16 2sx2s 
Ciovcr 

'Hop 1120 6><36 1125 6>-34" 
LI.dine 1/18 6>:34 1120 or l/21 6><32 
Alsikc J/18 6><34 1119 6xn 
Crimson 6 6'c24 l/J3 6x22 
Bur hulled 1/12 6'c24 JIB 6x22 
Dale a or woods 6 6><23 1113 6x22 
Red I/IS 6x.:?4 or6x26 8/MxS/16 6x22or6x24 
Red, h:-.rc's ear )/{'4x916 6"]4 3i64><5/16 6><24 
mustard froin 

WhiteS\\'Cct 1112 6X26 ·~ 6><24 
\Vhicc sweet un- 10 . 6><26 I 6><24 

hu!led 
\Vhitc J/16-1/18 ~x34 lilB, 1/19. 1120 '6 ... 32 
White, rlod. I/Hi 6"34 6'-12vr!i"2.1 6xj~ 

from 
Cumin 14 1125 12 1122 
Coriander IS l/13XJ/2 13 l/12xJ/2 
Corn, cleaning only 32 14 28,30 16 
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T2ble 2 fco~tinucd) 
SCREEN OPENING SIZES COM.MON LY USED FOR PROCESSn-...·G VARIOUS 

KIND OF SEEDS 
Seed Col. I Col.2 Cll.3 Col.4 

Cotton seed 
Oelinted 20 9/f~~-· - 18 10/64xJ/, 
Notdo:linl~ 40 l~/64><~4 36 !3/64X~ 

Cowpea 22 12 or J()/64xJ4 21 ll/64x~ 
Crested wheal gra~ l/!6x'/z 6x30 1118"\.4 S 1ri. 
Caotalaria ll 6 J/12X\1 7 
Cucumber 18 8 17or16 9 
Dallas i;r.iil s 1115 3JC14 1114 
fcscut> 

Meadow l/JJ"l '/1 6x2J J/j4X\.4 4x22 or S tri. 
Chewit;i:s J/64X5/J6 6><32 1122><'/z i:;x30 er S tri. 
Ky. 31 J/(>.;x~/16 6X32 1/22>"'/i ! tri. or 6><30 

Fennel !4 1116 !2 1/14 
Flax 

Bison l/16X\iJ 1/14 l/18:<l,\ 1113 
Golden J/IJXVi 1/12 I! 14>< Vi 6 
Small 3Xl6 1114 3/('4><5/16 1112 
Walsh & 1•ikir..?, 
same as bisor; 

G1rb?.nz.o (chick p·:.t} eo 11154>< 3,4 26 j2.'64>.:~·· 

Hemp 14 ~/13><·/, 1; l/J2X\,i 
Johnsen grass 10 1/18 8 1116 
Lentil 18 12 j/64xl,-0 12or 13 
Lespcdeza 

Kl're?n 6 1111. !'!8 1. .... 1 c - - , ". ,,_ .. ~ 
v·•&..J v• II !O""''l• illb 

Kobe 8 1/16 6Xl4or l/18xl4 1114 
Sc!i.·c;i • .:n- i lil~ J/J4X',', 6:<26 

hullc<• 
5cricea, hulled !/IS 6><21'i I/!~ or .v~xs116 6><26 

l<U\JCC 4xl8 24><24 6X2() 2Qx20 
M1!0,maize 14 l/IJ>W: 13 l/12x\'I 
Miilet 

Siberian 7 1/20 1112 I/IS 
Proso 9 3164><Sll6 7 l/IS>.V. 

Mu;tard 
White 9 l/22xY: 7 Y6.;xS/16 
Brown 7 l-'22 1112 1120 

Oats 24 l/t6xY: or 11 tri. 11/Hxl-', l/14X\'t 
Oats, corn from 10164><!~ or 9 1 I/ J(ixVJ 9/64x~~ or 8164><~ l/14x;~ 

64X~~ 

o:u. ;:~~:a. tan iii2x•/: 6X30 l'J4XVJ 6X~8 

Okra 16 3164xS/16 14 J/f!X ~~ 
Oniun II lllS 9.8 !/14 
Onion sets I/~~ )x) I in. gx3 

Orchard grass )/64><5/16 f.x32 1/22><1/1 or 1124>< II> 6'.1132 o~ S tri. 
Peas 

Austrian winter 20 12or9'64><~ 17. I0/64><l,i 
l'ield 22 10or9164><~ 20 10/(.IX~ 

Pepper, red 14 l/l:? 12 7 
Pepper, bl1d:, 18 '6/64X~~ 16 7/64X-'t< 
Pi!lion nuts 32 12/64x* lO l4/64X!i 

·' 10 4><24 7 4><22 
Po1>«1m, pearl 21 JO 20 JI 
P5Jlliwn 4Xl8 CSX35 6x20 26x26 
Furnpl:in ~ 1$ 82 20 
Radish 10 1/14 9or8 1112 
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Table 2 (continued) 
SCREEN OPENING SIZES COMMONLY USED FOR PROCESSING VARIOUS 

KIND OF SEEDS 

Seed Col.1 Col.2 Col.3 Col.4 

Rape, dwa1 f essex 7 1/23 ... J/12 1122 
Rape, German 9 1/18 7 1116 
Red top 26x26 60X6() 28X28 soxso 
Redtop, timothy from '.'6>:26 6()x6() 6XJ4 soxso 
Rice, padd:; 22 6or7 20 or 21 J/14XVi, I/ t8xV1 
Rke, hulled 14 1112 12 )4Xl4 
Ryco;rass 3/~xS/16 6x32 l/22>'·Y: 6><32 or~ tri. 
Rye i4 l/16x''i 12 l/14xV, 
Rye, vetch from i/64J<H 8 7/64XY, 9 
(100% lmpcssibl.:) 

Sesbania w l/ISxv• 8or9 l/18x~; 

Sesame 6 .t><26 l/H»<',; 1/16 
Soq~hum 

Grain 12 1/l4xV, 10 l/lJX'./: 
Sweet s 1122><';2 G 3/64x5/16 

Soybeans 
Large 22 iO/C..:-<l,~ 20 IJ/64xJ,< 
Sm:.11 :!() G/~x~• 18 7/64Yh 
hla:l: n:it I~ 7/Mxl/, 16 g,64xi·4 
:l.forni:i~bry IS 7/i:,.tx~ 16 11 or I~ 

from 
Spinach 14 l/14 11or12 1/12 
Squ4.,;~ 3-! 20 32 ~j 

S .. h,;;~,:~ri&..i.) .~ 't"'t~"MO'·' :o 3/~ ~,.:5/!5 ... ., ....... , 
Su~flower 24 to 32 10 241032 II 
T:mothy I/I;\ 6x36 11:S.o•J!W 6x34 or 6x32 
Timott y 

Sorrel fror:1 6x20 er (.»:I l;.-<36 6.-~c or6x:~ 6'<34 or 6x32 
P.td clo• er frcm 6x:'.14 6'<36 ~<26 6"34 
Pepp~;g:a~. 1119 lx3·1 l/20 6X)2 

from 
Black plaatain i"l9 6><32 1/20 6><30 

from 
Redtop from 1119 6><36 1120 6134 
Buckhorn pl:in· llW 6"30 1122 6>:30 or 6><28 

tain from 
Alsike clc·ver 1/20 6><34 1125 or6X26 6><32 

from 
Tobacco 30><30 5()xSO J2X.3-2 40X40.soxso 
Tomato 12 1/14 10 1/12 
Trcfci!, birdsfcct !/!4 6><26 ! 116 6x24 
Turnip 1/12 1/22 J/14 1120 
V'!tch 16 616~% 14 6164,.IA or 7/64Xl~ 
\Va1ermclon 28 14 24 16 
Wheat 16 1/JSXV. or 8 er 9 14 l/18xV. or 10 tri. 
\\'hc:it oats f;om 11 l/18x'h 11 l/18"V. 
Whcatgrass, western l/l&xV. 4X24 1/14XV. 4X22 

Note: rour-s::recn cleaners - u~ Column l for top s~r:en in top shoe. Column 2 for bottom screen in top shoe, 
Column 3 for lop sc:ec:i :n llon<'m shoe, anj Coiumn 4 for bottom screen in bouom she>:. Thrcc-scr<:en 
c:leancrs - Use Calumr. I to:: 1op Krc:cn, Cclumn 3 for middle screen, and Column 4 for botlom screen. 

From Ferrell-Ross Co., Calalogue of SccJ Cleaning Equipment. Saginaw, Michigan, 19ia. With p:-; mission. 
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When cleauing round-shaped se.!d, select a screen with round perfcracions for l!ic 
top screen and a screen wit'1 oblong perforations for the bouom screen. L;sing a rounu 
perforation slightly larger t!1an the cr:;p seed will allow the crop sc:J' to p:i~:; t;iro:igh 
the screen, but any material larger than the crop seed ·.viii flow over ~he screen. The 
bottom screen with oblong perforations will hold 11p the crop seed bt·t will ::llow ma
terial such as broken seed, other small seed, and small inert material iO pa~s through 
more easily. The crop seed will flow over the bottom screen. Thu~. th.z: ~:i::aile:>t pos~iblc 
perforation is used for the top screer., while the largco;t pos5:ibk perfcration is used 
for the bottom screen. 

When cleaning elongated seed, screens with oblong perforations are orrlim.ritv used 
in both the top and bottom sere'!n positions: Ho\':ever, in !;Orne c,.scs \vh-;:n °"machine 
has two or more top screens, a screen with round perforations is used in the first 
position to take om the largest trash. 

In selecting an oblong perforation, be sure to select one long c:1ou~h. The ob:ong 
perforations in a top screen should b.: slightly !oncer than the seed ~o tbt it can p:!ss 
through the perforations. The perforations in the bonom screer. should al'>•1 be l0r;g 
enough :o allow the elongated, undesirable mat::rial to pa!'" t!11ough :·a-;ily. 

Shoes :;nd Slope of Screens 
The vibrating box-like section of the machine into which the screens ·:ire place:! is 

called a shoe. The shoe is sloped 1-:: 2>sist the seed to flow down lhe ~-:.-en. Tl:e !,lol'e 
cif the ~cr~en may be fixed or ndJustablc within the s:ioc >'.'.> tha! the sc;rer. c;-;n b(! ~::t 

in a steeper or flatter position. ln~reasing the sk·r:e of a i.creen cause5 ii:al\!rial 'o move 
over the ~creen more rapidly. The top scret-ns :ue usually set at a gre::!ter slop•! :o 
fadlitatc more rapid removal of the trash which would tend to pa~s through the screen 
with the seed or remain on the screens anci interi~n· with the seed ::-:iss!n~ t~roU'.:'.!L 
Th~ bottom scrrl!n<; should have k$$ slope so as to allow ample time for the smal: 

matc:rial to pass through the <;creen and noc be cMri<~d aivng with the crop seed. 

Eccentric and Rate of \'ibra!ion 
The vibrating or shakin~ ar.:tioa of the shoes is de\·e!oped by an off-center d;ive 

bearing .:ailed an eccentric. Ir: mac!1ines with two shoes, the eccentrics are set so that 
the shoes travel in opi:osite dire("tions all the time and the vibration of th\! entire m,;t
i:hine is held to a minimum. On machines ha..-ing Oilly one shoe, a countc•balan.:e is 
sometimes used to counteract the shoe vibration. 

The vibration can be regulated on some cleanen to control the movement of :he 
seed on the screens. A. fast vibration causes the sezd to bounce r~pidly and turn all 
the sides to the openings in the scr.!~ns. If the vibration is too slo.,,·, the seed will r.ot 
bounce alon~ the screen er:ough rn =lff~i:-t a good separa!ion. The Yib:::ltion :;!;ould t.c 
fast enough to moYe the seed along the screens with sufficient time to allow all or most 
uf tl1e small material to pass through the screens. 

Principles of Operation 
The four-screen air-screen, cleen~r with two airstreams is probably the mo;;t widely 

used cleaner in seed processing plants. The deaning sequence is ordinarily arrat'ged to 
take place' in the following order and" iii be used in this di-;c;.mion: top air sepa~?.tion, 
first top screen, first bottom screen, second top screen, second bottom screen, and 
bottom air sep:uation (Figure 4). 

The s~ to be Cleaned is first dep{'l!ited in thC' feed hopper. As it is metered from 
the bottom of the feed hol'pcr, it p:!sses· throuJ?h' the top airstream, which remov~s 

·, lig:tt trash and dust. before ft contacts the first top screen; 
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The first top screen is used for removing the largest material such as stems, straw, 
and unthreshed seed pods from the seed mass. This material slides over the screen and 
is discarded. All i.hc ot~1er material i11cluding th<: crop seed pass thrnugh the first top 
screen onto the first b•Jttom screen. 

The first bottom screen has perforations large enough to allow the small trash and 
small weed seed to pass through. The cror: seed passes over the screen and is deposited 
onto the second rop c;creen. 

The second top screen has perforai.ic ~.s sm~ller than the first top screen. The large_ 
material which was small eni.>ugh ~o vciss :hrough the first screen passes over the second 
top !:creen, \-.hik th~ crop seed and remaining smali material pas~es through on10 the 
second bottom screen. 

The perforatio:is in the second tono:n screen are slightly larger than the ones in the 
first bottom screen. This allows small. se~d and s1,Jit seed to pass through while the 
crop seed passes over the screen. 

The crop seed discharges ovc; the ~ei:ond bottcir. .:.crcen and passes through the 
1'ottom airstream which remove<. E:h~ seed, hull~. and heavier trash not rcmowd b'.: 
upper air. 

In some seed b~s that contain r.nly :>. .>r.1ail am•mn! of '1!1desi1abie material, the crop 
see<l can be ckancd to a sllffic-ient pwiry with 0niy an zir-s;re~n cleaner. However, in 
!T10st i.:?.Ses there is st!ii s~me brcik~·n s~ed, i:ar;1J.~ur~ seed, short se:::d, and p::rticles of 
ciirt remaining in the crop seed after it has been cle::.ned with the air-screen clean~r. 
This -is because this material had the S;!me width ar.d thickness as the crop seed and 
could not be separated from tht crop sc;:d v;hh <l a:achine uti!i:..ing flat, perfcr('.ted 
screens. Th!s shc,..:!d not be considered a Liuit of the mad1i11o;. _Ii ;s Oii!j• a lir;;it::.t::::~ 

that is norma.l to !hi:; type of npch!n;;. 
\Vl•en there is S''.lll1;.! undes!rab:.: r.~:!'.eri<'J 1ernainin~ in the crop seed aft,;r cleaning 

\\ith 3n ?.ir-screen .~!t":::.ner, or 3ny cho:-r m<l::hin.!, the operator shouk! ex"m!nc tl:e ~e-:c! 
and lcok for another difference in physicn: ch:nacteric.tics that could be used for sep
arating the undesirable 1112terial. This difference might be found in length, surface 
texture, degree of roundaess, or weight. Once it has been determined thc:t there is 
sufficient difference in some other cha:-a: :eristic for making a sepa:ation, the condi
tioning should proceed to the machine utiiizing this difference for making a separati:m. 

Procedure for Setting Up and Oper:J.ting 
The following steps are gh·en as c: guice for setting up, starting, and adjusting an 

air-screen cleaner. As an operator be:omes better acquainted with a machine, he will 
be able to make initial settings that will be close to \\hat 1s needed io~ a panicub1 
crop. 

l. \Vhen changing to a different crop er variety, remove the screens and throughly 
clean the machine. 

2. Select the screens by making :i. preliminary test with small test screens. If these 
a~_not available, place a regular !:izc screen ori canvas on the floor and then 
place about l lb of sec:d on th;.: screen. Bom1ce the screen several times and ob
serve whether the undesirable material is removed without losing many of the 
crop seed. 

3. After selecting the screens, place them in the machine. 
4. If the machine has screen brushes that can be raised and lowe.red, put the brushes 

in raised position, so that the brushes press firmly agah1st the underside of the 
S~!'!C!lS. 

5. Close adjustabie doors in upiier atld lower airstrearn passageways. If speed of 
i&sn is ~Jju~iable, S\!t i~ neelr ar.~u;m:..~ :.;:=e:!. 



6. Fill seed horrier wi1h seed. 
i. Start i:1ad1ine. 
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8. If screen vibration is adjm:t<1blt:, :,zt it at a slow to medium speed, 11ot fa!>t. 

9. Open adjustable door at bottom of feed hoppc; ~o all!.lW a sma.!1 stream of seed 
to flow or::c lhc Sl'recn. 

IO. Increase screen vibration if r.e;;essary to c.auk s".·~·d to move down screens. 
11. Opera _!;ate in upper airsLrearn ur.ti! li;::ht ~;-asli i: bt"in~ lifted cut. 
12. Open cate in low<.'r airstream until light seed <!nd hulls arc being lifted out. 
13. Readjust step:> 8, 9, IG, 11, and 12 to {.1btnin ;,!?.Xir:rnm capac.:i<y and good clean

ing. 

Separating and Upgra.:ling 
To remo\'e undesirable mat.:rials leh by th~ air-screen cleaner, the opei"ator ha.> to 

utilize Oiher machine.> whi;:h have other difierences in physic~! characteristics ior mak
ing a finer separation. These can be a length grader, ~hickness and widti1 grader, grav
ity table, spiral separator, etc. depenciing upon the part!cu!;;ir problem involved. 3ut 
to eifect r. sepa&ation, the c:op seed must differ from th: undesirable :n:iterial ~uffi
ciently in some physical characterist:c, ::o that the macl1ir.e c?.n differcnti~re between 
the crop seed and the m<lterial to be remO\ ed. 

Le•jgth Separators 
In m~ny cases, th~ seed of diffe:-er.t cro:-is c.re so n('arly the same size in width and 

thickness th:.:: they cannot be sep~:ar~d wit'.1 a screen. Also, ~ome of the t:ndcsirab!e 
materials s1:ch as broken seed, soil particies, and weed ~eed n:ay have the ~ame width 
and thickness as the crop seed. Howe .. ·t!r, if there is a c!iffrrence between the ler.gth oi 
the seed and the undesirabii: material, a precise separation can be rnaJ..: v. ;th .... 1d1er "''' 
incicnted cylinder or inc!er.tcd disc. 

Indenti.'li Cylir.dcr Sep;wuor 
The ind~:ued cylinder ~r:p<irncr cc:is::;t:> of a rotatir g, !lorizonl'.'.11 .:-ylinder a:1d .:n 

adju~tabie horizontal separating 1.rough inside the cylinder. The inside surface of the 
cylinder has thousands of small, closely spaced, hemispherical i:iden1atio1;s. ln opera
tion, the seed enters the cylinder at one end ancl discharg::s at the other. A layer of 
the seed mass to be separat~d lies approxim:i.tely 3 in. d.~ep on the bottor.1 of the cyl
inder. As the cylinder rotates, the snort seed and other short material iit into the in
dents ancl arc: lifted out of the seed mass. The rotation of the cylinde: lifts the s'.1ort 
seed to the point where the indents are invetted enougi1 for :he seed to fall out of ~he 
indent and drop into the trough. The troug!1 extends the length of the cylinder 2.nd 
has a small auger inside that conveys the lifted material to the d:scharge spout at the 
end of the trough. The long seed which i5 not lifted by thf' indents i;rndu<1lly mo\'::S 
through the cylinder and discharges through a separated spout at the end cf the cylin
der: (Figure 6). 

All the indents in a 5ingle cylinder are the rnme size. Cylinders with diffucnt indent~ 
are availat.-le. The cylinder in some models of cylinder separators can be removed ard 
exchan~ed for om: with a different in;:!cr.t. Thus, b.:; ha\'ing se .. ·e:-al cylinders with dif
ferent indent sizes, the same machine c.'\n b~ used for making different $eparations 
(Table 3). 

The size of the indenr is indicated by a numerical notation which is the diameter 
that is measured near the top of the indent. For cylinders manufactured in Brazil and 
the European countries, the indents arc :neasured in millimeters, while th•! indents in 
cylinders manufact&1red in the U.S. ;;re measured in 64ths of an inch. For example, a 
No. 10 indent cyiinder made in Br:izil has indents 10 mm in diameter, while a No. 10 
ino~nt i:y!if'<ier from t.he U.S. ha~ indenls 101('4 of an inc~ in diameter. 
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Tab!e3 
JNDci~T CYLINDER SlZES USED FOR 

SEPARATING GRASSES, GRAINS, AND SEEDS 

In.Jent 
number 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6112 

81/2 

II 

19 
22 

24 

26 

Will lift 

Small pigweed, Alsilcc cio
•·er, small dod:i.:r.1acl!1:n· 
weed, ~~nd, etc. 

Small ~\'.CC! .:bver, ri~
weed, dodder, whit~clo
ver, a!sike, etc. 

Tino!h)', sma:I do\"er (re.:! 
and white), dod.:!_~r. hulicd 
water grass, musu: J, 
shet'p sorrel 

Red clO\~r, alfat::i, :;m:?!I 
fla:1., , • .-ater i;rass, 1::ust.:rd. 
bluegrass, et\:. 

Sn1an br:"'Lcn grain, ~!':"'.aH 
wild i:it;..:!cJ. heat. ~r.·u:U 
vetch anc! cc.:ld.:. wilJ 
must.:: rd 

Buckwheat, cod:ie, •·etch, 
:;i.::!~r~t;r:i~s. sm::.l! s~:s~r 
~::e: ~e>!~. et~. 

Broken g~ain, vetch, small 
cnion .;;i;! gar['~. "t!J 
p;a~, :cl iee v;:::~. ~tc. 

Spti:tf ·.i.·f.i:;,:, srr:;;'i er bro· 
l.cr. t.un:;n. p~::rld <.1: ~ 

t:robn >arley, fl:n 
Spring wheat, small durum 
\\'heat, winter wheat, 

h-al!.::d oats, r,·c, etc. 
Barley 

Will reject 

B1.11:khorn, timothy, black 
mcdicdo•·er, bluegr;:;ss 
(all varieties). alfclfa, 
criir.son clover, lespedeza, 
etc. 

Thisilcs, buckhorr~. sticks, 
alfalfa, red clover, etc. 

Cauada t!'.isdc, quack;;rass, 
sud;s, alfalfa, bluegrass, 
etc. 

~.1.:adow fescue, wild 
brnm:. large bud;horn, 
qua;:kgr::.ss, ch~at, dies<;, 

s:icks, e:c. 
Fes::uc. wheat, ryeg!<".Ss, 

"·t:e:!t grnss, huB~·i <•r· 
cltard ;:rass. fiax, c1.::. 

Wheat, rye, !csc:uc, rye· 
grcss, crcha:J gr..:;.;,!''-';. 

Spring wheat, rye, rice, alta 
fescue 

Dur1<m. larg.e sprir.g wh~a;, 
tarky, pin o:m 

oa,s. wild oat), barky, ct!:. 
Oats, wild oats 

Oats, wild oats, t·arle)' with 
tails, etc. 

28 Used primarily in !cntt!l grading of seed corn and similar 
sized material 

32 
S-3 Equal to 1122 lnd:n~ but has flat bottom; used primarily on 

co:r. 

l'rom Carter-Day Co;npany, ~tir;ncapolis, Minn. With pcrn:ission. 
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INOE:·~TE'.J CYL!~,iD:F: 
SEPA.RATOR 

flGt:RE 6. Indented cylinder sepa~;;.•or. (Courte~y of the Seed Tcchne>logy Laboratory, Mississippi 
State University, Mississippi State, 1979.) 

/...,:;:;:.::-::ing th~i: ii suffi~i~rH diffc1cu~t: iu tlir: icne1h of lhe seed and the unde-c;!r:?bi~ 
material and that the correct size of ir.dcn! has been S':lected, the cificie:icy .:if scpar<i
tion depends very much on the po:;ition of the trou&h <!nd the sp..:-::d of the cy!i .. :d..-:r. 
Sometimes the:e may be a probl ~m with the cylinder separator lifting out some k•ng 
seed \vith the short seed or not getti;:g al! ~h-z sho;t seed from the Ior.g seed. The 
probable causes of these prob!ems are i1Sted below. 

If some of the long seed are falling into the trcugh with the short seed, this couid 
be caused by: 

/ 

I. Indents too large 
2. Separating edge of trough set too low 
3. Cylinder speed too fast 
4. Rate of feed too fast, which causes ~he seed layer to be too deep a: the feed er.d 

oi the cyiinder 

If some of t.he short seed is not being separated from the long seed, this could be 
caused by: 

I. 
2. 
3. 

Indents too small 
Separating edge of trough set too high 
Cylinder speed too slow 

Indented Disc Separator 

,. . - i :"". -' .. - ':..-~-.. -· \, C' 

This consists of a series of indented disl.!s that re\'olvc together on a horizontal shaft. 
Each div.: contains hundreds of recesses or pockets on each side. As the disc rcvoh·es, 
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FP~ t.iF-m·.tct CUAl\fR 

FIGUnE '7. l~.;!ented C:isc s.:rararor. (( ('~irtc~~ of the S.-eJ l<:;:hrolo,;y u:bc-r::.tory, ~1is;issippi 
S1a1e University, ~1ississippi St::.t.;:, 1979.) 

the seed enters the intake end of the ~cparntor and m;:i-:es 11-:rt'ugh the l.1;ier. centers of 
the discs toward the opposite end. During this process, the materials shorter than the 
crop seed fit into the disc pockets and are lifted nut into ?. :ro·1gh <l.t thi:- side- of the 

through the c!lscs to the discharge end, where i! gees out ~hrcugh ttc tailings gate 
(Figure 7). 

The seed is com·~yed through the open portions of the disc by co;n·-e~ or bfodes at
tached to spokes of the discs. These conveyor blades are small, re:\:>.ng.u!:ir pieces of 
metal bent at an angle so that they act as a screw c0:n-eye:1 as the discs revolve and 
push seed through the discs. The movement of the :>;Jokes and com·eyor blades keep 
the seed mass thoroughly mixed so that Lhe discs ha\e a greater chance to iift out t'1e 
short material. 

I 
The bottom section of the machine housint, is shaped so as to fit cio~c-ly 10 the lower 

edge of the revol\•ing discs. This forces practically ail oi the seed to mon:: through the 
center of the disc. 

Disc pockets ate made in three shapes to solve specific separation probll'ms. Each 
shape is available in sever~! different sizes (Figure S). The pocket size is indicated by 
its width in millimeters. The length or height of the pocket is about the same as the 
width, and tt.e cl~pth is about one half of the width. 

V pocket - This type of pocket derives its name from vetch. It was designed to 
remove round vetch seed from wheat. The top edge Of the pocket is straight and the 
bottom ed~c is round. 

R pocket - This type of pocket derh·es its name from rice, since it was originally 
designed to remove cross-broken rice seed from whole seed. The top of the pocket ·is 
round and the bottom edg~ is straight. T~e R and the V types of pockets are made 
only in the sma!Icr sizes, usually from 2 1/2 to 6 mm. The letters R and V arc always 
followed by a number. which indicates the size in millimeters. For e:<ample, a V6 
pocket is 6 mm wide and has a straight edge at th:·tot> :md a round edge ar the bottom. 
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F:GtH~F It. Ty~s of rli-!c h~den!s .. (.A.) Sq~3:e 
pcx:l.:et: (B) V p<>i:kct; (C) R pocket. (C"our!es)· of 
the Carter-Day Company, Minnearolis, 1979.) 

Other pocket designations - Some discs are made with pockets larger than the R 
and V pockets. These pockets 2re square-faced and are designated only by letters, such 
as A, BU, M, and J. They arc us'..idly m«Gc only in sizes greater than 6 mm in width. 

The reneral shape of the disc pocket sdected should coniorm as closely as possible 
to the shape or the material to be lifted. This allows the smallest size possible to be 
used and results in a more precise and accurate separation to be made (Table 4). 

Arra."\gcn:ca, of Dix·Poctc: ·r)llC ind ;i,ize 
A disc separator can te S<'t up to ha,·e a combination or dinm:nt pocket sizes or all 

· 'be: l>"-":kets of ti1e same size. 
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Table4 
DISC POCKET SIZES USED FOR 

SEPARATING GRASSES, GRAINS, AND 
SEEDS 

Type 
of 

pocket V:ill lift Will rej~'t 

V2 l/2 Alsike, timothy, li.dino, Buckl:o<n, Canada 
white durcil, ere. thistle 

V3 Red ck•"l:r, small sweet do- 1h\st1e. stki;.!;, eic. 
ver. etc. 

V3 l/2 Alfalfa, s·weet clc\'er, water Hulled quad .. !ar~c 
VJ3/4 grass, etc. tl:istk, fla:\, tt.:. 
V4 Water ~r;;ss. mustard. small Whe3:. barky, pin 

eorkle, sm~ll crackcJ o~ts, !argr: nax. ere. 
grain, etc. 

V4 l/2 Wild bu-=kwheat, large coc- \Vheat, ca:s. L.:!r!ey, 
VS l:!e, ~cti;h, i;racke_; grain, r;c. c;·; 

onion bulblets 
vs l/2 Flax, ~xtra large codde, Unhul~c<i qu~c\~. pirl 
\'5 3/4 \;rd>, sm<!ll or broken oats, wh:~I. bar:1::•. 
\'6 \oheat, [[,rge wild lll'~:C- oats, rye~ etc. 
V6 l12 wheat, etc. 
kJ 112 Wat~r grass, nu~tard, F!ax, ec~~t·e. rye-
R3 314 s:nartwced, bentgrass. grass, orchard 
R4 l:uckhorn grass, c~c. 
h~ :1: Sn!a~! seed~. rr;>t'."~'~j gr~i~. \l. ht:.:. t::!~:.-• .:ia1~. 
R.5 wiid buckwheat, blue· pin oats, rye, a!c~ 
RS II:<'. grass, buckhorn fcscu;:, mt:i.co· .... 

R6 b;or:ie, etc. 
K Large wi!d t·~ck\\he.!t. bro· \\'heat~ ba!'Ity, •"'::t.t::., 

L le:i wheat, brokl'n barley, pin o.a~s, rye. '4...:. 
etc. 

M Spring wheat, small or bro- Dorum, large sp1ing 
AC ken durum, pearled or wheat, bzrley, c:ltS, 

EE broken barley. f escuc, c '.. pin oats, etc. 
chardgrass (Kcntllcky 31, 
Alta fescue - m:iy use J& 
Al 

J Spring wheat, small durum, Oats. wild oats, b;:r-
Kentucky 31 fescue, alta Icy, ct,. 
fes::ue, etc:. 

A V. hea1, winter whca1. du- Oats. wild oats, rai· 
MM run, small barl:y, hulle:I ged barley, rrt. 

oc.ts, rye, safflower 
B llarley Oats, wild oats, 

sticks, etc. 
RR-SS Tailless barley Sticks, sterns, etc. 
DD Oats and all shorter grai!ls 
AE·AD Peanut~ • Stieb, stems, etc. 
SS·DD 

From Carter-Day Company, Minneapolb, Minn. Wnh permis· 
sion. 
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PRECISION GRADER 

CORN 

FRO~t AIR- SCREEN C!..EANc:R-

flGl:Rc 9. Width and thic\.'1es; grader. (Courte~y of the Sc.:d Techr.ology Laboratory. :·.:ississipp: 
State Uuh·ersity, ~fosissippi S:::ite, 1979.) 

In a combination type of arrangement, the di5cs are grouped into sections, with the 
smaller size pocket disc i~scalled ne:lr the seed intake and progressively l:uger pockets 
to·,\'ard the disch:irge end. This arrangement provides a wider range in tile size of ma
terials that can be separated, bur thz capacity of the machine is usually reduced because 
of the fewer discs in each pocket-~ize group. If only one size of pocket is needed for 
making the required separation, it wouid be better to have all of the discs wi!h the 
same type and size oi pocket. This arrangement has a larger capacity than rhe combi
nation arrangement. 

T,he disc separator dozs not effecti\'ely length grade corn because the corn seed tends 
to lodge in th1; disr. pockets. 

lVidth and Thickness Separator . 
The width and thickness separator is widely used for size grading seeds such as corn. 

~anuts. and beans (figure 9). They are also used effectively in removing contaminat
ing weed seed from crop seed. The width and thickness separator is capable of making 
~ very ·J>fccise separation of seed according. to either. width and thickness dimensions. 

The heart of the separator is l horizontal perforateq.mctaLcylinder that normally 
revolves at about 65 rpm. The seed enters the cylinder at one end just as in a cylinder 
lenglh.~parator. The rptaticn of the cylinder causes a stir~ing of the seed so thal each 
individual ~t.-ed has an opportunity io align its proper dimension with the perforations. , - ' . ' , "' .. _, . ~ . ' - . ' , . <. ' 
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The small seed passes through the perforations and falls into a vibrNing conveyor 
which carries it to the dis-charge spout at the feed end of the machine. S-::::d too huge 
to pass through the pc~fmations moves through the entire length of the cylinder and 
discharges from the end. Seed that passes through the perforations is sometimes 1c
ferred to as "throughs" and the larger seed is referred to as "overs". Several units 
may b~ mounted tot;ether so as to make sever;ll different size separations in a contin
uous-flow operation. 

To grade long and ilat se'!d such as beans by width and thickness, the seed must 
stand on end to pass through a :ound perforation or lie on its narrow side to pass 
through an oblong perforation. Since it is normal for a flat-shaped !eed to lay on its 
broadest side, the positio'1 of the individual kernel must be changed in order for it to 
pass through the perfor:Hions. By placing the perforations in the bottom of recesses 
such as grooves and ind~r.ts a seed can be forced to align itself with the desired dimen
sion toward the perforation. Most width and thickness graders use specia~ screens in 
which the p~rforations ere placed in recesses (Figure IO). 

For width separatior:s, the round perforations a;c recessed in the bottom of round 
indentations. The funnel-shaped indentation causes the seed to stand on end above the 
perforations. The narrow seed passes through while the wide seed passes 0ve1 the per
forations. 

For thicknes:: scp::.ralicr:.s, the ot:.!o~g perforations are located in the bottom of spir
alled grooves. Tile raised edgf.S vf tl1e grnmes cause the seed to turn so that its :1arrow 
side or thickness dii:1ension is aligned with the obiong perforations. The seed having 
the. thicke.>t dimension passes over the perforation while the thin seed passes through 
the perforations. 

To di.;lc;:!~e ~r:y seeds that beco::n~ stu::k in the perforation, l revolvbg hor!zo!'tal 
shafc holding rubber fl.ips or a rubber roiil!r is mount~d near the top and on the out:ide 
cf the cyli1~der. As the cyliri.der rot?.tcs, the flaps or roller dislodg~s a~1y cwer£ize £·~::d 
that.becomes wedged in the perfcrz.,ions, allowing it to drop ba:k i11to the sct•d mass 
inside of the cylinder. 

A larg~ number of perfora.tion size:; are available. They are available in four typ~s: 

I. Oblong perforations located in the bottom of spiralled grooves. 
1.. Oblo::ig perforati:ms in wire !creen cylinders. 
3. Large round perforations in individua! recesses. 
4. Small round pcrkrations in ribbed cylinders. The ribs are pressed lengthwise in 

the cylinder wall and cause the seed to turn and tumble and align its proper 
dimensiol! with the perforations. 

All the perforations in a single cylim.!er are of the same size. Therefore each cylinder 
will make a single width or thickness separation. Changing cylinders for making a 
different separation is relatively easy. 

Gra11ity Separators 
Crop seed often contains immature or inse~t-damaged seed or inert material su>-b. 

as soil partkles or small stones that cannot be separated from the crop seed because 
of their similarity in size, shape, etc. However, if there is a difference in the weight:; 
of the materials. a separation may be made with a gra\•ity table (Figure 11). The gravity 
table emplO}'S a flotation process to separate light material from heavy material. The 
light material is ~ctually floated away from the heavy material (Figure 11 ). 

A gravity separator consists of \\·.·o plinc.;jput ~omponents - air chc;t und deck. The 
air "·hcst is the bottom box-like part in which the fan and motor are ioc:ited. The deck 
i~ moumec ahove the chest. The deck is a rc:cianguiar 01 tria11t;ular shaped tal:i:c tt.<&t 
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A 

FIOURE 10. Sections of cylindcn u~d in width and thi:::lmess Sfidcrs, showing how perlorztions are 
placed in recesses to posi1ion s~cd 10 pass through more nsiiy.' (A) Round ;:-crforation; (8} Oi>long 
pcriotacion. (Cc:>umsy<1f the <:ancr~u:iy Company, Min~olis~ 1919.J 
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slores approximately 5° from th;: horizontd i:l two d'.re<::tions. It is covered with a 
pcrous materi:1I such as doih or wire mesh. 

Op:-;ation 
The separation of a mixture of se\'d on a gravity tahle is accomplished in two steps. 

First, as the seed flows onto the deck, it enters the airstream comir.g up through the 
entire porous surface of the deck. The air5tream is adjusted so that the volume of air 
passing through th~ layer of seed is s.ifficicnt to cause the layer of seed t0 straiify 
\'crtically. That is. the lightest seeds are on top and the heaviest ones ar(' on the bottom 
next to the surface of the deck. The seed-of intermediat·~ weight-is in between the light 
and heavy iayers. 

Second, after the seed has been stratified into horizontal la~·ers, the layers n~ust be 
separated. This is dor.e by causing the different layers t~ mo\'e laterally to the edge oi 
the deck, where they dischargc1through separn:.! spouts. To accomplish this, the deck 
is mounted on inclined toggles and is driven back and forth by -an eccentric drive sys
tem. The deck vibrates rapidly, h:iving :\11 t.<p·.•·ard-forward movement toward the high 
p;.;.rt of the <.!eek anti a downward-backwar..i movem.=nt toward the low part. As the 
deck moves forward the heavy seed is pitched up and forward. The deck then moves 
back\vard and downward on the backward stroke and ·catc:-tes the heavy seed at a point 
farther up the deck. The light seed which i5 being floated on top of the heavy layer of 
seed by ~lie air .::urrcms will flow by g;·a-.it; 10th: lowest pan o~ the d.:::.:~. 

A ·gravity t3ble does not make a distinct separati•)n between light and heavy seed. 
Thcj c is a zunt of sc~\."d of i,;iern1eJiau; , ... ci~~lt b\..tt~-~~ii i.h.: :ighl a.--.d hc.av·y ~~-=d. Th~.; 
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is commonly called the middling product. T!'iis u;iddling product usu~lly contains 100 

much good seed to be discarded. ~r is a general practice to collect the middling product 
until enough has been colb:tec! to rerun and recover the good se~d or rr.circulat.: the 
middling product back to the feed of the machine. 

Uses 
The gravity table can be thought of as ~n upgrading machine. It is capable of re

moving low quality seeds that cannot be s~µaraLed by differencf's in dimensions or 
shape. Thus, t!1: gravity table is often used ia condi:ioning com a•1d ceans to rc:mcve 
the bad seed from a sci:'d !ot :.>.nd thcreh:: im!)rl've the g~rminati;:,n cf tbe !"inished l0t. 
The gravity table is used i1rprocessing a!fa!fa and cb\'cr M:l?d to remove sand and ~mall 
soil particles before the seed is processed through a rel! mill. This eliminat~s we~.rinr 
out the coverings on the roilers of the roll mill as r~pidly as they would be if :l•c s'1nd 
and soil particles Y:erc net removed. -

Seeds to be conditioned with a gravity tat.le should first be cleaned with an air-screen 
cleaner. In some cases, such as with corn or beans, it may be advantageous to further 
grade the seed into uniform sizes before c::m.iitioning over a gravity tab;e. 

Deck Co~·cring 
Gravity tabk decks !hat are used in the seed industry are covered with a ir.ateri:il 

like ol:iord cloth or c!0.>e!y WOV1:n \\ ir<:. -ri:e d :nh·CO\'~n:c! deck is U~ed in the s;:pJra· 
ti on of small seec!s such as clovers. "!' !'1-:- "':ire d;;;.:\ is us·:d w~en sepi'.trating large ~:u·ds 
such as be;:;us and ~om. 11 b imrortz.:-.1 that the rigl:t deck is used for a given seed 
species. 

Some wire decks have coarse mesh wire about I /2 x 1/2 in. on top of the ciosdy 
woven wir~. Th~ purpose of the coarse me~it wiri:" i~ to ~ive mO!'" traction for ~r.~00t'1 
seeds. ~cme- •vi re decks also h;;.ve metal strips .:tout J /2 i;i. high and 3 i:i. apa:. Gn 
top of the ,..,·~re. These strii's are '.·mown a; riffles. They serve as dams to pre\em the 
smoo;h, heavy seed from moving toward ~t;e discharbe ec'.ge before it is c:uried ta i.hc 
highest p.irt of t:1e de.::k. 

Adjus!rr.ents _ 
There are five main adjustments provided on a gravity table: 

1. Amount of air -. The air should be adjusted so as to cause the layer of seed to 
become fluid and stratified. If cxccssi·.'e air is used, the strong air currents will 
keep the ~eed mixed and prevent it from becoming stratified, and the heavy seed 
wil! now toward the low end or the deck wi•h the light mat·:rial. If insuificiO:nl 
air is used, the seed will not be stratified and Jhc: lighter seed will travel up the 
deck with the heavy seed. · _ ---- -· ___ ., .. 

2. End r:sise {ele\·atfon=-ar-!n~ the direction of the upward-forward 111oiiuu) 
..:...·fh·e purpose or the end slope adjustment is to elevate the end or the deck so 
the heavy seed ar.crthCJighTsc:cd_ciln be separated after it becomes stratified. ·-

3. Back raise (elevation of back sid-:D- The purpose .or the side slop: adjustment 
is to regulatniierate arwh1c1itne seed travels toward the discharge edge of the 
deck. An increase in the amount of s!de slope wi!l increase the rate <'f travel. 
Seed mixtures with only a slight difference in wei&.'l, require a rclati\"ely Hat slope 
in order to Give the seed more time to beco:n~ stratified" A steep side slope can 
t>C:used for mixtures that have a wide difference in specific gravities and stratify 
more quickly. ' ' 

4. Speed of the eccentrir - The eccentric speed dt'tennines the r?.te at which the 
' seed; Will now a:ross the' deck. An. increase 'i'n' the' eccentric speed will CAUSC the 

> ' '--~ '¥.,,' ,.< • .,;.~-~.. ' .: ,t ;}.~ 
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seed to travel faster up the deck, while a decrease in speed will result in a slower 
rzte of trnvel. 

S. Rate of fee<i -:- It is important that a gravity table be fed uniformly and to its 
capacity. Feeding the machine too fast will cause an excess of good seed to be 
discharged with the light material. At no time should any portion of the deck be 
bare as this c~rnses an unex~n dic;tribution of air through the deck. 

All of the adjustments on a gravity table are \'Cry sensitive and must be coordinated. 
Only one adjustment should be made at a time after which the machine should be 
allowed to run s~vcra! minutes for the 2.djustment to show its effect on the flow of 
seed across the c!cck. Other adjustments are then made as needed. 

When a gr<.vity table is out of ~djcstment all mnterial on the deck will tend to move 
toward the highest or iowest part of the dee:.: (Figure l 2). 

If all the material tends to move toward the h:ghest part of the deck, it could be 
caused by one or more of the following._ 

I. lnsuffident air r.\!rr-!nts 
2. Not enough back r<dsc 
3. · 1'ot enough end raise 
4. Spee:J of ,·it-rat:~-'n 100 fa;t 

Jf 2.ll cf the r.iacc:ri~I t::nds :o m;:,ve rowa•d the low~s: part of the deck. it rnuld be 
cau!>ed by cne or more of the •ollowing. 

1. Exc~:;s;vc ·air currents 
i.. E11J r ... i:>t: 1t•o hit,h 
3. Back rais: 100 hish 
4. Speed of vibration t~o ~low 

S:cps in Setting Up a Grat'fty T<!ble 

-
I. Select the right type of deck. A cloth deck is used for small seeds such as the 

clovers. while a wire mesh de.:k is used for larger seeds. 
2. Close the air valve. 
3. Adjust Lhe side and end tilt for a moderate amotmt of slope. 
4. Start the machine. 
5. Start the feed and adjust the vibration so that the seed will collect against the 

back rail until the deck is abt>U! half-covered. 
6. Increase the air until the seed becomes stratified and foi:: iight mai.c:1 iai ucgins iv 

flow downhill. 
7. _Adjust the feed again and then adju~t the air to make the light material flow 

downhill. This operation is repeated until the deck is completely covered with a 
layer of seed. 

8.. The vibration and slope can now b;: adjusted to i!'creasc capacity. 

C.wscs of Poor Operation 
To obtain the best performance with a gravity tab!e, it is important that it is properly 

installed. Some of the mistakes often macie in the installation of a gravity table are 
listed below. 

l. Weak foundation - The gra\'ily tab!e is a vilJrating machine and should be in
stalled on a firm founda•ion. Vibrations in tt-.e air ch~st caused by a weak foun-
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FIGl.JP.E I:'. Patterns c.f rnar:-ri:ils on gra\ ity table during correct .:.r . .:! ir.~orrc:ct opc~:ni-.;n. (CoJ~tes1 oi 
the Scee Tc:.::lmology L~borato,y, Mi~sissippi State: l/nivc:rsity, Mbsis:;iN i ~:ate:, I 9iS .) 

dation will reduce the effectiv<!ness of the \"ibra1ion of the deck in separating the 
s~~d. 

2. Unclean air - A large an1ount of air ii blow·n through the deck. If the air is 
laden with dust, the deck soon becomes cioggcd. which will prc\·ent proper flo
tation of the seed. A clean filte1ec source shouid be pro\·icled. Often clean 2ir is 
brought in from the outside of :he buil;:!ing. 

3. Fan running backward - Prop::r air delivery c:?rmot be ,1bt2ined if the ian is 
running backward. !f a d'.re:tion3} arrow cannot be located. rem0ve the ded: 
and start the motor. The fan b!ades should rotate toward the discharge cpening 
in the fan housing. 

This appears to· be an unlike!:; problem but it is actually quite cor.-imon, e.;re
cia!ly on new installations or after electrical repairs in the processing plant. 

4. Loose belts - The machine will not operate 2.t a uniform speed if the drive belts 
are slack. irreguiar speed will cause the layer of seed to surge across the deck. 

5. Loose deck clamps - Loose deck clamps will allow the deck to bounce and the 
vibration will not be effective in making a separation of the seed. 

· ·shape of Gravity Deck 
Grav!ty separntors are built with either a rectangular or triangular deck. Both oper

ate by the same principles. The major difference between the two decks is the distance 
the heavy and light seed travel across the deck before they discharge. · 

On the triangular deck~ the Hght seed travels a short distance down the lower side 
from the stratif)'ing zone to the discharge side. The middling product (seed hnving 
intermediate weight) also travels a short distance but slightly farther than the ii3htcst 
seed. The heavy seed travels a longer distanCC'.UJ:Clischarge from the higher section of 
the dcdc. 

" ' The rectangular deek ha~na longcrlower side. and the.light seed and middiiug prno-
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uct musr travel a grearer distance to reach the discharge edge. Some of the hcc.\'Y St"ed 
can be aliowed to discharge from gates along the higher side of the dcik, which is a 
shorter distance than the iight and middling producr must travel. Requiring the ligi1t 
seed and middling product to travel a longer distance allows the middling product to 
remain on the deck for a longer period of time so that more of the heavy seed will be 
separated. This results in a smaller amount of middling product. 

A question that always comes up is, which ~ better, a rectangular deck or a trian
gular deck? Both types will do a good job when properly adjusted and operated. Gen
erally the rectangular deck is best when the separation involves remo\'ing a sm;,~.ll 
amount of light material from a large amount of heavy material. The t1iangular dc.:k 
is best when the separation involves separating a small amour.t of heavy material from 
a large amount of light material. Since the gravity table is used as an upgrading ma
chine in the seed industry, many of the separations involve removing a small amount 
of light seed from a large amount of heavy seed. 

Spiral Separator 
Some seed is so nearly the same size in all dimensions and also so nearly the 5dme 

weight that it cannot be separated by differences in length, width, thickness, or weigh~. 
An example is soybeans and purple moon flower (lpomoea rurbinat<;) seed. However 
the two seeds do h2ve different shapes. The soybeans are almost round, whereas the 
purple moon flower seeds have two flat sides c.nd are shaped like u quarter section of 
an orange. If the:;e two kinds of seed arc placed on an inclined surft.:cc, the soybe~r.s 
will roll much faster than the purple moon flower. Thus by taking advantage of t;1e 
ability of one seed to roll faster than the other, the two may be se;->arated with a spiral 
separator (Figure 13). In addition to its use in removal of certain weed seed, it also 
remove$ frnmature :ind d2.m<'.ee•:: snyheans which are m.a!forrr.cd ::u:d sometimt:s effe-:ts 
an upgrading of germination. 

The spirt.l sepan:aor consists of a vertical column surrounded by oac to fi\'e s!1eet 
rn·~tal spirals. The spirals are so constructed that t:1ey slope downward ww:i.rd the 
center column. 

The spiral separator is a finishing machine and should follow the air-screen cleaner 
in the conditioning sequence. In operation the seed is fed onto the :,i:;irals from a nc.p
per at the top. As the seed rolls down the spirals, the ·round seed attains a higher 
velocity tha;i the irre6ularly shaped seed. The momentum of the round seed increases 
until it runs over che edzes of the inner spirals, drops into the ou~er housing and dis
charges through a spout under the machine. The other seeds or p<;rtic!~s continue !tid
ing down the inner spirals to the bottom and discharge through another spout • 

. This is a very simple machine. It operates completely by gra;·ity :me h.is no rr.otc-r 
or moving parls. Once: aUJu~i.c:U. it reQuircs little.sUpCrvfsion c~ccp: fer pericdic-chc:!:
ing to see that the space between the spirals has not become pl11ggcd with trash or · 
dust. This can be a problem if t_he seed :has not been well cleaned before passing 
through the spiral separator. 

Treating and Bagging 
After all or enough of the undesirable material has been removed from the seed to 

obtain an acceptable product, the crop seed is 1eady for treatment with a fungicide or 
inse~ticide. The treatment may be in the form of a powder, liquid, or slurry. Special 
machines are ava:table for applying each type of treatment. If it is desired not to treat 
the seed, it goes directly to the bagging machine and is placed ir. a paper. plastic, or 
burlap bag. 

Because of the rapid changes in f.eed treatments being used and changes in govern
ment regulations, 110 specific chemical tr~atment information is presented. Examj)les 
of commonly usea seed tre~tment equipment are ~hown in·Figur~s 14 anct 1.5. 



~hipping. and Siv~~g~ . _ 
After the seed is pla-:ed ·in bags. it is ready for shipment in~o the market ch~nneh 

or lo be placed in stornge to await shipment at a later date. The storage area shou!d 
be of ample siz~ so the 5eed lots can be kept separated. It should also be well-con
structed. with a good roof and dry floor. The bags shocld be placed on pallets or on 
boards to kee!' them from being in contact with !he concrete floor. A good lo::\ding 
area should be provided so the seed can be easily loaded into trucks. Ware-housing and 
im·cnlory control is a discipline within itself and is outside the scope of ~his chapter. 
However it is a very important part of the system and is worthy of further stu<l:i by 
the serious seed conditioner. 
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BREEDER AND FOUNDATION SEED PROGRAMS* 

James C. Delouche 

Seed Technology Laborntory 

Mississippi State Uni\1ersity 

State College, Mississippi 

Discussing the nature and importance of seed multiplication, Carter noted 

that: "New varieties seldom occur as a result of chance; they are usually produced 

by .knowledgeable and skillful plant breeders. Often the amount of seed available 

from the breeder is small - sometimes jt :is literally a handful of seed. To have 

significant effect, this small amount of breeder seed (also called original or 

basj_c seed) needs to be multiplied many, .nany times 

lilaintain the genetic purity of the seed. 34/ 

in such a way as to 

The "handful of seed" that .represents a newly developed variety is both a 

beginning and ~n end - the end Of the breeder IS main WOrk, but the beginning Of 

the seed specialist's effort. Once a variety is released, the plc.nt breeder is 

much inclined to consider his duty toward improvement of the variety as complete 

and to turn his attention to other progenies in his breeding program. "The plant · 

breeder ha", however, a continuing responsibility to maintain recurrin~ supp).ics 

of genetically pure breeder seed", 12._/ for as long ~s the variety has a place in 

· crop production in the region. One "handful of seed" is not enough and not just 

any handful will do. A small quantity of seed representative of the breeder's 

concept of the variety must be periodically fed into the seed multiplication 

system to prevent breakdown of the system and/or drift from the ~haracteristics of 

the variety. 

The breeder is the.person most familiar with the characteristics of varieties 

he develops, thus, it is logical that he and his assistants maintain and prcducf: c: 

continuous supply of breeder seed. The institution, department or firm, that 

sponsors the breeder's research should also share in the responsibility and 

committment for supply of· breeder seed, for breeders die, retire or move on to 

other position$. 

34/ A.S. Carter. A Handful of Seeds - Seed Certification. Report of Instructors. 
Internation3l Training Course on Seed Improveme~t for Latin America. 
Campinas, Brazi. Ncveraber 9-27, 1964. Pub. by Internationa1·seed Testing 
Association. 1965. 

1:}_/ Agricultural Production Team 1 s Report on India's Food Crisis. ~ Cit. 

~ Extracted from report on Seed Programs Industry Development prepared for 
AID/W, June, 1969. 
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Not all improved varieties are developed by indigenous breeding programs. 

Many are introduced from other countries or states. In such cases, some breeder is 

a.ssigned responsibility for maintenance and prod.uction of "breeder seed" stock of 

the variety. Otherwise, seed from the originator will have to be imported 

seasonally - a costly, inefficient-and risky procedure. 36/ 
• Elimination of o~f-types in varieties by roguing is accomplished most 

efficiently in the breeding nursery under the close supervision of the originating 

breeder. "Failure to maintain the highest degree of genetic purity in genetic 

(Breeder) seed only adds to the complexity of maintaining varietal purity in later 

generations." I!./ Further, the small area grown to breeders seed is more adap.table 

to rigorous control and roguing than the larger areas required for subsequent 

steps in multiplication. 

There is yet another reason why continued responsibility for the variety by 

the originating breeder is desirable. The breeder has opportunity to further 

improve the variety by selection through additional generations. In some crops, 

varietal characteristics are gradually changed with time as a result of constant 

selection pressure by the breeder. Periodically, the variety is re-named to bring 

it '"up-to-date". 

Although idealiy the breeder should mold the variety into a "pure line" sc 

that the progeny are uniform in all characteristics, the seed specialist should 

· recognize that current practice departs substantially from this ideal. Breeders in 

all countries are under great pressure to name and release any superior advanced 

lines in their breeding program. Thus, they cannot afford the luxury of additional 

selection over several years to further improve uniformity. As a•result, varieties 

are released with full knowledge that a percentage of the population will have 

"off-type" characterist"ics. Most often, these off-types do not materially affect 

performance, but they do present considerable problems to seed specialist. First, 

it is difficult for him to know when an "off-type" is characteristic. of the· 

variety and when it is not. Secondly, such varieties effectively sabotage his 

educational effors with seed procedures. How can he convince the seed producer 

that varietal purity is the first consideration, when the seed producer can see 

that the seed supplied to him·for multiplication were obviously "impure"? Finally, 

the tendency (and practice) of seed producers to rogue any plant visibly different 

36/ 

37/ 
38/ 

We recognize that periodic resupply of seed stocks of introduced varieties is 
desirable and necessary . 
I.J. Johnson. Seed Improvement - A. Challenge to the Future. 
D.D. Hill. Breeder Seed Comes First. Crops and Soils. Vol. 6No.· 6. March, 
1984. ' . 
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from the aspect of the population can cause an undesirable shift in varietal 

characteristics. This danger is particularly great in the case of "broad-base" and 

composited varieties. Off-types, however, can usually be eliminated by selection 

during subsequent generations of breeder seed or even foundation seed. 

The seed specialist responsible for· the next step in multiplication and the 

originatinr, breeder must• work closely together. ~/ The seed specialist has to 

fully un<lerstanu the breeder's concept of the variety and .to keep him (the 

breeder) informed as to the re·quirement for breeder seed. 

The relatively large quantities of breeder seed required for some crops 

(e.g., peanuts, soybeans) and under certain conditions are too demanding on the 

breeder's time and attention. In such cases arrangements can be made for a second 

increase of breeder seed or several generations of foundations seed. In either 

case, the production can he located at a site other than the breeder's nursery and 

largely supervised by the seed specialist (fcundation seed specialist). 

Since breeder seed are the source of seed for multiplication, · the 

multipl:l.cation system should not be entirely c.(!pendent on a seasonal supply. A 

reserve week needs to be accumulated as a hec!ge against production failures ir. the 

·breeding nursery. A two year's supply in reserv~ is usually adequate but even. 

larger reserves are· a<lvantneeous as less fequent muJtiplicatio~1 is required and 

there is less chimce for change in varietal characteristics. Reserve stocks of 

. breeder. seed must be stored under conditions favorable for maintenance of 

vfability and vigor. Nothing is acconplished if the. seed in reserve c1:ie in ~torar-;e 

or become so low in vigor that their planting value is nil. 

Although the perogative and responsibility fer maintenance of breeder seed 

belong to the originating breeder, it may be desirable to establish certain 

standards· pertaining to breeder seed production of all varieties in the seed 

program and to arrange for internal checks on adherance to the standards. If such 

procedures are followed, they should be accomplished :f.n such manner that neither 

the perogatives or responsibilities of the breeder are usurped. Regardless of 

whether or not standards .are established for breeder seed, the breeder must be 

provided with the requisite facilities and equipment for limited seed production: 

harvesters, threshers, dryers. cleaning equipment, and conditioned storage. 

In suI!IIllary, the following points relative to maintenance and supply of 

breeder seed are important: 

1. The originating breeder of a variety has continuing responsibility for 

maintenance of breeder's· seed in adequate supply for subsequent steps in the 

seed multiplication process. 
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2. The institution that sponsors a breeder's research shares responsibility for. 

maintenance of breeder seed to the extent that supply is continued should the 

services of the breeder become unavailable for any reason. 

3.. Breeder seed should be produced under rigorous control to insure maximum 

genetic purity and f4cilitate later production cycles. 

4. The seed specialist responsible for the next step in the multiplication 

proce§s must work closely with the breeder so that varietal characteristics 

are maintained and breeders seed stocks are adequate. 

5. Stocks of breeders seed adequate for two or more years (seasons in 

multi-cropping sections) should be held in reserve under good storage 

conditions. 

6. Breeder seed should be used exclusively for seed multiplication (foundation 

seed production) and as a source of authentic seed stock for other research 

and development programs. It should never be promisciously difltributed to 

cultivators. 

7. The US ESCOP'S policy statement on maintenance· and increase of breeder seed 

follows: "When it becomes evider.t that a. new variety is sufficiently 

premising to merit consideration for release, breeder seed should be 

increased to the volume needed to produce and maintain required foundation 

seed. So long as a variety is reatained on the recommended list of an 

originating station, that station should maintain a reasonable reservt! of 

breeder seed, which will be used to replenish and restore foundation seed of 

the val·iety to desired . genetic purity. When a variety is distributed in 

several states, or when the originating station ceases to maintain breeder 

seed of a varie~y, a.mutually satisfactory· plan should be worked out among 

the interested stations regarding the maintenance of breeder seed. Interested 

states should be notified well in advance by the originating states when· it 

plans to discontinue maintenance of breeder seed of a variety 39/. 
. . . -

39/ Experiment Station Committee on Organization and. Policy (ESCOP). A Statement 
of Responsibilities and Policies Relating to Seeds and Other Propagative 
Materials of Field.Crops. Experiment S~ation.Section 9 , U.S. Association of 
State Universities and Land Group Coll~ges, the Agricultural Research 
Service, and the Soil Conservation Service, United·States Department of 
Agriculture. February 28, 1967 • 
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Foundation"Seed Stocks 

Breeder seed is the source for the initial and recurring increase of seed of 

a newly developed or introduced variety. Multiplication of breeder seed is most 

often implemented through a Foundation Seed Project or Prograo 40/. Thus, 

"Foundation""seed shall b~ (are) the progeny of breeder seed or foundation seed so 

handled as to most nearly maintain specific genetic purity and identify. 

Production must be approved by the certifying agency and or the Agricultural 

Experimental Station !!1_/. This definiti(m of foundation seed derives from the 

"certification" system for seed multiplication. However, _it is equally applicable 

to other situations and systems. The concept of (certifying agency) can be 

broadened· to encompass a "seed board", "seed association", or other agency 

involved, 'and "Agricultural Experiment Station" to include "breeding firm or 

company", "research institute", "sponsoring institution", etc. 

The essential task of the foundation seed program is to multiply breeder seed 

up to the quantity needed for large seal£> seed production in such a manner that 

the specific genetic idenntity is ~aintained. Foundation seed are the base for 

production of .commercial seed, i.e., that used by cultivators, either directly or 

throur,h other controlled multiplications. Foundation seed progratls vary 

considei::c-.bly among countries and political subdivisions \Vithin countries. This is 

not an unusual or unexpected situation as production, distribution and maintenance 

of foundation seed is a highly specialized operation, involving ccoperatJon et.Mong 

several agencies and organizations often across state and national bounderies. The 

foundation seed progra1a also deals in a valuable commodity in great demand that is 

most often developed at public expense. As a consequence, the program must alway£ 

operate so that the interests of the general public are best served. 

Although foundation seed programs vary considerably, there is rather general 

agreement on cert~in principles of operation 42/ 

1. Foundation sE>ed are allocated (sold) only to qualified seed producers. 

They should not be distributed or allocated to favored or influential 

-" cultivators for production of commercial crops. 

40/ Foundation Seed have been variously termed Elite, Original, Pedigree, Mother, 
and Basic seed acong the different ~ountries. 

!!J.../ Minimum Genetic Certification Standards, Association of Official Seed 
Certifying Agencies (Formerly International Crop Improvement Association). 
Publication No. 22. 1969. 

42/ W.W. Worzella and U.J. Norgaard. An Analysis of Foundation Seed Programs. 
Agronomy Journal. Volume 49. 1957 
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2. ·Releases and/or allocations of foundation seed should be in adapted 

areas. 

3. Production of foundations seed should be controlled or checked by some 

specified external agency or entity independent of the progran • 

• 
4. Foundation seed should be produced and handled by an officially 

sanctioned agency,. or organization, recongized and approved private 

firm, or the research institution. that sponsors breeding research. 

5. "The foundation seed stocks organiza~ion has the responsibility to 

provide all qualified and interested seed producers with seed at the 

earliest possible time. 

ESCOP policy on increase, maintenance and distribution of foundation seed 

(public sector varieties) is as follows (in part) 43/: 

"Foundation seed is prime importance in the ~ultiplication of a variety. 

It should be produced by those who have the experience,_ the facilities, 

and the skills to assure adequate supplies of pure seed. Foundation seed 

of publicly produced varieties should be increased under of ficictl 

guidance. Reserves of foundation seed should be maintained to assure a 

continuing supply in case of seed crop failure". 

Since foundation seed arc the very base for seed production, the program for 

its supply occupies a key position in the over-all seed program. In some seed 

programs responsibility for production and maintenance of foundation seed is 

assigned to the ~riginating breeder. This is at best a wasteful procedure. The 

·breeder's talents should be focussed on breeding and not seed production. It is 

enough that he maintain good breeder seed. Further,. most breeders - in our 

experience - are seldom both good breeders and good seed producers. The good, 

productive breeder is apt to be rather a poor seed producer because seed 

production beyond the nurse~y plot scale is outside the scope of his real 

interests. On the other hand, many unsuccessful b~eeders gradually turn more and 

~ore of their attention to s~ed produ~tion in apparent compensation for their 

43/ ESCOP Policy Statement Relating to Seeds and Other·Progating Materials of 
Field Crops • .Q.e.:_ ..£.!!· 
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failure as a breeder - and develop into excellent seed producers. Seed production, 

however, is .!!£! plant breeding although it often passes as such in some research 

programs. Breeders who spend the majority of their time producing seed without 

being required to do so, should be relieved of breeding responsibili~ies and 

transferred to some phase of the seed program. 

Development of a sa~isfactory foundation seed stocks orgm1ization requires 

the adoption of sound prograt:1 principles, organization, competent, personnel, 

land, facilities, .and the support of administrators and others responsible for tre 

provision of this important service to agriculture. 

Organization: Foundation seed stock organizations are variously organized as 

(1) a project or section of an Experiment; Station, Extension Service, or 

Deparcrnent of Agriculture, (2) a non-profit_ corporation or Rrcwers cooperative, 

(.3) a division of a breeding firm or conpany, and (4) combinations of these. The 

type of organization adopted can detem.:i.ne the relative success er failure of the 

prograr.:. It may facilitate or inhibit technical· and nnnagement operations an<l 

coordination with other components of the seed program 44i. 

1. The program should be officially Eanctioned. 

2. Operations aml activities of the program should be tmder the over-all 
control of a Board of Directors and in accord with provisions of a 
constitution, by-laws or charter. 

3. Board of Directors. should be representative of the various parties 
concerned with and interested in agricultural deveJcp~e11t.: agriculttiral 
administratior.., re~earch service, educationul insi:itutions. extension 
service, seed control agency, credit agencies, c!e\'f'lopnent baaks, 
agricultural cooperatives, seed grower's associatio~s, certifying 
agencies, private firms, and public-minded private citizem:;. Eembers on 
the board of directors should not directly and persor.ally benefit in 
any way from policies established or activities conducted by the 
organizat:f_on. The number of directors should be as few as possible 
consistent with adequate representation, and they should be approved by 
the competent authority for specific and staggered terms. 

4. Production, processing and handling of foundation seed should be 
carried out under the technical superv·ision of a manager, or 
supervisor, in accord with policies established by the Board of 
Directors. 

5. The manager or supervisor should be experienced and competent in seed 
multiplication and have a good understanding of plant breeding 
techniques and procedures. Preferably, the managt::r should be a regular 
employee of the public agency or :f.nstitution with prime responsibility 
for crop improvement research and/or extension (in the case of 

44/ Worzella and Norgaard. An Analysis of Foundation Seed Programs • .QR• Cit. 
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publicly deveioped varieties) and "assigned" to the foundation seed 
program. His·salary should be paid from public funds. This arrangement 
will insure that the program continues to serve the public interest. 
The manager should have authority to employ off ice and technical 
personnel as required subject to approval by the Board of Directors. 

6. The organization of the program should permit sound and flexible 
busiqess managemEjnt and fiscal policies. The cumbersome methods of 
operation, and convoluted bureaucracy characteristic of most 
governmental agencies and public institutions are simply not suitable 
for operation of a foundation seed program. The foundation seed program 
must be able to · react rapidly and conclusively in response to 
situations, problems, or opportunities as they develop. The striking 
achievements of the National Seed.Corporation LTD, India, in production 
of foundation seed and promotion of the use of . i1:1prov.ed seed can be 
attributed in part to its corporate structure, semi-autonomy, and 
relative.freedom from governmental fiscal control. 

7. Foundation seed should be sold to qualified seed producers at prices 
sufficiently high to discourage use o.f the seed for conu:iercial 
production. 

8. The foundation seed program should be organized on a non-profit basis. 
And, it should be self-supporting with the exception of the manager's 
salary and initial capitalization of limited facilities and eqtJipment 
necessary to set the progran in I'.1.0tion. The excess of sales income over 
expenses should be used for further capitalizatfon of facilities and 
equipment, reserved funds, or granted to public research institutior.s 
for further research in crop improvement, as determ"ined by established 
policy .and authorized b~· the Board of Directors. Accumulation of 
·reserve funds equal to at least one year's expenses is desirable to 
stabilize operations. 

9. There should be only one foundation seed stocks organization for 
publicly developed varieties in each country or political subdivision 
in the larger countries. 

Staff and Facilities: The foundation seed stocks program links the breeder 

and seed producer and renders signal service to both. To each breeder with 

varieties under multiplication, the program is "the equivalent of a skilled and 

· dependable assistant", while to each seed producer, "it provides the equivalent of 

a scientifically trained and experienced breede~." 45/ Service in these important 

capacities obviously can only be performeq by trained, competent and experienced 

personnel with necessary facilities and equipment at their disposal. 

The staff and facility requirements of the foundation seed program vary with 

the number of kinds and varieties handled, and the quantities of seed needed. Some 

v:ery effective moderate sizE?'_·programs. consist only of manager. technical 

45/ E.L. Granstaff. The valu~ of a Foundation Seed Stocks Organization to the 
Plant Breeders and.the Certified Seed Growers. International Crop Improv~ment 
Association. Annual~,Reports No •.. J~ and 37. 1954 and: 1955;,; - -
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assistant, part-time secretary and a small office. Production, processing, storage 

and physical distribution are handled entirely through contractual arrangements 

with private farmers and processors. 46/ Other programs - usually, but not 

necessarily larger in scope - may have a large staff consisting of a general 

manager, assistant managers for each major crop and operation {e.g., assistant 

manager for maize seed production, assistant manager for drying and processing 

etc.), a corps of technicians, secretaries and bookkeeper. This staff may occupy a 

large suite of offices, own all necessary equipment, plants and other facilities, 

and own or lease all land required for seed prcc3uction. 

Basically, the size of the staff and the range of facilities and equipment 

owned or contracted for' by the program should be commonsurate with the task. The 

progran cannot be expcected to operate effectively with personnel, equipment and 

facilities "shared" with or "loaned" from other projects. On the other hand, the 

program should not become a haven for political appointees, unsuccessful and 

unproductive breeders, crop production specialists, and other assorted excess or 

discarded civil servants. Nor should it become a monument of personnel and 

facilities to the anbition of some empire builder·. 

The manager is the key person in the organization. He should be a mature, 

trained, competent ·and experienced plant scientist, skilled in dealing with 

people, and of unquestioned integ!:'ity. Ile should· have a major voice in the 

. selection of other staff for the program. Other personnel should have previous 

experience and training in· the tasks they wiJ l have to perform. In beginning 

programs, however, the manager will probably have to conduct inservice training 

for other technical eraployees. 

Financial Suppnrt: The foundation seed stocks program in any country can soon 

become largerly self-supporting if it is operated in a business~like manner. In 

the initial stages of development, however, appropriations from public funds are 

needed for basic facilities and equipment, and for.operations until the program is 

well established (4-6 years). After this initial funding the program should be 

able to operate and finance additional equipment and facilities from sales income. 

The point has been made previously that the manager should be a regular employee 

of the public agency or institutior.. w:i.th pri:ne responsibility for crop improvement 

research and/or extension; and that his salary should derive from this source. In 

some cases his salary is indirectly financed by the foundation .seed stocks program 

46/ See: E.A. Lods. Method of Production and Suppl~es of Foundation Seed in 
Canada. International Crop Improvement Association. Reports No. 36 and 37. 
1954 and 1955. 
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through · ari annual "research" grant from the program to the manager's parent . 

institution equivalent to his salary. 

Financial stability of the foundation seed stock program is very important. 

Since seed increase operations vary considerably from year to year, a reserve fund 

should be accumulated from sales and set aside so that operations can be continued 

in the event"oi seed crop•failure, obsolescence of stocks in inventory as a result 

of the release of new superior varieties, etc. Since reserves are accumulated over 

a period of years, financial responsibility for the program has to be assumed by 
. . 

the appropriate public agency until the program is well underway. 

The Board of Directors of the organization is resp<?nsible. for the w:i:se and 

proper use of fu~ds allocated to the program o~ derived from sales. 

Operations: A foundation seed program is organized to produce foundation 

seed. Its success must be judged on the basis of . how effectively anc1. effid.ently 

this task is accomplished. Production of foundation seed requires (1) a supply of 

breeder seed, (2) land, (3) equipment and facilities, (4) personnel (and labor), 

(5) decisions (management) and (6) finances. These inputs are combined in various 

ways in the perfon:iance of essential opperations.· 

AMOUNT OF INCREASE --- The a:ncunt of foundation seed increased for each 
variety in the program Jepends upon such ccnsi.derations as perforr.!ancc, 
adaptability, kind of crop• need and goal. The quantity of seed produced 
should be suf f icierit for adequate di~tribution so as to minimize the 
·possibility of exploitation, bt't t".ot so large th'1t a substantial portion of 
the seed have to be regularly disposed 0f in the commercial seed Market. 7he 
foundation seed program should assist in the development of a seed industry 
and trade and not co~pete with it. 

Basically, supply planning for · foundation seed is based on anticipated 
demand. In turn, detl".ci.nrl if; predicted and supply shceculed or. the basis of 
past experiences, performance of the variety in current and previous tests, 
advance orders, known needs, ad,·ances in the breeding program, anci market 
analysis. Predicting demand even fairly accurately is one of the most 
difficult management problems in the program. Accordingly, the manager and 
board of directors most address themselves seriously to informed supply 
planning. Consistent eversupply or under supply or seasonal alternations 
between these extremes can destroy a foundation seed program in a few years: 
over-supply because of financial losses, and undersupply because of 
complaints and dissatisfaction with the· program. 

Close coordination with the breeders is essential for informed planning. The 
demand for newly releases varieties is usually highest for the first few 
years after release and then tapers off or stabilizes. until the variety is 
partially or completely .replaced. by a better one. It sometimes happens, 
however, that new varieties outstanding in varietal tests are relative 
failures in the field and denand the second season after release is 
negligible. As· a consequence, the foundation seed program takes a 
considerable., financial loss on seed in· inventory and under production. 
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Situations such as thi.s are unavoidable and are one of the reasons why the 
program needs reserve financial resources. A s:i.milar situation can arise as a 
result of a decision to undertake prerelease increase of a very promising 
line only to have a weakness show up in the last testing stage which prevents 
release. 

PRODUCTION ~ After the quantity of seed needed is determined. the next step 
is production. Consid~ration of general production practices and techn:.ques 
is beyond the scope of this discussion. Nevertheless, some aspects related 
more to the managerial t:han the technical side of production need to be 
considered. 

Foundation seed is grown on land owned (or controlled) by the program, or no 
lands of selected, qualified farmers under contract, or by a combination of 
these. The disadvantages and advantages of each of the first t~o methods are 
about equal so that there is little basis. for choise. Contract production 
obviates any limitation imposed by inade~uate land resources, requires fewer 
program personnel and less equipil'ent_, and facilitates dispersal of 
production, which is desirable as a guard against complete seed crop failure. 
On the other hand, production on the program's own l~nds enhances maintenance 
of genetic purity, fnsures more tinely operation, permits closer surveillance 
over the seed produced, and facilitates cooperation and assi~tance of the 
plant breeders, who are usually stationed close to the foundation seed farm. 
Most foundation se~d programs produce seed both on their own lands and under 
contract. And, this combination procedure is probably the most efficient and 
flexible one. . 

Wher. the seed are produced by a private fa·cner (or some other public entity). 
selection of the producer is extremely important. He must be a capable, 
qualified and progressive grower and have. suitabl.e land, adequate labcr, and 
the necessary equipment. A legal agreement or contract should be consummated 
between the foundation seed orFanization and th~ grower. The.agreement should 
specify the acreage to be planted, cultu~al practices, and hervesting metltods 
that are to be followed, provide for supervision and inspection of productior. 
by the ~nnager or his representatives, and the accounting for and delivery of 
all the increase and any unused portion of seed provided for plnntine. Other 
provisions include the price to be paid for the seed if it meets acceptable 
standards, the price that will be paid if it does.!!£.!_~ standards, method 
and time of delivery, etc. 

"Tbe number of growers for a specific crop 01:: variety should be few, but 
enough to make it possible to produce seed in more than one (location) ••• 
This is necessary to lessen the possibility of crop failure and consecuent 
loss of valuable breeder seed !!1_/. 

G~nerally, a few large plantings for foundation seed production of a veriety 
are preferable to many, small plantings: (1) larger fanns are most likely to 
be well managed and to have the necessary equipment. (2) large plantings 
permit closer supervision. with less ~xpense, and (3) the larger the seed 
plot, the less are the chances for mechnnical and genetic mixtures. 

Regardless of the system of production -- contract or own farms .:.._ the 
foundation seed stocks organization must rigorously supervise all steps: 

£! E. L. Granstaff. The value of a Foundation Seed Stocks Organization -
Op. Cit. 
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planting, field roguings, harvesting, drying and processing. Finally, all 
seed produced must end up in the possession of the program whether or not it . 
meets acceptable standards. 

HARVESTING AJ.'ID PROCESSING -- Foundation seed are harvested and processed in 
the same manner as other categories of ·seed. Of course, strict precautions· 
are taken to prevent mechanical ·mixtures during the various operations. Since 
foundation seed should.be high in physical and physiological quality as well 
as genetic quaiity,. the seed are handled by procedures that minimize 
mechanical injury and cleaned to remove as much inert material and as many 
deteriorated, r:mlded, off-:-size, and insect damaged seed as possible. It 
should be emphasized that foundation seed do not need to be processed and 

··cleaned. The foundation seed program that iS-ill equipped ~nd has to depend 
on essentially "hand" operations, seldom produces seed of good q_u~dit~· and 
appearance. These characteristics are most important in the case of f ounation 
seed. For, foundation seed are the elite of. the seed classes, the example of 
what seed ought to be. If they contain a lot of chaff and ether inert 
material, dar.:aged and molded seed, then it is· difficult to convince seed 
producers that the seed they produce should be any better. 

The foundation seed stocks organization should have drying and procese:f.ng 
equipment as necessary to produce seed of high viability and vigor, high 
physical purity, and good appearance, as well as of maximum· genetic purity. 

·STORAGE -- A reserve supply (carry-over) equal to at least 20 per-cent of 
.riormal demand should be maintained in inventory for all varieties in the 
p~ogram to insure consistency and adequacy of supply. In the case of "minor" 
crops or varieties in the program for which there is limited but consistent 
demand, it is often more efficient to produce a quantity sufficient for two 
or three years at a tice '· than to produce a smaller amount each year or 
season. The seed can be stored and the demand during non-production years 
supplied from the reserve stock. 

The importance of foundation seed, its high value: and relatively small 
quantity, and the necessary of carrying-over reserve stocks, 2ustify the use 
of good, well designed storage facilities. Since the climate" in most of the 
less developed countries is characterized by concentrated rainfall, high 
temperature and hum;idities, "good" storage conditions mean envionr:ient.slly 
conditioned storage. 

·Dehumidification and air-conditioning (cooling) require specially constructed 
warehouses and are expensive. But, the minimization of seed losses through 
deterioration and insect infestations possibly with conditioned storage will 
"pay" for the facility in a few years. 

FINANCING Operational costs of any type of· seed production - and 
foundation seed are not dif.ferent .- require adequate short-term financing or 
credit. Relatively high investments are required to produce the seed ?nd 
·these must be paid. In the case of contract production, the specified seed 
price is usually payable, at the time of or soon after delivery. The seed . 
pl'oduced represent the investment made, yet, they are translated back into 
monies only at the time of sale, which. may not occur· for several months or 
several years: in .some ins.tances. · · · 

It was. previously suggested that an on-going foundation seed 'Stocks program 
should be self-supporting. Further, that appropriations from public funds 
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should ·be t!lade initially for acquisition of facilities and equipment and 
continue at a decreasing rate ·for a few years until the program is well under 
way. Some provisions should also be made in the charter or mandate of the 
organization for obtaining and using short-term production credit. The Board 
of Directors properJ,y determintes the need ior short-term credit and 
authorizes its procurement. 

Allocation of Fo1md~tion Seed: A specific policy related to allocation of 

foundations seed is necP-ssary to prevent complaints, accusations of favoritism, 

political pressures, and to insure that the program develops and maintains a good 

public image. Methods of allocation range from the ncn-controlled first order or 

ask, first "cava" type to the highly controlled system ~hat allocates through a 

commited, board, .or ~ssociation. 

Foundation seed is essential for use in subsequent steps of seed 

multiplication. Thus, as a I!linimum control, allocation should be restricted to 

seed producers. Further, since the objective of the program is development of 

genetically pure, high quality seed for the cultivator, only well qualified seed 

producers should receive foundation seed for futher multiplication. The seed 

·producer should be in the "business" of seed pro"dl!ction and not a farmer or firm 

that gets int:o the business when a highly publicized new variety :f s released 

hopi!lg to explc:!.t the sitv.ation, and then gets out when. demand tapers off or 

stabilizes and prices drop. 

Generally~ foundation seed should be allocat"ed through a coIJUnictee composed 

of public-service minded private citizens and public-officials or, through an 

organized seed grower's association, certification program, farmer's associHticn, 

or cooperative. Allocation of seed through such organizations places the burden of 

individual producer selection on them. It is also desirable to establish some 

guide lines for selection of seed producers; e.g., minimum acreage per producer 

that must be grown, minimum number of productions within area served by the 

allocation organi~ation~ 

When the organizations (such as a certification association) are organized on 

a regional or district basis, the quantity .of seed allocated to each such 

organization (and hence region) should be· based on regional production records, 

adaptation· of the variety in the region, and experience and efficiency of the 

organization. 

A major situation that the foundation seed organization must guard against is 

undue exploitation of seed supply of .new varieties. It is natural and normal that 

the seed of a new variety commands higher prices for the first few years after 

release than later. This is exploitation in the sense that advantage is taken of a 

short supply-high demand s:i.tuation. But, it is not undue exploitation. The seed 
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grower or seedsmen has to make his legitimate profit before the seed become widely 

distributed among cultivators. Otherwise, he cannot fully cover his continuing 

investment in producing seed. Demand and price drop sharply after the seed of a 

new variety becomes widely distributed among cultivators. Then, the cultivator who 

has not yet planted the variety is likely to turn to a neighbor for seed if the 

price of seed in the trade is much above "grain" price. The thing that must be 

minimized is undue exploitation: exorbitant prices resulting from monopoly of seed 

suply. 

Pre-r,elease multiplication can be used to advantage to circumvent problems 

and difficultires attendant to excessively short seed supply and heavy demand. 

This involves some risk because multiplicati.on has to start before the final 

testing stages are completed. In some cases, two or more advanced lines are under 

final test to determine which one should be named and released. As a consequence 

all advanced lines will have to be multiplied knowing that at best only one will 

be released as a variety. Of course the worst situation that ·could develop would 

be that none of the lines are approved for release. In any event, the foundation 

seed program has to take a financial loss. Th.is loss can be covered by a special 

appropriation in the name of public interest, or recouped by a charge of 

higher-than-nor:nal prices for foundation seed. 

Coordination and. Cooperation: The operation of a foundation seed stocks 

organization must be integrated closely with research, extension service and other 

related groups. Its personnel need guidance from ·the research· staff not only in 

obtaining an early supply of the improved germplasm but also in never methcds and 

techniques used in its production and processing. Close association with extension 

personnel results in the development and selection of the best cooperators and in 

informing the public of the performance and availability of the new variety that 

is released. 48/ Private . seed growers, seed improvement associations, and 

cooperatives, oust also be kept informed and appraised of developments, 

availability of seed, and anticipated demand. The foundation seed organization 

should always seek to. foster cooperative attitudes·among the various parties that 

make up the seed program/industry. 

The foundation seed program is not a thing apart from, but rather an integral 

compouent of the whole crop. improvement, and agricultural development strategy. 

· Foundation seed programs. are organized solely for- advancing crop improvement 

through the supply of high quality seed of superior varieties.and the promotion of 

good seed trade practices~ The public interest is served when these purposes are 

accomplished. 

48/ Worzella -:d~ .Norgaard'~· An Analysis of Foundation Seed Programs. ~Cit. 
g.,M" J 2 - F:dtllt. 



ASPECTO 

ASPECT 

Clase de 
productores 

Type of 
producers 

Procedencia 
de la semilla 

.. '" 

Seed origin 

Campo de 
multiplicacion 

Seed Production 
Fields 

GUIDELINES AND REQUISITES FOR WHEAT SEED PRODUCTION (Triticum aestivum) 
GUIAS Y REQUISITOS PARA LA PRODUCCION DE SEMILLAS DE TRIGO (Triticum aestivum) 

CATEGORIAS/CATEGORIES 

MADRE (BASICA) PRIMERA GENERACION (REGISTRADA 0 COMERCIAL (CERTIFICADA) 
CERTIFICADA) 

FOUNDATION FIRST GENERATION (REGISTERED OR COMMERCIAL (CERTIFIED) 
CERTIFIED) 
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CATEGORIAS/CATEGORIES 

ASPECTO MADRE (BASICA) PRIMERA GENERACION (REGISTRADA 0 COMERCIAL (CERTIFICADA) 
CERTIFICADA) 

ASPECT FOUNDATION FIRST GENERATION (REGISTERED OR COMMERCIAL (CERTIFIED) 
CERTIFIED) 

Caracter{sticas 
: del campo 

Field 
Characteristics 

Epoca de 
ttiemhru 

Time of ,, 
see.ding ' 

.. -· 

Densidad 

' 

' 

Density 
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CATEGORIAS/CATEGORIES 

ASPECTO MADRE (BASICA) PRIMERA GENERACION (REGISTRADA 0 COMERCIAL (CERTIFICADA) 
CERT I FI CADA) 

ASPECT FOUNDATION FIRST GENERATION (REGISTERED OR COMMERCIAL (CERTIFIED) 
CERTIFIED) 

Aislumiento 

Isolation 

Area minima de 
cada lote 

Minimum area for 
each field 

Control de 
malezas 

Weed control 



CATEGORIAS/CATEGORIES 

ASPECTO MADRE (BASICA) PRIMERA GENERACION (REGISTRADA 0 COMERCIAL (CERTIFICADA) 
CERTIFICADA) 

ASPECT FOUNDATION FIRST GENERATION (REGISTERED OR COMMERCIAL (CERTIFIED) 
CERTIFIED) 

Control·de 
plagas 

Insect control 

Control de 
enfermedades 
transmisibles 
par semilla 

Control of seed 
transmited 
diseases 

Depuracion del 
campo 

Time of 
roguing 
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CATEGORIAS/CATEGORIES 

ASPECTO MADRE (BASICA) PRIMERA GENERACION (REGISTRADA 0 COMERCIAL (CERTIFICADA) 
CERTIFICADA) 

ASPECT FOUNDATION FIRST GENERATION (REGISTERED OR COMMERCIAL (CERTIFIED) 
CERTIFIED) 

Tolerancia de 
plantas fuera de 
tipo l 

' i 
Off-type plants 
permitted 

Tolerancia de 
' plantas con en-

f ermedad econo-
micamente impor- } 
tante transmisi-

' bles por semilla 

l 
Plants permitted 

' with diseases 
that are seed 
bornt!. 

Tolcrancia de 
malezas nocivas 

Permitted seed-
bearing noxious 
weeds: (list 
kinds) 
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CATEGORIAS/CATEGORIES 

ASPECTO MADRE (BASICA) PRIMERA GENERACION (REGISTRADA 0 COMERCIAL (CERTIFICADA) 
CERTIFICADA) 

ASPECT FOUNDATION FIRST GENERATION (REGISTERED OR COMMERCIAL (CERTIFIED) 
CERTIFIED) 

% de humedad de 
cosecha de 
grano 

. 
· % moisture at 

harvest 
(maximum) 

Cose cha 

Method of 
harvest 

lnspcccioncs 

Ty.pe of. ins-. 
pection 
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CATEGORIAS/CATEGORIES 

ASPECTO MADRE (BASICA) PRIMERA GENERACION (REGISTRADA 0 COMERCIAL (CERTIFICADA) 
CERTIFICADA) 

; 

ASPECT FOUNDATION FIRST GENERATION (REGISTERED OR COMMERCIAL (CERTIFIED) 
CERTIFIED) 

No. de Inspec-
ciones: a) Campo 

: 

; 

No. 0f inspec-
tions: a) Field 

b) Beneficio 

l 

b) Processing 

Otras consi-
deraciones 

... 
Other consi-
derations . 
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CATEGORIAS/CATEGORIES 

ASPECTO MADRE (BASICA) PRIMERA GENERACION (REGISTRADA 0 COMERCIAL (CERTIFICADA) 
CERTIFICADA) 

ASPECT FOUNDATION FIRST GENERATION (REGISTERED OR COMMERCIAL (CERTIFIED) 
CERTIFIED) 

Sec ado 

Drying 

Humedad de 
grano para 

' almacenamiento 

. Seed moisture 
content for 
storage 

Acondiciona-
'. mi.~.nto . 

Conditioning 
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CATEGORIAS/CATEGORIES 

ASPECTO MADRE (BASICA) PRIMERA GENERACION (REGISTRADA 0 COMERCIAL (CERTIFICADA) 
CERT I FI CADA) 

ASPECT FOllNDATlON FIRST GENERATION (REGISTERED OR COMMERCIAL (CERTIFIED) 
CERTIFIED) 

Tratamiento de 
la semilla 

; 

Seed Treatment 

Almacenamiento 

Storage 

Control post-
cosecha 

Post-harvest 
control 



FACTORS 

QUALITY FACTORS OF SEED 

~ACTORES DE CALIDAC DE LA SEMILLA 

SEED CATEGORY 
ATRIBUTOS CATEGORIA OE SEMILLAS 

BASIC REGISTERED COMMERCIAL 
BAS I CA REG I STRADA CERT! FI CADA 

Pure Seed (minimum) % 
Semilla pura (m1nimo) % 

··--· 

Ma. 

Other varieties seed/kg (nraximum) 
Semilla de otras variedades/kg (nraximo 

Other crops seed/kg (~ximum) 
Semilla de otros cultivos/kg {maxima) 

~ ' --·~· -· . - ~-· -·-· 
Co111110n weed seed/kg {mAximum) 
Semilla de malezas comunes/k~ \ ; ... u }'. . 

Noxious weed seed/kg . 
I 

Semilla de malezas ,o;.g (~ximo) 

Moisture (mAximum) % 
Humedad (mAximo} % 

Gennination (mlnimum) % 
GenninaciOn (m1nimo) % 



!. THl=; NEED AND lMPORTl.NCE OF :?IELD INSPEC~ONS 

T.hc pri:nary ol;;,jective in conciucting field :nspectio:i.:> is to confirm 
that seed produc~a from a crop f[rown ior seed p:.irposc is of the desk
na tcd •J'a.riety, and that it ha.s not be~n co11t:imin:i.ted z".?netically and or 
physica.lly beyond certain sp~cified lirr.its. G~.netic contamination o( ·a 
seed c:-op is p.:-evcntcci by permitting pollinatfo:i by. pollen from a spe
cific d~si.rablc source reco2'nized as the pollinator, and convE::-sdy, 
by prevcntbg po!lL"l:-.. t~or. by pol!.cn from an undesirable or -.inr~coo:nized 
source, thro\!gh co11trolled ?Ollina.tion. Physical or mecb~.c.:.cal cc~lt<iwi

naticn in the ficid is :.voided by ?:-eventin!?' a.dn1b:ture <l'.lri;-iQ" sowinQ" ~~d 
harvesti..,'!. Field !nspections cns:.ire that steps necessary to overcome 
(!Cnctic and physical contamin1tion have been taken in ti!ne to mak~ ~he:n 
ef!cctive. 

The objective of field inspection is fulfilled by verifyiniz that th~ 
seed crop is: 

a. Raised f=om ~eed whose source is approved 

b. Grown on ~ field area ·.;;·hi.ch satisfies ";..'1.e presc:-ibed hnd :-equire
ments as to previous crc?{s), to prevent contamin.:.tion by volur..
te~r plants ar.d ciis<?ase spread by pathoge.ns. 

c:. Provid"?c! with t~e p:-esc:-~bed isolation and or with the .p:-escri'bed 
number oi border row.;; in. hy~::c ~eed ?:-od.•.:ction. 

d. Planted in the prescribed ratics of !er:mlc (seed) c;.:i~ ::i:ile (polE
nator) pa=ents 1.:1 the case of hybrid. s~ed production. 

e. Properly :oqucd to re~1ove co;lt~mi.~atir.:;r !:?.::~ors s·.:ch as :;'ollen 
shedders in b?.jra and sor.zhu:n, shecidinq tassels i...'1. maize, 
crosses, off types. diseased p!ar..ts/e.:.rs, o:,j ec::ior.ablc ·;•.:ee<!::;. 
and ins~po..:-uble ot.l-iE.:r crop plants so as to con!or=. to the ::;ta.:iriard:? 
prescribe:! for these factors. 

f. True to the varietal characteristics descriptive of that var~ety • 

• 
lt• Harvested properly to avoid mechanical admixture. 

h. Grown in compliance -,.;;ith other special r~quiremcnts for the! , 
crop concerned. 

The· field obs~rvations m::ide !or thc·s'! are compared with a. s~t 
of prescribed norms· called the Minimum s~cd Ct>rtiiic~.t:c!l Standards 
which are specific for ~ach crllp. The ! .. !inirnum Seed Cc:-:-!ific~tion 

SLanda rd$ specify the requ1 remeuts for seed crops 4?.s to previous crops, 



isolation, '-'arietal purity, other ere;> plants, objectionable weeds and 
freedom fro:n certain designated ciscases. '!'hey also spcci!y the re· 
quirements for seed lots for physical qualities including pi.:rc seed, 
inert n~attcr, other crop seed, weed seed, and cbjcctionable weed 
seed, and for ge:-=ination and moisture. 

., ... \\THEN TO MAKE INSP EC TIO NS 

Verification of all factors affecting seed quality in the field 
may not normally be· possible'or necessary in a single inspection, 
since, all factors in the field· may not be appa. rent or may not occur at 
the same time, or all o! them mar not be capable of affecting seed 
quality at a particular stage of cro? growth. Hc:nce, more than one 
ir.spection, phased to cover all the important stages of crop growth,· 
are required in most cro?s. The number of inspections and the stages 
of crop g!"owth at ..... ..-hich they should be conducted vary from crop to 
crop, C.epend ing on the c !"Op' f duration, nature of pollination, suscep
tibility to contamination, disease s·.:sceptible stagc(s), nature cf the 
contaminatL-ig factor(s), etc. 

Table 1 shows the recommended r1umber of i..nspectior.s ... ~:hich 
should be conducted, and the sta~es of crop growth at whic-h they should 
be co~d1.;.::ted for diffe ::-ent craps. The number of inspections given in 
Table l are only the minimum; any additional insp~ction conducted over 
and above the ::li.=~~'..lm numbe !" will be be.'"lcficial. Fo::- convenience, 
the stages of crop gro .... ·th at whicn inspections are ge.nerc:.11;- ~=-~c L'l 
sexually-propagated species are classified as follows: 

a. Pre-flowerL"lg stage: 
The entire period preceding !lowering is obviously the 
pr~-flowerbg stage. However, !or inspections, this 
includes seedling stage, vegetative stage, flower bud 
initiation stage, and all such growth phases prior to 
ernergence of the panicle or inflorescence. In Graminae
ceous crops this stage extends up to the time of emer
gence of flag leaf. 

b. Flowering stage: 
·In this phase, the flowersor spikelets of the inflores-
cer • .::e o-r pa.nic:le have O?ened, the stigma (silk in maize) 
is receptive, and the anther is shedding pollen. Fpr. 
inspection, a seed crop with 5. 0% or more of the plants 
in !lower can be considered as L"l the !lowering stage.· 

c. Post-flowering stage: 
"In this stage, the receptivity of the stigma {silk in mah. 
and the pollen-shedding of the anthers have end~d, and 
the fertilized ovule starts to develop into a seed·. Thls · 



Table 1. Minimum number of field inspections recommended. 

Crop 

Beans 
Cowpea 
Cotton 
Peanut 
Sesamum 
Soybean 

Barley 
Oats 
Rice 
Wheat 

Corn variety 

Corn hybrid 
Sor~hum hybrid 

Sore;hu~ variety 

Potato 

• 

Numb~r 

.-.": 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 

3 

4 
4 

3 

3 

Crop s:age at which 
i.nsnections a re? to be made 

1 
l· 
1 

l 
1 
1 

1 
2. 

1 
z 

Pre-floweri~q 
Flowerin~ 

Maturation to harvest 

Pre-flowerin-i 
Flowerin" 
Pre-harvest 

Pre-flowerir..;;r 
Flowering; 

Pre-flowering 
Flowe rL'l:z 

! Harvest 

1 Pre-flowerinq 
1 Flowerinq 
1 Pre-harvest 

1 About 45 days ?.fte r 
sowincz 

1 Before haulm cuttinC!' 

1 After haulm cuttinc;r 
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inclu~cs both the milk sta(!e, when the . contrnts of the 
!~ rtiliz.cd ovule arc in the iorm of a white milky fluid 
and. t_hc doul!h sta{!e, when ~he seed contents a.re beinq 
transformed into a more solid, pasty s".lbstance which 
yields to pressure. 

d. Pre-harvest stao:e: 
In this phase, the seed becomes harder and reaches or 
appro~ches physiolo1?ical maturity. The seed is fully 
formed, but is hi1?h in moisture content and must dry 
further to permit eas;r harvesting and thresh in!? and 
for safe pre-processini;-storage, either with or without--
post-harvest dryinq:. 

e. Harvest staize: 
In this phase the seed is physiolocrically mature and is 
s'.lf.ficient_ly dry to permit safe and easr harvestinq 
and thresh in~, or is physiolog-ically mature and can be 
dried for relatively s3.fe storaqe. The crop is ready for 
harvest. 

In vegetatively or sexually-propal?ated crops suci1 as potato, 
stages such as pre-flowerine-. flowerinsz and post-flowering may 
not be relevant. Instead, they are classified as sproutinir, 
::;cedli:l;;, t-..:be !"iza tion, tul,er-hardeninl? and haulrn-cutting or de
haulmine: stages. In root a.nd b-....lb crops the enlarged-root or 
bulb-formation stal?e precedes pre-flowerin~; lifting and re:..plantin 
are done after complete root-formation.· In these cr_ops, inspection 

·at luting and re-plantin~ is essential. 

In cross-pollinated crops, inspections duriril? flowerinir are 
essential to verify freedom from qenetic contamination; in sel!
pollinated crops, inspections during flowerinq are helpful in 
distinguishing offtypes by plant characters. Table 2 indicates 
the pollination behavior of some important crops. 

OBSERVATIONS DURING INSPECTIONS 

Factors to be observed during the field inspections vary amonsr 
crops and amoniz sta1?es of crop growth. Basically, sources of l?enetic 
and physical contamination must be observed and the deqree of occurren~
ce estimated. Sources of genetic contamination are plants of other va
rieties of the same crop, plants of other closely-related kinds which 
can pollinate the se.ed cr\>p and cause it to produce viable seed. This 
alters the irenetic make-up of the contaminated s-eed, and cannot ordi· 
narily be detected by visual examination; unless .xcnia as is in maize, 
impa.rts different characteristics to ~he developincr seed. Genetic conta.-
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Table z. Pollination behavior of some i.mportl.nt crops 

Sel!-pollinated 

Barley 
Beans 
Oats 
Peanut 
Rice 
Soybean 
Wheat 

Often cross
pollina.tcd 

Cotton 
Sesa.mum 
Sorehum 

Cross-pollinated 

Corn 

mination is common in cross-pollbated cro? species. 

Sources of physical contamination are seed from plants of othe:
varieties ·:>f the same crop species, plants of other kinds, ·.veed plar..ts, 
and plants/heads with seed car ryin1r disease-causin;z patho~ens. Seed 
of other varieties/kinds may occur physically mixed witl?- the crop seed 
without alteri!'lz the ~enotype of the crop s"!eci; such mixtures can s~~-..::
times be detected by visual examination. This type of contamination is 
common in both sel! and cros s-pollL"lated crops. While Q"enetic conta
mination cannot be rectified without te_dio:is repurification over seve?"al 
e;enera.tions, recertifying physical contan-iination is often easier, since it 
may be ·possible to separate and remove the contaminatincz seed mecta
nically. 

Sources of both genetic and physical contamination can usually 
be detected in the field, but only the physical co:itamination can some
times be detected after it bas taken place. Such sources of contamini
tion can be present either within or outside the seed field, but close 
enoue;h to cross-pollinate or cause mechanical admixture ~i.th crop pbnts 
in the seed field. Their ability t~ cause contamination· dee rea,ses a.s 
their distance from the seed field increases. ·After a certain distance, 
their presence may cease to cause any sisrnificant contamination of 
the seed crop. This distance is called the isolation distance, and is 
specific for each crop species. Prescribed isolation distances !or 
different crops are listed in Table 3. Prevention of eenetic contamin3.
tion is the reason !or isolatincr cross-pollinated crops and preventi.on 
of physical cont:i.mination is the reason !or isolatinq- veecta.tively-propa
~ated and self-pollinated crops. I.;oose · smut infection: in wheat is also 

minimized by providinC? adequate isoiation. To ensure tmt the seed crop 
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Table 3. Minimum isolation distances 

Crop 

Barlf'ly 
Beans 
Cotton 
Corn variety 
CorJl hybrid* 
Peanut 
Oats 
Potato 
Rice 
SPsarnum 
Soybean 
Sorp:hum variPty 
Sorghum hybrid 
'Vheat 

-
Minimum isolation 
distanc.,. (m. ) 

3 
3 

30 
200 
400 

3 
3 
5 
3 

50 
3 

100 
200 

3 

* In some countries this distancP can b~ reduced up to 25 metP.rs planti:_ · 
border rows. 

is not contaminated, it is noec.,.ssary to look !or sources of contamination 
both in the s<>ed field and within the specified isolation distance on all r 
sid.,.s of thP. seed field. It is also nece_ssary to inspect for correct aplic. 
tion of. seed production practices such as plantine- pa.rental lines at speci.:... 
fied ratios, plantin2' border rows, and markinq male rows. It is also 
necessary to ensure that th'? requirements for land, previous crop, 
rattoo!lin2' etc are complied with. Errors in these can also cause qeneti'
and physical contamination. 

3.1 Sources of contamination 

So~rces o! contamination can be broadly classified into one of the 
!ollowin2' specific catec;rories: 

a. O!!type: 
Plant of the same crop species as the seed crop but de
viatin2 from the seed crop in the expression of morpholoC? 
cal characteristics such as bulb, tuber or root features, 
plant, plant type, branchinsz, picrmentation, mottlinq:, . 
hairine.ss o:i stem and leaf_, colour, shape and size of 
flower and flower parts, colour, size and shape o! !r'1i.t 
and seed or characteri.stics such as mat-.irity, tillerin~, . 
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male~sterility, or dectree o! resistance to diseases. 

To desienate a plant as an o!Itype, it is not necessary to 
identi !y it cciinitely as o! another variety. However, 
plants identified as o! a di!fcrc.gt variety arc also included 
under offtypes. 

For plant counts durin::r field inspect ens, an o!!typ~ is 
always counted as an ofitype, irrcspect ive of its staqe of 
e:rowth. However, i! the staees of e-rowth of the seed crop 
and the off type differ so widely that the off type cannot 
possibly contaminat~ the seed crop at any staqe, either 
srenetically or physically, special note of such off types 
is· made so that the observation is ::o:n!>lete. For the c:i,.-- - -
pose of field counts, such offtypes need not be counted. 
The srrower sho-.ild be informed of the presence of such 
offtypes so that the whole offtype plants can be removed .. 
Offtypes not causinq conta!'I'lination at the ti:ne of rec'.) rd:nc:r 
field counts !Jut likely to cause contamination iater r.:u.st 
be counted. 

b. Pollen shedde r: 
This is an u.."ldesirable plant in the production of parental 
lines and hybrids where three different parental lines, Le. 
a male-sterile line ('A' lL~e), a maintainer line ('B' line), 
and a fertility-restorer lL-.e ('R' .li.-:c)~ i..:"':.~lvcd.P!.::..."":.~ of 
1A 1 and 'B' lines resemble each ~ther in all respects 
except that foe 'A 1 line carries cytoplasmic-cenetic m~l?
sterility which is indicated l:::y limp and thin anthers wnich 
shed no viable pollen and become ci.ry and discoloured soon, 
whereas 'B' line is male-fertile with normal, plump anthers 
which retain their colour, shape and size for a lo:i<?er 
period. 

A plant of the 'B' line i:l the female row (male-sterile 'A' 
line) is called a pollen-shedder. Plants which a.re not ~! the 
'B' line and are shedding pollen are not pollen sheddcrs, 
but are included ~'1.der offtypes~ 
• 
Althousrh; the term, pollen shedder applies only to a plant 
of the 'B' line present in the 'A' line, the male-sterile 
'A' lines currently used in hybrid s·:?ed prcxiuction tend to 
exhibit symptoms of fertility in the sense that ears with 
fertile anthers often occur on a particular plant eithc1· on 
only the main tiller, or en one or more o! the side tillers. 
It has also been reported that fertile anth('rs may occur 
on one side or in one re~ion of an ear, while the rcmai.:1inS? 
side or rccrion has sterile anthers. These ears arc called 



partials, and are classed as pollen shedders, 

A plant o·f a parental line L'l the plant rows of a different 
parental line is not cx?cctcd and is undesirable. When 
present, such a plant is reierr~d to as an offtypc or po·11 
shcddcr dcp<:?ndin~ on the parental lines b.volvcd. Pres en~ 
of a parental line in the plant rows of a different parenta~ 
may not necessarily be harm.fol or may not cause contam 
nation immediately. For convenience, the classification 
of parental lines when present in the rows of a different 
parental lines is depicted in the Iollowincr chart: 

Table 4. 

then plants of 
these lines, besides 
others, are inclu
ded under o!ftypes 

the pollen-shedder 
is a t>lant of 

WHl=:'N THE SEED FIELD IS FOR 
'A' line 
increase 

'B' line 
increase 

'R' line 
increase 

Hybrid s · t: 
oroductl.:.. 

and the parental lines are 
AX B B R AX 

'R' 
line 

'A' 
line 
or 

'R' 
line 

'A' 
line 
or 
'R''· 
line 

'A' 
0

line 
or 

'B' 
line 

'R' 
line 

'B' 
line 

'B' line plant in 'A' line row of (A x B) production and I' 
line in 'B' line or 'R' line increase do not cause contam . 
nation i! removed before harvest. 

1A 1 line plant L"l 'B' line row of (Ax B) ·production is ~otl' 
important, provided such 'B' line seed is not used for 
Iurthe r seed increase. 

1R 1 ~ine plant in 'A' line row of (A x R) production does _o 
cause contamination if· removed before harvest. 

1A 1 line plant in 'R' line row of (Ax R) production is no!. 
important provided such 'R' line seed is not used for 
further seed increase. 

For countincr durL'l!? field inspections, only those 'B' line ... 
ears which have 2 ems. or more o! the ear lcnizth shed~.nn! 
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pollen, or which have already shed pollen, are counted as 
pollen shcdders. Ears which have not commenced sheddinQ' 
during inspection but arc sl.1spccted to be o! '31 line are 
not counted; however, special note o! such 'B' line plants 
which have 1not commenced she!l·ding' is made for subse
quent inspections to be done sooner. The l!rower must 
be informed so that the whole 'B' line plants can be 
completely removed before they commence sheddinq. 

c. Shedding tassel:. 
Tassel is the male inflorescence o! maize: male spikelets 
containing anthers are located in the tassel. Al:houl!h any 
tassel in pollen-sheddinq condition is a shied:iinq tassel, in 
maize seed production, this term refers specifically to 
a maize plant of the female parent which has shed or is 
sheddiniz pollen in the female parent row. 

Hybrid maize seed production L."'lvolves qrowinir two specific 
parental lines, viz. , female and male parents, in parallel 
rows usually in the ratio of 4:2, 6:2 or S:Z. All tassels 
from female pa.rent plants are pulled by hand (detasselL.'1.;?) 
before they shed pollen so that the female or seed parent 
receives pollen o.c.ly from the male parent. Thus, in hybrid 
maize seed production, fertilization of _the female pa r~nt 
must be by pollen fro:n the specific male parent and never 
by pollen from the female parent itself. Any female pare-rit 
plant which has a pollen-shed.dine- tassel or tassel which 
has already shed pollen, . in the female row is called a. 
'shedding- tassel'. 

For counting durL~P.: field inspections, a tassel female 
parent is considered as one sheddinl! tassel if 5 ems. or 
more of the c-ente r spike of the side branches of the spike, 
or o! a combination· of both, have anthers exerted from 
their qlumes and are sheddinq or have sh'?ci pollen. Tassels 
on female parent plants found durine- field inspection to 
have come out but which have not commenced sheddin:r are 
not counted, but sp.ec~al mention as 1 not commenced sheddine- 1 

is, made for subsequen.t inspections to be do.:ie sooner. The 
. 2rower is informed so that the whole tassels can be removed 
before they commence· sheddinq. 

d. Insepar.able other crop plants: 
Inseparable other crop plants are plants 0£ cultivated crops 
!owid in the seed field, and whose seed are so similar 
'to t?c crop s-.?ed that it is difficult to separa.te them econo
mically by mechanical means. An inseparable other crop 
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plant is counted if its stage of l!rowth is s'.lch th1.t it would 
bear seed when the seed crop matures ~nd possibly cause 
mechanical admixtu're durin!! ha.rvcstinq and threshing. IC 
its sta2e of growth is so ·wid~ly different from that of. 
the seed crop that it cannot b<;<i'r seed by the time the 
seed crop matures, it need not be counted, but special 
mention of the presence of the inseparable other crop 
plant in widely different stag-e is made for verification 
durin2. s11bs'!quent inspections. The rrrower must be infor
med of its presence so that it can be removed. 

e. Objectionable weed plants: 
Thes'! are plants of weed species which are harmful in on~ 
or. more of the followinl? ways: 

1. The size and shape of their seed are s-:> similar 
to that of the crop seed that it is difficult to 
remove their seed economically by mechanical 
means. 

z. Their {?'rowth habit is such that they have detrimen~ 1 

or competin2 effects on the crop plants. 

3. Their mode of spread, perpetuation, perennation 
or Q"rowth habit are such that once introduced into 
a field they are difficult to eradicate. 

4. Their plant parts. arc poisonous or injurious. 

5. They serve as alternate hosts for crop pests or 
diseases. 

6. Their plant parts are prickly, sticky, or thorny 
that they create difficulty and interference in norm 
a2ronomic ~perations. 

For countine'., an objectionable weed plant is counted i£ iti 
sta~e of S?rowth is such that it will bear seed when the 
seed crop matures, and possibly cause mechanical admixtu. e 
durine'. harvestin£? and threshinq. However, if its stav.e of 
e:rowth is so widely different !rom that of the seed· crop 
that it will not bear seed by the time the seed crop matu1 
it need not be counted, but special mention of the pres enc 
of the objectionable weed plant in a stacre widely different 
fro1n that of the s-eed crop_ is made for verification in 
subsequ~nt inspections. The grower is lnformc-d of its 
pr~sence so that conta~ina~ion can be avoid•d by .removin~ 
the whole plant. 
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£. Diseases: 
Plant diseases are ca.used by fun<!i, bacteria, viruses, or 
nematodes and may become pronounced under nutritional 
deficiencies. Seed is known or _,_believed to be p:irtly or 
wholly r~sponsible for transmi.ttinq the discase-causinq 
pa.thoeens of some diseases from one ~eneration to 1nother. 
Seed may carry the patho(!'en either internallv (internally 
seed-borne) or externally (externally-. seed-borne) or by 
both rncans. Althoue-h economical and effective measures 
for prevention and or control of seed-borne infection are 
available for some s:.ich diseases, practical and effective rreast: 
11:re not available to p::-event S'!ed-transmission of some 
disease-causinq- patho(!e!ls. In such cases, an effective 
method to prevent seed-transmission of the pathoqen is 
to ensure t.liat seed possibly carryi.nq disease-causinq 
patho~ens is .:iot mix~d with disease-free seed. This can 
be done by eliminatin;z from seed fields all plant!; whose 
seed is suspected to carry pathoqens. 

3. 2 Staqes of cron orone to contamination 

Sources of contamination may occur either inside the seed field 
or outside it, ~ithin the speciiied isolation distance. 

A seed crop is susceptible to contamination from these sources 
only during; certain staqes of its qrowth, as listed below: 

a. In cross-pollinated. -:rop·s, offtypes cause Q"enetic contami
nation durinP" floweriniz if crop and offtype plants flowe:r 
simultaneously. In self-pollinated crops, and after ilowerincz 
in cross-pollinated crops, o££types are less likely t~ cause 
qenetic contamination, but may result in physical admixture 
of offtype seed in the crop seed it both mature at ap?roxi
mately the sa.me time. Offtypes a.re of concern in cross
pollinated crops from the be:zinnin~ of fiowcrinq; in seif
pollinated crops, they are of concern mainly prior to or 
at harvest. 

b. ·Pollen shedders in bajra and sorP.'hum cause qenetic conta-
mina.tio.n durine- nowerinq if the female parent and shcdders 
flower simultaneously. After !lowerin2' of the female p3.rent, 
pollen shedders are less likely to cause l!cnetic co.:itamina
tion, but may cause physical contilmination. Pollen shcddcrs 
arc of concer11 in sorcrhum from the berzinning; of !lowerine: 
of the seed crop. 

c. Shcddinl! t:issels in maize cross'!s cause (!'Cnctic contamin.i-
. tion if seed parent silks arc recc>ptive. Shcddine: tassels do 
not cause contamination after rcc<.>ptivity of all seed p.ircnt 
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silks ends. ShcddinP.' tassels arc of concern only when 5. O 
or more of· fcmo..lc parent ·silks -arc receptive. 

d. Insepa. rablc other crop plants· result in physical admixture 
of their seed with the cro? see~. if they mature at approxi· 
mately the s3.me time the seed. crop matures. Inscpa rablc 
other crop plants arc of concern, 1rencrally prior to 
harvest. ~ 

e. Objectionable weed plants result in physical admixture 
of t.'1.cir seed with the crop seed if they mature at approxi
mately the same time the seed crop matures. Objectionab1 
weed plants are of concern, mainly prior to harvest. I 

f. Diseases may cause contamination when they are present 
in the seed field or within a specified isolation distance 
in the case of loose smut of wheat, if their infectious 
staQ'e occurs at the· time the seed crop is prone to infect 

During field inspections, the inspector· must look for sources of . 
tan1inaticn inside the seed field, and also ,·dthL'l the isolation di~ 
tance if contaminants outside the field can affect the seed crop. 
In seed production of baj ra, maize, and sorl!hum involviniz two 
parents, howeve=, conta:ninatinq sources of sheddiniz tassels ill 
maize, pollen shedders in bajra and sorqhum, and ·diseases such 
as bajra trreen ear, er~ot or smut, ·and s·:lr~hurn head smut or 
kernel smut are important primarily in female parent rows. 

Thoul!h such diseases are of concern priinarily in female rows, 
"it is necessary to look !or· them in male rows also and record 
suitably, in order to assess the resistance or susceptibility of 
parental lines. 'B' line plants in bajra and sorqhum and sheddin 
tassels of female parent in maize crosses are not e-enerally 
expected in male rows, but if present should be recorded as 
off types. 

In addition to these sources of contamination, observations must e 
made on the use of important seed productio.:i practices s'.lch as raisin~ 
the seed crop as a sin1?le crop and not as an illtercrop, mixed crop oJ 
companion crop, plantin~ male border rowi=t e•c. male and female pa.reL · 
tal lines in prescribed ratios, or_ timely haulm-cuttin~ in potato •. · 
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4. HOW TO L.""{SPECT 

4. 1 Broad Principles: 

Procedures for field inspections differ among crops and amone?· 
growth staees of the sa.me crop. The following broad principles 
on inspection methods are common to all crops and to ill stages 
of crop irowth: 

1. The minimum number of inspection~ as indicated in Table 1 
should be conducted at the prescribed sta~es. 

2. The inspector should ensure that he is directed by the grower 
tc;> the correct seed field. 

3. Inspection of cross-pollinated crops and wheat at and after 
commenceme:it of flowering sho-.ild ~e surprise :::s?~ctions 

made without prior intir:1ation to the 2'rower. I:i.s?ections 
prior to commencement of flowering in cross-polli..n.ated crops 
and wheat, and at any stage h"l self-pollinated c:-ops except 
wheat can be made aiter prior intimation to the -;rower. 

4. I! the grower is !lew to seed produc!ion, the standards and 
the principles anci procedures -of .field inspectic.~~ sh.:iul<l be 
explained to him. 

S. The e;rower or a person deputed by him should accompany the 
. inspector during inspection. If possible, he should accomp1ny 

the inspector during the entire inspection. 

6. The grower or his representative should be sho ... •:n all factors 
observed in the .field which will be recorded i.n the inspection 
report. 

7. When more than one seed field of the same class and variety 
of the same individual arc separated by less than 50 met~ rs, 
the fields, can be considered as one unit for inspectio:i, pro
vid.cd they are of the same S?rowth stas;?"e and arc almost equal 
in confirmity to standards. II they are separated by 50 meters 
or more, separate ~spections must be conducted for each 
unit. 

8. ·It is advisable, especially in tall crops and crops requirini: 
sizrable isolation distances, to !!O completely around the 
outside of the seed field and observe· it and its border 
areas once before entcrintt into it. 



9. I! one-third or more o! a self-pollinated sP.cd crop is so 
heavily lodrrcd that takin:r field counts is difficult er impos
sible, the seed crop should b<? recommended for rejection 
unless the inspector, is of the opinion tbat the seed crop 
will a ~ain stand up be!or~ maturity·; so that propc r inspec
tios as per the prescribed minimum can be conducted 
subsequently. For cross-pollinated seed crops and crops 
involvine- two pa. rental lines, however, if one-third or more 
of the seed crop had lodczed just prior to or du ring; flowerina 
so that inspections during flowe:rine; are difficult, the s·ecd 
crop should be recommended for rejection without takin'( 
field counts. 

10. If direction of plant rows permits, the· inspector should proceed 
in the s~ed field in such a manner that the sun is either 
toward his side or back. 

11. ·walk throue:h the entire s-=ed field while taking iielci counts. 
In short crops squat or bend periodic~lly durin:z i.ns?ection 
so that eye-level observations can· be made at the top height 
of the plants. 

12. Durine- inspections, the principles of randomness and freedom 
from bias should always be observed. 

13. In all inspections, the prescribed. ~umber of cQunts should .. 
be taken. In case of problems or dc:>ubts the r:.umber. of counts 
should be increased or doubled. 

14. If the plant population in the seed field is so thin trat the 
entire population is less than the number required for the 
presci-ibed number of counts, count the entire population. 

15. Even if by obs·?rvation it is clear that the seed crop will not 
conform to the required standards. it is advisable to make 
the required number of field counts and determine rates of 
occurrence of counted factors. 

16. Counting should not be localized to a portion or a few por
tions of a field, but should be randomly distributed all. 
over the field so that .the counts a.re representative of the. 
entire field. 

17. Countin~ can be started from any randomly chosen side 0£ 
the seed field, from any rand.omly chosen row and plant, 
and can be carried out in any randomly chosen direction. 
Spotin1r a defect and tryin.tt to include it in counts, or 
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locating a defect and tryine: to avoid it introduce bias and 
are not desirable. However, the inspec:or should always 
be alert to determine the best position for spottiniz contami· 
nati."lg factors. 

18. Counting in the row and shifting f_r'om row to row should be 
so arranqed that the same plam/head i;S not cou.'"lted twice. 

19. Barren rows or lonq gaps i.n rows may be encountered between 
steps or in counts of plants. Skip such barren strips or rows, 
and do not consider them as p3.rt of the row steps. 

ZO. Factors counted during inspections need not normall)· be 
.pulled out by the inspector. However, if the inspector 
feels .that 1t would be easier to convince the !?'rower by pullm! 
out the factors. and showin~ them to the grower, it may be 
done. 

21. Durini; countb1Z, patches or rows co.:itainine: desig-nated factors 
may be observed which are not included in counts. Make 
separate observations on the size of the patch, on the number 
and len~th of the row, O.:'l the number of plants/heads bvolvcd. 
Report this information, and show its location by drawing a 
map. 

22. If plants or heads of desi~nateci factors which were pulled o~t 
·are observed lying on the ground within or in the outskirts 
of the seed field where they could possibly cause contamir.a.· 
tion, the !!rower should be directed to gat.l-ier and remove 
them. They should not be included U.."lcier field counts. 

23. I! crops conform to the prescribed standards. further insocc· 
tions must be continued according to the prescribed number 
and procedure. · 

24. During an inspection, if the seed field is found to be liable 
for rejection in part or in full on account of inadequate iso
lation, the prescribed number of field counts for that ins· 

. pe~tion must still be taken for the entire field. 

ZS. For crops liable to be rejected partially due to inadequate 
·isolation, further inspections of the isolated portion and of 
the· affected portion must be continued accordin~ to the 

· prescribed number and procedure. 

Z6. If, on the basis of the first set of field counts, the seed 
crop does not conform to the prcsc ribcd standards for any 
£actor, a.· second s.ct- 0£ counts should be.taken for the 
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concerned factor, if the pe rcY:?ntagc of the first set of counts 
!or. that factor is more than the maximum permissible level, 
upto twice the ·maximum pc rmis.s iblc level anci not more 
than lwice the maximum ocrmi10sible level. A second set 0£ 
field counts for a factor ~eed not, be taken if the percentage 
of the first set of counts for that factor is less than or equal 
to the maY.imum permbsible level, or is more than twice, 
the maximum permissible level. 

In bspections involving- recording observations for more than 
one factor, when the first set of cou.."lts indicate non-conformil 
to the prescribed standards for more than one factor, a se
concl ·set of counts is taken for all factors for which the firstl 
set of counts indicated non.:...conior1nity. Seco::d set of ·~oilnts 

need not be taken for factors for which the first set of counts 
L"ldicated conformity. 

28. For seed fields i..'"lvolvL"1? t-.vo parental lines, even :..£ t'.VO sets 
of co'..Ults in one of the parer:.tal E.aes sh-:iw :;::2.~ the se .. >d field 
does no: conform to the presc=ibcd stand:?.rds it is necr::ssary 
to record counts in the other parental line. 

29. 'Even if, two sets of counts for a factor zhow that a seed fieL 
does not conform to the prescribed standards, it is necessar'L.. 
to record field counts for other fo.ctors. 

30. If~ o;:i the basis of t\vo :;ets of cou!'lts the· seed crop docs n".'t 
conform to the prescri!Jcd standards, further inspccHons 
need not he ma.de unle:;s the seed crop is el.:gible for 
re-inspection aiter removal of contc:minatb.t!' facto:-s. If the 
seed crop is not eliQ:ible for such re-insper::ion 1 Liable for 
rejection' and 'Final1 should be recorded on the inspection 
r•'port. 

31. l.1. the factor presellt beyond the maximum permissible level aR 
verified by t-.vo sets of counts could not h2.ve already caused 
contamination of the seed crop or when contamination has a.l·_ 
ready taken place, if removal of contaminatbg factor and cor, 
taminated material could make' the seed crop conform to the 
prescribed standards, their removal from the field may be 
recommended or permitted, Rc-in5pection to confirm ·removal_ 
and cu.oior:nity to st:::..nda rds must be made. However, such 
re-inspection is permitted only once over and above tl~c 

minimum number of inspections prescribed for the crop con
cerned. Re-inspections over .and above the one thus pcrmittc 
can be made only at the request of the !l'rower and upon pay
ment of the (.?cs pt"escribed for re-inspection. When re-insp£-:-
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tion is pe rmittcd, it should be shown on the field inspection 
report as 1 Re-inspectiOn permitted' • .:nd the prob1ble date 
of re-inspection should be indicated. The inspection report 
prepared after re-inspection should be marked 'Re-inspection 
report'. 

32. On completion of field counts, if it is ob served that conta
minatin~ factors are localized only in certain patches or p;:irts 
of the field and it is felt that roguin:r in such pa.tches is rela
tively poor, the inspector may check the entire row(s) of 
which the patch(es) is a part. He !:ho'..:.ld then pre?a.re a map 
indicating the appr.:>xirrate route followed for cot!.!ltiri.2' in th.c 
field, and the number of conta.mi.nati.'1.g factors ~bs~rved i.u 
each~ count. Such a map help in savins; a part 0£ the field. 

33. Observations made durin~ field L"lspecHon may either be di
rectly recorded en the I:.eld ir..spection report or may be 
initially recorded in a note book a:id s'.lbsequently copied 
on the prescribed iield i=..spection report. 

34. After each ins:?ectio.c., the sfo:nature of the· perso:i accompanying 
the inspector during the inspection s!:nuld be ob~ined on all 
copies of the inspection report. Si~:iature(s} sho\!ld not be 
taken on blank inspcctic:i reports. 

35. If the ~rower, or "'his representative refuses to sii'n ~~e 
report, mention must be made on the report as 1 Refused ~c 

sistn'. 

36~ ' When more than one irispection is made of the .::eld, commence 
ea.ch inspection fro:n a different point. 

4. 2 General £?uidelines: 

The broad principles indicated above are basic in nature and apply to 
most crops. Detailed procedures 3.re described subsequently. Field 
inspection involves verification of: 

1. Sources of seed used to ·produce the seed crop. 

2. Use of essential seed production practices. 

3.. Compliance with prescribed la.nd requirements 

4. ·Compliance with prescribed isolation requirements. 
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S. Compliance with prescribed specific requirements, for 
varietal purity, physical purity,· and freedom from diseases. 

Some observations made on these do not chansre as c:rop ~rowth 
advances, and all factors a.re not apparent or are not harmful 
at all stages. Thus, it may not be essential that observation on 
all thes"? · be made durine: each i.nspection •. The following e;eneral 
guidelines at specified inspectio:is will help to satisfy the objectivear 

1. Inspections durin~ pre-!lowering/vee:etative stage: 

a. Verify that seed planted to produce the seed crop was 
· eli~ible for use and was obtained from an approved 
.source. This ca:i be done by enquiry, verification of 
sale and .purchase records, or certification tae-s with . 
grower. 

b. When seed production involves two different parental 
lines: 

·i. Verify that t.lie 1rrower has provided the border 
rows and adopted recommended plantina ratios 

ii. Verify that the bo-rder rows have- been planted: 
-in the recommended number: 
-on ·a.u ·sides of ·the seed field; 
-only with seed of the pollinator parent used in 

the seed field; 
-at the same tiine as the pollinator pa rent; 
-in the seed field itself, and not· more than five 
meters away from the· seed field; and 

-without lon!l: il;aps between rows and plants. 

iii. For c·ertified maize ·s~ed field. where isolation. 
distance is to be modified by plantin!! additional 
border rows, verify that the additional border· rows 
have been pla?lted accordinsr to' the prescribed 
standards, that recommended plantinq ratios ·have 
been us-ed ·uniformly;..throu~hout the field, an·d that 
each end of all male rows· has been suitable mar
ked. Border r.:>ws and plantinl? in recommended 
ratios ens~re adequate pollen !or ~ood s-eed set 
from a desired source and to redu·ce chances of· 
outcrossine with foreie:n pollen. 

iv. Ends o! male rows must be distinctly marked; if 
the £?rower fails to mark male rows·,· the likeli
hood. of error ·in detasselin~ (in maize)/ro~in~ 
should be explained to him, and a strict watch 
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on detasselin(! (in ma.ize)/roa;uinq operations 
should be kept. 

v. When the planting ratio used differs from the 
recommended ratio, d~'i-ing S 1.lbsequent insp'!ctions 
and especially at flowering time, the inspector 
should make sure that roc;uint!/dctasselinq (in maize) 
is· done accorciintr ·to the planti.."lP" ratio actually 
used in that field. Growers sometimes plant p:iren
tal lines at a different ratio, but then rogue or 
detassel (in maize) according to the recommc~ded 
plantL"la ratio. This results in undcta s seled female 
rows and detasseled male rows, or failure to. 
remove pollen shedders in female rows. 

c. Verify by suitable enquiry that land on .... vhich the s,?eci 
crop is e:rown con!o:-ms to the prescribed land require
ments.· 

d. Confirm the actual area planted· and compare it with the 
area for which application was submi~ed. 

e. Verify that only the seed crop has been izrown in the 
seed field, and that mL"{ed croppinl?, inter-cropping, 
companion cropping 1 or ~iinil.._r p=.i::::cc:: :"ave r.~t 1:-ee!l 
used. 

!. Verify that no volunteer plant of the crop under bs_?~ction 
is within the minimum isolation d:.stance on dll sides. 

e;. Verify whether any of the !ollowin(! contaminants occ;;r3 
on any side of the seed field within the prescribed 
isolation distance: 
-field(s) of other varieties of the same kind; 
-field(s) of the same variety not conformine to prescribed 
varietal purity requil-ements. 

-field(s) of other contaminants mentioned in the reeula
tions. 

h. When one or more of the contaminants listed above are 
present within the prescribed isolation distance on any 
side, the followin!? should be verified: 
-staqc o! the seed crop at that inspection 
-staS?e o! the contaminant crop within the isolation disUnce 
•name of the contaminant (when name is not known, its 

type such as local variety, commercial hybrid, forage 
crop, or crop meant for fodder). 

·-closest direct distance in mete rs between the seed field · 



and the contaminant. 
-area of the seed field in has •. a.nd its apprOJcinnte 
dimensions. 

-approximate area o! the contaminant field in has• 
-direction of location o! the .contaminant 
-number of male border" ro,;.,s (especially in maize cer-

ti!ied seed fields). ,, 
-percentae-e of varietal impurity in the contaminant fielc 
if it is of the same variety but not conforminia: to pres
cribed varietal purity requirements. 

-number of plants of the contaminant if it is not a crop 
but occurs as stray or volunteer plants. 

-percentae:e of infection by loose smut of wheat, if the 
wheat seed cro.p is loose smut susceptible. 

i. After verifying the above, confirm by comparing the 
stae:es of growth of the seed crop and the contaminant. 
if contamination is likely to occur. Isolation should be 
declared as 'Unsatisfactory1 if it :s felt that the s~ed 
crop (if cross-pollinated) and contaminant will flower 
simultaneously, or that the seed crop (if self-pollinated) 
and contaminant will mature simultaneously. Isolation 
should be declared as 'Satisfactory1 if Iloweri.nq of the 
seed crop (cross-pollinated species) and contaminant 

·or maturity of the seed c:-op (if self-pollinated)~ and 
contaminant will not coincide. This should be noted 
on the inspection report. 

j. When 'unsatisfactory' isolation is declared at the pre
flowering stage, explain to the grower that rejection . 
of the crop is likely if the contaminant is not removed 
before· commencement of !lowering of crosspollinated 
~eed crops, or before harvest of sel!-polli.:iated seed 
crops. Durin~ the subsequent inspection, verify whether 
the e;rower had removed the contaminant before flowerir
or harvest as required. 

k. When field(s) adjacent to the planned seed field will be 
planted with the same crop species as the seed crop, 
suQ"e;est the e-rower that he supply seed to his neighbor 
·comparable to that used !or the seed crop !or planting 

· within the isolation distance. Cautio:i 111..'T' _that. • . . .. . . - . 
the adjacent crop, even if of the same vadety, is a 
contaminant if it does not conform to varietal purity 
requirements. 

1. When stray plants :of the contaminant a re found within 
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the prescribed dist<l.nce, determine their number, 
estimate c'lppro:c:im.:..te ?bnt/hr.a.d pcpd:itio:r. in the seed 
field and compare the number of stray cont.J.mi.nant:i 
noticed with the maximum p-;!rmittcd ir..sid..? foe seed 
field according to the standards. If the number oi stray 
co:itaminants is more than th'~ maximum permitted 
inside the seed field isolation is unsatisfactory. 

m. After verifying the s-?ed source, border, rows, pbntinl? 
ratio, mar kine: of male rows, and confo rmi:y to L?.:1d and 
isolatioll r~quirements, the 1rrower should '.Je informed 
aud instructed as necessary on the ide11tiEcation and. 
timely removal of: 
-pollen-shecidL"lll heads in female parent rows of sorgh'l.!m • 

. -tassels b. female pa.rent rpws in maize cross~s, :::amcly, 
single cross, three-way cross, double cross at1d do~ble
top cross. 

-heads/pla.::.ts of offtypes in all crops, and L'1 cot!-~ p2.rental 
lines where t".vo p.::irental. :m·~~ :tre bvo>··1C.. 

-heads/plants of C.esi~nated 6bj?.c':::'..o!":.u.bl·= ·N-::eds 
-heads/plants -~i desi1Z.:lated i=s~parable o-:ne:- cro:::s. 
-heads/plar:ts affected by desi~na ted ciise.i se s, c.nd ~:. 
both parental lines where t\l.•o parental l:r..es 3.re i..nvol·:E":d. 

n. Explain to the grower that: 
-romova.~ of heads/p!;:..,;,1ts of 1E' !L"lc i.:1 !:"?:-;:~'-'..!"!1., ~.;c;i::.=,:.~ 

in the maize female parent, or oi.ftypes i.-i c==::s-?::::~i.!l:·!:..: 

crops, should be done be!or.c they bee'L~ t.: :;:-: · ~ ::":'~l~:1, 
and that thorough removal must be done daily a.nci d.e!:.ni·· 

tely. 
-removal of loose smut affected ea1·s ~1 ·.vhc'1t ~-.:."-t be 
done before they be<;rin to burst or before the seed crop 
commences flo..., .. 1eri.ng-. 

-removal. of objectionaole weed p'ia.nts, insc?arab~e ot~1cr 

crop, plants and plants :i.Hect'!'d by desL2n:::..t.ed :::.:.::c<:scs 
and offtypes in self-pollinated crops must be do.:ie rc~u

larly and completed before the completion of the pres-
cribed minimuc number of inspections. 

o. Ouide the grower in £olla.vi.nl?. recommended a{!rono:nic 
practices. 

p. Review with the grower the standards prescribed for the 
seed crop at each stage 0£ e-rowth and at various inspcc· 
tions. 



s. HOW TO TAKE SAMPLES 

The assessment of each and eve.ry plant Lrl a s~ed p:-od'.!ction field 
l.s unpractical w1less t.~e area. is s:r.a.11; thus, the ch::i.ra.ctcristics a.nd 
conciidons of a seed p!"oduction field s~ould be determined on the basis 
of a sa.m?le. In order to eliminate suppcsitio.xis, opinions ·~r per sollal 
preferences it is, therefore, neccssa ry to use a specific samplinq 
technique. 

The ust? of an adequate samplino::r technique not only contributes to 
a better estimatio11 o! contaminant factors in a seed production field, 
but also to standardize the criteria to be used by ins?ectors and, there .. 
fore, in.crease the efficie!lcy and effectiveness of the certification ser
vice. 

It should be kept in mind that a previous requisite to carry out an 
adeq-.iate inspection of a seed production field is that the inspect:>:- sl:culd 
have a thorou!2'h k.nowledqe o!: 

a. The varietal cha.racte!"istics of the crops that are to be i.r.spected, 
with special emphasis on the identificati~n of mixtures anci. _atypical 
plants. 

b. The com1non dis-;as~s of the crop, especiC1-lly those for \vnich onl~
ccrtain percentaQ"es of field tolerance are acce?ted. The inspector 
should also know the mod·e of transmission of the most importa.n~ 
db;easec c.n.d the methods to prevent and control them. 

c. The con:mon weeds, with special emphasis on prohibited and 
injurious ·.veeds, as well as those that are insepara:ole from cer
tain crops. 

d. Abnormalities caused by aqronomic or physioloczical factors such 
as nutritional deficiencies, drou~ht, temperature \•ariatio.ns, 
scaldinqs., etc. 

e. Practices and conditio:is for the production of hi~h seed quality. 

r. Adequate methodolosries to take samples under field conditionc. 

e. The tolerance levels of the crops to specific contaminant factors. 

It is frequently necessary to carry out ,s'?veral ins?ections in a 
short period of time. Therefore, an adequate sampline methodoloszy 
will lead to a S?reater dezree of precision with a minimum investn1ent 
of time by the inspector. The use of an adequate mcth<Jdolo:!y based 
on W<?ll-foWlded principles will lead to a correct jud('Jment of c. seed 
production field. Otherwise, while some fields !l.Ot mectin'! the qualit:r 



rr.quircmcnts could be accepted, others that do could be rejected. 

'ro incr<'asc the accuracy and ?r ccision of an insp~ction, tv10 basic 
ccnccpts should be taken i!~tc J.cccunt: the samplin"' pa.th within :he field 
and the number and size of s.imples. 

l. S:irnn!L.~rr i.·::>..t!"i ·.vi.thin the field 

An effideni: visit to a seed production· field is that in whi:h the 
pc:. th fol!o·.• .. ed by the inspectc r leacis to a maximur:l co·1eraae 
while wal~~inr:r a. minimum distance. An adequate sampli:aq path 
~ho,J.ld !.:i.c'..litate t~':? ·.i.sual assessmc~t of ':~c .,-encral condition 
oi the ?O?·.:lation and that an adequate and representative number 
of samples can be taken. 

Several path rr.ociels for rectanqular fields are reco1nmencled, h~t 
v:ith acij•.is+;ments they can be used in in·~~..llz:r-shapcd fielc:h:. 

Fi~ure 1 sho'\vs the "alternate cha::!Q'E> of C.i::-~cticn" model :.n 3. 

40 hec<.are field.. The C:istance cOV·:'!red i.:; ~ot cxcess!.vely 
. lon!l' and.· assures a. hkh inspec:io:i pcte=.:b~ (the cie7r-ee ir1 ·.vnich 
a:i L"lspector cc...n mak~ a visu3.~ aszessme.:!t of the fields wnilc 
walki."12'. a s?ecif:c di.:>tance wi:::.:r. i:l. '!'h:s ~at:~ :-n ~lso J.eads to 
g-reate!· accuracy in the inspection ch1e to the aceqi:.ate distr:.:.:;-.:::.o!l 
o! the s:..mples taken in the field. 

Folk·wi.n~ thi~ path t~~ inspector ca:. t::..~e sarr.!=les r::·:r::-:y qive!l 
distance a.:cor·::'.i..::.~ to the nu:nbe=- 0£ sam?les requir<?d. Th~ in~ -
pee tor can also observe problem al'eas witho""..lt mo·.,,·L.J. ~ a ... vay '="o 
much f:o.:n the £i"Ced path. 

Fiq1.1re 2 sho'~'s model 11X wit."i lin!<ed ends 11 • In t:i is model, th~ 

center of the !icld is cover:?d t'\•.:ice and t-No opposite-. sides are 
left unu1spected. In a 40- ha field the insnec.to r will walk a.m::.-·Jxi-

. · r· 1 - ' - ., '3 f +-h; • f ic ld ma tel;- the same d1~tance :is .1.n 1gure - anu cove• '-i o_ .... - · 

Fivure 3 shews a modification of model X; the dista:ice to b~ 
wa.lketi sli'!htly increases and t..'ie covered area is qreater. Some 
of the aforementioned models can be adapted to irre~ular-sb2.p•.!d 
fields. Fiqure 4 shows an example 0£ how this can be done. 

Some aspects that should be taken into account while inspectinq 
a field L"lclud.e: 

a. Before inspcctinu a field, 
thr p::i lh to b~ followed and 
randon1 where the ·samples 

the inspector should determine 
the· method of site sdection ~t 

. . . 
a re to !le tak\?n)! The size and 



? .... Inspections durin2" flowering sta~e: 

a. Determine if any contambant exists within the isoic.tilln dista11c 
and · · guide the e:ro·.i.·cr in solvin.t? i:-.ola.tion problems, if any. 

b. Determine the arm which must be. tejected due to L"ladeqµate 
isolation. 

c. Explain to the (?rower t."1e necessity of roguin!! out ofitypes 
L'l self-pollinated C!'Ops, o'!:>jectionable weed plants, inseparable 
other crop plants, and diseased plants/head (e~cept loos'? smu~ 
of wheat) before subsequent inspection.· 

d. As indicated earlier verify the number of border rows, the 
planting ratio at:d marking cf male rows, so that any error 
that might have escaped notice duriniz previous inspectious can 
be detected. 

e. When there is coincidence of nowering of a cross-pollir.ci.ted 
crop or loos~ s:rr:.:.t susceptible wheat crop a::d conu.minant 
and only a portion of foe s-eed field is inadeq".lately isolated, 
the inaciequately isolated portion. of the seed n~1::.. should be 
n:arked off by actually .:neasurine: the dimensio•1'5 .-Jf f:le affecte 
portion. Explain :o the e.-rcwer the need to cont~ue ro;zuing, 
detasseling {L-1 maize) in the demarcated portion to save the 
remainder of the field from rejection. Verify du!"ing- subsequeL.. 
inspections whether ro~i.."lg, detasselinq (in maize) has been 
done properly in the ciemarcateci port.ion so thc:o.t it con.forms 
to the presc :-ibeci requirements. Also, c:{plain to the ~rowe~ 
t..."iat at harvest time, the demarcated portio:.1 must be harvested 
first and the rest of the field harvested o::ily after inspection. 
I! the !!rower is interested in removin2' all c.,ntz..minated heads 
or inflorescences in the u.:isatisfactorr portion of the fielC'., he 
may be permitted to do so. A re-inspection should be made 
L"Dmediately to verify pro:;: ;r removal. Such re-inspection. is 
permitted only once over and above the minim'.lm number of 
inspectio11s prescribed !or the crop concerned. Re-bspections 
over and above the one thus permitted can be made only at 
the request of the grower and on payment of the prescribed 
!ee for re-inspection. When flowering- of a cross-pollinated 
seed crop or loose smut susceptible wheat coincides with 
!lowering of the co=itaminant and the e11tire see~ field lacks 
the prescribed isolation distance, the entire si:?cd field should 

. be declared as liable for rejection due to lack of isolation. 
Taking field counts should, howevc r, be continued and comple ?d1 
!or that inspection;subscquent inspections ncec not be made 
unless t.hc s.?:rower plans to remove both the contaminant and 
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the ccntamin:itcd m:itcrial and seeks re-inspection. 

£. Afte?r veri!yi.."lST the J.bove, field counts should be taken L-i the 
prescribed :nanner for the followin,2: facto:-s, in the respective 
crops; 

i. Maize bbrcd ~~"1.C, compos'ite or open-pollinated variety ~ 

-plants \Vith ears havinP: receptive silks. 
-offtypes with shcddi:lg tass~ls or with tassels \vhich ha.ve 

Ehed pollen. 

ii. Maize c res !':J'? s: 
·-plants with ears having receptive silks in female ?lrent 

rows c:ily. 
-tassels in female pa.rent rows onLy which c=.rc shcccintt 
or have shed pollen. 

-offtyp€'s in male pa:-ent rows or:ly with :::. s s els \:.rhkh a re 
sheddi::I! or have shed polle;1 • 

• 

iii. Sor1rhu:n line i:icrea.se of ma.le ?a.r~nts 
-heacis of offtj·pes ·,;:hich are sh~c:::.:..~;r o:· ,:av~ s°!':ed pollen 
-heads of plants affected by ker1i.e: o:.- !"lc.:.C. smut, ers:ct, 

s:rrain smut or green ear. 

iv. Sororhum line increase oi icT.ale pa.rents 
-polle11 shcdC.iI:or h-::!aC.s er ::ie::.:!s r..: ::hedd!'."r plants ~~=-t have 
she~ pollen L"l the female pei.,·.::nt rows. 

-offtype heads ·Nhich ar"? shedd.L"'l::: or hav~ s~eci poll::: • .._, in 
both male and female parent rows. 

-heads ?.ffected by head or kernel sn!ut, 2reen ca:-. ·~rgot 

or grain smut in both male and fem ale pa:ent row.:;. 

v. All other crops except potato: 
-plants/heads of offtypes 
-plants of desiq-nated inseparable other crops 
-plants ::>f desi(!nated objectionable weeds. 
-plants/heads exhibitin~ symptoms of infection by desi~-
nated diseases. 

g. U the inspection durinl? !lowerinq: is t..'1e first for a field verifi
cation ;;.s indicated earlier should also be made. 

3. Inspections durinq; post-flowerinl? and pre-harvest staaes: 

·a. Confirm iha.t obs·?rv::i.tions on 'plantin'! _ratios, p.lantincr of hord~r 
rows, ro[!Uin~ of offtypcs, dctassc-linC! ·in mab-.c crossers or 
pollrn shcddcrs in sori:hum etc., made du:-incz previous inspec-
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tions were rea.:;cnably accurate and t!:::> t defects in these 
factors have :iot escaped attention L"l c1rlicr inspections. 

b. Determin.? possible occt:.r;-encE: o! factors which mi~ht not 
have been· appa.:cnt at p-revious sta(!es. 

c. Verify the removal and occl.:rrcnc.c'" of ofitypes, pollen shcdde rs 
in sorghum, sheddi..."'lg: tassels in maize crosses, objectionable . 
weed plan~s, ins~parablc o~her crop plar:ts, and diseased plants 
heads. 

d. Instruct the ~rower on the· cor:.-ect method of roguincz. 

e. Explain to the grower the permissibility of removal 
pection for certain factors foun.d in the field, and 
for re-inspection. 

and re-ins· 
fix a date 

!. Field counts s'=iould b:? taken ~!l the pres=ribed rr.a:::.ner for the 
followinz £actors in the respective crops: 

i. 1\.1a ize in~red. lfo.e, composite o:: O?en-pollb.ated variety: 
-offtypes with tassels which have shed pollen or. are 

shecidi..."12: pollen. 
-plant£ with ears havmcz receptive silks. 

ii. Maize c::osses: 
-plants in the female parent rows with tassels which ha.·1e 

shed or are shedding- pollen 
-plants in. the female parent ro·.\·s with ears havine; 

receptive silks 
-o.fftype plants in the ma.le parent rows. 
-offtype plants in the female pare.:it rows 

iii. Other hybrids and crops 
-look for the same factors descri~ed earlier. 

4. Inspections duririg the pre-harvest stat?:e 

Inspections on this sta~e are essential fer seed fields involvin~ two 
parent planted with a variety; whose char~.::teristics must be veri!iet 
at maturity; when the inspector has doubts on certain aspects from 
earlier inspections or when the field bad problems such as in:.uf!i-
cient isolation. · 
Durbl:! these inspections: 

a. Confirm the correctness o! observations made in earlier ins-
_ pections. 
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b. Determine possible occurrence of factors which mie:ht not 

have been apparent on po~t-ilowerinq sta~c. 

c. Verify tha.t t!:e crop meets the variety descriptions 

d. After completin~ field counts the g_rower should be ins c:ructed 
on: 

-when and new to harvest. the crop 
-car.:: that s!:ould be t:.ken while harvestin(?, such as h:::i.rvcsti.ntt 
male ro'\VS completely "-r.d st?pa.rately, and k.:?cpir.q the ma~e 
ears fro:r. seed fields involvb.c;: ~vo parents; ~-:.a.rvestin:r :he 
crop W.i.tl:.in a:-ca(s) rejectec!. due to i..uadeq'..!ate ~solCi.tio~• comple
tely· and se:?a..::-ately and ~eeping such produce separately. 

-the· mannc: of i:hreshL"'l'!, clear..ini:r, packL11z, c:.nd ~tor.:..;:~:- before 
transpcrtL"le; ~:.i.c seed to proces sir..:i plant. 

-the time ,,_i:d ?lace of delivery of the seed for processin;r. 

5. Inspections d1.lrir..;r ~arvest 

a. Veriiy, i.:: ;:ced. c:-ops :_"'-vold.:-.;: :-·:o diffe:-~!:'~ ?:J.!"C!:ts, tl!~t 

male F~:-cm :-ows have been sep1rately 2..nC. comple:ely '.~a1·

vested and. :-c=oved iro:n the Held. 

b. Verify that fo.e crop frc::l the area rejected G.:..:re to L13.dcq1.1.:i.tc 
is:.llaticn or ;:oor ro~lin~ has been separately a.nd con:?l.:!tdy 
harve~:.ed ~n.cl. l--emo·.,red fr..:::~ t!':~ !i~!d. 

c, Veriiy the couforn1iLy c.£ ~he cb.:..:J.ct::!r:s:i'.'.:!:: !':·.~::h c1.S c.:~ed 

size, sha?~, t~xture and color to the varict?.l desc.::-iptioas. 

d. b1struct the grower on the cor:r.:!ct method en processi.:1q <:..r..d 
handling arr~ngemcnts. 
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Figure 1. 



METHOD OF lNSPECfll·.JG FIELDS 

Rectangular Field 

Figure 3. 

ESSENTIAL POINTS : 

1. Cover as much area cs possible 

2. Check a!! corners and potential trouble 
spots 

3. Cross all rows in the field 

4. Move out of field when necessa~y 

to check isolation from ccn!'ominating 

material 

5. Take five detailed counts for the first 

2 hectcres and one additional count 

for each aciciitioncl 2 hecf'ares 

6. Indicate suggested I cca tions for counts 
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Irregular F!e Id 

1 

Figure 4. 
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METHOD OF INSPECTING FIELDS 

IRREGULAR FIELDS Al\E INSPECil:D 

AS IF THEY WERE ONE FIELD 

NORMALLY AS LONG AS THEY 

ARE ADJOINING. CC:.JNTS . 

SHOULD SE TAKEN IN EACH 

FIELD • 
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::.umber of samples are a function of the ci·op species an.d the 
surface area, as will be detailed in the followin\! section. 

b. The area covered in an inspection should be a.s biP." as possible. 
takinq into account the inspection potential of t:ie pathway 
without spendinq too mt:.::h time, but alsp witr.cut affectin2 
the predsion and accuracy of the task. ,, 

c. \Vhile i.nspectinq a field, all · corners and sites with potential 
problems should be checked. 

d. The selected pathway should cross all the furrows in the field. 

e. I! nec~·ssary, the inspector should rzet out of the field to ve:-ify 
its isolation from neiqhborinrz fields. 

Number and size of samnles 

To determine the quality of a seed productio.::. field, a I:'li.nimum 
nu.TD.her of samples sho"t:ld be take!l in order to estimate the 
occu:-rence of contami.n~nt fac:o rs b th·:! e.:itire field.. For example, 
i! ·:.:h12 accepted tolerance for plants of other varieties is l in 5000, 
a sam?le oi 1000 plants will not facilitate the assessment of the 
field in terms of this factor. The size of the sample should be such 
that the c!"op' s levels oi tolerance to the contamina.c.t factors ·=a.n be 
C..<ssase:i. However, the sample should .not be too big to n1::i.ke the 
~a::nplm;z become a time-co.:isumine: task. 

ln terms of the sample, there are several ways tc determine the 
q_uality oi t.lie seed production field. The followinq are the two most 
freq1.:ently us-?d system.s: 

a. The first system establishes a. relationship bet\veen the size 
of the sample and the size cf the popula~ion; for 2-ha. field 
fhre samples should be taken and an additional sample every 
Z ha or fraction, a.s indicated in the fcllowin!l ta.ble: 

Area in 
U!J to Z 
2 - 'S 

4 ~ ,.. 

6 - :l 
6 -10 

h3. -

~io re than 10 

No. of sample~ 
5 
6 
.7 
a 
9 

10 

The number of plants that should be obse:.-ved in each sampl.~ .. 
varies accordinl! to the crop. The followincr table includes 
the recommended nur..'lber of plants per sample for some 
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crop species: 

c :0'0 

I 

Maize, cotton, potato 
Beans, soybeans, cowpea 
Sorv.hum, rice, barley, wheat, oats 

No. of U...'1its oel" s:tmnle 

100 plants 
500 plants 
1000 plants, spikes 

or panicles. 

b. The secor..-: sy~tcm recommends that the size of the samples 
should be based on the maximum tolerance acce?tcd for a 
o:iven factor, irrespective of plant density. 

The total sample sho'...lld be composed of a number of plants 
such that it includes at least three atypical plan:s ~nd still 
remain wit.."1-:.i:l the tolerance limit establisned for t:ic species. 
For example, a tole ranee limit of O. Oi% bdicate s that the 
presence of one atypical plant is :;.cceptable in !J, 000 plan~3. 
Acco:.::iinl? to this sys tern's recommendations, t:ie size of t..~e 

sample s~ould allow the presence of three atypical pla.nts and 
still remab. wit.Ii.in. tne tolerance l1u1it, i.e. the sa:nple s~:.·J'.:.:d 

contab 3 x 10, 000 = 30, OJO plants. If the standards indk:::.:c 
a tolerance li..-nit of O. 5% or 5 plants pe:: 1. COO, one atypkd 
plant is accepted in 200 plants; thus, accordinq to t~e :-eccrr..me11· 
da.tio:.s. to he able to detect three a.typlc~l plants .... vhile 
maintai.."linq within the tolerance limit, the sam?le s:b.ould. 
include 6 OIJ p!a.nt3. 

U the standards tole rate the presence oi 10 atypical pla:itsih~. 
then on'? atypical plant can be accepted every 1/10 ha; tlu:.;:; 
the area to be inspected carefully should be 3 x 1/10 ha or 
3000 m2. 

The sa.mplinQ'. unit should be divided in several subsa.mplc5, 
the number of which is obtained on the basis ·:>!the tolerance 
limits •. For example. in the case of a tolerance lhnit of 
O. lo/o (1:1000), 6 samples or replications of 500 ?lants each 

·would be required for a total of 3000 plants. Table 5 shows 
the size· and· number of samples that should be taken when 
the number of atypical"plants or contaminant plants i.s expr•ssed 
as a percenta~e or as a ratio of atypical plants to norma!. 
plants. For example. if the tolerance limit is 0,. 02% (1:5000), 
the inspection will require 6 samples of 2.500 pl::?.r..ts each; 
this will eive a total population of 15, 000 plants in which three 
contaminant plants can be found and still remain within th'! 
tole ranc~ limit.J. 



Table 5. Number and. size 

Toler.inc e No. of • No. of plants 
% Proportion Subs3.mnles : oer subs.1mole . 

0.002 1:50. 000 6 ZS.000 
0.005 1:20. 000 6 1 o. 000 
o. 01 1:10. 000 6 30.000 
0. 01Z5 1: 8.000 6 4.000 
o.oz 1: 5.000 6 Z.500 
0.04 1: 2.500 6 1. zso . 
O. OS 1: z.ooo 6 1. 000 
0.10 1. 1. 000 6 500 .. 
o. zo 1: 500 6 250 
0.25 1: . 400 6 200 
0.30 1: 333 5 200 
0.50 1: zoo 6 100 
0.75 1: 133 s . 80 
o. 80 1: 250 6 62 
l. 00 1: 100 6 50 
i. is 1: 80 6 40 
1.50 1: 67 5 40 
z.co 1: 50 6 25 
2.50 1: 40 6 :?O 
3.00 l: 33 5 zo 
4.00 l: ZS s· 15 
3.00 l: 20 6 10 

10. 00 1: 10 6 5 
15.00 1: 7 5 4 
zo.oo 1: 5 s 3 
25.00 1: 4 6 z 

Adapted from Revier P.R. and Younl? A. W. Field Inspection T~chnique:i 
in seed production. Seed Technoloczy Laboratory. Mississippi State 
University (s. f.) Mimeo 19 pp. 
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Two samples, one with maize c...nd one ·.·;ll.h rice, will be i.:.zed 
to show the a.dvantacres and disadvantaqes oi both systems. 

First: consider a 2-ha maize field with a ?lant density of 
60, 000 per ha. nnd a tolerance limit·;;,: C. 01%. Based on t...11e 
first system, five samples of 100 plants each should be t.iken; 
thus 500 plants will be inspe~ted or O. 42% of the population. 
In such a sample it is r.ot possi:,le to fi.!l::i t~e contar:lina.nt 
factor which will be in the prc?ordon of l in 10, 000. Usi.ng
the second system, six counts o.f 5000 ?!Cl.nts each shcul:i be 
carried out (Table 5 ), i.e. 3 0, 000 plants will be L...._spect~d 

in which three atypical plants can occur. Usir.~ th:.s sys~e:t'!., 
25% of the popuiation wiH be inspected. 

For a $?reater surface a:-ea, e. e-. , · 20 ha. \.!sir.;r the first ~:ct~od 
10 samples of a 100 plants e.:..ch are :;:-cq1.:ircC. (i. ~. , lOOC _?bnts ); 
usinq the second system, the sa.me r.u~:,e: o! ~~rr:.;-h'!s a..s 
that in the 2-ha field s!:.ould 1:e taken, : .• e., s~: s::..mples o! 
500 plants ca.ch. 

If another 1.evel of tolerance :.s us;:.:! for a specu :.c factor 
(e. g;. 1 O. 5% or 5 plants in 1000), usi.nq the fir:i: met!.oci :..1. 
the 2-ha. maize Iidd, 3 00 pi.ants 'l.T/Ould have to be L-:.spect·:!d. 
Usine- the second system, six samples 0f 100 :?la.nts each t.600 
plants) should be taken. Both .::.y::.tem~ :l.::: ::...--::::.:!.::.:- ~.t <;!':.~~ 1~·-·~L 

Usinq the same tolerc..!'.lcc level oi G. 5·% ior a 20-ha fie!.::!, !:!:e 
first system requires 10 sa.mples of lCC pl.:..n:s :;..;....:::-... (!C·~O ~:.:.:!:s} 

while the second system, sL"'{ samples of 100 plar:ts each \t.00 
plants.). 

Fcllowin't this same procedure in the case of ;..·ice and a tole
rance -limit of O. 01% for a q-iven factor, a 2.-ha field usi:.1.·.! 
the first system. would require 5 samples of lGOO heads <"ach. 
and for a ~0-ha field, 10 s.arnples o! 1000 .heads ea.ch. U sL"l:? 
the second system, 6 samples of 5000 heads each would he 
required, for both the Z-ha and the 20-ha fields • 

• 

When the tolerance level for any qiven factor in rice is O. 05 ~o, 
::the same· number ..,£ heads as in the latter case (5000 heads 
for a 2-ha !ield a.nd 10, 000 heads: !or a ZO-ha field) is required 
usincr the fir~t system. Usinq the otha- system, 6 samples 
o! 100 heads each (600 heads !or both fields) should be :a.ken. 
1n this case 1 more heads tha.:i necessa1·y a re i.nspected. usin;r 
the first system. 

Accord int? to these examples and comp.-i rinq both methods, the 
followine conclusions can be dra.wn: 
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1. When a factor· with a -low tolerance limit (0. 01%) is to 
be assessed in smail fields, th-e total numbc·r of plants 
that have to be irs pcctec "..lsing the first system is too 
low and does not allow the detection of contaminants • .. 

2. In high plant de:isity fields and factors with high tolerance 
levels (1%), the first system is more demanding than the 
second. 

3. In big fields and factors with intermediate tolerance 
levels (0. 01%) both systems are si:nilar. 

4. The first system is more easily used than the second, 
as the size of the sample for a given area is fixed, 
irrespective of the differences in the tolerance limits 
of the factors being assessed. 

:>. Each system has advantages tLi.der cer~.:..in conditio.:ls; 
bt:t the gooC: judgement and experience of the inspector 
is es s e:itial ... vith both methods. 

3. Subsar!loles 

In the case of h;orid maize these subsamples are ju£-tified beca,.lse. 
t!le .f.emale :-o·.vs are detasseled by different people. The thoroughness 
with ._:1hic:h the work is clone can differ considerably. Thus, 
b.spec:i!.:g mere ro,T.rs by using ·subsamples improves the accuracy 
of the sarn?lir.g proce.;s. 

Variations might exist in the case of fields that have been rogued 
in the case of -~·1heat or soybeans. When va:-iatio::s are noted the 
use of the subsampling technique may be used. However, normally 
no consistant differences will -exist be~·een rows in fields of these 
crops and s'!lbsampling is not necessary. The only justification 
for dividing the pri:nary sample into subsamples is in situatio.:is 
where considera.ble variation may exist in the field from one 
row to another. I! this does not exist, it is e.deq•.iate to tak~ a 
sample or count in one row. 

In the field shown in the Figure 1 10 samples might be required- I! 
ea.ch sample is to be divided into 10 subsamples. the total m1mber 
o[ !;Ubs.J.mples required for the entire field is 100 (10 x 10 = 100). 
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4. Other useful ~onsideraHons for the sampfinO' O!'Ocedure 

1. All contaminant factors should be examined '\mile coverinq the 
samplir.P' pathway. Therefore, atypical p'la.nts, C.isea::ed ?lants, 
prohibited weeds etc. , should al! be simultaneously evaluateci 
indicatinq their level of occurrence. 

z. If the seed production field is planted with two pa rental lines, 
the number of sampies to be taken for each parer.tat line 
should be considered separately. For ex.ample, L."l 2.. lZ-ha 
field of a maize hybrid, 10 samples should be take:l ~ccordin~ 
to the first s.implinq system described before; t:iis :r..eallS 
that 10 samples will have to be taken in the female !"OWS and 
10 samples L11 the male rows as well. If each S3.!n?~e incl'..ldes 
100 plants, the total number of female and male pla:i:s would 
be 1000 each. 

3. After evaluatinq a subsample L"l a ~iven row, the number of 
rows to be crossed shoi:.ld be pla.nneci a.t random and arbh=.i
rily, before star:in~ to sarr.ple and after ~avfaq an idaa of 
t..lic s~ze of t.1-\e field and its uniformity. If the decision 1s 
to cross five rows, the· i11spcc:c: st:~\!!tl do so and will Lake 
the ne;-:~ subsamples·in ~11.e ·sixth furrov~· that Jollov:s. ln case 
the seed production field has bot'.:l m~le and fiem?.l~ par~nta!. 

.lines, the insp~ctor should cros:: the number oi !"O"_....s .i:."eq~i!:ed 

to f~nd the corres'Oondin"' paren:al li..'1.e. Time will ba sased. . . . 
if the inspector alternately wor!--:s iir.st in the female ?"ows 
and· then in the male .rows as he advances a.lonc:r :·ne selec:c:-~! 

pathway. 

· 4. In crops tha. t are not planted in rows, _the inspector shoi...~ld 
decide on the number o! steps to be advanced ':>erwe~n sc.bsam
ples if subsamples are needed. 

S. Althouszh it is · recommendabl~ to. cross an equal number of 
rows or advance the same number of steps when chanqinq 
fro:n one row to another, this number can be modified duriD7 
the inspection, accordinc:r to the technical criteria oi the ins
pector, if local conditions such as typoqraphy, plant popt:l:ition, 
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nu."?lber of rowci field shape, etc. , require it. 

6. If at the end of the samplin2' a given cc:lt:a.mina.nt !actor is . 
found to be ureater tJ1an the a.cceptt:d level of tole ranee, but 
lower than twice :he accepted value, the samplina should be 
repeated if the rejection oi the field depends on this. In the 
case ir. which the contamination can be corrected (i.e. , there
is a eolutio11 for the problem), a new inspection could be 
carried out at the request of the producer but after eradicatincr 
the contaminant factor. This reinspection should be done 
only if the producer requests it and pays additional fees. 
This .P.ayment introduces a. very useful educational element !or 
the· producer. 

5. SarnnH..n~ orocedure 

1. Before walkini! into the field, the inspector should decide on 
the numbe:- of san1ples, and plants per sample thit are to. be· 
ta~en ·a_nci the nur.::oe-r o! .2teps or· rovrs .:bat :will be advanced 

. betwee.a. subsample:i •.. · 

2. The inspector ~hould enter into the Held· throu~h any side 
selected at random and advance followi.Ilg the selected pathway. 

3. In hie;h density c:-ops and those planted in rov;s such as beans, 
soybeans or ~orghun~, the :m.ean nu.tnber of plants, heads or 
panicles per step should be co.lcula.ted. For this purpose, the 
jnspector should take samples within one of his own steps et.nd 
repeat the procedure approximately 5-10 times in several 
sites to obtab. a representative averacre. In the case of the 
production o.f sor.qhum hybrids, estimates should bP obtained 
fo: both female and male rows if dillermces in. plant de.nsir; 
are SU:spected. (S~e figure 5) · 

4. Knowinq the nu.tnber· of plants, heads or panicles per step 
and also the number of each required per sample, then 
the number of steps to count the required nwri>er of plants,. 
heads or panic:les per sample can be readily determined. 

5. For broadcast-seeded crops, the number 0£ plants per m2. 
should be calculated. For this purpose, a square frame 
(1 x 1 m) or a 4 m !"Ope with knots every 1 m can be used: 
if those facilities a.re unavc:l.ilable, the inspector should know 
the averaO'e. lencrth of his own step. U sin., any one o! these 
tools, samples should be taken in five different sites and the 
mean nwnber of plants, hea.ds or panicles calculated for the 
!'ive.:i a.rm.• In this way it is easier to express mixtures or any 



PROCEDURES rOR DcTEF.MINING THE NU1V1BER CF Fl.ANTS OR HEADS 

PER STEP IN RO\'./ CROPS 
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Fi~'Ure 5. 

1. T-:ke a :-:c:-~r'a! step do•.vn a row and count the number of p!cnts er heeds in the step. 
Plants ore coun~.ad in the cc:~ of be~ns and soybeor.s. Nith crcps such as rice, w!i<;:::t 
and barley head:. ere easie:r to count • 

2. Repect this procedure five times to ob~ain an assessment of cvero;e der.sity 

3. As in the example shown the following plants or heads were found : 

Step 1 
Step~ 
Step 3 
Step 4 
Step 5 

Total 
Avc1t19e 

Plants or Heads 
22 
18 
19 
24 
17 

100 
20 

4. Determine the number of st~ps needed to count the required number of plants or 
heads in one count.For example in this case 50 steps would be needed to count 
1000 plants or heeds (20 plants or heads per step ly 50stq::s =1000 plants or heads) 
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contaminant in terms o! a percentage rather than by per unit area. 

6. Start t;ie counts in a given site selcc~.ed at random. 
Count the number of plants and steps or c!etermine the area 
necessary to obtain the sample and assess the co.::uaminant 
factors such as atypical plant~, pollen s~edding plants, i.-ecep
tive plants, prohibited weeds, inseparable weeds, and plants 
affected by diseases. 

7. Walk the fixed number o! steps to the ne:ct sample site and 
repeat the pr<?cess. 

8. Repeat the process until you complete the number of samples 
required according to the size of the seed production field. 

6. Some uractical idea3 

a. The described methodology can be readily adapted to samples 
and s'.lbsamples per area if field tolerances a.re expressed 
per uni: area instead of percentages. 

b. In seed proC.uctio:i fields which have two parentd lines, it is 
also necessary t::> ::;ample pollL."'l.ating border ro·~;s while sa.m
pling n1alc rowo. 

c. With e;c?eriance the inspector can com?lete the inspection of 
an average t>izc field m an hour if no problems C:.E e!'l.countercd 
·so the procedures outlined cac. be followed easily a:id routinely 
after a few fields have been inspected. 

d. Many i.'"lspectors carry a small notebook or preprinted srrall 
pad to record observations during the inspection process. Result3 
are subsequently tra.noferred to the report form • 

• 
c. .l\ hand counter is useful especially when more than one factor 

is to be counted. · 

!. Note details givc:i L"l figures 6,- 7,. 8, 9, 10, and 11 for methods 
o! inspection suggested for di!f erent situations. 

Fbally, an inspector should walk into a field following a systematic 
methodology. '\vith time and experience it -will be possible to impro114' 

a.nd make mo~e practical modifications to such mefaodology. Thus, 
if inspectors follow a con)mon methodology instead 0£ subjective 
an':lroa.ches, a standa.;diz:l.tion will beo.btained which will increase ·--. 
the effectiveness of a field inspection and will generate uniform 
l'esults. 
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PROCEDURES FOR ~OUNTING RO'N CROPS SUCH~..\S BEANS .• SOYBEAN, 

. . . . .. 
! 
i 

WHEAT, BARLEY AND RICE 

-----------------------.---- ----.-----
0 

·;: ; ! 

01 
0 

Figure 6. 

1. Determine the number of counts to make based upon Table 

2. Determine popula.tion as outlined in Figure 5 

3. Divide steps to be Jaken to count 1000 heads or plants by 
4,5 or 10, depending on convenience, ar.d proceed to count 
head~ or plants in 4,5 or 10 different rows end until 1000 
heads have been counted. (Plants can be evaluated in the 
case of beans end soybeans but heeds are easier to use in 
counts with rice, wheat and barley) · .. 

4. Record results in c: smal I notebook 

5. Repeat the same procedure in different locations cf the 
field until the required number of heads or plants have 
been counted 
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ALTERNATE f'ROCEDURE FOR INSPECTING RICE 

20s s 
$ 

I 20s Is 

~ 6 

1. 
' 

Figure 7 
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When rice fiel:lscrc flooded and crossing the field cannoi' be done on horsel:ock 

or on foot en alternate procedure is to make counts at a predatermined distance 

from the edges of fields as illustrated. The procedure to use is as follows : 
• 

1. Determine how many counts to moke based upon Table 1 
2. Determine how many steps are to be taken from the edge of the 

field fer each count • (_a minimum of 20 steps from the edge should 
be used) •· 

3. At the locction of the first count use a meter stick end count the 
number of heads in one meter.Check five total locations and determine 
the average number of heads per meter length. 

4. Divide 2000 into the number of heads in a meter length to determiM the 
number of lines to be insp~-~ted 

5. lnspcc~ the heeds in the required number of lines. inis can be a straight 
continuous area one meter wide advancing cross rows or. a compact crea 
around the inspection location 

6. Record ~he result in a small notebook· 
7. Repeat the process until all counts are med'? using different locations around t• 
8. Average the results and record them on the inspection report 
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Illustration of the start 
of on\.: count ) 

1.. Determine the number of counts· to make based upon Table 1 

2. The number of plants to observe in each count is 100 by using 
10 subsamples 

3. Observe 10 plants in the first row oi the count. Observe for 
off-type plants and diseased plants· 

4. Cross ove; a pre-determined number ol rows such as two and 
do the second subsample-of 10 plants.Continue until 100 plants 
are counted. 

S. Record the results in a small notebook 

6. Proceed to another area to do the second count1 etc. 
. , 

7. Complete the required number:of counts Jn·.d1e ,field and comp!ete 
the report 
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1. Determine the ncmber of counts to m::tke based upon Tab(e 1 
2. The number of plants to observe in each ccunt is 100 by using 10 

subsamples 
3. Observe iO plants in fle first female row cf the count to determine 

receptive silks, shedding tassels and off .. type plants 
4. Cress over five female rows to the next female row to do the second 

count of 10 plants, etc. until the full count of 100 plants is made 
5. Record the resuhs of the first count of female rows in a small notebook · 
6. Every alternate count repeat the process used in the female rows in 

the l'l'Dle rows to count the percentage of shedding tassels and off-type 
p~nts · 

7. Record the results 
8. Complete the required number of counts in the field and complete the 

report. ( The receptive silk count in the female rows and the shedding · 
tas~els in male rows are primarily to o~sess the stage of development of 
the field and do not need to be assessed on each count.) 
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PROCEDURES FOR COUNTING HYBRID SORGHUM SEED FIELDS 
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figure 10 

1. . Determine number of counts to toke based upon Table 1 

2. Determine density as outlined in Figure 5 

3. Divide steps to be taken to count 1000 heeds by 10 and proceed 
to ccunt heads in 10 differents female rows and until 1000 heeds 
have been counted.Observe heeds and plants to evaluate for 
off-types shedding pollen and disease . 

4. Record the results in a small notebook 

5. Repeat the process:in other parent rows until the required number 
of counts have been:token·· 

6. Follow the same procedure to evaluate the varietal purity of the male 
rows 



PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING Pl.ANT OR HEAD POPULATION PER SQ~RE 

METER IN BROADCAST SEED CROPS OR CROPS NOT Pl.ANTED IN RO'M 

@]. 

Figure 11 

1. Determine the plant population in o~~ square meter by the use of a 
meter stick, a square meter frame or a cord.Repeat this process five 
times end obtain an averoge fer the area. 

2. Determine the number of counts to make in the field based upon 
Table 1 ( Eoc.n count shoi.:ld include cbout 2000 plants. The number 
of sqtr.Jre meters to observe in each count ccn be determined based 
upon the number needed to count at least 2000 piants. ) 

3. Observe the number of square meters needed to make one count 

·1. Record the results in a small notebook 

5. Repeat the process until the required counts have been made 

6. Using the actual number of plants per ~quare meter and the square 
meters per count, it is possible to calculate the percentage of 
off-type plants or seed bearing weeds per count. If the standards 
ore stated in terms of off-type plants per SGUOre me~r or per hectare 
this too can be calculated 

7. Record the results on the inspection report form. 
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6. RECORD!NC AND REPORTINC OBSERVATIONS 

There are di!i'erent ways for reporting ·obscrvaticis recorded d11ring 
field inspections. Examples of Inspection Report Forms ore illustrated in this section. 
These forms should be completed in triplicate to be distributed as follows·: ( 1) fi~t copy 
to head office, (2) second copy to grower end (3) third copy to be kept by inspector. . . . . ' . . . 

The field inspection report proform should be filled in as follows: 

1. Name and_ address of the ~rower /producer: Give the full r..ame 
and complete add;:-~s s including villa~e, dist::."ict, and state of the 
person actually prociucin~ the seed. ·rhc n:ime should be the ::::-.me 

in all reports. When the field is zrowr. u:ide:r a s-.ib-contract, the 
name of the primary co.n.tra~tinz party s.ho~ld also :;c s:riven L'1. 
brackets. If a number of per!Oons have the !:3.~e s:ir.!'!an:e \?l.'/~ tne 
first and seco:id r:ames to asure correct iden.ti:y. · 

2. Location of field: Give directions to, or :he locations of the ficid 
such as 2 kms nort.~ of road, 100 meters east of tank or 3 0 meters 
west of river. 

3. Field number: Is :?on ider.tification mark such as the s•J.;:vey/ ":::·.··~~::.::..~ 
record number, alphabet, symbol or indication, !lurr-be!' or c:horl 
given to distinauish the seed field. The field numoe r is ~i.,,-.:;z~ '.:y 

.the inspecto: a: the first inc;pedion. Zxa.ctly the s~me number 
should be used during all inspectioas 0£ a field. Different numtH: rs 
should not be e:iven to different fields of Lhe same · va.ricty d t~e 
same gro'\ver. When a lare:e field is divided into distinct small.:=r 
fields for co!lvenience in inspection, or when frag:mented fieids of 
the same variety of an individual are inspected. each such $:-r°!J.llcr 
field should be qiven a separate field nu1nber to distinguish it. 
from others. Aqain, the same number must be used for a.11 inspec
tions. If necessary, check the erower' s copy of the earlier ins
pection repor: and .. use the same number as given in the earlier 
report. Maps or field sketches may be useful in identifyinq a. 
field. 

4. Area of field inspected: Cive the actual area.cf· field being ins
pected and where the counts are taken. 

S. Date of sowine:: The actual C.ate(s) of s~wincr or transplantinq . 
ohould,. be· recorded after asi:e:taininc:r the same from the ercwcr. 

' 
6.. 'Expected date of harvest: Althoue;h this may be difficult to assess 
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in the early sta~es, it should be indicated a.t the later sta'!cs of 
crop 2;rowth to facilitate arrangements for inspection at harvest 
and !or processinsr. 

, . 
Report number: Indicate 'first' i! the c,rop is beinq inspected for 
the first time, 'seconcil if inspected Io'r the second time, and 
so on. 

8. Code/hybrid desiQ'nation/name o! the variety: Give tb.e code name 
of the parental line, or the .n.ame o! the hybrid or variety being 
inspected. In hybrids the names 'li the basic seed class 
parental lines a.re different from the names of the certified seed 
class hy~rids. With non-hybrids, the .name of the variety is the 
same !or all classes. 

9. Class of seed: IndiCate class a.s basic.or certified. If tne· 
variety is not. notified indicate 

0 

as stock or pedi~rec. 

10. Source of seed: Verify the tae:s, labels, purchase records etc. , 
available with the Q"rower and indicate the :iame of the source 

0 

io which the breeder or bcsic seed planted to produce 
the seed crop belonqs, or the s-:>urce o! certified seed used !or 
further increase. 

11. Female parent and r:!ale parent: Must be 0

• ~iven for seed fields 
involvinr: two pa:-ents. 'Female parent' (seed parent) is the parent 
fron'l which seed will be collectPd. 1:r...1ale parent' (pollinator) is 
the parent serving- as the pollen source for the female parent. 
Two different parents for seed production are presently involved 

·in millet., maize and sorqh\:m hybrids. 

a. Plantinez ratio: Indicate the ratio in which female and male parent 
rows are planted in the seed field. If the ratio used differs frcim 
the recommended ratio, record it. I! the ratio used is not uniforn. 
in the field· show this clearly in the form of a map. This map 
is to help to determi.."le durinst subsequent inspections if the e:rowe1 
has ro£?u.ed or detasseled t.."ie proper rows. Sometimes crrowers 
plant in a different ratio·, and then detassel or ro2'ue accordinsr 
to the ratio recommended. This leaves some !ell"E.le rows 
undetasseled and some male rows detasseled. 

b. ?-.-iethod of n1arking male rows: Indicate the method used to mark 
both ends of all ma.l~ rows in the field. Growers may nurk 
male row ends with pegs, tacrs, indicator _plants such as dhai.ncha 
or sunhemp, colour paper, or doth pieces. 

12. Previous crop: Indicate the name(s) o! the crop(s) e-rown on the 
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land in the previous growint.? season(s) depending on the land 
requirement prescribed for the crop. 

13. Isolation distance in meters: Indicate tl1e closest direct distance 
in meters to the co.:itaminant(s). Whe~e no contaminant exists 
within the prescribed isolation distance, ot; ii flowe ri.n~ of the 
seed crop (cross-pollinated species) and contamir..int or maturity 
of the seed crop (self-pollinated species) an:i contamL'lant will 
not coincide, indicate 'Satisfactory• at that inspection; v.here a 
contaminatL"la- crop exists withL"'l the isolation distance, indkate 
'Unsatisfactory' and make a complete detailed map o.:i the field 
map sheet provided for this purpose, or on the reverse of the 
inspectio.:i. report. For fields with unsatisfactory isolation, pre
pare one field map. at the first inspection when the contamin1n: 
is noticed, and at the inspection during the critical stae:e of con
tamination. The field map ca.n ir.clude instruc:io:l.s to the qr0,,,,·er 
on measures to correct the isolatio.:i problein. H the field ma? 
is prepared on the field map sheet, attach a map with each 
copy of the inspection report. 

14. Sta2e of seed crop at inspection: Indicate the e"rowth stae:e of the 
seed crop; namely, veqetative, bootleaf, flaq:leaf, pre-emerl!c~;:e, 

flowering:, seed settinq, dough stage, maturity etc., and if p 0:lssi
ble the approximate percenta~e of the plant population in that 
staste. 

15. Stage of \!rowth oi contaminant: Indicate the staqe of ~rowth 
of contaminant(s), a.nci if prssible the approximate percenta\!e 
of the contaminant(s) in that stage. 

16. Field counts: These form the essence of field inspection. The 
figures recorded in. these columns are determL'led from obs~~·1a.
tions made and counts t.ake11. 'Ensure that those recorded wet·e 
observed and those obs.erved are recorded p.nd shown to the 
~rower or his representative. \Vhen the readinqs are 'nil', record 
as 'NIL', and not just by a line. Wh,,.n doubl ... counts ar 0 tak"n, 
thPy should b,.. r"'cord ... d be.low th• first S"'t, and sh::>uld b 0 s""p'l
ratPd on th .. r•port by drawincr a ·un'!'! b~tw·"'n th"' first and 
SP.cond s•ts of co~ts. Aftf"r r'"cord ina th"' fi.•ld counts, th• 
av•raqP p•rc•nta!le should bP comput"'d and O'iVPn in th- space 
provi4 .. d. · 

17. Side of field .from which insp~ction w:?.s start•d: Th~ dir-ction or 
sidP o! the !iPld Crom which insprction was startPd should b~ 
lndicatrd as north, north·, north-cast, south, etc. Start each 
inspl'ction prefer..ibly from a dif!rrf'nt side ol the field. 
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18. Crop condition: Indicate the condition or hl"alth of thP: crop: i. e.' 

as viqorous, healthy, e-ood, averacre, poor, stunted, patchy, Cree 
from diseases or pests, etc. 

I 
!9. Number of timPs detasseled/ roc:rued: The number· of tinrs detasse

lin!l/roO'uin11 was done by the arower before inspection should be 
ascertained from the irrower and recorded. 

ZO. Frequency of detasselino:/roC?uinir: Frequency of dctasselin:;r/roe-uinq 
i.e., daily, t-wice daily, once in two days, etc. sho\lld be ascer· 
tained from the ~rower and recorded. Indicate i£ ro(!uincr/detasseling 
was done at the time of inspection. 

Zl. Does the· crop conform to the prescribed standards?: On the basis oJ 
the observations recorded, indicate 1 yes' or 1 no' or ccnformity · 
subject to certain conditions. Conditions subject to which the crop 
will be approved must be described fully. 

2Z. "Estimated yield of seed: "Estimate of seed yield in later staqes 
of crop Q"rowth should ·be indicated in quintals per acre. 

c.-. 

2.3. Was the !?rower or his representative present at inspection time?: 
Indicate 'yes 1 or 'no' 

24. Remarks: Indicate any special instructions qiven to the g-rower 
on ag-rono1nic or seed production practices, arranE?'ements !or 
processing, etc. , or on field observation(s) requirinO' special 
attention. 

25. Sianature of the 12'rower or representative: This should be obtaineci 
on all four copies of the field inspection report and also on the 
field map. If the_ e:rowe.r or his representative refuses to siO'n, 
indicate as 'Refused to sii;m1 • Thumb impression can substitute 
for a siqnature. The name of the indiviciual siQ"ninP.' or pla.cinq 
his thumb impression on the report must be lee:ibly written 
below it • 

• 

Observations ma.de durinq inspection can be recorded directly 
on the report at the time of takincz counts, or can be initially noted 
in a slip book and later transferred to the field inspection report. Each 
field inspection report must pertain only tO one seed field; i.e. , obse r
vations made and field counts taken in relation to only one field should 
be recorded on one inspection report. When seed fields do not conform 
to the prescribed standards on the basis of two sets of counts, indicate 
as 1 Liable for rejection' on all the !our copies of the: re po rt. Similarly 
when whole or part of the seed field does not conform to the prescri
bed isolation requirements, indicate as liable for rejection partly or 
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wholly as the case may be and indicate t.'1e portion liable Co r •ejection. 
After recordine observations on the report, the qrower' s copy may be 
detached and either given to the cz:rower or his. representative or des
patched by post if necessary. 
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FIELD iNSPECTION REP.CRT 

N1me ol Clower . 

field No. Area Ill Ille field 

So::rce of Se~ T.otil Aru of this Clop Jnsi:ected 

fzrm location_. ------------------------' 

. · flRST INSPECTION SECOND INSPECTION• 
COUNTS· 

Varietal t.bture 1 · Stcd·b~rne . \ Vmetal M1111.1re j Se!!O·b~rne 
01sez~e 01se1-\!! 

l I I -. I 

2 •. - -f .. 

3. I . I I .. 

4. I I 
5. 

.. - I - . -
,e,,. . . . 
'7, 

... 
I 

8, 
9.; I 

. 

10' ! 
. I 

- I -· 
·Average I -

Percentage . -
: )'arie1ies Present 

Harne el Disease 

PR£CE01r:ii CROP: ------· ISOLATION:---- ESTIMATED SEEO YIELD;----

INCIDENCE Of: DISEASES NOT SEED-BORNE: -----------------

lllSECT PESTS:------------------

NUMBER OF OT!IER CROP PlANTS rER HECTARE ---_.;...-----------~ 

08jECTION/.BlE SEED BEARING \'r'EEDS PRESENTS:----------------

:REMARKS: ____________ _.:...;. ___ _...;,.. ____ _ 

. oors THIS FIELD HAVE PROPER VARIETY au.RACTCRISTICS? -------------' . ' -
DOES THIS rtELO Mm flELD .sru:OAJ\OS FOR camrtCATION7 --------------. 

. SICNAIURE or SEED GROWER CR HIS REPRESENTAll~l: ------------

. INSPECTED BY:-------- ... iDA1E:·--------
'I . ,. ....... ___ _...__,. 
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7. COMPARING FIELD OBSERVATIONS WlTI-1 MINIMUM STANDARDS 
AND DETERMINING COMPI...lANCE. 

To confirm if the seed crop con!orms;·to the prescribed standard:J, 
the results of observations recorded durL"lg field i.pspecticns must be com
pared with the prescribed stanci..1.rds. The inspector should k'lOW the pres
cribed sta:idards for all !actors L'l each crop, as well as ~he staqe at 
which the seed crop must conform to a. particular standard. 

The steps involved in comparin&r observations recorded durin(! field 
inspections with prescribed standards a.re given below: 

·, 
a. Comparison !or. isolation requirei:nents: 

1. A seed ere? confor::-is to the prescribed bob.tion req•.ii:::-e
ments iI h:olation. distance L."l mc:ers is a.t lea.st the r.iini-

.mum r-equi::-eci •• ~ seed crop does not conform. to isolatio.:.i. 
req·.iireme:its i.i any contami...~an: listed i!l fr.c c!"op standards 
was found withb. the is·:ila:!.on di:t?.nce and at :i1e s:J.rr..e or 
nearly the sa.~e staqe of growth as the seed crop. 

z. A seed crop with a. contaminant withL"'l the isolz..tion d~~=~:i:::e 
is not rejected ii its qrc·::::=. ~::i,qe is so different th1t con
tamination will =iot occur. The seed lcrop ~s rejected b 
part or in foll as ma.y °:Je .:ieccs =~ ry if thi:- cc.:itamina:'\t is 
in a stae:e capable c: ca~sin:: cor·tami.nation, :;::.ch as th"? 
flowering sta?e in cross-pollL"la ted c r.:lps, loose smut 5'.lS •· 
ceptible whea.t, or the pre-:iarvest ~"taqe in seif-poili:n.:ed. 
crops wher~ mechanical admixLu=e is likely. 

b. Comparison for specific requirements: 

A seed crop conforms to the prescribed spe,ciiic rcquirer:lent.s '\vhcn 
the averae:e percentage of the field ccun:s for each factor is equal 
to or less than the maximum prescribed percentaqc for each f~.c

tor. When the percentaqe for a factor in the first set of field 
counts is more but not more than twicE> the maxirnum percent::i.ge 
prescribed a second set of counts is. made and recorded on the 
inspection report. 

c. Observations 

Inspectors may somcti.Jncs abserve defects which do not come '..t!!dcr 
normal field counts.· Under: such situations, the Iollowi.nq procedure 
should be used: 
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1. When patches or rows cf offtypes, shedders, shcddinq 
tassels, objection:l.ble weeds, insepa.rablc other crop 
plants or plants/heads affected by desi(?nated diseases 
a're observed but do not come u.µdcr field counts, sep;i
rate observations includinq the ·size of the patch, number 
o! rows, lenqth of rows, total. numbc r of plants/heads 
involved, stage of crop, etc •• should be nna.e and reported 
and shown on a map. The inspector should exercise dis
cretion and attempt to save the crop from rejection by 
advising the grower to remove the defective patch before 
coitamination occurs. The contami..."lated portio;i . of the 
field must be described on the reoort. Each situation must be .... . ~ 

considered individually in arriving at a decision. 

2. If the male and female parents in a seed field involvin'l 
two parents are not planted in rows but have been irrequ .. 
larly planted., the seed ·field is merely an. admLxture of 
the two parents. The inspector should note this on t.l-ie ins
pection report, and show it as liable for rejection. 

3. If the .:;eed crop is grown as.-~ mixed, inter or companion 
crop the inspector should note this on the report and show 
as liable for rejection. 

4. If the crop has failed partially or completely, is da.rra~ed, 
or the grower has decided to treat it as a. commercial 
crop for any reason, inspection reports should be prepared 
and distributed as usual. The bs?ector should confirm i11 
writin1r on the inspection report from the P.,'rO\ver that he is 
not inter~sted in submittinl! the seed crop for fur~.:her ins
pections, due to its failure or the qrower 1 s intentio!l to 
treat it as a. commercial crop. On receipt of such a report, 
the head office iss:les a formal rejectio:i order. If the 
grower. is not willine- to confirm this in writi..'11?, continue 
inspections: the rejection order is issued only if the crop 
do~s not conform to the prescribed standards. Partial or 
complete crop .failure from ae;ro:20mic considerations does 
not make the crop ineligible for approval unless the ~rower 
is unwillin.i:t for or is .not interes3ed in further inspections. 

5. . When isolation of a seed crop is unsatisfactory, L"lstruct 
the grower to harvest the a!fecteai area, and to call the 
inspector to verify that the area affected due to isolation 
has been harvested so that the area acceptable for seed has 
satisfactory isolation. Growers 2111ay then harvest the portioz 
with satisfactory isolation withotltt further special inspection 
by the inspector. If the grower mrvests isolation-affected 
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areas ..,.,ithout callinc:r for an inspection. prior to barvestinq 
the seed crop, the entire ha rves tcd produce is liable to 
be rejected if admLxture is suspi?ctcd~ 
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a. EQUIPMENT AND SUPP LIES 

Mo'!Jility, is vital !er effective inspections. It is essential that 
t' 

inspectors :nake suitable transport arraneemcnts to ensure timely and 
rapid inspections. Jeep or mo:or-cycle is preferable. If fields art! con
centrated in an area a bicycle shoald be sufficient~ For transport in 
mountaneous tracts 3. horse mi1?ht be helpful. Phasint? of· and advance · 
plannintr for inspections should take into account and provide for inade
quate transport arranqements which may often be encountered in certain 
regions. 

For efficient inspections the inspector may have the followinq 
supplies accordin2; to need: . 

l. M.ap of the area in which the seed fields can be located; 

2. Preliminary details of seed fields to be inspected; 

3. Seed ce=tiiication standards; 

4. Proformae of field inspection reports and field map; 

S. Measu.rine: tape, 30 meters long; 

6. Binoc'\!lars, if available; 

7. Clip board or \\·riting board; 

8. Envelopes, stamps etc. 

9. Plastic, polyethylene or thick paper baas to hold sp~cime!l
o! plants/ ea rs picked durine: inspection for refe ren.ce or 
consultation; 

10. Pencil, pen and other stationery; 

11. Small pocket note book; 

lZ. Tally counter, ii available 

13. Flash lie:ht; 

14. References crivini? morpholoqical descriptiOn of varieties, c 
weed identification manual, description of common crop 
disea&es, other useful a1?ronomic references, . manuals and 
publications on seed production, certification, proccssincr, 
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storage and the Field Inspection Manual. 

15. II available, an identification card or letter of introduction 

16. A suit case or box to hold suppfies; 

17. Rain coat or umbrella; 

18. Water bottle; and 

19. Gum boots. 



9. THE INSPECTOR 

The inspector is an important person helping in the production of 
2ood quality seed. His role is vital to the dcyclopment of s-.iccessful 
seed prog-rams. He is the person who can disseminate k!'l.Owledg-e on 
the various aspects of seed, educate seed qrowers in efficient methods 
of quality seed production and thus build U? viable seed proqrams. For 
this reason the role of the inspector is not just cf an "Inspector11 but is 
broad cnouzh to include the role of a true seed extension- s-eed production• 
seed crop inspection-seed processing- seed storage specialist. 

To play such a wide and vital role and to perform effective ins· 
pections, the inspector should: 

1. Have reasonably satisfactory knowledqe of al 1 aspects of 
his job. and duties a.nd should co:itir..ually add to his know
ledge of seed in order to do his job more efficiently; 

2. Have pleasing manners, a high level of intetrrity, initiative 
and above all szood judgement;.-.~-

3. Be a man of vision and ambitio!l, t!le v1s1on of leadin:! the 
seed growers of his area to handle the best seed and the 
ambition to carry out that vision; 

4. Be tactful, polite and ' discrete in dealinsz with people and 
firm when firmness is needed; 

S. Be service-oriented and totally dedicated to the !!rowth and 
development of seed progranunes; 

6. Be able to .. at times, accommodate with minimum facilities~ 

7. Be willinl? to work for unusually lonq hours, in rain or shincl 
especially durinsz peak inspection s-?ason; 

8. Be a e:ood diplotnat at all times and should not spread un
favourable information about one e:rower to another; 

:.., 

9. Be able to educate, persuade and convince seed crrowers 
of their responsibilities and on the use of recommended 
techniques. 

10. Be able to command the respect of the seed qrower; reject 
his seed field, if necessary and smile with him while doinst 
it; 
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11. Take L"lterest in farm meetine;s, field davs etc; 

12. Keep records up-to-da.te a.nd confidc11tial when necessa. ry; 

13. Courteously answer questions f~o'm s>!ed qrowers .inci 
when ans·.ver is not known, should offer to try to rL'ld out; 

14. Maintain a season-wise, crop-wise and varict;·-wise list of 
seed fields under his jurisdiction; 

15. Have g:ood public relations a.nd should, by his honestv and 
devotion to duty, earn the i;roodwill and coope:-<:?.tion of the 
public ,in general and seed czrower::i in particula. r. 

16. Be prompt in reportinli and in respondinq to queries. 

17. MaintaL"l a season -wise, crO?-Wise and variety- ... vise i:1astcr 
chart or re'l'ister for his area to include foe followincz: 

Season 
Crop 
Variety 
Name and address of q;rower 
Location .:>£ !arm 
Total acreaqe under seed production of the variety 
Block No. 
Acreage 
Date of sowinq 
Fir rt inspection due Jn 
Fir st inspection done on 
Second inspection due on 
Second L"lspectio:i done on 
Third inspection due on 
Third inspectio.:.'l. done on 
Fo\.trth inspection due on 
Fourth inspection done on 
Total No. of inspections done I 
No. o! inspections durinq flowerinl? (in cross-pollinated crops) 
Acreage rejected, if any 
Rea.son for rejection 
Not acreage 
Estimated seed yield 
.Actual seed yield (Qds/acre) 
Remarks 
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I. 

Of.:GANlllNG /\ND OP1."~/\TiNG QUALITY CONTROL 

CONCURRENTLY WITH SEED MARKETING y 

lmprcv ing seed qua I iry through c seed law enforcement program on 

seed being markeled is a grr:d:ml precess. Consumer protection is the primory purpose. 

Usually, this activity is supported primaril>' b"y public funds. The amount cf proi·ection 

desired relctcs ~o !he: !~·1el cf funding provided. 

As an example of the kind of improvement that con be made, seed 

scunpl inq under c Sead A.;;t was started in the state of lndior.a, USA, in 1925. That 

year 745 samples were collected,bu1· 36.4% of them were seriously mis lobed. In 1950 

3,473 samples were token,but only 2.7~f> were seriously mislabeled. The wcrk hos 

continued sinct:l i 950 but the percent cf mislabeled samples hos remained at about 

the 3.0% level. Thu~, lne public hos been able to buy seed with a high degree of 

assurance that the seed is as it is reoresented. 
I 

II. Organizing the Program 

· If a "Notional Seed Ccnler 0 is estcblished or being stcrted,o section 

in it could be responsible for the enforcement of a Seed lv\orketing Act. A specioi 

seed low enforcement unit operctes within the M:inistry of Agriculture in some countries. 

In other situation~ enforcement is .lin.ked wi.th fertilizer, pr:sticide and other quality 
, ._.. ... ·.··. . ... . - .. . . ; -

1/ 

. ' . ·~ . 

Prepared by : Johnson E •. Douglas, Seed Spccioiist, CIAT , Coli-Coicmbia. 
A portion of the mcteriol. is from the draft of one section of Chapter V of a 
book on seed being pr~~r~d b~. the lnt~!nationc~,,Ag~icul~~-~(J1 _p4:!velopment 
Service, New York, N. Y. ·· · · · 
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control programs. 

The way such a unit is to be formed should be considered as the 

Seed Marketing Act is framed. Other considerations as the Act or Regulations 

are framed,are those that relate to the kind of personnel needed, the procedures 

that are to be followed in enforcing the Act and the requirements for a seed testing 

laboratory. 

111. Operating the Program 

A. Personnel 

The personnel norma!ly include seed low enforcement tecl-.nologists 

(inspectors). These seed low enforcement technologists are utilized for sampling 

seed for sale.1-.s described earlier, they may inspect ·only seed or severat commodities. 

It is more economical to use the same personnel to inspect several commodities being 

sold in the same place; however., this mcy not alwo)'S be possible. In either event, 

they must have transportation to visit various seed enterprises and seed sellers. 

The head of the seed law enforcement unit should travel with his seed law cnforcemant 

technologists occasionally to understand their problems and be actively involved in 

the operation of the program. 

The staff should be as knowledgeable as possible on factors affecting 

. seP.d quality and the Seed Act since in the beginning of the program they may do 

·more educational work than actual seed .inspectiOns. If only seed is inspected, a seed 

law enforcement technologist can be trained to be a specialist in seed inspection. If 

several commQdities are to be inspected, the technologist will probably know a little-

about each, but not a lot about ciny cne commodity. Regardless of the original qualifications 
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required of seed low enforcement technologists, in-service training and regularly 

scheduled workshops ere necassary. TI1is is particularly true if inspectors ore not 

working out of one central location. In larger countries, seed low enfcrcement 

technologists may be assigned to districts or states rather than traveling from a 

central headquarters. 

The num~er of seed low enforcement technologists needed depends upon 

the amount of seed to be inspected, the area to be covered, end the staff's mooility. 

It also depends upcn whether every lot of seed on sole is to be scmpied or only 

a port of all seed on sole. 

If seed inspection is a seasonal occupation, seasonal inspectors 

may meet the staff needs. Combining seasonal seed inspectfon wHh seasonal 

certification Field inspection, the variety registration trials, or seed tC;sfing moy 
. 

be the woy to maintain well-qualified people in a year-round position. However, 

dilt.ting the work with a large number of other development responsibiiities is a 

mistake. 

B. Procedures 

Emphasis· should be placed in· the initial stages and throughout on 

· a good· educational program. Although the primary educational effort should be 

directed at the seed self er, many officials end extension personnel may also need 

briefings on what is involved and how the seed act hes been designed to function. 

Thi~ group can be especially helpful in informing formers on the labeling provisions 
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so that they can start to identify good quality seed by the label attached ·to bags. 

The educational effort directed at each group would vary depending upon the kind 

of information they need to be most effectiye. TI1e seed.law enforcement technologists 

would normally be responsible for the educational program and could carry it out - . 

through meetings with the concerned groups, the prepqration of publications and 

news releases, exhibits and personal contacts. 

Ultimately, per~onal contact with seed sellers is required to answer 

their questions, to inform them as to where seed can be tested and to advise them 

of their responsibilities under the Seed Act. Seed sellers need to recognize that 

the seed quality control staff is interested in having good quality seed supplied 

just as the seedsman. is interested in selling good quality seed • 
. . 

A series of continued visits with seed sellers will often be necessary 

before they start meeting all of the provisions of the Seed Act. No one should 

expect a Seed Act to immediately transform the quality of seed sold in a country. 

It can hove its most value in terms of the gradual improvement of seed sold through 

better understanding by seed sellers of how to grow 1 dry 1 process, package and store 

seed • The seed low enforcement staff should put considerable emphasis on seed technology.• 

They should not regard themselves as ' policemen ', but should help the seed seller 

recognize that they ore keenly interested in having him supply good quality seed. The 

seller should realize that the Seed Act is designed to make it easy for him to sell good 
. . . 

seed. On the other hand, if he cannot achieve the objectives.of the Seed Act, it should 

make it very difficult for him to sell bad ~quality seed. 
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Seed law cnforccmenr 1cdrndogists carry c;cnsiderablc rc~ponsibili:-y 

and con do much to com~ct vioiotions of o Seed Act. t'-lormally, after the strong 

educational emphasis they wiil obtain a properly drown scmple to send to their 

supervisor or directly \.::> the seed te:;ting laboratory tos~thcr with details about 

the sample. ( If f·hey ore qualified seed testing t~chnologists, they can make a Felimi-

nary purity analysis or waed identification on the !.pot to guide seed se I lers.) An 

example of a seed inspection reporr form is attached. 

A 11 step-sale 11 procedure should be available for use by seed law 

enforcement tiechnologists to prevent the sale of falsely labeled seed or thot which 

is unfit for plcnrins until the seed is corrcct!1· labeled or c!is?osed of according to 

low. An example of a stop-sole order form is attached. Seed which should be removed 

from the rnorket as unfit for planting can be seized by court order and disposed of 

b}' grinding for feed or burned, if necessary, to destroy harmful weed seeds thct 

cannot be removed by clecr.ing. 

Publicity on a regular basis with respect to violators of the iaw is 

one of the best deterrents for habitual violators. Fines can also be used. 

The Seed faw enforcement Stoff should Operate independ'.?Ptf y Of the 

seed certification staff. However, it is highly desirable that both groups communicate 

frequentiy with one another because they can support one another in numerous ways. 

· In fact, it would be highly desirable for the headquarters of the seed low enforcement 

' . ~ ' . 

group and the se~d certification staff to be located ~t the seed testing !aborotcry. 
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In this way, a " National Seed Center 11 may evolve that will 

serve as the nucleus for oil of the seed quality work being undertaken in a country 

or within the states or provinces of that country. The opportunity for easy communi~otion 

among all three of these groups would be greatly facilitated by their being located 

in the same building. The opportunity to provide for growing out trials of certified 

as wel I as uncertified samples could be handled jointly if all groups are working out of 

the some location. It is easier for seedsrr:en. and others interested in the seed program 

to contact the concerned officials H they ore all located ot the some place. The 

location and establishment of a seed testing laboratory should take these factors 

into cccount. 

C. /·Aanagement 

Enforcement of seed low under any system must be done -with common 

sense. The head of a seed low enforcement program will need to provide the seed law 

enforcement staff with guidelines for action as well as specific detailed instructions. 

Suggestions. could include : 

1) The need and method for developing a listing of seed enterprises 

and seed sellers or information on the procedure for registering seed enterprises and 

seed se I lers, 

2) the number and kinds of educational meetings to be undertaken, 

3) the educational procedures to use with seedsmen to obtain compliance 

with the Seed Act, 

4) information on the procedures for taking seed samples, completing 
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reports, and submitting samples to the seed testing laboratory, 

5) the steps to USC in situations involving violations ( See 

Table 1.) 1 

6) suggestions for following up on complaints received from seed 

users. 

In addition to Froviding guide! ines the head of the seed law 

enforcement prcgram must also assure adeqvate transportation, offic.e space 

and certain equioment end supplies. Suggested items include : 1) large and 

small sampiing triers, 2) sample pans, 3) sample bags or suitable containers, 

4) sealing device, 5} stapler, 6) cash for paying fer seed if demanded, 7) copies 

of the Seed kt o:~d the rules and other material fc:- distribution about !he Act, 

8) jomple tags, 9) stationery and stamps, 10) suitable material for wrapping 

samples and sending them to the Seed Testing Laboratory, 11) printed forms 

as re;quired under the Act, 12} a list of kinds cf varieties covered by the ti.cl, 

13) photos end samples of kinds and vcrieties common in the area, 14) useful 

references such as the manuals on seed testing, production, certification and 

processing, 15) an identification cord or letter of introducticn, i6) a suitccse or 

box to hold these items. 

.. IV. Conclusion 

Organizing and operating a seed law enforcement program in 

support of seed marketing legislation can be a challenging and quite beneficial 

activity. By maintaining a strong emphasis on education both public and private 
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sector seed enterprises and seed sellers will gradually improve the quality of seed 

sold. Such a program complements a seed certification activity and con have an 

impact on the quality of many seeds that are sold but cannot be certified. The 

objective should be to increase the number of seed sellers who place a special 

emphasis on good quality seed. 
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OUALI'IY CONTROL IN PROCFSSINc;.!/ 
FOUNDATION S EEO 

Bill GreggV 

Quality control, as a system of accepting all units within estab
lished tolerances and rejecting all outside these tolerances, is the basic 
principle behind our production system. Our assurance that cars and equip
ment wtll perform as expected, with relatively trouble-free operation de
pends upon quality control. The nutritive value and safety of our food, the 
quality of clothing, the safety and effectiveness of medicines, all depend 
on quality control systems. 

Certification itself is a quality control system designed to serve 
the seedsman who produces end sells seed, and to serve the farmer who 
buys seed. Regulations on seed stocks, generations, field standards, and 
labeling requirements are the certification tolerances which distinguish 
between the "accepts" and the "rejects. " 

Foundation seed are the heart of certification, and quality control 
must be a major part of every Foundation seed program. Anything less than 
the:htghest quality breaks down the certification system, and causes finan
cial loss to seedsmen, farmers, and taxpayers. 

Certification regulations establish field and laboratory tolerances 
for Foundation· seed. 

A serious gap in continuous quality control of Foundation seed is 
the general lack of acceptable guidelines for processing. Generally pro
cessing is left to the indivitiual program. 

Foundation seed programs must produce many small lots of a wide 
range of crops and varieties. These often include small lots of new crops, 
or: crops :not ordinarily grown for seed in that particular area. Such condi
tions complicate the problems of seed production, and generally require 
actual upgracungrof seed quality during processing~ 

) .. , J/ fr~:~ed ;o; Foun~ation Seed stocks Program, International Crop 
Improvement Association - 1967 meeting·~ Biloxi, Mississippi. O•;tober, 1967 • 

. ,. . 1/ Asststant'Agronomist, Seed Technology Laboratory, Mississippi 
State!University ~ · · ·' . : · 
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Quality control ln seed processing can be spelled C-A-R-E. It 

1 
can be eff~~tiv~ ~nly whenrit is based on a well-planned, organized pro
cessing factlltyrwhlch can.produce acceptable seed when operated properly. 
Such a facility ts itself most of the quality control system, so this dis
cussion is limited to processing plant factors affecting s~ed quality. 

The purpose of processing is t~~emove undesirable material& from 
field-run· seed~- alter seed. condition to -improve plantab1Uty,::apply protec
tive chemicals, and ,pack.age them in easUy-handled and marketable contain
ers. In such aii operation, qualtty.con~ol should·be concerned Jvith three 
phases: ' '·,.. · · . . . ·· 

1. Removing undesirable materials 
2. Preventing contamination 
3. Maintaining lot identity 

Each of these is a separate part of the proces1ing plant and its 
efficient management. 

I •. Removing undesir§ble materials 

During processing, seed . .are moved throt9~~ machines which remove 
material to improve se~ purity, germination, o•.plantabUity. · 

Processing operations can be,d.widecUnto several steps ln a spe
cific sequence. First is RECEIVING seed tnt.o the processing plant. Seed 
may then go into STORAGE for later processtl9, or go directly into 
processing. · 

The first operation is CONDmO-UNG AND PRECLEANING. This 
includes removing appendages from the .reed, removing large pieces of 
trash, or hulling the seed • 

.. 
The next step is BJSIC CLF.ANING. The air-screen machine ls the 

most common basic .cleaner .. Some seecl come from the field 1n good condi
tion and require only cleanirq on the air-screen machine. 

It is usually necessctv to use special SEPARATING OR UPGRADING 
machines to remove a specific contaminant. These separate crop and weed 
seed by differences in physica. characteristics. 

When all undesirable naterialhas been removed, the seed are 
ready for BAGGING. A fungicid• or lnsecttcide TREATMENT may be applied 



before bagging. The seed may then be SHIPPED directly to certified seed 
, ~growers, or held in STORAGE until they are needed. 
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Complete processing depends on differences in physical properties 
of seed. If a difference exists and a machine is available which can dis
tinguish between the seed at an efficient capacity, -they can be separated. 
As a means of guaranteeing seed quality, Foundation seed programs should 
have available complete selection of machines to separate seeds differing 
in SIZE, LENGTH, SHAPE, WEIGHT, SURFACE TEXTURE, COLOR, AFFINI1Y 
FOR LIQUIDS, or CONDUCTIVI'IY. No single machine can separate seeds 
that differ in all these characteristics •. 

SIZE is the most common difference between seeds. The air-screen 
machine - the basic seed cleaner - uses a series of:perforated sheet metal 
or woven wire screens to separate seed of different sizes. One or more 
air blast separations then remove light material. 

Two types of screen sizings are made: (1) scalping, in which 
good seed drop through the screen openings while larger material is carried 
over the screen to a. separate spout, and (2) grading, where crop seed ride 
over screen openings while smaller particles drop through the screen. A 
series of scalping and grading screens can remove all material larger or 
smaller than crop seed. The heart of the air-screen machine is the 200-
plus different sizes ,and shapes of screen perforations avatlable. 

WIDTH AND THICKNESS are used to grade hybrid seed corn and to 
separate many weed or other crop seed. Width and thickness separations 
are made by turning a seed on edge, or standing it on end, to present its 
width or thickness dimension to a screen perforation. Seed below a certain 
width or thickness drop through the perforation; larger seed will not go 
through, and go out a different discharge spout. 

LENGTH differences are common among seed, and are frequently 
used to remove undesirable seed. The indented cylinder.and the disk 
separator make length separations •. The indented cylinder separator ts a 
revolving cylinder with many small indents in its walls. Seed are fed 
into the cylinder c:is it turns, and each seed has an opportunity to fit into 
one of the ind~nts and be lifted. Long seed Will not·fit completely· into 
the indents, so they_ arf/ not lifted as the cylinder revolves. Shorter seed 
will be lifted, dropped into tha liftings trough, and. carried out a separate. 
spout. 

The disk separator is a scr~es of revolving disks.· Each disk is 
a cast iron wheel with many small undercut pockets cast into lts sides. 
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As the disk .turns through a mass of seed, each seecfhas a chance to slt 
ln a pocket. Long .seed will fall out; short seed will sit insicfe the pocket 
and be lifted up out of the seed mass and dropped into a separate discharge 
spout. 

~seed enter the machine at one end, and move through the series of 
disks. Each disk rejects or lifts out seecfas the mass moves through the 
·machine •. A sertes of disks with different '.pocket sizes .can make several 
,length:grades ln one machine. 

SHAPE varies widely among seeds. The size separation made by 
the air-screen machine uses some differences in shape, especially when 
triangular-hole screens are used. The indented cylinder and the disk sep
arator also use snape to some extent as a function of length. However, 
the spiral separator specifically separates round-shaped from flat-shaped 
seed. · 

The spiral s ~parator is a simple vertical series of spiraled flights. 
A mixture of flat and round seed is fed onto the top of the inner spiral. As 
the mixture moves down the spirals, round seed roll faster and their velo
city increases until they Jump over the edge of the inner flight of spirals, 
into an outer flight where they go out a separate discharge spout. Flatter 
seeds cannot roll fast enough to Jump into the outer spiral, so they slide 
down the inner spirals to a discharge spout. Flat and round seeds are thus 
separated in the spiral separator by differences in ability to roll. 

SURFACE TEXTURE - relative roughness or smoothness of the seed 
coat - is a common difference between seeds. The roll (dodder) mill and 
the draper belt separate seeds that differ in surface texture. The magne
tic separator, the buckhorn machine, and vibrator separator also use some 
differences in surface texture to separate seed. 

The basic unit of the roll mill consists of two long cylinder-like 
rollers, covered with a velvet or flannel material, mounted side by side 
so that they t"Ouch down their entire length. They are mounted at a slight 
angle from one end to the other. A mixture of smooth and rough seeds is 
fed onto them at the high end. As the roll es revolve up and out, rough 
seeds are caught by the n~p of the velv~t or flannel roll covering, and are 
thrown up against the sicte of a curved shield mounted above the rollers. 
Seed strike the shield at an angle, bounce back and hit the roller at a 
higher position than that from whic'. they started. ~ The rollers continue 
to catch seed and throw them against the shield, until rough seed are car
ried up over the edge of the rollere and fall into a sep!!rate discharge 
spout. 



Smooth seed are not affected by the nap of the roller fabric, so 
they slide down to the lower end and drop into a discharge spout • 

• 

The draper belt is a tilted flat-surfaced belt that moves uphill. 
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A mixtUre of rough and smooth seed is fee into its center. Smooth seed 
cannot get a solid footing on the moving belt, so they slide downhill and 
fall off the low end. Rougher seeds can come to rest on the moving belt, 
and artt carried upward and fall off the upper end of the belt. ·Absolute 
differences in surface texture such as the roughness of dodder and smooth
ness of alfalfa are not necessary for a separation by the draper belt or 
tbe roll mill. Sharp edges, sharp points, o:- projections on many seeds 
are sufftcient for a separation. 

Many seeds differ in COLOR. More color separations by elec
tronic color sorters are made each year, particularly on larger crop seeds. 
These machines pass each seed before an electronic sensing device which 
compares the seed with an electronic pattern or color background. ·If the 
seed 1 s color is acceptable, it is allowed to fall into the good seed spout. 
If the see:i color ts not in the acceptable range, a compressed-air nozzle 
blows the 'seed out of its normal flight path into a separate discharge spout. 

Color sorters have relatively low capacity, but their versatility 
makes them valuable to Foundation seed programs~ 

Seed also differtn AFFINIT'l FOR LICUIDS~ or the ability of their 
surface to absorb ltqulds. The magnetic separator and the buckhorn 
machine separate seeds by this difference. nte magnetic separator feeds 
the seed mixture into a mixing chamber where a small amount of water or 
other Uqutd ts added. Some seeds absorb moisture and become damp, 
while others do not. 

Finely-ground iron powder is fed into the mixing chamber and 
blended so that each seed has a chance to contact the iron powder. If 
the seed held moisture, it wlll hold powder. The seed mixture is then 
passed through a magnetic field. Seeds which absorbed moisture and 
held lron filings are attracted-by the magnet1 and are carried out to a 
separate discharge spout. . ' . . 

The buckhorn 'machine ls very- slmllar in operation', except that 
1t uses finely-ground hardwood sawdust or bark Instead of iron powder. . ,. ... ~. ,. ; . ... : . 

When moisture comes into contact wtth a seed such as buckhorn, 
the seed surface becomes sticky, which causes sawdust to stick to the 
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.~aeed. A motstenectbuckho~n seed ends .up in,the center of a ball of saw
dust, .and can ~~removed by a gravity ~eparator or an atr-~cree,n machine. 

Many seeds diffor in VvEIGHT or SPECIFIC .GRAVI'lY. The gravity 
. separator,. the stoner, the aspirator, the pneumatic separator and the air 
blast o~ the air-screen machine all make separations by weight differences. 

Weight separations are made in comparison with a standard such 
as a moving stre~,ot air. Seed of different specific gravi~ies are fed into 
the air stream. The air is adjusted so that light seeds are lifted up by the 
air blast, while heavier seeds are not lifted and settle dow~ through the 
air stream. 

The specific gravity separator separates seed on a perforated 
deck with an adjustable air stream moving through it. The air stream is 
adjusted to lift light seed while heavier seed lie on the deck surface. 

Then the stratified layers of seed are separated by the 1ncl1nat1on 
and reciprocating motion of ~he deck. Since the deck surface is mounted 
at a slight angle, light seeds held up by the air move downhill and discharge 
from the low side of the deck. Heavy seeds lie on the deck surface, and 
the reciprocating motion tosses them .uphill until. they are carried to the 
high end of the de~k to a sep3rate discharge spout. 

The gravity makes a graduated separation from the lightest seed 
at the low end of the deck to the heaviest seed at the high end of the deck. 
The stoner, however, makes only a two part gravity separation--a heavy 
and a light fraction. The seed mixture is fed onto the center of the deck 
while an air stream moves through it. Air stratifies the seed so that light 
seed flows to the downhill end. Deck motion moves heavy seed toward 
the high end. The stoner will separate rocks from beans, sand from clover, 
and salvage good seed from waste products coming off the high end of the 
gravity separator. 

Both the gravity separator and the stoner operate by passing air 
through a mass of seed. The aspirator and pneumatic separator make a 
similar separation on a seed-by-seed basis. They lift light seeds up 
through an air column into separate discharge spouts. Heavier seeds fall 
through the air blast intg a dischargo spout. 

The aspirator pu!ls a negative-pressure air stream through a sepa
rating column. The·pncumati.c saparator forces a positive-pressure air 
blast through a separating column. 
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Seeds also differ in· their ability to hold or CONDUCT AN El.EC
TRICAL CHARGE. Mc:iny conditions affect a seed's conducting properties, 
but differences between seeds can be used to make some difficult sepa
rations. A typical ele!Ctrostatic separator has a conveyor belt which car
ries a singh1 layer of !:ieed bcneuth an electrode where either of two types 
of separations muy be mude. In the pinning separation, the electrode sprays 
a high intensity electrical charge onto the seed. Poor-conducting seed ab
sorb and hold a charge, stick to the groundeJi conveyor belt and are carried 
to a discharge spout. Good-conducting seed lose their charge readily and 
drop into a separute spout. 

The second type, th~ lifting separation, passes seed through an 
electrical field created by a different type of electrode. Here, charges 
in the seed are rearranged, and some seeds are attracted to the electrode 
and are lifted into a different flight path dS they fall from the belt. Other 
seeds react less to this electrical field and follow a normal flight path to 
a separate discharge spout. 

These separators nre the t·ools by which seed quality is controlled 
and improved during processing. A Foundation seed program should have 
and use all separators· needed to keep seed quality high. 

II. Preventing contamination 

The weakest point in most seed programs is the care taken to pre
vent contamination or mixing o~ seed during processing. The processor is 
always under pressure at harvest-time to receive and clean seed as rapidly 
as possible. All equip1r.ent must be completely cleaned before a new lot 
is introduced, but thin takes valuable time and the processor is always 
tempted to take short cuts . 

Foundation seed programs cannot afford to take shortcuts, but they 
are under the same pre!> sure to do the most in the least time. Careful clean
up cannot be overlooked or given sloppy, half-hearted attention. The time 
requirCd for· a complete cleanup can, however, be cut to a fraction of the 
usual time· by effective design and arrangement of the plant, and by effi
cient management durfr,·; prcccr.si"lq. 

' ' -
Care in dcsfgn~ and layout of a processing plant and in equipment 

selection ar.d inst3Jlution can r?liminate many potential sources of contarni
natiori;::: Many changes c~:m be made in existing plants to eliminate sourc~s 
of contamination that increase clcanuo time. A few of these ~re: 
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{. ~General plant 
' • • I ·,~' ~- ' '• 

a. Floors 

-Floors should be smooth, easily swept, without cracks or 
- rough spots that hold seed. Concrete floor~ -should be 
-smooth-surfaced and finished JV1th floor :Sealer. Wood 
floors can be covered With tempered masonite Q(;Similar 

· materials to eliminate cracks. 

b. Walls 

Walls should be smooth, at least up to the-height to which 
seed bags or boxes are stacked, or to which seed can spill 
or scatter. Studs of frame walls should be covered to eltm
nate corners whic.h hold seed and are hard to clean. 

c. Cleanup equipment 

Every plant should have at least one heavy duty industrial 
vacuum cleaner and an ah· compressor delivering air under 
at least 150 PSI pressure. 

2. Bins 

a. Inside of bins should have no cracks or ledges where seed 
can lodge. Wood o!' cribbed bins should be lined with sheet 
metal, with overlapping edges of the sheet metal all pointed 
downward on the inside to avoid ledges, and all edges and 
seams brazed or soldered smooth. The ideal bin is made 
of heavy sheet metal, welded on the outside, and reinforced 
with angle iron mounted on the outside. so that its inside 
surface is completely smooth and.free of cracks and ledges. 

b. Inverted angle iron. or wood cut in an inverted "V"~-shape, 
should be mounted on top rims of bins to eliminate ledges. 
'ftle bin discharge gate should be removable so the slides 
holding t.t f_n place can be cleaned. The end of the slides 
should be left open for easier cleaning. 

c. Bins should not be mounted side-by-side with common walls, 
because of the danger of seed spilling over into adjoining 
bins. The foed ~!)out into such a bin should extend well 



below the top of the wall to avoid overflow. The feed 
spout should be kept in good condition so that it will 
not leak seed into other bins. · 

d. Floor and roof supports immediately above bins should be 
sealed off or covered with inverted ·angle iron or "V" cut 
wood to eliminate ledges whtch hold seed • . 

3. Elevators and conveyors 

9 

a. Where possible, self-cleaning continuous-bucket elevators 
should be used. Properly operated, these do not spill seed 
and are completely self-cleaning. 

b. Mixtures in belt-and-bucket elevators can be reduced by: 

(1) Keeping the head and discharge spout in good condition 
to prevent scattering seed into bins or machines. 

(2). Installing spacers between the belt and the buckets 
to reduce amount of seed lodging behind the buckets. 

(3) Sealing off open ends of head and boot pulleys, or 
using pulleys with closed ends. 

(4) Mounting the elevator d few inches above the floor, 
so that boot inspection slides can be opened for 
cleanout. Elevators· should not be mounted in pits 
too small· for cleanout access. 

c. Augers should not be used. 

d. Vibrating conveyors, properly used, are self-cleaning. 

e. Belt conveyors should be installed with ample space around 
them for easy cleanout. 

4. Separators, 

Cleanout characteristics of separating machines cannot be altered 
greatly, but proper installation can reduce cleanout time. When 
posstbla, machines should be mounted above the floor on frames 
or posts for easier cleanout beneath them. Space must be left 
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arourid ·machines s"o 'th<it all trapdoors and inspection plates can 
be opened~· and tor ready 'access ·'to' all sides. 

.. ' ,.... : r "<·, 

Discharge spouts and pipes should be installed for easy 
cleaning. Also, they should·~not ·spill seed onto the floor 
during operati<?n.:·· .·.. 1 '... · 

Smaller machines with little vibration can be mounted on 
casters or on frames with casters'.'"t'l'hey can then be rolled 
out during plant cleanup. 

S. Receiving facilities 

Receiving elevators should be self-cleaning continuous bucket 
types. Receiving pits can· be constructed without cracks or 
ledges in the corners or on the covering grate. 

Toteboxes loaded from the combine, trucked to the plant, and 
moved by forklift directly into storage eliminate at least one 
handling of the seed, and offer less opportunity to introduce 
contaminants. 

6. General management 

.General cleanliness in the plant should be stressed to keep 
plant personnel constantly aware of the necessity of preventing 
mixtures. Floors, corners, ramps, and similar areas should 
be kept well-swept. Dust or dirt should not be allowed to ac
cumulate on le.ages, machines or building structures. Unused 
screens , machines, pallets, boxes and other equipment should 
be cleaned before they are stored. 

When harvest of different fields can be controlled to some 
extent, receiving and processing can be scheduled to reduce 
number of cleanouts. 

Only one variety or lot should be in the processing area at 
any one time. Seed awaiting processing should be kept in the 
storage c\r3a. 
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Ill. Malntalnina lot ldanU~y 

The importonce cf ecmplete identity of every lot and bag of seed 
at all times ls obvious. Ladt o.f i.d entity and traceable records on a lot 
would defeat the basic purpose of certification. 

Since both the condition and the containers of seed lots are chanc;ied 
during processing, adequate recoTds and proper labeling during processing 
are essential. 

A. Records 

Complete processing records trace the seed from the time it is 
received at the plant until it is sold or shipped, with full de
talls of all operntions. A processing plant record system in
cludes full records on: 

1. Receiving 
2. Drying and/or temporary storage 
3. Processing, treating and packaging 
4. Testing 
5. Storage 
6. Inventory 
7. Shipping/ sales 

B. Labels 

1. An efficient lot numbertno system which will maintain 3ep<Jrate 
identity of each lot is essential. A system of coded lot num
bers can show any necessary information including crop, 
variety, field number, year grown, and lndivtdual lot. 

2. Each incoming container of unprocessed seed should be 
labs:!led with both tags and stencils or container numbers. 

3. Records should indicate the identity of the lot in the clean
ing process at any given time. Storage bins, handling 
bins, and toteboxes should be numbered. and identity of 
bins or boxes used should be entered in the records. - . 

4. Each cleaneci'-seed container should be stenclled with at 
least a Jot number, in addition to the tags attached to it. 
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5. Warehouse storage shouldlle~ivtded.into:Smaller numbered 
areas as an additional safeguard. Clipboards, small black

··boards ~!or 'S'igns should·be.attached to ·each warehouse 
stack .for quick identification ·and -tnventorj control, and to 
prevent. accidental delivery of the ·wrong lot., ;.i ·· 

6. Color cocUng of bags oi"'stencllled lot numbers helps 
identify seed by variety 'Or crop,; ' 

Equipping and managing your processing plant to remove all un
desirable materials in the seed, to prevent contamination of seed in the plant 
and to keep complete identity of each bag of seed at all times ls the best 
possible quality control system. It is an· essential part of every Foundation 
seed program. 

IV. Basic Quality Control 

After management techniques and processing have been upgraded 
to improve quality ond maintain identity, a quality control system is easy 
to develop and operate. Such a system should help identify problems af
fecting seed quality, how they can be·corrected in current seed lots, and 
how they can be prevented in future lots~ The baste steps in a simple 
quality control system include: 

1. Sampling all incoming field-run seed. 

2. Analyzing the samples to evaluate seed purity and germina
bility, and to identify all factors which reduce seed quality. 

3. Using this information to get more efficient processing, and 
to pnwcnt recurrence of the problem.· 

4. Sampling and analy?.ing at all stages to evaluate the effective
ness of each operation • 

. A. Sampling 

Sampling techniques used for bulk grain and bagged seed can be 
used to draw representative zamples of field-run seed. 
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B. Sample Analysis 

After the sample has been drawn and before the lot is }>rocessed, 
the sample should be completely analyzed and evaluated. 

Analysis and evaluation tests which can be conducted to provide 
quality control information include: 

(1) Performance tests 
germination test 
vigor test 

(2) Purity and mechanical condition tests 
moisture test 
analysis-classification test 
sample separation test 

Germination, vigor, and moisture test procedures are standardized 
and well-known. The analysis-classification test, however, provides basic 
information beyond standard purity classification, so it must be more com
prehensive than the usual purity analysis. Its purpose is to separate into 

·9roups, and identify all classes of materfals which affect seed ~uality. 

··' . . r 
Exact classtfication·of each parti,cle in the analysis-:classification 

test will depend upon its effect on· seed quality, and will vary among crops. 
For example, a commercial seed company divides garden pea samples into 
the following types of materials which aff cct seed quality: 

(1) Full-size crop seed of healthy,normal, true-to-type appearance 

(2) Free foreign material 

(3) Adhering foreign material 

(4) Mechanically damaged seed 

(5) Insect-injured seed 
~ 

(6) Physiologtcidly-damaged seed 
' •, - ~ -· , - ! ' ' 

(7) Mixtures and offtypes 

Each type of material must be evaluated to determine how it af
fects seed quality, and if it should'oe·eUmtri~ted or prevented. Informa
tion obtained from this evaluation should answer these questions: 



(1) What ts the material or dama9e? 
. . . 

(2) What ~ffect does it have 0:1 scr;:i qu~llty? 

(3) When did it get in, or happen to, 'the »eed? 

(4) Cun it be removed in the norm~! processing operations? 

(5) Is specialtzed processing required to remove it? 

' 
(6) Is it impossible to remove? 

(7) Wlll specialized seed treetment or handling be required to 
minimize its effects? 

(8) What can be done to keep it out of future lots? 

C. .filiminating the Problem 
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This information can then be used to adjust, alter, or add to pro- . 
cesslng and production operations to eliminate the problell'.l in .the current 
lot, and prevent its recurrence. This may involve using different screen 
sizes, discarding more low quality seed from the lot, adding a machine to 
the processing line, readjusting the combine, er even changing field pro
duction or weed control practices. Once the problem, its nature, and its 
source have been identified, however, it can be eliminated. 

D. Continuous Sampling and Analyzing 

Samples should be dru·: ... n and analyzed from each processing machine 
or operation so that both good seed and waste products can be thoroughly 
evaluated. These questions should be answerec: 

(1) Is the problem being removed? 

(2) Are too many good seed being lost? 

(3) Should mote seed or material be removed? 

(4) Is this processing step necessary and effective? 

(5) Are additional processing s".:e?s necessary? 
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Every Foundation seed program should have some quality control 
system. Sample analysts and evaluation can be done aither under a work-. 
lng arrangement wlth a testing laboratory, or by the program's own fact-
lltles. F.quipment and trained personnel to do its own quality control work 
should be a regular part of the program. Basic quality control facilities 
need not be elaborate and usually require only a small· investment, but 
they will probably pay higher returns in the long run than any other phase 

~ 

of the program. 
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Importance of Drying Seed and Grain 

Using today's modern agriculture practices, farmers are harvesting 

grain and seed earlier at a much faster rate and often at moisture con-

tents too high for safe storage. This has made it necessary to have 

drying facilities on the farm or near by to dry the grain immediately 

after harvesting to prevent spoilage. Early harvesting reduces field 

losses.and weather damage which results in a higher quality product. 

This is especially true in warm and humid regions where unfavorable 

conditions are common (7, 9, 21). 

Numerous workers (3, 7, 11, 13, 14, 16, 21, 22, 23, 28, 29, 30, 33, 

35, 36, 54, 56) have pointed out that high moisture in seed is the major 

factor causing deterioration of viability and vigor during storage. 

The excess moisture causes heating and mold growth both of which are 

very detrimental to quality. 

Harrington (33) surrmarized the effects of moisture content on 

several biological processes as follows: 

Seed moisture·above 45 - 60% Germination occurs 
II II II 18 - 20% Heating may occur . 
II II " 12 - 20% Mold grows in seed 
II .. below 8 - 9% Littl~ or no insect activity 
II n II 4 - 8% Sealed storage 
.. II II 0 - 4% Severe deseccation 
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Seed deterioration begins in the field before the seeds are har

vested (21). As soon as seeds are harvested and transported to the 

storage facility, drying should be initiated to stop deterioration. The 

longer the delay the greater the deterioration (55). 

Being able to dry grain and seed mechanically offers several advan

tages and economical benefits to the farmers (3, 11, 23, 30, 44, 52). 

Some of the benefits are: 

- Permits earlier harvesting, which reduces loss from storm, 
natural shattering, diseases and insects. 

- Permits earlier preparation of the ground for other crops. 

-·Crops could be harvested faster, because harvesting can be done 
at earlier and later hours of the day regardless of dew. 

- Long time storage without deterioration. 

- Reduces the grain to the standard commercial moisture content 
and eliminates price penalty. 

However, these advantages may be off-set if drying is not managed 

efficiently and properly. 

How Seed and Grain are Dried 

Seed and grain can be dried by natural or artificial means. Natu

ral drying is an old post-harvesting practice in which seed are usually 

spread in thin layers on a floor or matt and exposed to the sun. This 

practice is still used in many countries, but its economical return is 

sometimes doubtful, due to adverse weather conditions, long drying time, 

and more labor when drying and handling large volumes of seed (29, 40, 

52). 
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The use of mechanical drying.is now widely used. Early records 

indicate that it was tried in the eighteenth century. N. J. Burrell 

(13) mentioned in one of this drying articles, that a French writer 

Du Monceu {1753-1756) described the use of a v~ntilated bin with 90 

tons capacity for drying and storing grain. The airflow calculated 

to be 5 cubic meters per minute was delivered by a pair of bellows oper

ated by a wind mill. 

W. V. Hukill pointed out, as the combine harvesters became more 

corrmon, there were many scattered trials with on-the-farm grain dryers. 

In ASAE publications in 1925.and 1929, researchers (6, 38) reported 

some interesting works on heated air drying for corn and other crops. 

According to several researchers (7, 13, 35) it was after World 

War ii, 1945, that the use of dryers became wide spread on farms and 

became a major time in the production scheme of seeds and grains. 

In principle seed and grain drying are similar, the major differ

ence is in the temperature of the drying air. Higher temperatures up 

to 180 F can be used for grain but lower temperatures, {llOF and below), 

are used for seed to avoid damage to gennination and vigor of seed. 

Drying as done with seeds and grain is a vaporization process (16, 30). 

The air flowing through a mass of seed during drying has·two functions. 

It is the .source of heat for evaporation of water. from seed and al so 

· serves .as a carrier to transport water vapor fronr the seed mass. Heat 

is transferred .from.the drying. air to the grain kernel to cause evapo

ration; water vapor is transferred from. ·the' grain kernel: to the air

stream, wht~h carries the moisture out of,the seed:mass(19, 41). 
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Seed l l°ke other hygroscopic ;materials has a na tura 1~abi1i ty to 

absorb, hold, or give up moisture. As the air at a given temperature 

and relative humidity passes through the seed mass there will be a 
• transfer of moisture from the seed to:the air unless equilibrium exists 

between them. -As long as the vapor pressures of the atmosphere and 

inside the seed are in equilibrium, there is no further change in the 

grain moisture content. Thus the moisture content that seed will main

tain in a given atmospheric condition is known as the equilibrium mois

ture content {5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 16, 20, 28, 20, 30, 33, 36, 41, 54. 56). 

The moisture content to which seed can be dried depends on the 

relative humidity and temperature of the air passing through the mass of 

seed. Welch (55) listed in Table 1 the equilibrium moisture content for 

different crops at different relative humidities at constant temperature 

(77F). This and similar tables permit one to determine if drying can be 

done with natural air and to what moisture content seeds can be dried 

with air at a given temperature and relative humidity. 

Increasing the temperature of air increases its capacity to hold 

water and, thus increases the effectiveness of the air for drying. For 

this reason heated air is ~idely used for drying grlin and seed (2, 13, 

36, 50). 

Certain restrictions are placed on seed drying management and dryer 

design, because seeds cannot withstand temperatures as high as can 

grain. If the quality of seed is to be maintained the maximum 

reconmended temperature should not be .more than llOF {11, 13, 15~· 30, 

33·, 36, 37, 56). If the temperature sensitivity of a given type of 



Table 1. Equilibrium Moisture Contents at Different Relative Humidities. 
(At approx. 77F.) 

Moisture Content: {Wet Basis) in Percent 
Relative Humidity· 

(Percent) 15 30 45 60 75 90 

Barley · 6.0 8.4 10.0 12.1 14.4 19. 5 
Corn. YD 6.4 8.4 10.5 12.9 14.8 19.1 
Rice. rough 5.6 7.9 9.8 11.8 14.0 17.6 
Sorghum 6.4 8.6 10.5 12.0 15.2 18.8 , ' Soybeans --- 6.2 7.4 9.7 13.2 
Wheat, white 6.7 8.6 9.9 11.8 15.0 19.7 

ASAE Yearbook, 1965 

....., 
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seed is not known, it is wise to select the drying temperature according 

to the moisture content of the seed (13, 36, 37). 

Many workers have ~escribed the effects of drying temperatures on 

seed quality (3, 8, 9, 11, 18, 22, 23, 28, •30, 36, 41, 44, 54, 56). 

Harrington (33) pointed out the following temperature-moisture rela

tionship which have been safe for all field and vegetables seeds so far 

tested. 

Seed Moisture 

Over 18% 

10 to 18% 

Under 10% 

Drying ·Temp. 

90F 

lOOF 

llOF 

Drying temperatures for grains range from 130 to 180F which.is much 

higher than those used for seeds. However excessively high temperatures 

can have various effects on grain depending on the kind of grain, and 

the purpose for which it is to be used. There are three possible ef

fects of excessive temperatures on grain quality (11, 30, 36). 

1. Effect on Milling Quality. When wheat is dried with temper

atures above 175F it is more difficult to mill. The same 

effect occurs in corn dried with air above 180F and also in 

rice dried with air above 130F. 

2. Effect on Nutritive Value. Protein nutritive value in corn 

is less when temperature is over 200F. 

3. Effect on Marke~ Acceptability. When corn is overdried, 

kernels appear discolored and loss of grade is evident. 
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The Crop Dryer Manufacters Association gave the fol lowing rec om-

mendations for using safe temperature in grains· (26). 

Conmercial use Animal Feed 

Ear corn 130F 180F 

Corn 130 180 

Wheat 140 180 

Sorghum 140 180 

Rice 110 

Peanuts 90 

Airflow rates for drying seed ang grain are usually 1 imited by the 

power required to force the air through the seed. 

Several authors (5, 7, 16, 30, 41, 55) agree that airflow rates 

from 3-10 cfm/bu for deep bed drying result in an economical and effi

cient operation. On tower dryers for grain, the airflow rates may vary 

from 75 to 150 cfm/bu, but the fans are operating at a low static 

pressure {11, 28, 30, 36). 

The resistance to aiflow through a mass of seed depends on the type 

of seed, degree of packing, presence of contaminants, moisture content 

and depth of the seed. For any given fan horsepower, a reduction in 

airflow resistance.will result in an increased airflow (24, 48, 49). In 

some cases when greater airflow is desired, it may be more practical to 

reduce grain depth rather than providing additiona 1 horsepower (50, 51). 

In general, drying is faster when moisture content of the seed and 

the temperature of the air are high and the relative humidity is low. 

Unfortunate 1 y, no genera 1 mathemati ca 1 formula has been deve 1 oped to 
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calculate the drying rate accurately, only approximations are available. 

Drying rate is mainly affectec( by-the initial moisture content, type of 

seed, initial condition of the air and'airflow rate. Hukill (36) stated 
•• 

that a knowledge of these factors is.essential for an understanding of 

how drying may be expected to proceed in any process. 

Types of Dryers 

Several types of dryers are commonly used today in grain and seed 

drying facilities. All of them have certain basic components in common. 

They are: 

- Compartment for holding the seed. 

- Air moving device to force the air through the mass of seed. 

-·Plenum, an air chamber under the perforated floor from which air 
is forced through a bed of seed. 

- Heater unit. 

- Safety and operating controls. 

The dryers available on the market are recognized.and named more 

for their shape and practical use than their ways of operation. Most 

dryers are designed to operate in one of two ways. stationary batch or 

continous flow _drying f30. 40). However, some dryers can be operated in 

both ways. 

In batch drying a quantity of seed is held stationary until drying 

is completed. Thennal efficiency is high, if seeds are seven to eight 

feet deep. But final moisture is more uniform only is the depth of seed 

is shallower (36, 9}. Batch drying is suitable for drying small lots of 

seeds or where many small lots must be dried {15). 
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The most important dryers for batch operation can be described 

as follows: 

Bin Dryer. This is perhaps the most common batch type dryer used 

for both large and small lots of seed (Ffgure 1). The air is pushed or 

pulled through a bed of seed and may go from top to bottom or vice 

versa. This dryer basically is a storage bin equipped with a fan

heater unit and a perforated floor 24 to 39 inches above the base of 

the bin. 

The principal advantage is being able to control the depth of seed 

in relation to its initial moisture content to reduce over drying the 

bottom layer and under drying the top layer of seed (7, 40). 

Column Batch Dryer. The air is forced thr~~gh two vertical col

umns of seed, one on each side of the air chamber (Figure 2). The col

umn is 12 to 24 inches thick. The seeds are held stationary until dry 

(30, 40). The purpose of the narrow thickness is to reduce over drying 

on the air inward side, as occurs in deep layers in bins. 

Sack Dryer. This is another batch type dryer in which the drying 

bed is only one sack deep. The air is forced through the bag until 

the seed are dry. Some authors (33, 40) recognized this dryer as a 

tunnel dryer because the drying air is transported through tunnels as is 

illustrated in Figure 3. Bags of seed are placed over openings in the 

top of the tunnel. This type of dryer is strongly recommended for 

drying small lots of seed of different varieties without any mixing 

problem and in tropical areas where seed is harvested and packaged in 

jute bags (22, 23, 33). 
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Figure 1. Round metal bin dryer 
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Tower or Continuous Flow Dryers. There are several types of 

continuous flow dryers conmonly used in permanent facilities. Martins 

(40) described the dryers of this group as follows: 

1) Vertical Continuous Flow Dryer. -11Jis type of dryer is suitable 

for drying large volumes of seed such as rice and small grains. In this 

type, seeds are allowed to flow downward through a vertical column and 

past an air chamber. At the same time, the drying air is blown through 

the column of seed. In mixing type dryers, the seed flows downward in 

zig-zag paths by means of baffles while heated air is forced through the 

seed {Figure 4}. Another design is the L.S.U. type dryer which has 

alternate rows of air-inlet and air-exhaust channels. The seed flows 

downward in crooked paths between channels. Heated air passes from the 

inlet-channels through the air-exhaust channels {Figure 5). 

A non-mixing continuous flow dryer is quite the same as a column 

batch dryer, except the thickness of the column of the seed may be 6-12 

inches. Uusually this dryer (Figure 6A) is taller and larger to obtain 

more capacity. 

2} Belt Type Dryers. This is sometimes called a horizontal con

tinuous flow dryer. The seed· are carried by two separate belts that 

move through the d~yer. The seed are dried on the upper·belt and cooled 

on th~ lower belt by passing air through them. According to Harrington 

(33) this dryer is used for large volumes of grain, but has been used 

very little in the seed industry (Figure 68). 

3) Infrared Dryers. This particular dryer can be a continuous 

flow -such as belt dryers or a stationary batch dryer. 
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Its operation depends on infrared heat to increase the temperature 

of the seeds and cause the seed moisture to move the the surrounding 

air. An infrared column type dryer is shown in Figure 7. It is 

designed to cause the seed to flow in thin-inclined layers under infra

red units and thereby be exposed to the infrared heat. At the same time 

air is being blown through the mass of seed. Infrared dryers can be 

more attractive for experimental purposes than for conventional drying 

due their cost and drying capacities (24, 26, 33, 39). 

Small Experimental Dryer 

Sqme researchers have designed small size model dryers for con

ducting drying research. The small model dryers have a distinct advan

tage in that small quantities of seed can be used. The dryer can be 

located inside a laboratory, instrumented, and observed easier than a 

full size dryer. 

Information pertaining to the design and performance and small 

model dryers is rather limited. The reports reviewed indicated that 

each model dryer was designed for one particular study and was not very 

adaptable to other situations. Their basic components, the plenum . . 

chambers and compartments for holding seed, were usually made by taking 

ingenious advantag~ of metal oil drums, plywood, plastic or PVC material. 

Despite their possible limitations all of the researchers reported satis

factory performance during their use. 

Some examples of small dryers built for a specific application_ are 

illustrated and described as follows: 
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Claude K. Shedd (49) tested the resistance of grains to airflow. 

He designed a small dryer to conduct ·his experiments (Figure 8a). 

The data obtained is part of the famous Shedd 1 s chart, which has been 

widely used since 1953 for designing dryi~~ and aerating systems. 

A. C. Dale- and H. K. Johnson (19) constructed another small dryer 

to calculate the amount of heat required to evaporate one pound of water 

from wheat and corn. The figure of 1080 BTU per pound of water widely 

used as reference for calculating drying times came from this exper

iment (6, 17, 26, 46, 50). 

In recent years, most of the parameters and procedures developed 

for heated air drying of soybeans have been conducted by using small 

experimental dryers (3, 4, 7, 10, 18, 42, 47, 52). R. K. Matthes et 

al (10} constructed a small unit of eight bins to study the effects of 

drying soybeans at high initial moisture content on the quality of the 

seed. 

Chinnakson (18) worked with small quantities of soybeans (about 2 

pounds) placed in small metal bins (Figure 9) and he determined the 

effects of high drying temperatures on germination of soybean seed. 

Other researchers (1, 32~ 34, 42, 43} have used small model dryers 

to obtain data for.developing mathematical equations and·reported excel

lent results. This is the case of D. E. Roberts et al (1) who built a 

laboratory grain dryer (Figure Sb) to develop a mathematical model 

that describes the recirculation drying process. 

Among other research work reviewed (6, 17, 26, 46, 50) it can be 

concluded that it is difficult to· classify the experimented dryers in 
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Figure 9. Experimental small bins dryer . . . 
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terms of systems, types or sizes. The design of most of them followed 

a specific application, and only a few could provide any verification in 

their operation. ~erhaps-that is-the only disadvantage noticed. 

Most of ·them appeared to be easy to operate, economical, and provided 

accurate information or at. least an acceptable.approximation. 



Principles of Seed Conditioning 

Objectives 
This unit describes the operations involved in seed 
conditioning, discusses the physical principles upon which seed 
conditioning processes are based, ahd identifies the equipment 
necessary. 

The unit's objectives will have been achieved when the 
students are able to: 

* Define seed conditioning 
* State the objectives of seed conditioning 
* List the main operations of a seed conditioning plant 
* Describe seed contaminants 
* State the physical characteristics of seeds that are used 

to separate desirable from undesirable seed and 
contaminants 

* Describe how cleaners and graders ,operate 
* Outline the general operations of a processing plant 
* State the minimum requirements for a manager of a 

conditioninQ plant 

1. In establishing and developing agricultural programs in 
different countries it has been shown that good quality 
seed· is an effective input in increasing yields and 
introducing agricultural innovations. 

2. Good quality seed _helps farmers save time and money 
by keeping their fields .relatively clean and increasing the 
possibility that they_ will be easy to work and harvest. 

3. To obtain good quality seed, harvested seed must be 
submitted to a series of operations and controls called 
seed conditioning. Cleaning and grading seed are the 
most important parts of that process. 

1 



4. Seed conditioning is done industrially with specialized 
equipment and installations· that require the attention of 
qualified personnel. It assures good quality seed is 
available in sufficient amounts. 

5. The International Center for Trqpical Agriculture (CIAT), 

6. with the financial help of the Kellogg Foundation 

7. and the technical collaboration of Mississippi State 
University, presents: 

8. Principles of Seed Conditioning 

9. The objectives of this unit are to: 

* State the general objectives of seed conditioning, 
* Describe the physical characteristics of seeds on 

which the seed conditioning process is based, and 
* Describe the equipment used to condition seed. 

10. Seed often arrives at the seed conditioning plant mixed 
with such contaminants as straw, soil, weed seeds, and 
sometimes seed of other crops. 
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11 . Seed conditioning is the series of operations to which the 
seed is subjected after harvest. Those operations ensure 
that the seed will meet established quality standards. 

12. The general objective of seed conditioning is to obtain, 
from a harvested seed field, the maximum percentage of 
pure seed with the highest degree of uniformity, vigor, 
and germination. 



13. To fulfill that objective, three things must be done. First, 
the· seed must be separated from contaminants, including: 

* inert matter 
* seed from other crops 
* weed seeds, and 
* seed of other varieties of the same crop 

14. Second, seed must be graded according to its physical 
characteristics. 

15. Finally, the seed must be protected from insects and 
fungi. Because insects and pathogens can be transported 
by seed, it is necessary to treat seed with insecticides, 
fungicides, or both. 

16. Through chemical seed treatments it is also possible to 
protect seedlings during emergence and early stages of 
development. That protection ensures that adequate plant 
populations can be obtained. 
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17. The level of quality obtained by conditioning seed makes 
it possible to establish commercial seed standards. Those 
standards . help farmers know what to expect from the 
seed and the level of quality that can be demanded from 
seed producers. 

18. To fulfill the objectives: of seed conditioning, we must 
obtain maximum efficiency by eliminating ·all contaminants 
with a minimal loss of pure seed, while maintaining low 
operating ·costs~ Achieving these goals; depends mainly on 
the adequate use. of human and physical resources. 

19. We have just heard a general description of seed 
conditioning· and the operations involved. Now we will 
describe., the physical . characteristics of seed and seed 
contaminants. 



20. Seeds .can be separated from their contaminants only if 
their physical characteristics, such as shape and weight, 
differ. 

21. It is important to know the three dimensions of different 
kinds of seed. For example, in ... maize seed the three 
dimensions . are different, whereas in soybeans they are 
almost the same. 

22. Here are ·some examples of seeds with .different shapes, 

23 .. weights, 

24. textures, and 

25. colors. 

26. Some seeds react differently to electric fields, though this 
. difference is not always visible. 
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27. Separation by width is done with screens that have round 
holes. 

28. Separation by thickness is done with . screens that have 
rectangular holes. 

29. Seeds of the same width and thickness are separated by 
length, using machines st:ch as a disc or cylinder 
machine. · 

30. Seeds with different shapes can be separated by a spiral 
separator. This machine consists of a series of inclin& 
planes in a spiral. 

31. As the seeds roll down, the round ones roll freely and 
move from the inner section of the spiral to the outer 
section. The flat seeds slide down through the inside of 
the spiral. 



32. People have long used seed weight to separate seeds 
from their contaminants, taking advantage of air currents, 
or combining air and a mechanical action. 

33. In the aspirator for example a current of air, lifts 
the seeds and the lignter mate-rials mixed with them. The 
seeds and other materials fall into different sections 
according to their ·weight. 

34. In the gravity table, the seed mixture falls onto a . 
perforated platform. It is then exposed to an air current 
that makes heavier seeds stay in the bottom section and 
lighter ones in the upper section. 
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35. Next, the layers of seed of different weights separate and 
travel along,. the platform in different directions toward the 
discharges.· 

36. The physical properties just mentioned are easy to use in 
seed conditioning plants. Those properties are the basis 
upon which the most common seed processing equipment 
operates. 

37. To summarize, remember: Seeds of different width are 
separated using screens with round perforations. Seeds of 
different thickness are separated using screens with 
oblong or rectangular perforations, and those with 
different lengths are done with the disc or cylinder 
separator. · 

38: Seeds· with' different weights are separated with the 
aspirator or gravity table. 

39. Those..:with' different shapes are separated with the spiral 
separator. Other· physical characteristics of seeds may be 
used to do separations, but only in special circumstances. 



40. Those characteristics include texture, col_or, and· electrical 
properties. Separations. based on texture may be done 
with two machines: the velvet roll and . the . magnetic 
separator. 

41. The velvet roll has two rotating. cylinders .covered with 
cloth. Seeds with a rough surface· are thrown against the 
sides of the cylinders. Those with a smooth surface roll 
between the cylinders and are discharged from the 
machine. 
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42. In the magnetic separator, ~ . small amount of water or 
other liquid is added to the seed in a mixing chamber. 
Some seeds are moistened and others are not. Next, iron 
filings are added and adhere to the rough-surfaced, wet 
seeds. Afterward, the seeds pass through a magnetic 
cylinder. The smooth-surf aced seeds pass freely and 
those with the iron filings are deviated toward a different 
discharge. 

43. Separations ,based on color or reflectivity .. are done in an 
electronic color separator. This machine. contains 
photoelectric cells that detect differences in color. It is 
particularly useful in processing .large seeds and 
commercial .grain. 

44. Seeds that differ in their electrical properties, either 
natural or induced, may be separated by ·electrostatic 
separators such as this one. Seeds that .. are poor 
conductors adhere to the rotor, while the good conductors 
are retained momentarily . and then continue their free fall .. 

45. Having discussed the physical characteristics of seed that 
are useful in the conditioning process, let's look more 
closely at the kinds of equipment required. 



46. Seed conditioning equipment may be classified according 
to the operation it performs: 

* pre-conditioning 
* basic cleaning 
* finishing 
* and accessory equipment 

47. First we will look at equipment for pre-conditioning. Pre
conditioning refers to procedures for preparing seed lots 
for basic cleaning. They include pre-cleaning, de-awning 
of ·some· cereals, and shelling maize. 

48. This equipment is for basic cleaning. 

49. The air-screen cleaner is the most important machine in 
the conditioning line. 

50. It uses a combination of screens with round holes that 
separate seeds by width, and 

51 . screens with rectangular perforations that separate seed 
by thickness. 

52. Besides performing those functions, the air-screen 
machine, as you can see in the diagram, uses an air 
current to separate contaminants by weight. 

53. Frequently it is the only machine necessary for an 
adequate cleaning and grading operation. 

54. This. equipment is for finishing seed . . ' 
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55. The air-screen cleaner alone·· is sometimes not sufficient to 
clean seed ·so that it meets·· quality standards. The 
finishing operations done after the basic cleaning consist 
of grading according to length, width, and thickness, 
grading according to specific weight, and seed treatment. 



56. Several kinds of ~equipment are used in these operations. 
They include the . lengt~ ,separators~ which may be the 
indent or disc cylinder. 

57. The width and thickness graders do a more exact 
separation than the air-screen cieaner. 

58. The specific weight separators remove empty or insect
damaged seed. They include· pneumatic separators, 
aspirators, and gravity tables. This· is a gravity table. 

59. Seed treaters apply chemical substances to protect seed 
from being attacked by fungi or insects. 

60. Some of the machines mentioned earlier may also be 
.used for finishing operations. They include the 
electrostatic separator, the electronic color separator, the 
magnetic separator, and the velvet roll separator. These 
machine~ are rarely used in basic conditioning but may 
be important in specific cases. 

61. Let's look at some of the accessory equipment. For the 
efficient operation of a seed conditioning plant, the 
fundamental accessory equipment consists of conveyors, 
scales, packaging machinery, blowers, and vacuum 
cleaners. 
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62. The efficient movement of seeds inside and outside the 
conditioning plant is an important .but . sometimes forgotten 
part of conditioning. 

63. The conveyor selected for any step in the conditioning 
process must 1) ensure that seed damage is minimal, 2) 
have sufficient capacity to feed the equipment adequately, 
without reducing its efficiency, and 3) be easy to clean. 



64. Scales are also important accessories. In most 
conditioning . plants, seed is weighed twice. First it is 
weighed when it arrives at the plant. That operation 
requires scales that can weigh from 100 to 1,000 
kilograms. 

65. Seed is weighed a second time after conditioning. To do 
so it is necessary to have scales .. that can weigh from a 
few grams up to 100 kilograms, depending on the size 
of the seed package. 

66. Bag-sewing machines are used to close the bags in 
which seed is packaged. 

67. Blowers and vacuum cleaners are used in cleaning the 
conditioning plant itself. 

68. So far, we have discussed.Jhe. operatiqns ~nvolved in the 
conditioning process, the· physical properties of seed that 
are the basis for condi~ioning procedyres. and the 
'equipment used in the' conditioning plant!,,t N9W let's see 
some examples of seed . flow in the plant .. 
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69. This diagram shows the flow of seed through each of the 
general operations necessary in a good conditioning 
process. 

70. This diagram shows us the typical flow for rice seed. 

71 . The seed flow for rice mixed with red rice is pictured 
here. The main difference is the need to separate the 
grains of red rice based on the width of the rice seed. 

72. There may be more than one flow for seeds of a given 
crop. Each lot must be considered separately, depending 
on the problems it may present. 

73. This is a flow diagram for maize seed that must be 
graded so that it can be planted mechanically. 



74. Another example is this flow diagram for soybean seed. 
In this case, the air-screen· machine is basic equipment. 
The spiral separator is used when broken grains and 
weed seeds are still present. 

I 

75. Finally, let's discuss some of the prerequisites for a good 
plant manager. To manage a seed conditioning plant well, 
a person must have an excellent knowledge of the 
principles of seed conditioning, 

76. of the operation of the equipi:nent, and the characteristics 
of seed. 

77. The manager must preserve high standards of cleanliness 
in the · plant, as well as maintain the equipment and 
installations. Good managers avoid mixing seed lots, 
prevent unnecessary delays in processing, and maintain 
safe working conditions -for personnel. 

78. As we have seen, seed conditioning is important in 
producing high quality seed. The process ·itself is 
complex, and requires expensive equipment and 
installations as well as qualified personnel. 

10 
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.·DRY!NG, STORING, A .. "ID PACKAGING SEEDS TO :tvlAINTAIN 

GERMINATION A&..._,1D VIGOR 

!- F. Harrington J;/ 
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High r::1oist1Jre is the greatest single cause of loss of germination in seeds. For 

this reason we must know about the dangers of high moisture and how to co~1trol or 

eliminate t~ese d.'.!ngers . . 
Seed is; ofter1 too high in moisture when it co~es from the harvest. Even suffi-

ciently dry seed in storage may gain moisture to unsafe levels duzing periods of humid 

weather. As more and more seed is being stored or shipp~d in moisture proof or 

moisture resistant containers it is imperative that the seed be of the proper dryness 

before being put in these containers. Th;,is we need Lo knovt \\'h<:t are safe moisture 
. . 

levels, hov• to dry it to the=::>•: !eve:s a;i.d t:1<.::n how to store or pacbge it to fa~ep it at 

these safe moisture levels. 

. Since I am a seed pl~ysioi.0gist I v:ill discuss seed moisturn in relHtica to rlryi:!r;, 

storing and p~.ckaging from the viewpoint of seed germination ai~d \'igor rather th~n 

from an agricultural e~gineer's or cccnmnist's viewpoint. 

Moisture in Seeds 

Uthe moisture i!l t!~e seed is higher than 45-60-?o then gennination takes place . 

. However. ·from this moisture range down to 18-203-respiration is extremely high. both 

seed respiration and respiration of microorganis."lls. Heating c:in occur where there 
. ;_ 

is little or no aeration. Thie; spontane~us heating can raise tempernturcs high cnouc;h . . .. ; . 

to kill the seeds. 

Between 12-14% and 18-:!0-k mold growth may still occur, infecting the sc<:d l-"-11·· 

ticularly the cracked and d.Jma~ed seed. in addition there ts active respiration in the 
"· . ,. 

' ' 

. 1/ Dr. Harrington is As~or.iat~ Prof('ssor of Vcg~t~blc Crops. University of 
California. O:.t\•i!;, Cai1fom!:i 19S9 Proceedings. 
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seed, which causes rapid loss of vigor and eventual loss _in germination. <?ne e>..-plana-. . . -
tion of this "loss in_yigor is that there is eno!lgh present for respiration which uses food 
• r- ; • ,.,. • # • • ~ , I .. • "'It(': • • • • • . •. • '· ' . • • 

· · etlergy present in the cells but there is not enough moisture for moYement of food sto-' ' . . . 

rage tissue to these respirating cells. Thus tliere is a local starvation. These starved 

cells die one by one resulting in loss of vigor of the whole seed when the seed is planted 

and finally death or loss of germination of the seed. 

Insects are often serious pests in stored seed and here if moisture is less than 

8-9% weevils in panicular and many other insects cannot breed so they die out in 

storage. 

If the seed arc to be stored in moisture-proof ·containers for any length of time 

·then the moisture content must be below ~~-83 or deterioration will be faster t!:.:::.:i would 

occur in open storage. We are not sure of the reasons for this more rapid det1ine in 

vigor. At higher I!loisture contents respiration is rapid but in sealed containers there 

· 1s no escape for the end products. These include water, which may increasP. thP ~~~d 

moisture further speeding up, respiration, carbon dioxide, which may be injurious in 

· high concentrations, and possibly even toxic substances. In addition, in a sealed at

mosphere the O>.')'gcn is rapidly reduced. This low 0:\.1'gen may cause anaerobic res-

piration which is toxic to many living tissues. 

Thus the amount of moisture in seeds affects many processes and can be sumrna-

rized as follows: 

Seed Moisture above 45-6a:'ib Germination occurs 

" .. .. 18-203 Heating may occu.r . 

. " .. 12-143 Molds grow on and in seed 

" ... below 8- 93 ··---- Little or no inseet:activity 

.. . .. .. 4-8% --- - S.ealed storage is safe 

It should be emphasized again that respiration in seeds is greatly influenced by 

the ·seed moisture. For example an immature bean on a plane with possibly 85% mots-
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Table I 

Absorbed lvi:listure Content of F icld Seed In Equilibrium With Air Of 
Various Relative Humidities At Room Tempcratu1·e (Approximately 77DcgreesF) 

(Moisture content wet basis, in per cent) 

Relative :-:umiditv, Per Cent 15 
.. 

30 45 60 75 90 100 

Barley 6. 0 8.4 10.0 12. l 14.4 19.5 26.8 

Buckwheat 6."7 9. l 10.8 12. 7 15.0 19. 1 24.5 

Shelled Corn, Yd 6.4 8.4 10.5 12.9 14.8 19. 1 23.8 

Shelled Corn. Wd 6.6 8.4 IO. 4 12.9 14. 7 18.9 24.6 

Shelled Corn, Pop 6. 8 8.5 9.8 12. 2 13.6 18. 3 23.0 

Flaxseed 4.4 5. 6 6.3 7.9 10.0 15.2 21. 4 

Oats 5. 7 3. 0 9.6 11. 8 13. 8 18. 5 24.l 

Peanut 2.6 4.2 5.6 7.2 9.8 13. 0 ------
Rice, Milled 6. 8 9.0 10. 7 J.2. 6 14.4 18. 1 23.6 

Rye 7.0 8.7 10.5 12.2 1'1. 8 20. 6 26. 7 

Sorghum 6. 4 8. 6 10.5 12. 0 15.2 18. 8 21. 9 

Soybeans 4.3 6.5 7.04 9.3 13. 1 13~8 ------

Wheat, White 6. 7 8.6 .9:9 11.~8 15. 0 19. 7 26. 3 

Wheat, Dumm 6.6 8.5 10.0 11. 5 14. 1 19. 3 26. 6 

Wheat, Soft Red Winter 6. 3 8. 6 IO. 6 11. 9 14. 6 19~ 7 25.6 

Wheat, Hard Red Winter 6. 4 8. 5 10.5 12.5 14.6 19. 7 25.0 

Wheat, Hard Red Spring 6.8 8. 5 10.1 11. 8 14. 8 19. 7 25.0 
' 
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Table 2 

Approximate Moisture Content of Vegetable Seeds in Equilibrium With Air . 
At Different Relative Humidities At Room Temperature (ApproximM"!!y i7 Oegre~F) 

·[Moisture content wet basis, in per cent) 

Relative Humidity, Pe:r. Cent 10 .20 30 45 60 75 

Bean, Broad 4.2 5.8 7.2 9.3 11. 1 14.S 

Bean Lima 4.6 6. 6 7. 7 9.2 11. 0 13. 8 

Bean, Snap 3.0 4.~ 6.8 9.4 12. 0 15. 0 

Beet, Garden 2.1 4.0 5. 8 7.6 .. 9. ~4 11. 2 

Cabbage 3.2 4.6 5.4 6.4 /7~6 9.6 

Cabbage, Chine~e 2.4 3.4 4.6 6.3 7.8 9.4 

Carrot 4. 5 5.9 6.8 7.9 9.2 11. 6 

Celery 5.8 7.0 7.8 9.0 10.4 12.4 

Corn, Sweet 3. 8 . 5. 8 7.0 9.0 10.6 12. 8 

Cucumber 2.6 4.3 5.6 7.1 8.4 10. 1 

Eggplant ~. 1 4.9 6.3 8.0 . 9. s 11. 9 

Lett'Jce 2.8 4.2 5.l 5.9 1: l 9.6 

Mustard, Leaf 1. g 3.2 4.6 6.3 7. 8 9.4 

Okra 3. 8 7.2 8.3 10. 0 11. 2 13. 1 

Onion 4.6 6.8 8.0 9.5 11. 2 13.4 

Onion, Wei sh 3.4 5.1 6.9 9.4 11. 8 14.0 

-Parsnip 5.0 6. 1 7.0 8.2 9.5 11. 2 

Pea 5.4 7.3 8.6 ·10.1 11. 9 15.0 
1r 

Pepper 2.8 4.5 . 6. 0 7.8 9.2 11. 0 

Radish 2.6 a. s 5.1 6.8 8.3 10. 2 

Spinach 4.6 6.5 7.8 9.5 11. l 13.2 

Squash, Winter J.O 4. 3 .. 5.6 7.4 9.0 10. 8 

Tomato 3.2 s.o 6. 3. 7.8 9.2 l'l. 1 . 
Turn!p 2.6 4.0 5. 1 6.3 7. 4. 9.0 

Watem1clon 3.0 4.8 6. l 7.c 8. 8 IO. 4 



Figure 1. Average M~isture Content of Ten Crops at Different Relative 
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ture is r~~piring so fast that in three days it ~vm use up food equal:to 1ts own weight 

while if mature bean seeds are dried to ~% moisture a one .hundred pound bag of them 

will have only respired three ounces in 10 years. 

We see now that the higher the se~d moisture the greater is the danger to the 

seed. But what causes the seed to gain or lose moist-.ire? The moisture content of the 
~ 

seed is a function of the relative humidity of the air around it. First let us define rela-

tive humidity or as usually abbrevi.atcd ll. H. Relative humidity is an expression of the 

amount of moisture actually in the air in relation to the total amount of moisture the 

air can hold. If the R.H. is 453 then the ah· contains 453 of the maximum amount it 

could hold. As the tcmper~ture increases air can hole! more moisture so if you heat 

important as we shall see when we discuss drymg. However, the moisture content of 
. ' 

a given seed depends on the rebtive humidity and temperature has little effect on it. 

2 give the approximate moisture contPnt of different agronomic and vegetable seeds in 

equilibrium with vario:!s :-clative hi.:.rnidities end figure 1 shows a seed moisture curve 

as a function of R.. H. Note t.hat t\:e.r<~ is a straight line relationship between about 30;1 

R.H. and about 7(Jfo R.H. Above and below these relative humidities r:hc seed moisture 

changes with increasing rapidity with further changes in relative humidity. 

If we look more critically ~t T3.bles l and 2 we note that although there is con-

siderable \•ariation in moisture content of different crops at different relative humidi-

ties there does appear to be two groups cf seeds based on their moisture content at 

a given R. H. The first groups have a moisture content of about H>% at a R. H. of 45%. 

This group includes all the tirassPs a~d grains and most of the legumt!s, (except soy-

·bean and peanm). The~c are all ~t:ed~ high i.n starch and low in fat or oil. The other 

group which has a moisture 'onten:- ranging around 6-73 moisture content at 45 % R .. H. 
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ts of kinds of seeds containing much higher qualities cf oiL Since oil does not absorb 

water th~ seeds high in oil have a lower moisture content in equilibrium with the same 

~R.H. 

Harvesting and Processing 

The gem1ination and vigor of any seed crop is at a maximum at the moment of . -

full maturity. This ls of course disregarding dormancies that may be present in some 

crops. From the moment of full man1rity the germination and vigor of the seed crop 

declines and all man can do is to slow this decline as much as possible . . 
If the crop is not harvested immediately, deterioration can occur in the field. 

The high moisture of the seed coupled with high temperature of rewetting due to rain 

can damage the ~eed as cci.n weatheri!lg, insects, and disease. 

Yet, the very acts of harvesting an~ milling the seed to put the seed in condition 

to be sold can damage the s,.ed by T.c:.:ha:Jical injury. The amount of mechanical 

injury suffered by the seed ic; closely related to rhe moisture content of the seed. If 

the see_d moi!:ture fs too hi~h '>r too Icw then the seed is_ easily damaged. The proper 

moisture content for safest h~rvcsting and milling varies from crop to crop. The me--

·chanical injury to seeds may result in a serious ~econdary problem;-- the entrance of , . 
molds and the resulting dam:!.g<:: t0 germination and vigor. 

Fumigation necessary for ~ontrol of insects, can also seriously reduce the ger

mination and vigor of seeds. 8rJth high seed moisture and. high temperature increase 

the danger of injury to the !':ee<l from fumigation . .In the c.ase of meth;~l bromide fum

igation ther~ is a cummulative pff Pct anri .a sec-ond fumigation with it may be exter:'emly 

damaging to the seed. 

Thus !rem t~e r-eak of gcm1ir.ation and vigor at full maturity of the seed crop ... 
every step of h!!rvcsth~b et:lci rro..:~~sh1g ne~es~ary for putting.the 5eeJ in a salable 

condition has to a gre~tcr or !c-:i~~r ex:ea.t re<iu.::ed the crop's germin<ition and vigor 
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and one of the .major factors inriuen<?ing the extent of this reduction !las been the seed 
. , 

moisture content. 

Drying 

First, before we discuss how to dry seed we should decide how dry we want the 

seed. Certainly we want the se~d dry enough that mold will not grow so we want it 

drier than 12-143: Even in seded storage below 43 is not necessary and extreme 

dryness i:ilduces dormancy in ~ome seeds. So we want the moisrure content of our seed 

SQmewhere between 14 and ·1% dependh1g on the ~ind of s~ed, how long we want to keep 

it (the longer the drier it must be) and how we want to- store it. For open storage for 

one year 12-14% is satisfactory. Fnr open storage for longer times 8-103 is better and 

for storage in moistiJre proof cr:ma:.ners 4-8% is ne:::essary. 

Seed drying induces two precesses. The first is the transfer of moisture from 

the seed surface tc the :?ir arou':l.d the seed and the second is the movement of moisture 

from the inside oi the seed to t::e ~eed surface. 

The first procc~s. foe transfc.r of I:loisture from t.he seed surface to the surround-

ing air, is entirely a function of tl'e gradient in vapor. pressure between the seed sur-

face and the surrounding air. To pt.:t it a.nether way the wetter the seed surface and 

the drier the surrouild~ng air the faster is the movement of moisrure from the seed 

surface to the surrcun<iing ~ir. 

If the air around the seed is not moving it gains moisrure as the seed surface 

loses it, the gradient becomes less and less until soon no drying is taking place. So 
. .. 

for any amoun~ cf drying to occur there must be movement of air past the seed so that 

drier air is continually replacing th·) wetted air around the seed. Up to a point, the 

faster the air moves past the ::.eed t.he faster drying occurs. It has been determined 

that 150-200 cub!.c feet per mir.ute per bushel is the maximum efficient flow of air. 
. . . ~ 

·Any additional air flow does very little more drying due to the slowness of the second 

process, the mr.1vcment of moisture from the inside of the seed to the surface. Also 
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since eight tlme~ .:s much horf>~ power is re4.Jired to double the air flow it became~ 

economically impractical to use coo much airflow. 

Another way to increase the gradient between the seed surface and the eu rround

ing air is to heat the air b'?L11g blovm t~1rough the seed.. The hotter the air being blown 

thro:ugh the seed, the more water vapor it can hold. For example, if the outside air 

having a temperature c-f 50 degrees. F and 753 ~R. H. is heated to 60 degrees F the R.H. 

will drop to so~i i1-::c<.use, altficugh the actual moisture content of the air has not changed 

the amount of moisture th.:i~ the heated air could hold has increa8ed thereby decreasing 

the R.H. Likewise, if ~he teni;.'Crarure of this same air is raised to 90 degrees F then 

the relative hu:nidity will dro~ to 15%. Thus f;om Table I corn with a moisture content 

of 14. 8% which is in cq•1ihbr~um with 753 R.H. will not dry in the SO degrees F 753 

· R.H. air regardless of t~e flnw of air past the seed. The same seed will dry to about 

11~ moisture if the air !s heated to 60 degrees F. ·lowering t~e relative humidity to 

503 and it w1!1 dry rapid!~, if lh;:: air i~ heated to 90 degrees F {15% R.H.) due to the 

wide gradi·en: ~nd will re~cn a moisture content of 6. 4% 

FigtJ·r€ 2 shows, with P.ggplam seed·, that the rapid drying occurs when the 

moist11re gra~ient is great hut t:1at the amount of drying slows up to a dribble as the 

moisture content of tr.e se::cd approaches equilibrrnm with the R.H. of the drying air. 

Figure 2 ci5c• shows that the fina~ dryness of the ~ecd is a f~nction of the R. H. of the 

air and that as e~on as th~ s~ed moisture approaches this dr;mess funher drying is a 

waste of ~"ney unl~ss the i~ H. of the dr)"i-:lg air is .further reduceci. 

Although raising the te:-:inerature '10\vers the relative humidity allowing more 

rapid and more complete <°!r}'in,g tr.era· is the danger of a too high temperature injuring. 

the seed. If a lot of freshly han•ested and waf:hed onion seed of n moisture content of 

about 25% is cH 1ideri mto t\'.'') ~otc anrl one lot ts dried at 120 degrees P while the <i::h:tr 

lot Is driet: at 90 ri":!gree!': F until the. m~i~tu.r.e bf the seed is below 18%. then i 00 dcr.. F . . . . 

until the seed .moistu1·~ h".bcl\lW l '..."?w.- and fin::illy 110 degr~~s P until the seed moi:m:re 
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Ffgure 2. Effect Of relative humidity on dryin~ tlme and nnal eced moisture content of eggplant eeed. · 
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1~.to the desired 63 and then germination tests are ~ade cm the two lote immediately -
after drying the germinatic:>rt is found to be high in both lots. So why not dry the seed 

at the h!&h temperature which is faster and cheaper? Because a seedsman should be 

interested in .more than just the immediate germination. Even right after drying a 

check on the germination tests would show that the slowly dried seed .was more vigor

ous, the seed gcnnine?ted faster. even though the final germination was no better. Yet, 

after storing the seed for six months if storage ccnditions are not ideal the high tern -

perature dried seed may be so reduced in germination as to be uns<.1.lable while the ·seed 

dried at carefully controlled Jower temperatures may· stiil germinate the same as it . 

did right after drying. 

The temperature that wiil injure a given kiml of seed varies with the moisture 

-content of the se~d. the higher the seed moisture the lower should be the drying tern -

perature. Some kinds of seeds ·.vi.11 stand higher drying temperatures than others but. 

until you k:riow that it is safe to dry at higher temperatures it would be prudent to dry 

at the following temperatures which have been found safe. for all field and vegetable 

seeds so far tested. 

Seed Moisture Range 

Over 133 

10-18% 

Under !03 

. . ; . 

Drying Temperature 

90 Deg. F. · 

lOQ 

110 

If the relative humidity of the entering air is too high to be reduced enough by 

raising the.temperature to 90-110 Deg. F and end. up with seed as dry as the seedsman 

wants, the~ the moisture c::n be taken oui of the drying air with dehumidifying ma

chines. These macMnes ~re being usetJ by several ~eget~le and flower se~d corn

panles in C:ilitornia who are drying seed to moistu~e contents so low th:lt the seed can 

be safely packed in moisture proof containers. 

We have discus:;;ed dryrng from tbe standpoir.t oi transferring tne moisture from 
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the seed surfaceto the surrounding ciir but there atso:ts the problem of·movement of 

. the moisture from the .center of. the seed to the su!f ace. In some seeds the movement 

Is rapid, in others it is quitest<rN'. In rice drying the 'common practice is todry the 

rJc~ in two or three stages. Between one drying and the next the seed is stored until 

the moisture is unifonn agau:i through each seed. T~is prevents cracking and checking 

of the outer pans C1f the seed due to drying and shrinking \~ithout the inner pan drying. 

In some seeds if the seed is rapidly dried the seedcoat shrinks and becomes imper-

vJous to the movement o~ moisture. This is known as case hardening and no funher 

drying !s possible until the seedcoat slowly gains more moisture. 

While case hardeni.1g can prevent further drying and produce dormant seeds, the 

cracking and splitting of the seedcoat and inside the seed is much more serious. This 

may produce abnormal seedlings or e'•en kill the seed as well as :allowing easy entrance 

for disease organisms. . ' 

;· Yet too slow drying can be dangerous too allowing mold growth of high moisture 

seed and rapid loss of. vigor if the seed moisture remains high and temperature warm. 

Thus it is necessary to find the proper balance between too rapid drying with resulting 

cracking or case hardening and seed injury and too slow drying with seed deterioration. 

There are several types of driers: (Illustrated on page 102) 

1. Bin drier. This type !ncludes tunnel driers ar'.~ .'.':-hole driers and is a 

batch ty~1e drier useful for small lots or wJ:~:.\.' r:~any small lots must be 

dried. The air may be pushed or pulled tJ-.r::.Jgh the seed and may go . . 

from top·to bottom or visa versa. Even in bin driers the depth of seed 

ls limited because. the power required to force air through the seed is 

equal to the cuLe of (he depth and in deep bins the entering air picks up 

moisture from the s~ed a.nd cool:> and may even deposit moisture on the 

last layer of seed a::: .it l·~aves C4'.l:'Smg mold and seed deterioration of 

this layer. 
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:t Column drier. Column d:r.i~rs are: usuai.ly for continuous flow of la!"ge 

lots of seed with rn:o columns 8" -.15" thick of seed flowing past tln air 

chamber. The seed either flows in a solid column or the· seed is ~.nmd 

by baffles a~ it descends the column to allow uniform drying of all the seed. 

3. Belt d.dcr. This is moJre commonly used for high temperature drying of 

grains, nN for seC::d. 

4. Rotating drum drier. By Hftiug- the seed and dropp-i.'ng it through the air

flow all side::> cf ead1 seed are ex"Posed to the drying air presumably re-

sultfng in more rapid urying. Tl;is is usually a betch drier but could be 

adsptcci to contir.tH.l:.lS fl'lw dryir.g. 

5. Cloi:;,'?d circt:it drier with dehumidifier. If a dehumidifier is used to dry 

the dr, for ec:onomic reasons, .it is: necessary to have a closed ci:rcuit 

so the same air c:an be u5ed over and over again. This way the dessicant 

is only removin~ moisture that the air acquired from the ~eed and not the 

large quantiti~~ of moisture contained in a heavy fIO\V of outside air. This 

is a ba.tch type of drier. 

l.· Dessicator drJi.ng afr from seed. 

2. De~sicator being dried at a high temperature. When dessicntor 

1 piI:ks up moisture and dessicator 2 is dried then the airflow through the 

seed is switched to dessicator 1 and dessicator 1 is· dried out. 

6. Infra-red drier. This drier cart be a continuous flow drier. It depends 
. .. 

on the internal drying of lnfra··red heat which causes rapid movemcr..t or 

mois:ure from tnstde the seed to the surrounding air. It ts expen:;ive 

but fast wtrh no less in germination ncr no seed cracking even in sensi-

1'.1ve nc~·. Infra-red drying cau re~uce seed mcb~ure to 6-i% in 15 m:n·. 

ur.es 'ii :he ').~e.ct is in a thin layer. 
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A note of caution should be n~i:ide here. Ii seeds are d:ried t00 dry then there may 

be a large percentage of hard seeds as wi~h kidney beans, peas, and lima beans or if 

dried to less than 33 some seed; such as muskmelon and lettuce become dormant. Al-. . 
though the germination ha·s net been hurt in eithe.r casP- the sc~d· i:s not desirable for 

selling wh~n it contain3 ~ hign percentage of hard or dormant seed. 

Storage and Packa~iug 

For longest storage w1tho1.tt b::>s of germination and vigor, the seed should be 

kept.as dry and as C'lld cts possible. A rule of thumb for safe storage is that the% . 
R.H. I temperature ir, degrees F shnuid nee exceed 100. Th~s 10% R.H. and 90 deg. P 

is safe storage as is tr% R. H. ancf 40 <leg. F. The results of rp.any storage tests indi -

cate that the time seed may be s.tored w1tt1out a. significant decline in germination 

doubles for each 1% drop in seed ,11oisrur~ and for each 10 deg. F drcp in temperature. 

Thus soybean seed of 83 moisture will ma!ntain germination twice as long as soybean 

tic:e:=u of 93 moisture and if soybean s;?ed of 83 moisture is stored at 70 deg. F it wiii 

maintain germination twice as long as if it were stored at 80 deg. F-. And the inter-

action holds too, soybean seed -of 83 moist11re at 70 deg. F will mai~tain germination 

four times as long as soybean seed of 9% moisture at 80 deg. F. This can be seen in 

the data of Toole, et al using n~o "'arieties of soybean in ~able 3. 

Table 3. Time i!l years for a significc.nt decline in germination of two soybean 

varieties C?f three moisture contentf: stor~d at ~ive different tempc!"atures. 

Seed Storage Temperature 
Moisture i4Deg. F 35 Deg. r 50 Deg. F 68 Dt:g. F. 86 Deg. F 

183 6·>10 3-6 1-2 1/2-3/4 1/12-2/12 

13.53 :."'>1 (\ .>10 '1-9 1-2 1/4-1/2 

93 >10 .::> 10 >10 6->10 l 1/2-3 

We can ::;tor~ ·seed in the tallowing ways to prolong its gt?rmination and vigor. 

1. Store m diy r::~ion of the c:-,t:nrry. 

Even here one must be careful. The Imperial Valley of California. one of 
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the driest pans of the U. S. most of the time may have periods of high 
. . . . . 

humidity during August and September, the .hottest time of the year, with 

rapid decline of gennination and vigor of sensitive seeds in open warehouses. 
. . 

2. Store in cold storages. 
. . 

The problem here is that cold storages have a high R. H. ~ thus the seed 

gains· a high moisture content and when it is brought out to warm conditions 
~ 

for sale or delivery it rapidly loses vigor and germination.-

3. Store ·1n ifehumTd'ifie6 stornge. 

This is becoming more -common for the storage of breeding material and of 

stock seed but is usually too expensive for commercial seed. 

4. Store in m0isture proof or moisture ·resistant containers.· 

.If moisture pr~of or moisrure resistant containers are to be used it is ab-

s9lutely essential that the seed bR" properly dried before being placed in such 

containers. 

We stored some onion seed under tropic conditions (high temperature and high 
. . . 

humidity), desert conditions (high temperature and low humidity), and frigid conditions 

(low temperature and high humidi~'y) in five different containers with the following 

results. 
. . 

Table 4. Germination of onion seed stored for 6 months.in five container!: u~':!er 

three climatic conditions, with an original germination of 753 and a moisture contc: t 

of approximately 113. 

Climate 
Container Tropic Desert Frigid 

Cotton bag 03 78 28 

Paper bag 0 77 38 

Asphalt lin'ed inulth\;a.11 bag 0 76 72 

Polyethylene lined bag 0 65 74 

Aluminum foil lined hag 0 45 75 
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This table .ehows that the contai':'.er has no effect on maintaining germination if L'ie seea 

moisture is high and the seed is stored at high temperatures as shavm ~nder t:rcp!= con 

ditiona where all the seed was dead in six m~ llJnder desert conditions seed of 

hlgh moislUre rapidly lost the high moisture in bags that allowed an exchange of mois-

tur.:? while the moisture resistant bags kept in the high moisture caus5.ng loss in germi

nation ond were harmful. 0n the other hand uriaer frigid conditions the porcus bags 

allowed still further gain of moisture m·the onion seed causing a decline in germination 

while the m<;>isture resistant bags allowed little or no entrance of moisture resulti;:g- in 

no loss of germination. Underdesert conditions if the onion seed had been origina!ly 

·dried to 63 rr.oisture there wouid have been no decline in germination of the seed in the 

polyethylene or alumin~m foil bags because then the sef'd would h~ve !J·~en p!'cperl~· 

dried .for pa'ckaging in sealed containers • 
. 

What is the safe storage mofor-.irc content for packaging in these seated cont1ineri 
. 

The clata available indicate that if the seed is dried to equilibrium with 15-203 R. "f-1. thP 

it ls at a s
0

afe level for pacY.ag!!1g in these moisture resistant containers. This may be 

as low c:i.s ·1% moisturefor lettuce to 83 moisUire for most grasses and grains and can 

be determined fro:n Tables l a.'ld 2 • 

. ·~tually there are th?:ee kinds of containers so far as moisture penetration is 

concerned:' 

1. Completely porous - bulk bins, burlap, cotton, paper. 

2. Moisture resistant - polyethylene, ~sphalt. 

3. Moisture proof - se2.led steel bins, tl?!l. cans, laminated fiber-aluminum drumi: 

with gasket, and aluminum foil lami~ated with some pla$t.ics but not .'.lll. 

When using sealed containers with properly dried see·d no indet"~ gas nor v.:ic:.:um 

is neP.ded nor is a dessi~.:mt needed. But the seed must first be properly dried or a 

sealed contalncr is worse t:1an one that is Porous to moisture a!ld eases. Some of the 

advantages. :md·disJdvaut<ige.s of these moisture proof and moisture resistant p=ick2g-es 
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are aS"'follcws: 

Advantnges 

I. _Maintain~ vigor and germination 

· 2. No change in seed wcighr. 

3. Barrier !or insects, rodents. djsease. 
(not true of _some plastics~ 

4. Less chance fn!'1rrixni.re.s .. 

5. Less chance for lab~h11g errors. 

6. Cheaper handling costs at reta!l. 

7. Carries the proJuce:rs br~nd na:r:e 
to the consumer. 

8. Handy to use in field . 

"":Disadvantages. 

1 •. More seed to a pound 
( less water). · 

··· 2 • . Must have an inventory of 
sizes. 

3. Problems. of labeling for 
~state laws. · 

4. Harder to pile, bulkier~ 

5. More e>..-pensive package. 

6. Higher shipping costs. 

7. Disposal of container after 
use. 

. Our research !ndicate that :r.erl'ul"'i:ll fungicides and organic phosphate .~nsecticides 

are injurious to seeds in sealed c:onta iners nut that materials like arnsnn, captan, 

Spergon end dicldr;n do not appea.r. w be harmful. 

Summary 

Seeds reach .::i peak of vigor and g-=rmination at the moment of full maturity. Man 

~only attempt to keep them as cluse: ro this peak as possible. This can be done by 

proper harvesting and r:iilling and by drying seed to safe moisture levels for storage 

until needed. High moisture is th~ most important factor causing loss of vigor and 

germination of seed::;. lf ~eed.£: are tiricd to moisture levels in equilibrium witl1 15-20% 

R.H. and stored so as to mamtain these r.1oisture levels. then th~ seed rr.ay b~ kept 

thref years and longer without a sigt'lifica11t los~ :>f germin;nion. 
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SEED PACKAGING IN THE HUMID TROPICS 

E. J. WARHJl.M, 1983 

Packaging is an essential prerequisite for the organised distribu

tion of most commodities. It enables the commodity to be handled in 

units of convenient size, it provides protection and may ultimately 

assist in marketing the product. In the case of seed, the concept of a 

'labelled unit' is fundamental to quality control systems in which the 

origin and performance of seed is documented as a form of consur.:er 

protection. 

Seed is a living commodity and vulnerable to deterioration through

out the period between harvest and sowing. Consequently the most im

portant function of seed packaging is protection against (1) mechanical 

and physical hazards incurred during transport, storage and distribution 

and (2) climatic factors. 

The physical properties and storage potential of seed are influ

enced to a very large extent by moisture content and the relative hu

miuity of the atmosphere surrounding the seed. Thus, in tropical areas 

where humid conditions prevail during storage, the prevention of water 

vapour entry is a major part of the protective function of seed pack

ages. 
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The materials and technology exist which enable most crop seeds to 

be stored safely for long periods. However, in practice the selection of 
** 

a suitable package is still a compromise between its effectiveness and 

cost. This is especially true for seeds intended for sale in developing 

countries where the technical demands are severe and high costs may also 

be unacceptable. 

The Need for Moisture-Resistant PackagP.s 

Seed moisture is one of the two most important factors influencing 

seed longevity. The other factor is temperature but packaging has little 

influence on this. Harrington !1963) gives two rules that predict the 

effect of moisture and temperature on seed longevity. 

1. For each 1% decrease in seed moisture content the life of the seed 

is doubled (between 4 and 14% moisture) • 

• 

2. For each 5% dP.t:rP.ase in seet:I temper;iture the 1 ife of the Si?ed is 

doubled at least between O and 50°C. 

Both rules are logarithmic and act independently. Thus seed of 6% 

moisture at 10°C will remain viable 128 times as long as seed at 10% 

moisture and 25°C (24 X 23 = 27 = 128) (Harrington, 1973). 
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Seeds are hygroscopic and reach a moisture content in equilibrium 

with the relative hu:11idity of the air (Mackay, 1967}. H01·:ever, the equi

librium moisture ccntent of different lots 1-f seed at the sarre RH is not 

the same because seeds differ in their chemical composition. Oils and li

pids do not c;.bsorb \·;ater \'Jhile proteins and carbohydrates absorb con

siderable amounts. Even with one type of seed, such as \'/heat, the size of 

the seed, thickness of the seed coat and nutrition of tile r:1ot!1er plant 

affect the relative amounts of different constituent.:; of the seed. Thus 

different lots of the sarne kind of seed can vary in equi1·ibrium r;ioisture 

contents at the sarrE RH by as r.~uch as 1% (Harrington, 1973). 

Seeds also shm·J a hysteresis effect. If some seeds of a seed 1 ot are 

severely dried and tf1en returned to the higher RH with the original moist 

seeds, the dried seeds wil 1 reach an equilibrium moisture content 10:1er 

than that of the undried seed. Hysteresis occurs bec&use on drying the 

macromolecules are infolded and compressed. On rehydration these macro

molecules do not present as many sites for water absorption as do the 

fully expanded macromolecules of the moist seeds. In extreme s i tuati o:is 

the hysteresis effect may produce a seed equilibrium iroisture difference 

as great as 2% (Macka.y, 1967: Harrington, 1973) (Appendix 1). 

If seed can be packaged in moisture-proof containers so the RH of 

the air around the seeds remains low, then the equilibrium moisture· 

content remains low and the seed maintains its viability and vigour for 

a longer time (Ching et al, 1960; Miyagi, 1966; Mackay and Flood, 1968; 
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1969; 1970; Bass and Clark, 1974) 

Increasing seed moisture content also ~timulates the growth of mi

cro-organisms (fungi and bacteria) and insects (B.S. 1133, Section 5, 

1964; Jones, 1968). At normal storage temperaturP.s (15°- 20°C) micro

organisms multiply rapidly with seed moisture contents greater than 18 -

20 % (Harrington, 1963}. 

Packaging Materials for Seed 

Packages for processed seeds can be made of jute, cotton,paper, 

plastics, metal and various combir.ations of these materials. Each ma

terial has characteristics that make it suitable for a particular type of 

package or use (Justice and Bass, 1978) (Appendix 2). 

Jute 

Jute ~aterials are woven on flat looms and range from a light open 

mesh weave to heuvy close weaves (Conveney, 1!,}59) (Appendix 3) 

Jute sacks and bags are always open mouth sacks with several types 

of hem and stitching (Atkins, 1977). Closure of sacks takes place either 

by hand stitching, wire tying or bunch tying with twine (B. S. 1133, 

Seeton 9, 1967) • 
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!~raft 

Kraft paper is heavy duty, bleached, ~oatural or coloured (Paine, 

1977). Kraft seed sacks are made from a variety of kraft paper types 

with one to six plies (Justice and Bass, 1978). 

Wet Strength Kruft is a natural kraft \·~ith the additbe urea for-

8aldehyde which enables it to retain one third of its dry tensile strength 

~hen saturated with water. When allowed to dry out to its ncr~al ~oistJre 

content of approximately 8% it should regain its original dry tensile 

strength. It is ideal as an outer ply for scuff resistance (Anon, 1978). 

Polyethylene Ct>ated Kraft - The polyethylene coating varies from 

10-54 g/m2 and coating thickness can be selected for specific require

ments in barrier properties. The barrier property is not redu::ed 1·1hen the 

sheet is folded during manufacture of multi~all sacks. 

It can be used in three specific ways: 

1. As a thin coating on the inside ply of a paper sack to prevent 

contamination of the product by paper fibres 

2. As a barrier ply to prevent ingress (or egress) of moisture vapour 

3. As a barrier to liquid moisture. It is most effective on the 
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outside of the outermost ply but this leads to problems in printing 

and handling. A compromise is achieved by using the polyethylene 

coated kraft as the first ply in with the polyethylene coated side 

facing out (Rean, 1982). 

Multiwall paper sacks are manufactured so that each ply forms a tube 

within the other plies and contributes to the overall strength. Several 

layers of relatively light-weight paper, rather than a smaller number of 

heavier paper plies give greater flexibility and strength (Conveney, 1969) 

Multiwall paper sacks are either open mouth or valved; and gusseted, 

or flat; with pasted, pinched or sewn enclosures (Appendix 4}. 

Low Density Polyethylene 

Low density polyethylene sacks may be open mouth or valved and flat 

or gusseted (Appendix 5). They are generally only single ply and utilize 

heat sealing as a means of closure. 

The main characteristics of low density polyethylene are high 

stretch combined with reasonable tensile strength which in turn gives it 

a high energy absorbing property (Rean, 1982). 

Polyethylene films can be laminated to other films, foil, paper, 

textile fabrics and fibreboard to improve moisture barrier and other 

physical properties (Bass et al, 1961; Doerfler, 1976). In addition low 
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density polyethylene sacks can be used as liners in other sack types, e. 

g. jute and kraft. Liners are typically 50-75 um thick film where as 

single ply polyethylene sacks are of 175 u~ thick film. , 

Hoven Plastic 

Woven flat filament fabric is made from slit, stretched, high den-

sity polyethylene and polyµropylene. The flat filaments are derived from 

the high density polyethylene or polypropylene materi~l in the form uf a 

slit ta;;e •:1hi ch has been stretched \·:hen hot, fo 1101·!ed by cooling, to in

duce extra strength (Conveney, 1969; Flatman, 1977). \-then 1·;oven into fa-

bric, such tapes impart very high strength in both directions. The 

strength advantage over normal film is 10 to 20 fold. 

Circular looms enable the production of seamless sacks with greater 

strength qualities. 

Hoven fabrics are used for open-mouth, flat or gusseted sacks. These 

are unsuitable for heat sealing because excessive heat severely weakens 

the tapes and gluing is difficult. Sewn closures are satisfactory and the 

most usual (Rean, 1982). 

Hoven polypropylene or polyethylene can be used to coat other ma

terials, e.g. kraft. In this case, flat valved sacks with folded and 

glued ends are possible (Appendix 5). 
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Packages as Moisture Barriers 

Grabe and Isely (1969) compared the moisture resistance of different 

package types and concluded metal cans were nibisture-proof and satisfac

tory for maintaining seed viability under all conditions. The other ma

terials were unsatisfactory at 80-95% RH and ranked in the following de

scending order of moisture resistance: 37 um polyethylene;. 37 um poly

ester (the same), paper-polyethylene laminate, cellophane, paper and 

cloth. 

i~ven cloth and paper packages are completely pervious to moisture 

so seeds in such containers w111 quickly equilibrate with the enviroment 

s.irrounding them (Harrington, 1973). The rate of water vapour transmis

sion through such materials depends on the amount of pore space and the 

permeability of the material fibres. 

~later vapour transmission through polymer films, e.g. polyethylene 

obeys Fick's and Henry's laws. The two laws combined give the following 

equation: 

WVTR = Q 

At 
= 

(P1 - P2 ) = difference in water vapour pressure across the film 

t = time 

A = area of film exposed 

l = thickness of the film 

P = permeability constant of the film at a given temperature 
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The transmission rate should be inversely proportional to the thick

ness of the film, and the permeability constant independent of thickness. 

However, there are two exceptions: 

1. The permeability constant P increases with the thickness, e.g. coat

ed films where only part of the measured thickness contributes to 

the permeability. 

2. The permeability decreases with thickness, e.g. defective films 

with irregular surfaces or pinholes giving higher transmission rates. 

The permeability constant P is independent of thickness when there 

is no marked interaction between gas and film material. Where interactions 

take place, deviations occur, e.g. water vapour and cellulose film. 

Investigations have shown that the permeability of various pigmented 

plastics is increased or decreased according to the nature of the pigment, 

amount present and the size and shape of the particles {Cairns, Oswin and 

Paine, 1974; Turner and Yarsley, 1961). 

A barrier is not merely the material from which the package is con

structed but contains closures and joints which are equally if not more 

important (Cairns, Oswin and Paine, 1974). Metal is a complete barrier 

but the joints and closures made from it may permit the transmission of 

water vapour unless they are correctly designed and constructed (Bass et 
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al, 1961; Grabe and Isely, 1969: Harrington, 1973). Likewise, where a 

moisture-vapour barrier is incorporated in the plies of a paper sack it 

is necessary to ensure that moisture cannot enter through the seams of 

the sack. This is particularly important wit~sewn sacks where moisture 

enters through the sewing 1 ine. The problem can be alleviated by the 

technique of se\·ling and overcapping with folded-over crepe tape (Paine, 

1977). 

Additionally many coated materials such as foil laminates have their 

moisture barrier characteristics reduced by creases and folds made in the 

constr4ction of the package and during handling. This must.also be taken 

into account when considering the barrier properties of the whole package 

(Baker, 1967). 

Paper, cellulose films and synthetic polymers have variable proper

ties depending on their nature and thickness (Cairns, Oswin and Paine, 

1974). For example the moisture permeability of polyethylene is influ

enced by temperature and relative humidity and also varies directly with 

thickness (Mackay and Flood, 1968; Hami. ton, 1967). At higher tempera

tures. polyethylene is more permeable to moisture vapour transmission 

than at low temperatures. The steeper the gradient between the seed equil

ibrium and the relative humidity of the air outside, the faster will be 

the moisture vapour transmission through the package (Harrington, 1973). 

Under humid tropical conditions a 175 um high density or 250·um low den

sity polyethylene film should be suit~ble for seed packaging (Anon, 1959; 

Toole et al, 1961; Grabe and lsely, 1969); where as under temperate 
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conditions 75 um high density and 125 um low density polyethylene is suf:

ficient(Cooper, 1959). Although high density polyethylene is more resistant 

to water penetration than low density polyet!;tylen~ of the same thickness it 

is more difficult to seal (Harrington, 1973). 

The Choice of Packaging for Climatic Protection 

The choice of packaging for climatic protection depends on a number 

of factors including sensitivity of seed to adverse conditions, ambient 

environmental conditions and duration of storage. Thus, in an area of low 

relative humidity, e.g. Central Valle, California or low rrean temperatures, 

e.g. Scotland, there is no difficulty in using porous packages for less 

sensitive seeds such as grains and tomato seeds. In a hot, humid area such 

as Bengal, India, packaging properly dried seed in moisture-proof packages 

may be necessary to maintain high vigour and gennination (Harrington, 1973) 

Lortjevity of seeds in sealed moisture-barrier containers depends on 

the combined effects of.several variables: seed moisture content when pack

aged, storage temperatures and moisture vapour transmission rate of the ma

terial {Bass and Clark, 1974). The seed moisture content must be low enough 

to withstand the highest temperatures to which the seed might be exposed in 

order to prevent condensation and thence mould growth {Clark and Bass, 1975). 

In general, the lower the seed moisture, the greater the length of storabil

ity in moisture barrier containers {Ching et al, 1959). HCMever, seeds 
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should not be overdried otherwise they may be damaged. This is of practical 

importance to seedsrren for two reasons:· 

1. drying seeds to excessively loi.·1 moisture"tontents is difficult and 

expensive; and 

2. dry seeds are more easily cracked· or broken during handling, reducing 

germination and vigour (Harrington, 1973). 

If seed moisture fs high and there are no facilities for drying down, 

packaging in moisture permeable containers is preferable (Mackay and Flood, 

1970). 

Another factor influencing the choice of package is the fact that seed 

itself is a barrier to moisture vapour transmission. A small seed packet . 
has a very high surface:' volume ratio and therefore needs a highly water 

vapour resistant material for the seed to remain dry and of high vigour. 

However, 25 kg bags of seed, packed 25-30 high on pal lets stacked close 

together in a large seed warehouse, have very little surface exposed in 

relation to their bulk and the superficial layer of seed separates the 

ambient air from the bulk of the seed inside. Here, only the outside seed, 

a small proportion, may be damaged by high RH in the storage atmosphere 

even when the seed is packaged in moisture permeable containers (Miyagi, 

1966; Ck>erfler, 1975; O'Oowd, 1977; Harrington, 1973). 
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TYPES OF JUTE MATERIALS 

Hessians: 

Tarpaulins and 

baggings: 

Twilled sackings; 

(from Atkins, 1977) 

- .APPENDIX 3 

- 15 -

Plain weave, single yarns in both warp and weft 

Plain weave, warp threads laid double i.e. double 

warp (OW)'. 

Twilled 2:1 weave,usually with double warp but 

sometimes single warps (SW). 
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SEED H~ALTH ;ESTS 

-Eli za~eth J. '·!a rham, 
Cif1•wr, Lon::!res 41 
Apdo. Postal 6-641, 
M~xico 06600, D.F. 

Seed Testina Staticns 

Whilst crops were restricted to cerc~h and pulses, th~ farmer sowed what 

* ·he harvested· and-·individuat se~ds·were large· €nough for recognition (Thomson, 

1970). 

\·!ith the introduction of fodder and root crops, however, the situation 

changed. The farmer harvested leaf, stem and root. Seed production was 

d~ve1oped ir. particularly suitable regions by men who learned to specialize, 

~ut the farm~r wh0 h:1119ht t.hP c;ppd was un;;bie- to rpcognize the c:mMli and 

chaffy grass seeds and frequently received the wrong kind. Farmers must 

ha•;e realized that the viability of the seed for these crops was iess 

. . 
.... ~ ''"' ..... "'""'~ ''""' ~ - """"'""'•• 

d~trrior~ted in stora~e. 

. . . 

l·iuring the ·agricultural -revolution the ne~d to assess ti1e value of seed 

was realized. The pioneer was Professor ·Nobbe, who established a seed 

te$ting station near Dresden, East Germany in 1869. Within 50 years seed 

testing stations were esta.blished ail o"Yer Europe and North America. 

Thc~~e developed in isolation, each one working out its own method for 

testing. Inevitably there were discrepancies between te~ts &nd the tnt2r

national Seed Testing Association was formed to negotiate rules for 

testing which would be acceptabie internationally and followed fo an 
member countries. 

'-,., ~ .. 
' ~ ' 

Durity, Viability and Vicour 

T~e ori~inal idea was to test for ~urify a~d ~iabilit~. The ~u~pos~ bf 
' -:. ~ ~ '!'\ ' 

the purity test was to determine how much of the 'seed belo~gs to the 



spec 1es \''hi ch it purports to be. Seeds of other species {crops or \·reeds) 

were regarded as impurities, as were pieces of stem, soil particles, fungal 

sclerotia, etc. 

The original gennination test found the_ proportion of the pure seeds which 

were viable. 

Next came the Tetrazolium Test. The seed may be mechanically damaged during 

processing and consequent necrotic areas in the embryo were recognized by 

staining with tetrazolium, the extent measured and the test used as a measure 

of vigour. 

Seed Health 

Attention was drawn to the fungi associated with germinating seeds in 1886 

when Bessey, in Iowa, U.S. A., published the results of germination tests 

with notes on the fungi found. In Great Britain, Smith (1897-1901) published 

illustrated notes on fungi she had found· on germinating farm seeds. 

In 1920 the Leningrad Plant Protection Station opened and three years later 

Oorogin (1923) published a scheme for the detection of seed-borne fungi 

giving short descriptions of the principal organisms found on the seeds of 

various crop plants in Russia. Klemm (1926) reco~nended that Dorogin's 

methods for the detection of seed~borne diseases should be introduced into 

Germany and in 1924 the phytopathological analysis of crop seeds became 

compulsory in the U.S~S.R. (Budrina, 1935). 

In J.931 Q;ton publi_shed a list of seed-borne parasites including a modifica

tion of Dorogin's scheme for their detection; Alcock published a short list 

of fungi found on the seeds of vegetables and forage crops in Scotland; 

while Doyer in the Netherlands proposed the alteration of I.S.T.A. rules 

to include the seed health state on International Certificates. 



Anderson, A. M. (1958) 
Seed-borne Diseases. 
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. The fungus flora of forest tree seeds was investigated by Vanine and 
. 

Kotchkina (1932) and by Garbowski (1936) while Tullis (1936) isolated 

more than 18 species of fungi from discoloured rice kernels. Doyer in 

1938 published her manual for detection, of seed-borne diseases: this 

work in the Netherlands was .continue.d by -Crosier. and Weimer (1940) and 

by Cooke and Shaw (1952). The microflora of wheat seed has been 

studied by James and Lejeune (1952) and Shaw and Valder (1953). In 

Canada, a series of papers have been published on Stemphylium, Alternaria, 

Curvularia, Acremoniella, Chlamydomyces, Trichocfadium, Chaetomium, and 

Sordaria found on numerous seeds excluding the cereals (Groves and Skalka 

1944, 1944a, 1945, 1946; Skolko and Groves 1948, 1953; Cain and Groves 

194&). Machacek et. al., (1951) prepared an annotated list of· the fungi ...... ...... 
found er. \·1heat, oats and barley in Canada, the ~..!ia_ being studied 

. 
separately by Gordon {1944, 1952;1954). Porter (1949)·related the 

importance of seed-borne fungi and brought Orton 1 s 1 i st up-to-date, \'lhi le 

Anderson (1958) contributed a section on.seed-borne diseases to the As-

sociation of Official Seed Analysts Handbook. 

Tests first devised by Dr. Doyer were later developed for specific 

pathogens by the International Seed Testing Association through its Plant 

Diseases Col111littee. 

J!:.chni qu_~~-1.LS_E}_S __ C!Jld -1:..i_~i ta_ ti q_f'!..S_ 

Test techniques are of three kinds: 
-1. Examination of seeds externally or internally, macro- or micro-

sc~~ically, f~r the. pre~ence 6f pathogens • 
..... 

•'1"" • • 

2. Piating seeds on agar and identifying the emergent organisms. 

3. ·G~~inating seeds-'and growing the seedlings in conditions known to 
...•. ':' "' ·: ... , .. , ~ ~ ' ' / 
_,encourage the production of· diagnostic s.vmotoms. 
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Routine health investigations o( seeds. may be used. for .severaJ pur

poses (De Temp~. 1970): .. 

1. To detect quarantine infections. 

2. To study the health condition as one factor among ?~ver~l that 

determine the fie 1 d va 1 ue. of the seed, 

3. To decide whether pesticide treatment of the seed is necessary • 

. 4. ·To assess the prevalence of a seed-borne infection in a survey. 

Such tests, however, have not been adopted on a· general routine basis 

for legal and commercial purposes for a number of reasons (Thomson, 

1970): 

i. There may be little correlation between the laboratory test and 

what happens in the field (Limonard, 1968). 

2. Tests have had poor repeatability. 

3. Tests take too long for practical purposes. 

4. The cost is excessive. 

5. Universal use of fungicides gives rise to the attitude ~hat it is 

unnecessary to test when a pathogen can be easily and cheaply 

controlled by fungicide treatment. 

Some of these objections are slowly disappearing with the introduction 

of improved techniques. 

Pathogen Transmission 

Seed transmission is one of the most efficient ways of dispersal for a 

pathogen, because of the intimate association of pathogen and host, both 

in space and time. Net only can a pathogen, new to an area or field, be 
..... 

introduced with the seed, but also if already present, seed-born!? inoculum 

may·cause a more rapid building up of inoculum. In addition, rando111 dis

tribution over the field, may give rise to many foci of primary infei:tion 

(Limonard, 1968). 
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Seeds carry a characteristic·microflora which varies with the·hcst species. 

This is especially true for the more deeply seated microfloras, whilst on 

the surface many accidental guests may be carried as well (Malone and 

Muskett, 1964}. 

The normal microflora can arrive on the developing seed by air currents or 

via splashing rain from other hosts or from the soil. Some fungi such as . 

Alternaria and Eoicoccum spp. are associated with the host plant throughout 

its growing period (Malone and Muskett, 1964). Parasitic or saprophytic 

micro-organisms· may· enter the flower or be borne on the surface of the 

~e~rl~ a~ P.xternal contaminants, or they may penetrate into its external 

layers {Ciccarone, 1958; Gaumann, 1951}. 

The subepidermial mycelium lies between the epidermis and cross-layer 

eel ls (Hy<le and Ga lleymore, 1951). More acci denta 1 seed c\iat fohabi tan ts 

may be picked up during harvest an~ storage· from soil, dust, machinery, 

storage bins, etc. (Muskett, 1950). 

Fungi may be present in an actively grow;.ng fonn, or unrler dry conditions 

as thick-walled resting mycelium, chlamydospores, or resting spores which 

are dormant and waiting the access of moisture and warmth in ord~r to grow 

and develop. Alternatively they may occur as spores within fragments of 

testa, glume, palea, bark, scale, leaves, soil, etc., attached to the 

seed (Muskett, 1950). 

Grm·ting Conditions, Climate and Storaae 

Growing conditions in the field, such as cultural methods (use of fertilizers, 

fungicides, herbicides, etc., )soil-type 3nd fertil'ity, area and seasor. of 
. ' 

growth ·are important. These factors wi 11 affect the h.ost vigour, duration cf 

certa.i.n growth stages (flowering, seed set, -and r.aturation), lodging, etc., 

as \'tell as quantity and kind of inoculum (l.imonard, 1968). 
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Most important after host species seem to be the climatic factors. High 

humidity and rainfall favour the.establishment of a large number of 

pathogens in seeds (Kreitlow~.!]_~. 1961; Mead and Cormack, 1961). 

Wet weather during harvest may also be an important factor. 

Ponchet (1966) found that in the case of wneat caryopses climatic factors, 
. . 

notably humidity, determine whether fungi enter. He made the distinction/ 

between hydrophytic parasites (Fusarium and Septoria} which are favoured 

by wet conditions and mesophytic saprophytes (Alternaria, Epicoccum and 

Cladosoorium) which are indifferent to humidity. Competition between 

these fungi was found to be another factor, those that enter first having 

a competitive advantage and usually becoming the dominant species present. 

During storage of the seeds some organisms may decrease or die out whereas 

others may be stimulated. The latter is especially the case with zc-ca11ed 

storage fungi (notably xerophytic species of Aspergillus and Penicillium) 

which cause deterioration of stored grain (Christensen, 1957; Wallen, 1964; 

and Crosier and Braverman, 1963). 

Effects on Host 

Many seed-borne fungi are virulent pathogens with their existence closely 

linked with that of the host plant; some behave as parasites, under certain 

conditions; others appear to exert no particular influence, while a few may 

be regarded as beneficial. 

In many cases the presence of a seed-borne micro-organism is harmful and 

may seriously endanger the health and life of the plant. 

These effects of the pathogen on the host seed have been reviewed and classi-
... 

fied into four categories by Wallen {1964) {Limonard, 1968). 

1. No normal seed is produced (Ergot, bunts, smuts and Septoria nodorum in 

wheat). 
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2. The seed is killed before germination (Gloeotinia tennulenta. ,· 0 } ryegrass .-

3. The pathogen causes pre-emergence death (Fusarium nivale in cereals). 

4. T~e seed gives rise to diseased seedlings or plants which can serve as 

centres of inoculum in the field (Fusarium and Septoria}. 

It is in the last group that seed transmigsion becomes an efficient 1vay of 

transport. 

One and the same pathogen may produce more than one or even all of the above 
' effects; e. g., Fusarium and Septoria . 

• Seed Treatments 

Crop losses dLle to disease have been reduced progressively using experience 

gained over thousands of years. Urine and wine were already used 1n Roman 

times to check seed-borne diseases. In 1807 Prevost introduced copper 

sulphate to control bunt- of wheat. This treatment killed the spores of 

Us ti iag!!., but caused injur.ies to 'seed damaged by th res hi ng. Later forma 1-

. dehyde and corrosive sublimate (me~curic chloride} were introduced (Bolley) 
. 

1891; Geuther, 1895}. Although efficiency was satisfactory, danger arose 

because mercuric chloride is very toxic. 

The copper carbonate treatment of seeds to control bunt was used by von Tubeuf 

(1902) and later by Darnell-Smith (1917). Liquid preparations of organic 
, ··, ; . (1 ~ ' '· . . < _: •• j • 

mercury compounds were used successfully by Riehm (1913), and organic mercury 

dusts became increasingly ·p~pul~,~~. · Non~~tal:li~ '~~pounds were _patented by 
·'-·<\'.~')f)· ::: ·•q .\:;_;-.; .,,, ,,. 

Tisdale and Wlliams (1934) a~d since then many simila.r compounds have been 
-~ "" ,. , ~ :_-.n( :.}_) ;:~-:'3t .~:J 3'~1~f''; /_i,.,.:;1 L '}~"~~ ... ,./ }-t• ,..,. 

used as seed dressings; e.g., Captan, Chlorani.1, Dexon, Dichlone. -~nd Thi ram • 
. ,!-·-r·.-.'fi, ~~- ";. ·~t":: . ,,""(-... ·'·'t~·}:;~ ~-!_) \'f:fl {1~\;-i~·,-~~~i ~ !t'1f fr;~:'(._;_"~~;: ::1·.,.r"';,; ;,·;. 

· A major breakthrough in the control of seed-borne pathogens came w1th the 
-_.,., -·~· . .,,t,}·:;[~1;.:~-i'-?.t ·~rf"f, .-, :;j·;) ,;; ·I "";,!;~.; -.: •• 

discovery by von Schmeling and Kulka (1966) that derivatives of oxath11n 
.. --F "' I - · •. ..,y _ ~-:'-·"ti~ ~·rtf-+:·<r '":~~~~- ;"::L~d .5·fl1:) : .. '·-.:h">:::, .. ,.~ .i 

(5, 6-dihydro-2-methy1..:1~4..:oxathi1rl-3-carboxanalide) are ef~ective for seed 
., . . .... 1 . , -\ • "' . .., , .. , ."} r~ 1 _r , ~ • ; i 1 

, ~ , .--. ·~ ~ :~ +. '; -: -:' · • ~- -, · ~r~~l f1 t)f"'.·~iftt ~J~l ·:H:H-1-2 'jfi ( 13 J c.r.&n • ·' J_ .. "' 1 >..> "· 

treatrtent (Erwin, 1970)'. These ·chemicals (Vitavax. Carboxin, D~OC) act 
.f. ~- ' ... ~ ~ t r r ' ,,, ' ' ' ·1 (. • ·, ·- '. . 'r-. 1 r-,, ., .,.· '·"r"':·,. -.., .. . • .- 1',·JvJ i&>T!Ofl ~~ct .·1H,,r,,, .)fll.L· .. ,._,.;:: · ,: ·- · ~ 

-·systcmfcalTy - that is·; they arc absorbed by the sC?ed and translocatcd to 
, ~).\F1l.'l b911i lu~ '« ~q.~~~i,Z: :,; c1 

. the point of infection - and are particularly effective against the seed-

0052' 5ssml '?'$§ 
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Seed Health Tests 

In_ the Agar-Plate Test, Blotter Test and Freezing Method, the seeds are 

incubated·for a cert.ain period on,. or in, a particular medium under 

specific environmental conditions, in order to allow the pathogens on the 

seed to express their presence: this can be by the appearance either of .,- -

symptoms of the disease, or signs of the pathogen itself. An important 

condition is that these symptoms or signs should be sufficiently characteristic 

for an easy and correct recognition. 

The different fungi are identified by habit characters, each species display-

ing characteristic features such as form, length and arrangement of conidio-

phores; the form, size, septation, colour, chain formation, etc., of conidia, 

and their arrangement on the conidiophores; appearance of spore masses, 

characters of myczlium, density of colonies, etc. 

...... . •. _ ,._ ... __ .. ..,. -·-----.t...:-- _ ... - .. LI ... ~ •••. -L.:&.:--.L..!-- --..J ..1-··-1-----"- -.I:: 
Ille lllOJVI 10\,1.VI~ 1-'•VlllVl.lll!:j ~1vw1.11, llU\.1.1111..Ul.IVll QllU UC\'Ctvp111c111. VI 

symptoms of pathogens are temperature, humidity, light and period of 

incubation. These are discussed below with reference to standardization 

in the three tests used in this investigation. 

Temperature 

Culture tests are greatly influenced by temperature which affects germina

tion, growth, reproduction, an~ other activities of organisms. The temperature 

response curve, defining the minimum, optimum and maximum temperature, is 

specific .for each of the di~ferent life processes of an organism, although 

some of the curves may more or less coincide. 

The curve for mycelial growth may differ from the curves for sporulation, 

germination and infection. The temperature response curve for development 

of symptoms in one host may differ significantly from the curve for infection 

of another host by the same pathogen. Temperature affects the morphology 

of fungi and conditions for normal typical development ar~ sometimes confined 

to a sharply defined range. 
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Therefore, the incubation temperature for culture tests depends largely on 

the pathogen to be detected as well as the testing procedure to be applied. 

A test based on mycelial growth may require temperatures different from those 

for seedling growth and development of symptoms. 

In general practice, seeds are incubated o~· blotters and agars at the same 

temperature. For temperate cereals, the I.S.T.A. prescribes 20°C •'lhich 

favours growth of a large range of pathogens. · 

Humidity 

In the blotter test the main problem is to keep the .blotters adequately 

wet throughout the period of incubation, preferably under such conditions 

that further supply of water during this period is not needed. Increase 

in the amount of water and number of layers of blotters per Petri dish 

increases the e~ount of water available, aQd reduction of the number of 

seeds pe~ container. especially of larger seeds such as those of cereals, 

decreases total consumption of water for germination (Tempe and Limonard, 

1965). 

For the agar plate test, 21 nutrient agar is usually used. The water content 

of this medium is more than sufficient for the duration of the test. 

Light 

Light, temperature and humidity are known to influence profoundly the re

production of fungi. 'General growth characteristics, extent of sporulat'ion, 

spore morphology and pigmentation are also markedly influenced by li9ht 

(Leach, 1967). 

' In general, fluorescent black light tubes which emit radiati.on within the 
..... 

range from_ near ultraviolet light to visible light (320-420 nm) are used. 

They give a much higher proportion of near ultraviolet at 360 nm which ap

pears to be most suitable for routine seed health testing. This wavelength 

induces sporulation without adverse effects even at high dosages and pene

trates plastic Petri dishes (leach, 1967). 
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Some light-sensitive .. fungi sporulate when exposed continuously to near ultra

violet light, whilst others require a subsequent period of'darkness to comple· 

spore production. In the last-mentioned group, tenned "diurna 1 sporul ators 11
, 

sporulation is divided into two distinct phases -- an 'inductive phase', 

resulting in the fonnation of conidiophores, and a second''tenninal phase' or 

'conidial phase' which results in the formation of conidia. To induce sporula

tion of these diurnal sporulators near ultraviolet light-darkness cycles of 

12/12 hs. are adopted. 

Length of Incubation 

The length of the incubation oeriod for any organism under test is prescribed 

by the rate of growth of the organism. However, in most routine seed-testing, 

efforts are made to obtain easily readable results and maximum numbers. 

The length of incubation depends on other factors influencing the ratt: o-f 

development of the organisms involved. Temperature is particularly important. 

At incubation temperatures lower than the standard 20°C, in which 7 days 

incubation is usually required for adequate detection of most fungi, the 

length of incubation must be increased accordingly to obtain approximately 

the same development of colonies. 

Therefore, the standard incubation procedure is 7 days at 20°C with near 

ultraviolet light-darkness cycles of 12/12 hs. 



SEED TREATMENT 

This operation is widely accepted in seed conditioning. Since 

early SO's has been a standard practice in agriculture and 

seed industry. 

Because of the complex nature of seed- treatment. Today is very 

important that every seedman knows how and why to apply 

precise amounts of seed treatment 

Seed treatment is a practice that helps to establish and 

development of the seedling. It does not mean that the seed 
qua I ity wi I I be improved. The seed wi I I grow free of fungus, 

microorganisms and insects. 

The benefits for desinfecting seed are: 

More uniform population 

More vigorously plants 

Higher yields 

More economical yields 

DIRECT BENEFITS 

Seed-borne diseases control 
Seed and seed I ing protection 
Storage and soi I insects .protection 

TREATMENT TYPES 

Physical and Chemical 

Chemical Treatments: 
Protect and Prevent seed from-pathogen and insect attacks. 



FUNGICIDES E INSECTICIDES 

As a seedman, you must realize what organisms you are trying to 
) 

control and select the proper treatment. Request afso assistance 

from the especial ist in this area. 

Actually, there are many products in tne market and we must 

select the proper product and spectrum activity. 

Al I these products are high toxic and requiere strict control and 

regulations. 

A typical treatment on corn seed is a chemical structure which 

includes a fungicide and an insecticide. 

CAPTAN - METOXYCHLOR - MALATION 65- 10. - 1 .5 (187 g /100 kg) 

This chemical treatment has an extensive spectrum activity over 

many diseases and insect attacks. Ex. rotted seed and seedling, 

fungus, beetle granary, weevi Is, etc. 

BASIC PRINCIPLES 

There are three ways to apply the chemical treatment: 

1) Dry or dust 

2) Liquid (mist-o-matic) 

3) Slurry (most popular} 

Corn seed is usually treated in ''slurry" way. Most treaters use 

this way and consists in mixing a kind of wettable powder with 

water to obtain the desired slurry dosage to cover the seed. 

The way to prepare the mixing ratio depends of the seedman 

"experience'' to get the desired consistance. 

Usually a chemical and water dosage is not stated on the label. 



HOW TO CALIBRATE A TREATER 

Suppose the treatment of corn with captan-metoxychlor

Malathion. The label recommend 187 g/100 of seed 

The treater experience said and adecuated I iquid treatment is: 

187 grams of chemical powder mixed with water to get t I iters 

of treatement. i 1/100 kg of corn seed and 1 ,870 grams of 

chemical are required. (To make greater amounts of treatments) 

Prepared the treatment is necessary to calibrate the treater: 

STEP No. 1: 

Run 100 kg of seed through the treater and count the times the 

weigh pan arm trips. 

Ex.: 100 kg - 10 times 

STEP No. 2: 

100 kg 

Divide ------------ = 
10 trips 

We need in each trip: 

10 kg/trip 

50,000 c.c. 

x 

50 c.c. of chemical in each trip 

STEP No. 3 

Ton 

10 Kg 

Place a 50 c.c. cup to get the correct amount of treatment 

STEP No. 4 
Check if in 10 times you get i I iter or 500 c.c. of chemical 



However, there are methods to provide the proper mixing dosage 
and also how to calibrate the treater. As we are going to study 

later. 

TREATER PARTS AND WORKING FUNCTIONS 



~ TREATMENT CALIBRATION 

I. Basic Facts To Know Before Calibrating a Seed Treater. 

All seed treatments are quoted in dry ounces or in fluid 
ounces (per 100 pounds, or per bushel). Remember, there 
is a difference between dry ounces and f.luid ounces. 

16 dry ounces = 1 lb. 
128 fluid ounces = 1 gal. 

1 fluid ounces= 30 cc's. Example: At a rate of 3 fluid 
ounces per cwt, you are actually applying 90 cc's per cwt. 

When slurries are made by mixing wetable powder chemicals 
with water, the treater is then applying the slurry in fluid 
ounces 0£ the TOTAL mix. 

Chemical cup sizes are measured in cc's. Sample: Setting 
the dump weight to apply 3 fluid ounces (90 cc's) per cwt: 

15 cc 16 pound dump 
10 cc 11 pound dump 

7.5 cc 8 pound durn? 
5 cc 5.5 pound durnp 

2.5 cc 3 pound dump 

II. Accurate Calibration cf a Seed Treater. 

With no chemical in the metering tank, run 100 pounds of seed 
through the treater and count the number of times the weigh
pan dumps. Divide 100 pounds by the nlli"l\ber of times the wai.ght 
trips. 

This gives you the nurnber of pounds of seed per dump of the 
weighpan. Record the numerical setting of the weight on the wei9hpan arm 
for future use. 
Determine how much liquid your treater metering cups or buckets 
will du..-np onto the seed each time the weigh-pan arm trips by 
rnanual.ly tripping (without seed} the weigh-pan arm a. specific 
number of ti:nes. 

Catch the ano~nt of chemical that is dumped in a rneasu=ing cup. 
Divide the ar:iount of chemical caught by the number of times ym:. 
tripped the ueigh-pan. This gives you the amount of cheui.ical 
delivered per dump of the weigh-pan. (Record for future use). 

# 

A!ter completing operation one and two, you will know e:-tactly 
what your treater is presently set at. 

Remembering that there are two ways to vary the dosage o:: 
chemical to seed, either change the setting of the weight on 
the weigh-pa~ arm. • • (raise weight to increase amount of seed 
dumped or lower to decrease) ~ repluc•; m:h;ting cup in m8tcr
ing t~nk with another size cup to deliver more or less ch~r..
ical pt::r dump as necessary. For additional iuforrnation on cal
ibration, use c~libration in~truction manual furnizhed wit!~ 
each raachine by the manufacturer. 
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Special note for WETTABLE POWDER chemicals that must be mixed 
with water •. , Most wettable powders are applied at the ·rate of 
l to '5 dry .ounces per 100 pounds of seed. ··Normally, ·a chemical 
to water mixing rate is not quoted on the label, so you \·till 
have to experiment to suit yourself. Example: 

A chemical cup goes on at the rate of two dry ounces per 
100 pounds of seed. The seedsman has found that mixing 
five pounds of chemical (80 dry ounces) with one gallon 
of water, gives him the slurry consistency that he desires. 

Then, it must be kept in mind that the total volume of slurry 
(in this c~se~ approximate 1.2 .gallons) is enough to treat 
40 cwts (4,000 lbs.) of seed. (since the dosage is 2 oz/cwt 
and you have mixed 80 oz. into the slurry) 

So. . . 

1.2 gallons = 153.6 fl. oz. 

And. . . 

153.S fl. ozs = 3 84 fl I t d 40 cwts. seed • · oz. per cw · see 

Then. . . 

Just use the techniques covered earlier~ 



CHEMICAL SEED TREATMENT FUNGICIDES 

I. INORGANICS 
II. METALLIC ORGANICS 

I I I. ANTIBIOTICS 
IV. CARBAMATES 

V. CHLORINATED HYDROCARBONS 
VI. MISCELLANOUS ORGANICS 

I. INORGANICS 

A. BASIC COPPER SULFATE (TRIBASIC) -
controls certain seed rots of wheat and vegetables. 

B •. COPPER OXIDE (KOCI DE) -
controls blights and certain seed rots of peas. 

C. COPPER CARBONATE (BASIC)-
control s surface smuts, bunt, and certain seed rots of 
grain sorghum and wheat. 

II. METALLIC ORGANICS 

A. METHYLARSENIC SULFIDE (RHIZOCTOLR) -

B. 

controls certain seed rots, water molds, blight~. and 
damping off of cotton, rice, vegetables. Hot sold or 
registered in U.S. 

PHENYL MERCURIC ACETATE (PMA MIST-0-MATICR) -
controls certain seed rots and seed borne blights of wheat I 
barley, oats, sorghums, cotton, flax, etc. 

III. ANTIBIOTICS 

A. STREPTOMYCIN (AGRI-STREPR) -
controls certain bacterial decay problems (potato seed 
piece decay) of potato seed pieces. 

B. CYCLOHEXIMIDE (ACTI-DIOHER) -
controls certain seed borne diseases of vegetables, 
especially onions. Not sold or registered in U.S. 
for seed treaU ~nt purposes. 

IV. CARAMATES 

A. 
.. 

MANES (MANZATER, GRANOXR, AGROSOLR) -
controls certain seed rots and blights of peanut'.>, soyhca:~ 
a n d co r n . Co n t r o 1 s c e r ta i n s e e d born d i s c a s c s s u c li ii 5 
bunt, surfac~ borne smuts, and rots of small grJins. 
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B. ZINEls -
controls certain seed borne diseases of small grains 
certain rots of potato ~eed pieces. 

C. · MANES & ZINC COMBINATIOH (DITHANER) -
controls certain seed borne diseases of small grains 
and rice: 

D. NABAM -
controls certain seed borne diseases of cotton, onions, 
and potato seed pieces. 

E. BENOMYL (BENLATER) -
controls certain seed borne blights, rots, and smuts as 
wen as internally borne smuts of small grains. tlot sole.' 
or registered in U.S. for seed treatment purposes. 

V. CHLO RI NAT ED HYDROCARBOtlS 

VI. 

A. PCNB (TERRACHLORR) -
controls certain surface bor.ne seed and seedling disease~ 
of cotton, small grains, vegetables, and rice. 

B. HEXACLOBENZENE (HCB) -
controls surface borne smuts and blights of small grains 
and seed borne diseases of cotton, peanuts, soybeans and 
vegetables. 

C. CAPT AN ( ORTHOCIDER, CAPTANR) -
controls a broad spectrum of seed borne and seedling disea 
of many crops. 

D. DIFOLATANR (CAPTAFOL) -
controls seed borne and seedling diseases of cotton and -, 

E. DEMOSANR (GHLORONEB) -
controls seed borne and seedling diseases and d~~ping oft 
of cotton and certain beans. ls systemic in action. 

MISCELLANOUS ORGANICS 

A. VITAVAXR (CAR30XI~} 
controls seed borneand internally borne smuts, bunts, 
seedling diseases including damping off of small grains. 
borne and seedling diseases of cotton, rice and peanuts. 
systemic in activity~ 

B. THIRAM (ARASANR) -
controls seed borne diseases of many crops.· 

C. DEXON -

bl i r:hts. '':' 
Controls 
1 s truly 

controls certain seed rots and seed borne diseases of 
cotton, sorghum and vegetables. 
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D. 

E. 

F. 

BO TRAN 
controls certain seed borne diseases ar.d seed rots and 
blights of peanuts. 

THIABENDOZOLER (TBZ: MERTECTR)-
control s seed borne and seedling diseases of small grains 
and cotton. Not sold or registered in U.S. for seed 
treatment purposes. Is truly systemic in action. 

BUSANR (TCMTB) -
controls seed rots, seedling diseases, damping off, 
and surface borne smut of small grains and cotton and 
corn. 



SEED TREATMENT INSECTICIDES 

. · .. " 
I. .. CHLORINATED HYDROCARBONS 

II. ORGANIC PHOSPATES 
III. CARBAMATES 

I. CHLORINATED HYDROC.~RBONS 

A. ALDRIN I DIELDRIN I ENDRIN I CHLORDANE -
al~ registrations for seed treatment recently 
cancelled by EPA. 

B. HEPTACHLOR, BHC, LINDANE -
wireworms, seed corn beetle, seed corn maggot. 

C. METHOXYCHLOR 
storage insects only, no soil insect activity. 
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II. ORGANIC PHOSPHATES 

A. AZODRIN -
registered· for treatment of cottonseed only under 
tradename Go-Better. Is a true· systemic and 
provides control of early season insects attacking 
young cotton seedlings such as thrips, fleahoppers, 
etc. 

B. DI-SYSTON -
same as Azordin. 

C. THIMET -
Same as other two above. 

D. DIAZINON -
used on peas, beans, soybeans, corn to control 
seed and seedling attack of seed corn maggots and 
seed corn beetles. No claim for wireworm or false 
wireworm made. 

E. LORSBAN 
recently registered for treatment of seed corn. 

F. MALATHION -
registered to treat many types of seed - for con
trol of storage insects such as weevils, ants, etc. 
No soil insect control. 

III. CARBAMATES 

No carbamate insecticides are currently registered for 
seed treatment use in the U.S., but there are two import
ant ones currently being tested that show much promise. 

A. DACAMOX 
a product of Diamond-Shamrock Corp. being investi
gated as a systemic cottonseed treatmer.t to con-
trol early insects such as thrips, fleahoppers, mites 
on young cotton seedlings. 

B. ME/\.SUROL -
a product of Chemzigro Ch~:nical being investigated 
as a treatment for rice seed for ·control of ric~ 
water weevil and as n bird repellent. This pro
duct is not systemic 'rnd sc?e&as to have a very long 
residual-.-





THE PHENOL TEST 

The phenol test is used to aid in the identification of \oJl!eat 
(Triticum aestivum),Kentucky bluegrass (Poa ratensis), Oais (Avena sativa). 
barleyttford~umvulgare) and rye J~ecale cereale varieties. --

The phenol ~est is based on a phenol oxidase activity. The phenols 
are oxidized by the enzymes present in the pericarp, aleurone and other 
seed structures. As a result of enzymatic oxidation activites, dark 
colored, insoluable pigments (melanins) are formed. The amounts and kinds 
of the various phenol oxidase type enzymes present in the seed cause 
varying degrees of coloration in the pericarp. 

Material needed: 

1. Phenol is carbolic acid in the form of loose crystals. Carbolic acid 
crystals may be obtained from a chemical supply co. 

2. Distilled water is needed to prepare the solution. 

3. Large (15 cm.) plastic Detri dishes or other containers of a similar 
size are needed. 

4. A small metal container is needed in which to heat th~ carbolic acid 
crystals over a stove. 

5. Graduated cylinders are needed to measure the melted phenol and \'later. 

6. A flask should be available in which to store the excess phenol solution. 

Procedure: 

1. Prepare a 1% solution of phenol. This is done by first heating and 
melting the carbolic acid crystals until they are in liquid form. 
To prepare a 1% solution five ml. of melted carbolic acid can be 
added to 500 ml. of distilled water. 

2. Soak 100 seeds in distilled water for 16 hours. Drain and place seeds 
in two 15 c111. plastic petri dishes containing two layers of filter 
paper per dish, soaked in 1% phenol solution. Place seeds in rm'ls of 
ten seeds to make 100 per dish (if the sample is wheat, they are· placed 
crease side down). 

3. After 1 1/2 to 2 hours read the percentage of seeds with the varying 
degrees of coloration. The seeds will continue to darken as they 
remain in the solution. However, color differences are more difficult 
to see after two hours of staining time. 
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Conclusion: 

Different varieties of wheat have different degrees o~ staining when 
exposed to phenol solution for 1 1/2 to 2 hours. To draw a conclusibn 
whether a particular lot of wheat. is the variety given on the label, we 
must knov1 the phenol reaction of the particular variety. If \'1e have 
foundation seed of the variety available \'le can compare the phenol reaction 
of the foundation seed with the labeled s~ed in question. 

Notes: 

Phenol should be used with caution since it is toxic. The fumes from 
phenol should not be inhaled, therefore, it is best if fumes can be drawn 
away from a technician with an exhaust fan. A technician working with 
phenol should avoid rubbing solution into their eyes. 

Extra phenol may be stored in a refrigerator for three or more weeks. 



WHEAT 

(Coleoptile and Stem Color) 

This procedure is well adapted to differentiating cultivars and to detecting 
off-t~pe plants. 

Growth Conditions 

planting medium - Inert white quartz sand. 
planting instructions - Plant seeds 1 cm deep and 2 cm apart in rows s~aced 

4 cm apart. The plantE can be convcn~ently grown in 
flats. 

~ 

- Supply continuous light of 36,000 lux (33,000 lux 
cool white fluorescent tubes &nd 3,000 lux from 
incandescent bulbs). 

- Constant 25C. 

frora 

temperature 
watering - Apply Hoaglands solution lacking phosphorus as needed. 

Evaluation 

Evaluate approximately 7 days after planting. 

coleoptile and stern color 
purple: 'Abe,' 'Arthur 71' 
green: 'Caldwell,' Doublc>crop' 

Reference 

Dhesi, N. S., R. W. Desormeaux and J. Pauksens. 1'::171. Laboratory techniques for 
distinguishing winter wheat cultivars. Proc. Assoc, Offic. Seed Anal. 61:91-98. 
Dhesi, N. S., R. W. Desormeaux and J. Pauksens. l':tb~. Ide:.1tification of wheat and 
barley varieties at the seedling stage. Proc. Assoc. Offic. Seed Anal. 59:134-140. 
McKee, G. W. 1975. Development of a varietal purity testing system for wheat. 
Agron. Abstr. p. 94. 





WORK GUIDE 

.. 
"GERMINATION TEST FOR MAIZE (Zea~) AND' RICE (Oryza sativa) 

,, 
(J.F. Aristiz&bal*) 

Viable seeds g~~erally start germinating when placed in adequate 

moisture, oxigen, and in some cases light conditions. 

Seedlings will be classed during counting as: normal seedlir!gs, 

abnormal seedlings, hard seeds and dead seeds. 

1. NORNA.L SEEDLINGS 

A normal seedling as defined in the ISTA International Rules 

for Seed Testing, is that one that shows the capacity for 

continued development into a normal plant, when grown in good 

quality soil, and under favourable conditions of water supply, 

temperature and light. Thi3 capacity to continue development 

depends on ths health and correct f~~c~ion of the structures 

on development during germi~ation. 

2 • ABNORM~\L S:SEDLINGS 

Abnormal seedlings as defined in the ISTA Rules are those which 

do not shew the capacity for continued development ir.to nor;aal 

plants when grO\'{ in good quality soil and under fu.vourable 

conditions, because one or r:lore of essential structi.ires are 

irreparably defective. Three major classes of abnormal seedlings 

resulting from these clas~es may be distinguished: 

2.1 Damaged seedlings: Are those seedlings with any of the essential 

structures missing or so badly damaged that bal~nced develo?mcnt 

does not occur. Damage to the embryo of the seed usually result 

----·· 
* Agricultural Engineer, Quality Control - CIAT Colombia 
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from external causes, such as mechanical handling, heat, 

drought, or insect damage. The result}ng abnonnalitics for .. 
example, cotyledons or shoots cracked or completely separated 

from other parts of the seedling; cracks and splits in hypocotyl 

epicotyls, or cotyledons;. coleop~yles with damaged or broken 

tips; split, stunted or missing primary roots. 

2.2 Deformed or unbalanced seedlings: Are those with weak or 

unbalanced developme~t which might be caused by internal 

disturbances of a physiological-biochemical character. Such 
.,.. 

internal disturbances, however, are often due to earlier 

external influences, such as unfavorable growing conditions 

of "the pa~er!t plant, poo ·· ripening conditions for the seed, 

?rZ~~t~~e harvesting, effect of herbicides or ~esticides, 

poor cleaning procedures or inapropriate .storage conditions. 

I~ some instances they may be the result of the_ genetic 

ccnstitution or natural aging of the seed. 'lhe characteristic 

abnormalities might include retard or spindly primary roots;· 

short and thick, noding, twisted or spiraled coleoptyles; 

inverted direction of growth (shoots tending downward, roots 

with negative geotropism}; chlorophyl deficiency (yellow_or 

white seedlings); spindly or_ glassy seedlings. 

2.3 Decayed and/or diseased seedlings: Seedlings with any of the 

essentiaL structures so diseased or decayed as ~ re~ult of 

?rima~y infection, that normal development is prevented. This 

might result from attack of fungi or bacteria, often as a 

consequence of external damage or internal weakness. 

Often it might not be possible to assign individual abnormal 

seedli~gs to any· of the above categories without a thorough 
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knowledge of the history of a seed lot. For normal evaluation 

work this is not essential. In fact, .!t is sufficient for 

the analyst to know whether or not a seedling must be classed ,., 

as abnormal, except where a particular type of abnormality 

indicates incorrect germination co~ditions and makes a retest 

necessary. This may, for instance, be the case with discoloration 

or decay of the primary root because of a too high moisture 

level in the germination substratum. Furthermore, certain 

seedling abnormalities i~dicate inapropriate pre-harvest 

conditions or handling of the seed. For example, breaks and 

cracks often result from too rapid uptake of moisture prior 

to harvest or careless harvesting or conditioning1 shortened 

and thick coleoptyles of roots might result from over treating 

with chemicals. Information such as thi's may be of val~.ic t:::. 

the seed usE.r. 

HARD SEEDS. 
. .. 

Are classified as such seeds which remain hard at the end 

of the prescribed test period because they have not absorbed 

water due to·an impermeable seed coat or testa. 

4 • DEAD SEEDS 

Seed which at the end of the test· period are neither hard 

nor fresh and have not produced seedlings, are classified 

as dead seeds. 

S. MATERIALS 

A tray with water for each two persons 

Two samples of maize and two of rice 

A Tesa tape roll per table 

One ink pencil 



A pair of tweezers 

Twenty rubber bands 

Two plastic bags for eight rolls. 

one plastic bag for four rolls 

Four laboratory working cards* 

Spatules 

Sterilized sand 

6 • METHODOLOGY. 

The pure seed fraction should be well mixed and 400 seeds 

counted at random into eight replicates of 50 seeds from 

the good germination sample as well as from the low germination. 

~epeating the procedure for each specie. 

The seeds snould be spaced uniformly on the moist substratum 

far enough apart to prevent the seedlings, u~ far as possible, 

from touching each other before they are counted and removed. 

This can be done with the help of counting plates. 

Another germination paper conveniently moisted is placed over 

the seeds, folded on the lower part and rolled indicating on 

the external.part the replicate number. t~1en eight replicates 

are completed, place them on the plastic bag and close it 

giving the replicate number assigned on the external part. 

Permissible methods, substrata, temperatures, light 'Conditions 

and special treatments are described ~n the following table: 



Specie (1) Subs tr a tun 

Oryza sativa BP; T.P; S 

5 

Te:mperat.ure 
oc 

20-30 
30; 35 

Zea mays ........ -~;- _s~ ...... _20-30; 25 

Light 

PRESCRIPTIONS FOR: 

First 
Counting 

(days) 

5 

4 

r'inal 
Crn.mt.ing 

(days) 

14 

7 

.l>.ddi tiom.l 
directions 

pre-soak 24 
to 48 hours 
in \o:ater 
at 40°C 

(1} Information taken from the ISTA Inter~ational Rules for 
)" 

Seed Testing .. 

* B.P. Between paper 

S : Sand 

Place the test in the germinator and c~eck that is is working 

according to adequate temperatures shown in above table. 

As can be obs~rv~d, the chosen methodology and temperature 

will depend on laboratory conditions and possibilities. 

7. CALCULATTON AND EXPRESSION OF RESULTS 

Results are expressed. as percentage by nu.Ttlber. ~-lhen seed 

replicates results are within the maximum tolerated range 

(Table 4), the average ~epresents the percentage germination. 
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TJ.\BJJE 4. Maximum toie-rated rilnges between replic<itcs ~ This 

table indicates the maximum range (ie·'differencc between 

highest and lowest) in germi~ation"percentage tolerable 

between replicates, allowing for random sampling variation 

only at 0.025 probability. 

A"-=-r--e t:.er'"'0 "'ta,....e Maxi.-:i.un J>._vcrage percentage Z.taxirnun ··- ct':;j- ~ ~ .. ~ 
• +- • range germination range ger.ru.na ... ion 

1 2 3 1 2 3 
99 2 5 87 to 88 13 to 14 13 
98 3 6 84 to 86 15 to 17 14 
9-I 4 7 81 to 83 18 to 20 15 
96 5 8 78 to 80 21 to 23 16 

93 to 94 7 to 3 10 73 to 77 24 to 28 17 
92. 'CO 92 9 "CO 10 11 ~7 to n. 29 'to 34 18 
89 t:; 90 !.1. to 12 12 56 to €6 35 to 45 19 

51 to 55 45 tc 50 21) 

"The pe~cent~ge germination obtained, should be indicated in 

labo~atory working card. 

·The percentage of normal seedlings, abnormal seedlings, hard: 

and dead seeds shall be entered in the appropriate spaces. If 

the result is nil for any of these categories, it shall be 

entered as "O" and space not left blank. 



INTRODUCTION TO Sf.ED 7EST!NG !/ 
James C. Dclcuchc 

Seed T~chnoioqy i.:1 bora tory 
Mississippi State Un1vi::rsHy 
Suite College I r .. Hss1ss!pp{ 

., 
;., 

Seeds, soil, and climate are the baste 1!"lgredients of agriculture. It has 

long been a consensus th::it the more that is, or can be known about these prime 

ingredients / the greater will be the probability of an efficient and productivo 

nc;rtculture. Man selects crops adapted to predom!r.at1ng climatic conditions 

of his area and c.:?n - to a limited ext~nt - ;ilter climate to meet purt!cular 

requirements of crops {c. q. , !rric;a tion, drainage, flcodinq). W!thin recent 

years soil resources have been surveyed and characterized in many r.c:rts of the 

world. Soil testinq Iaborator!es evaluste certain si;nif!cant i::her.~ica! c:nd 

phys teal charactorist1cs of sells. Upon the l::asis of such tc<>ts, fortilizar and 

soll managament. prac:tjces are recommended to th3 farmer. It is not surprising 

tr.en, that saed testing has a!so becorr:e a standard a.gri=ultural practice. 

There are several reesons v.·hy !tis :iecessary {or desirable) to test s~·c:"!ds, 

The first, the wost cbv!cus, and the most important r.eason is to determirie the 

-=1!!:3 li tv of seed. 3v seed cua!ity we mean the level or degree of their suit~ bi Uty -----· ' . 
for a particular purpose -•producing a crop. !n those countrie~ having laws 

regulating the intra-country or inter-country (importj movement :>f seed, ~nc.ther 

reason !or testing seeds is to fulfill certain legal requirement~. A thirc! rc~!.>on 

for t~s Unq seed - which is closely related to the first - ls to prov!~::! a l.·\:1s is 

for price, and consumer discrimination among the several seed lots availc:.ble 

for purchase. 

l/ Prepared for Int~rnat!on:il Training Coi.lrse on Seed Impr';)vem<.~nt fer 
L:.tin America ~rnd Caribbean Area, Campir.'3.s, Brazil, November 9 to 27, 19G·1. 
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.seed Quality Attributes 

The question might be asked - for what does or:e test seecf:? Seeds arc 

tested for certain attributes which significantly affect their suitability for 

planting. These attributes are: 

(l) Physical purity 

· (2) Incidence of noxious weed seed 

(3) ·aermina tion or viability 

(4) Provenance or origin 

(5) Density (weight per volume or number) 

(6) Moisture content 

(7) \.'c:.rietal pu:-it:,· 
. 

(8) Vigor 
·· .... 

(9) lncicience of seed borne diseases 

(l O) :fficsc:." of \':>.~!~~s ::ecc! treat:nents 

.,, . \ 
, .. J.} Homoger.ity 

Standard Seed Tests 

. Not ·all of the eleven attributes of seed quality listed above are evaluated 

routinely. Indeed, only three of them are routinely evaluated in most seed 

.testinq-bboratories: physical purity, incidence of noxious weed seeds, and 

.. germina~ion. To the extent that provenance and varietal purity can be evaluated 

in t~e purity .test, then they too are routinely considered. 

Pur!ty . 

The physical purity of seeds is evaluated and determ!ned in the pt!rity 

test. The purpose of the test is to determine the physical composition of tha 

seed lot (a lot of seed can be defined as a quantity of seed uniform in all its 
,~ . 

parts for the various seed attributes within certain tolerance limits). Tne tP=l 
I . . . 

is made upon a see<l sample of prescribed minimum size \•1hich is repr~senta•tvE· 
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of tho lot. Tho q:.ianUty of seed prescribed !or purity tests i~ b.::.sed on a 30CO 

to 5000 seed minimum. Under certain rules, the purity sample iz d!vic'.0d into 

two subsamples for independent un.Jly.s1s. Unde; other rules, the pt\rlty s'lrr:ple 

is examined !n tQ!g. 

The purity sample is separated into four component:i: 

(1) Pure Seed - refers to the kir.d or kifld and variety under 

consideration. 

(2) Other .cron seed - refers to other kinds of crop seed or varieties ot~-~.:~l 

than the kind con.stitut1nq the pure seed. 

(3) Weed seed - refers to seeds er other propagating structure~ found 

in seed of plants recognized as weeds by law, regulation, or general 

usage. 

(4) ]nert matter - refers to seed-like struct1Jres from both crop and weed 

plants and other matter not seed. 

After the cc.mponent.s of the purity ~a.st ara s.::p.Jrutsd, they arc wcigh::d 

and the!r ;-roport!on of the whole sample expressed as percentages. 

Nox!~us we~d seed ex~mln~ t!on 

The nox10·..is weed seed examination is an extension of the purity ~est. 

The working sample (sample for test) is on the order of 5 to 25 times tho size 

of the purity sample (except for large seed). In the noxious weed test, the 

incidence or rate of occurrence of certain weed seeds {usually designated by 

law or official regulation) is determined. The rate of occurrence is usually 

expressed as the number per ;ram (or ounce), or kilogram (or pound) of each 
:c~ 

kind of noxious weed seed found in the ~~mple. 

Germination test 

The germination test is a measure of the ability of seeds to germinate 

and produce plants. Seeds for the germination test are taken from the eure seed 

component of the purity tcs:. Usually 400 seed i.lre tested - in replicates of 
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4 x 100. The seeds arc planted under prescribed conditions favorable for 

germination and early seedling growth I ie e. I provided With moisture I a 

favorable temperature and a suitable substratum or other special requirement. 

Not only are the condition~ of the test prescribed, but also the duration of 

the tast in days. Usually, the germination tF..:st is evaluated at least two times 

(or more) during the test period. One of these is a final evaluation mnde at the 

term1na tion of the test. 

Germination tests arc evaluated as follows: 

(1) The number of normal seedlil"'.as are determined. Normal seedlings 

are those possessing morphological and physiological attributes 

.indicative of their ability to produce a normal p!.:lnt. 

(Z} The number of ~ bnorma l secdlinc;s. ;'\bnorrnal seedling~ are th~se 

which for morphological or physiological reasons are incapable of 

producing norma 1 plants • 

._{3} The. number of dead seeds. Seed in which th~ processes of germination 

arc not initiatc;.d because of excessive necrosis. 

(4) The number of hard seed. Hard seed are generally alive - they do not' 

. absor_b_ water because of water impermeability of the seed coat. 

(Mostly characteristic of the Leguminosae, Malvaceae and certain 

tree or shrub seed.) 

(5) The number of dormant seed (other than hard seed}. 

· Alt~ough these observations are made, germination test results are 

traditionally reported in terms of% germination (% normal seedlings), and 

% hard seed (or non-hard dormant seed in some instances). Other observat!ons 

made durinq the germination are important and should be noted: qeneral viqor 
.... 

of seed; incidence of ·seed''borne diseases. 
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Other Tests for Seed Ouality 

In addition, to the three routine tcstr. of seed c:uality con~~.c!cred above, 

certain other tcstn are frequcnt!y n~nde en seorJ ..... ..-S~:i~ of these might be 

routinely done on certain kinds of seed or in cc.rtain laboratori~s. 

Provenance or ork:in 

It is sometimes important to know the origin of seed. Origin ls particularly 

. important in those .crops such as Medicago and Trifolium, in which definite 

ecotypcs exist, that is, types adapted to particular climatic conditions. Origin 

can often be dct~rmined by carefully considering (1) extraneous seeds (weed or 

other crop seed) present in the sample, (2) other materials (soil, ~nsects) present 

in the sample, and (3) results of growino tests. The ISTA Rules prescribe certain 

procedures for determination of provenance or origin (see·.Section 11. O); 

pens tty 

Weight per volume or weight per 1000 seed tests are somet!mes desirable 

as e measur~ of seed quaUty in the forage grasses ar.d small grains (Triticum, 

Oryza, Horde um, Sorghum, etc. 1. 

W sig_ht per l 000 seed tests are made either on air dry seed or oven dry 

seed. 

Volume-welght tests are expressed as pounds per bushel or kllograms per 

hectoliter. 

In general, the higher the volume weight, or weight per 1000 seed, the 

higher is general seed quality. Low volume weights are an indication of 

immaturity, insect damage, drouth effects. frost.damage, and ster!ltty. 

MoiGture content 

The moisture content of seed· has an ir:tportant relationship to harvesting 

procedure and time, longevity of seed, susceptibility to insect and mold attack, 

and the extent and severity of mechanical dam.:ige. 



.Moisture content is determined by M~\ .. Ual mt::thcds: 
.. . 0 0 

(1) Air oven (105 or 130 C.) 

(2) Distillation (toluene method) 

(3) Electrical methods 

Moisture .content is expressed on u v.r11t weight t&.JJ~. Te!lts n£ usuolJl )' 

made' in duplicate. 

Varietal Purity 

·In some instances, varietal purity can be determined c!ur!r.g th~ ~ur:.:y !'3~t 

However, varfeties of some seed kinds are so similar in cp!J~~ranc~ ti~~t sp:?c.\c.l 

procedures based on close examination of a reduced numbe::- o! sc9c! or ot~or 

"'r.1ethods have to be used. 

·:some of the ·s.pecial methods used in trueness-to-·1~r•c~y tests incluC:~: 

(j.) ult~aviolet analysis \.:.i.vena, LoJ!l!m) 

· (2) ·?heriol reaction (Triticum) 

(3) Seedling color (Tritl£llin, Glyp_!n~, §,QrQh1:L1)) 

(4) Seedling characteristics 

·;.··(Sf ·Fie.ld or growth chamber tests. 

Generally, the analyst proceeds with methods basecl en seed characteristics .. 
as far·as they allow before undertaking the more specialize~ tests. 

· ,.. . "Seed viqor 1S a difficult concept ~o v~r:C:il!zc. £y vigo:- we refer to those 
I • 

attributes of seed, both morphological and phy~iolo;;~.cal, which contribute to 

rapid, uniform emergence and_ qrowth of seedlings under a variety of field 

conditions. Vigor is a meas~re of the physicloqical s:amin.a er "heci!tl:inass" -
. ~~ 

in· a broad sense - of seed. Two lots of seed !le.•.tin-z the ~~m:! germ~.nat~'>n m'1y 

differ·w!tlely !n vigor. One lot rn!ght co:r.!)l:~cly fo!i in tho fi.el1, v.rhllc ther oth-tt.. 

will produce a unifonn stand rapidly. 
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Close observation during the germination test provides some evidence of 

vigor: speed of germination, rate of seedling growth. It is however, not · 
.,; 

possible to proceed too far in this direction. For accurate determination of 

vigor special tests are used. Examples include: 

(1) Cold test (~mays) 

(2) Brick gra vc: l 

(3) Exhaustion tests (seedling gro·Nth) 

(4) Tetrazolium tests 

Seed borne diseases 

The incidence of seed borne diseases' is an important and much neglected 

aspect of seed quality evaluation. Determinations of kind and incidence of 

diseases are based on standard principles and procedures used by mycologists 

and phytcpathologists. Usually the services of a trained mycologist or 

pathologist are required. 

Efficacy of saed tre:atmcnts 

Seeds are treatec with fungicides to protact the seed against certain soil 

borne rr;icro-organ.isms o: to eradicate certain micro-organisms associated with 

the seed. The effectiveness of seed treatments is related to dosage of treatment 

material, uniformity of applicat.ion,· method of application, and time of treatment. 

It is sometimes necessary to check the effectiveness of seed treatments. This 

can be done by soil tests (in non-sterile soil) or by certain bioassay techniques. 

Claims of pre-inoculation of seed with nodule forming bacteria often have 

to be checked. Special procedures have.been worked out for tests to determine 

the effectiveness of inoculation and viability of the bacteria in the inoculum. 

H£!!1.Psen1 ty of lots 

Special procedures have been developed to determine if lots conform to 

the definition of a seed lot,.!.·~·, are reasonably homogcnous. (See ISTA Rules, 

pt!C]O 555.) 
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Summary 

Certain seed attributes and their relation to seed quality were discussad. 

The three routine seed quality tests, purity, noxious 'Need examination, and 

germination, were considered in detail. Other tests not in routine use, l""ut 

which are most valuable in certain cases, were co*nsidered. 
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PRECEPTS OF SEED STORAGE (Revised)! 

James C. Delouche2 

Adequate prov1s1ons for storage of seed are a conman feature of 
successful seed production-mar~eting operations regardless of their 
geographical location. Seeds in. storage rep~sent not only a program 
or company's potential return on a substantial· investm~nt in research 
and development, production, facilities, operation and promotion, but 
also an input vital for crop prod11r.tion. Proper storage preserves 
the viability and vigor of seed through marketing and protects tha seeds
man's investment, profit, and reputation. 

A successful seed storage program does not just happen--it must 
be planned for--just as one must carefully plan for production, promo
tion, distribution, etc. Planning for seed stora~e must be thorough 
and based on a clear concept of the "purposes" of storage, an under
standing cf the determinants of seed quality, and the processes of 
seed deterioration, knowledge of pertinent principles of environmen
tal engineering, data 0n local clim<ltic conditions, and a careful 
analysis of specific seed storage needs. 

Satisfactory storage for seed can be achieved in only two \'lays: 
location of the sto:-ehct:!;c in a geographical area characterized by ~ 
reasonably favorable climate for storage, or modification of the 
environment immediately around the seed (or within storehouse) to 
produce conditions favorable for seed storige. Since most seed opera
ti ans are a 1 ready 1 ocated or wi 1l he 1 oca ted in areas determi ncd by a 
host of considerations in addition to their favorahleness for seed 
storage, selection of a storage site strictly on the basis of its 
favorableness for storage is seldom practical. 

Seedsmen who are fortunate enough to be already located in a 
climate favorable for seed storage need only to dry the seeds to a 
"safe" moisture content, package, and protect them from rain, dust, 
snow, rodents, and insects. It should be poi ntcd out, h0\'1cver, that 
the favorableness of a climate for seed storage is relative and almost 
wholly dependent on the storage time-frame, i.e.,period of. sto~agc. 
Most climatic zones fo the U.S. are,sufficiently favorable to main
tain germination of warm season crops from harvest in late sunm~r or 
fall through the follo\'1ing planting ·season (spring or early SL•mmer}. 
Seed vigor, on the other- hand, can decrease substantially, especially 
when the seed are of only "average". quality to begfo with, unless 
the storage environment is modified by some degree of "air conditioning. 

lRevision of article published in 1968 Mississippi Short. Course Pro
ceedings. 

2oe. Delouche fs. Ag.~onom1st, In Ch,ar,ge, ~eed Techoology ~aboratory. 
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Only a few climatic zones 'in the u:s. are favorable enough to preserve 
seed quality (germination and vigor) at a high level through "carry
over" storage (16 to 20 months).·,:for even longer storage periods,..(.~ •• 
three to ten years, such as might be needed for breeder and selected 
foundation seed stocks, and some vegetable and ornamental seeds, con
ditioning of the storage environment is,always necessary. 

Seed operations ,located in wann, humid climatic zones such as 
the Southeastern U.S. are confronted with many ~torage' prnblems for 
which "conditioned" storage might be the most effective and economical 
solution. · 

Major "Causes" of Seed Storage Problems 

Most seed storage problems in the U.S. (and elsewhere) arise out 
of situations and circumstances as follow: 

(1) Low quality seed are placed in storage (the seed may have 
been deteriorated in the field before harvest, and/or im
properly dried, mechanically damaged, etc.). 

(2) Inadequately dried seed are placed~in bulk storage without 
proper aeratipn or packaged at too high a moisture content. 

(3) Seed are "carried over" too 'long. 

(4) The kinds of seed stored are naturally "short lived,"_~.g., 
seed of onions, soybeans, peanuts. 

(5) The seed are stored in poorly ventilated, damp, warm ware
houses. 

(6) Ambient conditions are very unfavorable for storage. 

Seedsmen who are rather consistently plagued with storage problems 
should "think through" the problems so as to identify the most important 
contributing factors and to devise the most economical solution. 
Orderly and effective "thinking through" of seed storage problems 
and needs requires a good working knowledge of the basic principles 
of storage derived from research and experience. In this paper, we 
have tried to condense and su11111arize the principles and practices of 
seed storage in nine p4ecept.6 which should provide an adequate basis 
and suitable context for effective planning and some problem solving. 
Before considering the prece~ts of storage, the purposes of, or reasons 
for seed storage should be reviewed and the storage period defined. 

Reasons for Seed Storage 

Seed are stored for two reasons: first, since there is usually an 
interval of time - 1 to 10 months, depending on kind of seed and cropping 
system - between seed harvest and planting of the succeeding crop, seed 
have to be kept in some place. Unfortunately, the concern of some 
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seedsmen never extends beyond this spatial reauirement. Any place 
will do - mixed indiscriminately with fertilizers, herbicides, and 
feed, on a damp concrete floor, in a hot, poorly ventilated building 
with a leaky roof, etc. The more fundamental reason for seed storage 
is, of course, to preserve or maintain their physiological quality 
throughout the storage period by minimizing the rate of seed deteriora
tion. 

The Storage Period 4
4 

Provisions and plans for seed storage are all too often confined 
to the interval between the completion.of processing (and packaging) 
and the beginning of distribution. This interval is only a segment, 
although an important segment. of the total storage period. Concen
tration of managerial and technical efforts, funds, and other resources 
on the "packaged seed" segment of storage to the neglect of others can 
be both inefficient and ineffective. 

·The total seed storage period comprises the following segments 
in sequential order: 

(a} Bulk storage - the period from harvest through packaging, 
including aeration, drying, anrl "holding" operations. 

(b) Packaged.storage - the period between packaging and 
d;stribution. 

(c) Distribution storage - the period from·distributfon through 
sale to the farmers, ·including time in transit, at assembly 
points (wholesalers), and at retail outlets. 

(d} Farm storage - period between delivery of seed to farm 
and planting. 

The control that an individual seedsman has over the different 
segments of the storage period varies considerably. In some cases, an 
individual seedsman directly controls all operations through purchase 
of the seed by the farmers, while in others, his control extends only 
through distribution with other seedsmen responsible for storage at 
wholesale and retail outlets •. It is often necessary, therefore, for 
several seedsmen to work in concert to provide good-conditions for 
seed storage and to work with farmer customers to insure•that good 
storage practices will be followed after the seed are delivered to 
the fann site. 

Seed Deterioration 

The purpose of seed storage has been previously stated, viz., to 
preserve or maintain the physiological quality of seed for the period 
desired through minimization of the rate- of deterioration. 
Since seed storage is basically concerned with "control" of deteriora
tive processes, some knowledge of these processes is essential for 
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successful seed sto~ag~ operations., 
' ; . - ' - '" .. . " 

, > l ,,,,... 

The term "deterlo,rati on11 .is CORIJ'IOnly applied .to both biological' L 

and·noil-biological .. mat,er.ials. Yef" it is·a·,rather difficult term·tQ" 
ri gor:ous ly define_. especially as it re 1 ates to seed quality. ·· ·f·or our 
purposes ·.here·, however:, deterioration· of seed can be considered. as n ;:' 
some degree of impairment in function resulting from changes occurring· 
over time - a few minutes or 20 years. Whenever the functional "ma
chinery" in seed is impaired, seed.quality is<.lowered, or - to use 
another difficult to define tenn - vigor is reduced. 

Characteristics 'of s·eed Deterioration 

While it is .not possible to rigorously define seed det~rioratio~; 
we can characterize it in tenns that are of ·some significance-in the 
practical arena of the seed industry. 

1. Seed deterioration is an inexorable·process. All living 
things, including seed, degenerate with time and eventually 
die. While death is inevitable - at least in the light of 
present knowledge - we can control the rate of dying of 
seed to our advantage. 

2. Seed deterioration is an irreversible process. On the basis 
uf pre~eni. irnuwleuye, U1e ueLeriun;tiu11 of :>~eu iiiu:>t ue tou
sidered a~ 'an ~rreversible process. We cannot make high 
quality seed out of low quality seed, although we often try. 
There are, .of cours·e, certain treatments such as .with fungi
.tides, which result in "better performance" of seed, b'ut 
the basic ohysiological .quality of the seed is not im
proved. 

3. The rat~·of seed deterioration varies amona seed kinds, among 
lots of the same seed kind, and among individual seeds wi.thin 
a lot. These characteristics are discussed under Precepts 
I and I I. 

Although the characteristics discussed above might contribute 
little toward a concept or rigorous definition of seed deterioration, 
they do define, both the 1 imits and direction of efforts in seed storage ... 
operations. We are ,limited by what must be c·onsidered - at least for · 
the present - as biological facts. Deterioration of seed cannot be 
prevented, although its rate can be rather closely control 1 ed. The. 
processes of deterioration cannot be reversed. And, some kinds (species 

·and varieties) of seed are inherently longer-lived than others. Accep
ting these limitations, efforts must then be directed at minimizing 
deterioration in quality from the high level attained at the time of 
maturation by taking all the actions which contribute to a high storage 
potential for seed, and .. then providing conditions that pennit realiza~. 
tion of this potential for the period desired. 
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Deteriorative Chanaes in Seed and Their Ccn~eguences 

In our consideration of some of the characteristics of deteriora
tion in seed, another might have been added: that deterioration is 
characterized by change. Indeed, in our context, deterioration and 
change - detrimental change - are almost synonymous. For deterioration 
is identifiable only in terms of observable or measurable changes in 
the response-reactions of seed. Conversely, detrimental changes. e.g. 
loss of germination or vigor, are said to be~the result of deterioratibn. 

A detailed review of the literature and discussion of the bio
chemical and physiological .events in seed deterioration would be out of 
place in a paper of this type and style. Nevertheless, the "graphical" 
summary of the better documented "events" in seed deterioration and 
their probable sequence as shown in Figure 1 should be of interest to 
anyone with responsibilities for seed storage and/or quality control . 

. In the sequence of deteriorative changes postulated in Figure 1. 
it can be readily seen that during deterioration, the "performance 
potential" of seed becomes progressively impaired (reduced) until they 
lose their capacity to germinate, at which time "performance potential" 
is zeJLo. Since loss of the capacity to germinate is the la.6t practically 
significant consequence of deterioratiorr, the design and evaluation of 
storage conditions.only in terms of "maintenance of gennination" is 
not ~ufficient. The "lesser conseouences" of deterioration must also 
be considered beciluse col1cctivc1y they determine the "vigor" level of 
the seed. And, the vigor of seed determines how we 11 they germinate, 
emerge, grow, and develop in the farmer•s field. 

1. LONGEVITY OF SEEV IS A CHARACTERISTIC 
OF THE SPECIES OR VA~IETY 

Some kinds of seed are inherently long-lived. others are short
lived, while others have an "intermediate" life span. Differences in 
storability extend even down to the variety level. It has been known, 
for example, that certain inbred lines of corn are 11 poor starers" 
and that this characteristic is inherited (Figure 2). 

Inherent differences in seed longevity are facts the seedsman must 
accept and contend with as best he can. ·Among the vegetables. onion 
seed are notoriously short-lived, radish seed are intermediate in lon
gevity, and watermelon seed are relatively long-lived. Soybean and 
peanut seed do not store well as compared ,to seed of wheat. corn, cot
ton, sorghum, and rice. In so11:e cases, seed kinds which have very 
similar chemical and physical properties· differ substantially in lon
gevity. Tall fescue and annual ryegrass seed are similar in structure, 
chemical composition, and appearance (to the untrained eye). Yet, 
ryegrass seed store better than tall fescue seed. 

Differences in the longevity among seed kinds under identical 
storage conditions are evident from the data in Table 1. 
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ENERGY & SYNTHESIS ,,~ . 
·MECHANISMS IMPAIRED ... 
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~~~~~~~~~~~--" 
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~~~~~~~~~~~--" 
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'\~,1RESPIRATION & BIOSYNTHESIS ;..: 

' 
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' ' ', UNIFORMITY> 

' ' ·'~YIELD> 
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LOSS OF GERMIN/\BILITY 
-- - - - - - - - 4'., --

Figure 1. Possible sequence of changes in seed during deterioration. 
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Table 1. Germination percentages "oi ti'fgh"q~ality seed lots of twelve 
species during-storage. under· ambie.nt conditions at Missis-
sippi State, Mississippi. . 

Storage Period (Months 
Kind 0 6 12 · 18 24 30 

Bean,. Snap 98 96 96 90 92 90 

Clover, Red 94 94 88 73 60 58 

Corn, Field 98 98 96 96 90 85 

Fescue, Ta 11 95 90 85 78 37 12 

Lettuce 96 90 82 68 21 2 

Onion 96 90 42 6 0 0 

Peanut, She lied;. 96 93 60 5 0 0 

Radish 98 98 98 98 95 92 

Rice 94 92 94 93 90 88 

Sorghum 96 96 93 86 82 78. 

Soybean 96 94 85 60 42 0 

Timothy 96 96 86 76 37 0 

Watermelon 98 98 96 95 90 88 

Wheat '98 _"'.,~~r 97 ,;•,;;c:,; 97 
.'~' 'J.' 1", , ,, 

96 92 90 

*Peanut seed hand-shelled. 
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11. fHGH QUALITY SEEV STORE BETTER 
THAN LO!l' QUALITY SEED 

The storage potential of seed is greatly affected by their quality 
at the time they enter storage, or their pre-storage history. The pre
storage history of a seed lot encompasses all the "events" in the "life" 
of the seeds from the time functional maturity is reached until they 
are placed in storage. 

Seed are highest in quality at the time functional maturity is 
attained. Since most kinds of seed reach maturity at moisture contents 
too high for mechanical harvest, the seed are subjected to the field 
environment from maturation to harvest. The post-maturation pre-harvest 
period normally ranges from 1 to 4 weeks for the different kinds of 
seed. Adverse climatic conditions, especially rain, high humidity, 
wann and freezing temperatures can result in rapid and severe deteriora
tion of the seed, and so on. The degree of deterioration that occurs 
in seed prior to harvest determines their quality at harvest and condi
tions their performance in storage. 

In like manner, mechanical abuse to seed associated with harvesting, 
handling and processing operations, and damage caused by inadequate or 
improper aeration or drying can have both immediate and residual effects, 
i.e., performance.of the seed might be affected at the time of injury 
or not until some later time during storage. 

In characterizing seed deterioration, we pointed out th~t the rate 
of deterioration of seed in storage varies among seed lots of the same 
kind and among individual seeds within a lot. These variations in 
storability are, of course, related to the pre-storage history of 
seed lots. Seed lots with a 11 good" pre-storage history (minimal field 
deterioration, mechanical damage, etc.) store well, while those with a 
"bad" pre-storage history store poorly. Examples of the variability 
in storability of seed lots of the same kind under similar conditions 
are shown in Figure 3. Note that germination percentages of the lots 
were essentially the same at the beginning of storage, emphasizing the 
fact that a poor pre-storage history or low storage potential is not 
always reflected in a low germination percentage. 

Some very practical guidelines for seed storage can be derived 
from PRECEPT II and associated discussion. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Seed quality i.A not .imp~oved by storage, regardless of how 
favorable are the conditions provided. The best of storage 
conditions can only ma..ln:ta.in qua.JA,ty. 

Good seed production, harvest, aeration/drying, and pro
cessing practices contribute enormously to successful seed 
storage operations. Planning for storage, therefore, 
beg.OU. ht _the 6.i.eld. 

Carry over only high quality seed. 
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(4) Don't wait until the end of the sales season to start thinking 
about carryover. Place the desired amount (of the best lots) 
in the most favorable storage as soon after bagging as 
possible. 

III. SEEV MOISTURE CONTEWT ANV TEMPERATURE ARE 
THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS INFLUENCING SEED STORABILITY 

The life span of seed is largely determined by moisture content 
and temperature. The role and importance of moisture content in the 
life of seed are illustrated in Figure .4. 

The rate of degenerative or deteriorative processes in physiologi
cally mature seed increases as seed moisture content increases.2 If 
moisture content is sufficiently high (say, above 18%), biological 

· activity in the seed mass will produce sufficient heat to injure them 
unless they are well-aerated. High moisture ccntent seed are also 
more susceptible to heat damage than seed at lower moisture contents. 
This is especially important during drying operations. 

In addition to its direct effect on physiological processes, seed 
moisture content indirectly influences storability through its influence 
on the growth, activity, and reproduction of storage molds and insects. 
These aspects will be considered under PRECEPT IV. 

Temperature also plays an important role in the_ life and death 
of seed. Within the normal range, biological activity of seeds, insects, 
and molds increases as.temperature increases. 

Temperature and moisture effects compensate and reinforce each 
other in varicus ways. The higher the moisture content of the seed, 
the more they are adversely affected by temperature. High moisture 
content seed (usually not yet harvested) can be damaged by below freezing 
temperatures, while air dry seed (10-18% moisture) are remarkably resis
tant to low temperature damage. High drying temperatures will damage 
high moisture content seed, especially if air flow rate is low. As 
the seed dry, 'however, their thermal death point increases up the 
temperature scale. 

2As in the case of most rules. there".are exceptions. Seed of some 
aquat1e··speties store better in water or in an imbibed condition 
than at "air-dry" moisture-· contents.· -seed of some wood plants 
degenerate if seed moisture content drops below a certain level. 
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handl ina-. · 

. . Respiratory rate still hlgh, can get heat
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Seeds store reasonably well for 6 to 18 
months in open storage in.temperate cli-
mates; insects can still be a problem in 
suscep_tible,seeds; ·seed susceptible to 
mechanical damage • 

. . Seed suff1ciently dry for 1 to 3 years 
open storage in temperate climates; very 
little insect activity; seed very suscepti
ble to mechanical damage. 

Safe moisture content for sealed storage. 

Extreme desiccation can be damaging to .. 
seed; hardseededness develops in some 
kinds of seed. ~-----------.;....;-.-.;;.;.. ______________________ __, 

to· these-levels. 

Figure 4. Role and importance of moisture content in the life of seeds. 
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IV. MOISTURE CONTENT OF ~EEO IS A FWJCTiON 
OF RELATIVE HW.IIDITV A.'JV, 

TO A LESSER EXTENT, OF TEMPERATURE 

Seed are hygroscopic. They absorb moisture from the atmosphere 
or lose moisture to it until the vapor pressures of seed moisture 
and atmospheric moisture reach equilibrium. Since the vapor pressure 
of atmospheric moisture (vapor) at a specific temperature and pressure 
is directly related to the degree of saturation or relative humidity, 
the different kinds of seed attain specific or characteristic moisture 
content attained under these conditions is variously referred to as the 
equlli.bJri..u.m mo.l6t:U!le con.tent or ltygJ?.ol.lcap..<.c equ,{,lib.uwn. 

Establishment of moisture equilibrium in seed is a time-dependent 
process, that is, it does not occur instantaneously. A period of time 
is required, the length of which varies with seed kind, initial moisture 
content, the percentage relative humidity, and temperature. The estab-
1 ishment of moisture equilibrium in alfalfa seed under several levels 
of relative humidity is illustrated in Figure 5. 

Under open storage conditions, seed moisture content fluctuates 
with long te.JUn changes in relative humidity. Seed moisture content, 
therefore, does not rise and fall with the normal diurnal fluctuations 
in relative humidity (low in mid-afternoon, high in early morning) but, 
rather. attains a sort of "average" value between these extremes. -· - .. . . . . . 1nese responses are c1ear1y evident 1n the rates at moisture absorption 
and desorption by ryegrass and alfalfa seed under 24-day alternations 
between low and high relative humidities (Figure 6}. Note that the 
seeds absorb moisture more rapidly and to a higher level during the 
second 24-day period (second cycle) at 93% relative humidity than 
during the first.even though the seeds were at about the same moisture 
content at the beginning of each cycle. It can also be seen that 
diurnal fluctuations in relative humidity have little effect on seed 
moisture content. 

Equilibrium moisture content varies among seed kinds. In g~neral, 
the equilibrium moisture content of "oily" seed is lower than that of 
"starchy11 seed at the same relative humidity and temperature. This 
phenomenon can be accounted for by the fact that fats and oils do not 
mix with water. Thus, in a seed with 50% oil cdntent, the moisture 
has to be concentrated in half the seed, while in a seed containing 
10% oil, the moisture is distributed throughout 90% of the seed. 

The equilibrium moisture content of seed is also affected by temp
erature and .the extent of deterioration. As temperature increases, 
the moisture content· of seed in equilibrium with a specific level of 
relative humidity decreases on the order of about 1% moisture (decrease) 
for each 20 F rise in temperature. Deteriorated seed have a slightly 
higher equilibrium moisture content than high quality seed. 

In seed storage planning and operations, emphasis is most often 
placed on the controLUng foflu_e~ce o(. relative~humtdity ,on seed moisture 

~ _, -- ,..,.., ·- """:,- ....... ,-..... .., .. ,. . . 
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content. This ·emphasis is proper during the packaged seed phase of 
storage provided the packaging material is not moisture vapor-proof. 
The hygroscopic equilibrium beb1een seed and ambient relative humidity, 
however, is a two-way street. During the critical days following 
harvest when seed are· in bulk storage or drying bins, the relative-. 
humidity of the inmediate environment within the seed mass is more 
influenced by the moisture content of the seed than by "outside" 
conditions. 

The relative humidity within a mass of_ soybean seed harvested 
at 16% moisture and loaded into a bulk storage bin is above 80%. It 
will remain at this level for a considerable period of time regar,dless 
of the relative humidity outside the bin unless the seed are dried or 
adequately aerated. It is important. therefore, to consider both 
sides of the seed-moisture vapor equilibrium because relative humidity 
within the seed mass has important effects other than on seed moisture 
content. The classic and comprehensive works of Christensen and asso
ciates (University of Minnesota) have conclusively demonstrated that: 
(a) storage fungi are a major cause of quality losses - including 
germinability - in stored grain and seed; (b) the important storage 
molds cannot grow and reproduce on grain or seed in equilibrium with 
a relative humidity less than 65-703; and (c) drying seed or grain 
to a moisture content in equilibrium with a relative humidity below 
65-70% and maintaining moisture content at that level during storage 
effectively eiiminates the stordge maid probiem regarciiess of other 
conditions of storage. 

The activity and reproduction of storage insects are also dependent 
on relative humidity of the microenvironment in the seed mass. Activity 
of some of the more serious insect pests decreases rapidly as relative 
humidity drops below 50% and reproduction stops altogether at less 
than 35% r.h. 

The hygroscopic equilibrium moisture contents for important kinds 
of seed are given in Tables 2 and 3. 

V. MOISTURE CONTENT TS MORE IMPORTANT 
THAN TEMPERATURE 

As previously mentioned. seed moisture content and temperature are 
the most important factors in seed storage. Of these two, moisture 
content has the greater influence on seed longevity. Well-dried seeds 
will store quite well at temperatures up to 80F. And this fact has 
led to the development of sealed storaae of seed. On the other hand, 
relatively high moisture content seeds-will keep well only if the 
temperature is reduced to 50 F or less. 

Several years ago, Harrington3 proposed several "rules-of-thumb" 
for seed storage~ One of these rules stated that good seed storage is 

3Professor of Horticulture, University of California, Davis. 
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Table 2. Moisture contents of field crop seed at Equilibrium with 
various levels of relative humidity (approximately 77 F) . 

. Relative Humidity (X) 
Kind 

15 30 45 60 75 90 100 
----- --·- ---· 

Alfalfa -- 6.4 7.4 8.6 13.0 18.0 
Barley 6.0 8.4 10.0 12.1 14.4 19.5 26.8 
Bermudagrass, Hulled 8.1 9.2 10.8 13.6 17.2 
Buckwheat 6.7 9.1 10.8 12.7 15.0 19. 1 24.5 
Clover, Crimson 7.0 8.6 13.5 19.6 
Clover, Red 1.2 8.2 9.2 13.2 18.4 
Corn, Field 6.4 8.4 10.5 12.9 14.8 19.1 23.8 
Corn, Pop 6.8 8.5 9.8 12.2 13.6 18.3 23.0 
Fescue, Ta 11 8.4 9.8 11. 2 13.3 17 .1 
Flax 4.4 5.6 6.3 7.9 10.0 15.2 21.4 
Lespedeza, Korean 7.2 8.2 9.8 13.5 18.6 
Millet, Pearl 8.5 9.8 12.0 13.7 17.0 
Peanut 2.6 4.2 5.6 7.2 9.8 13.0 
Rice, Milled 6.8 9.0 10.7 12.6 ltl. 4 18.1 23.6 
Rye 7.0 8.7 10.5 12.2 14.8 20.6 26.7 
Ryegrass 7.5 10.0 11. 2 13.8 17. 0 
Sorghum 6.4 8.6 10.5 12.0 15.2 18.8 21. 9 
Soybeans 4.3 6.5 7.4 9.3 13.1 18.8 
Sudangrass 8.6 10.1 11. 6 13.2 18.8 
Sunflower 5.1 6. 5 . 8.0 10.0 15.0 
Timothy 9.5 11. 4 13.6 17.2 
Vetch, Hairy 13.0 19.0 
Wheat: 

Soft Red 6.3 .. 8.6 10.6· 11.9 14.6 19.7 25.6 
Hard Red 6.4 8.5 10.5·.12.-5 14.6 19.7 25.0 
White 8.6 9.9 11.6 15.0. 19.7 26.3 
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Table 3. Moisture content of vegetable seeds at equilibrium with 
levels of re lathe humidity i(appr·oximately 77 F). · 

Kind 
- Relative Humidity (%) 

10 20 30 45 60 75 

Beans: 
Broad 4.2 5.8 7.2 9.3 11.1 14.5 
Lima 4.6 6.6 7.7 9.2 11.0 13.8 
Snap 3.0 4.8 6.8 9.4 12.0 15.0 

Beet, Garden 2.1 4.0 5.8· 7.6 9.4 11.2 
Cabbage 3.2 4.6 5.4 6.4 7.6 9.6 
Cabbage, Chinese 2.4 3.4 4.6 6.3 7.8 9.4 
Carrot 4.5 5.9 6.8 7.9 9.2 11.6 
Celery 5.8 7.0 7 .8 9.0 10.4 12.4 
Corn, Sweet 3.8 5.8 7.0 9.0 10.6 12.8 
Cucumber 2.6 4.3 5.6 7.1 8.4 10.1 
Lettuce 2.·8 4.2 5.1 ,. 5.9 7.1 9.6 
Mustard, Leaf 1.8 3.2 4.6 6.3 7.8 9.4 
Okra 3.8' 7.2 8.3 10.0 11. 2 13.1 
Ordu11 4.6 t: n o n n C' , , ., , ., JI 

u.u u.v ;;) • .J .a. .a.. '- ,,.,., . .,. 
Parsnip 5.0 6.1 7.0 8.2 9.5 11. 2 
Pea 5.4 7.3 8.6 10.1 11. 9 15.0 
Pepper 2.8 4.5 6.0 7.8 9.2 11.0 
Radish 2.6 3.8 5.1 6.8 8.3 10.2 
Spinach 4.6 6.5 7.8 9.5 11.1 13.2 
Squash, Winter 3.0 4.3 5.6 7.4 9.0 10.8 
Tomato 3.2 5.0 6.3 7.8 9.2 11.1 
Turnip 2.6 4.0 5.1 6.3 7.4 9.0 
Watermelon 3.0 4.8 6.1 7.6 8.8 10.4 
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achieved when the percentage relative humidity in the storaae environ
ment and the storage temperature in °F add up to 100; exampies - 50% 
relative humidity and 50 F, 60% R.H. -40 F, 40% R.H. - 60 F, etc. 
Such conditions would provide very good storage indeed! Actually, 
conditions this favorable are not required for most kinds of field 
seed unless the storage period is longer than two years. 

As is the case with most "rules-of-thumb,~ 1oJhich are vastly 
simplified surrmaries of many factors and consid~rations, the tempera
ture + relative humidity = 100 rule can be misleading if taken too 
literally. The rule implies an equivalence of the effects of tempera
tures and humidity on seed longevity. According to the precept consid
ered here, the two factors do not have equivalent effects. Data 
given in Table 4 clearly show that humidity (moisture content) is most 
important. Thus, when summing temperature and relative humidity to 
determine quality of storage, one must keep in mind that within limits-
storage conditions arc better the greater the portion of the sum con
tributed by temperature. 

VT. A O,IJE ( 1) PERCENT DECREASE HJ f.!OISTURE CL\VTENT 
OR A TEN (10) DEGREE DECREASE rn TEMPERATURE 

NEARLY DOUBLES THE STORAGE LirE OF SEEV 

P~ecept VT dramatizes and brings into sharp focus the one already 
:tatcd in !!!, viz., that temperature and moisture content ~re thP 
most important factors influenciny the storability of seeds. This 
precept, based on Harrington's "rules of thumb," is reasonably accurate, 
particularly in the middle ranges of seed moisture content and temperature. 

The interacting effects of relative humidity and temperature on 
germination ot crimson clover seed during a 12-month storage period 
are given in Table 5. Compare the germination percentages at 60, 80, 
and 100% relative humidity for the three temperatures 50. 68, and 86 F. 

Figure 7 shows germinative responses of rice in sealed storage 
at three moisture contents over a 12-month period. Note differences 
in longevity as related to moisture content. 

The effect of various storage temperatures on germination of oat 
seed over a 9-month period are given in Table 6. At the higher tempera
ture levels (95-104 F), a 3° to 6° increase in temperature had a pro
nounced effect on longevity of the oat seed. 

Germination responses of two lots of hybrid sorghum seed during 
five years storage at two temperatures and several moisture contents 
are shown in Table 7. Note differences in longevity of the two lots 
under the moderate storage condition of 11.2% moisture and 86 F. 

Decreasing temperature and seed moisture are the two most effec
tive means of maintaining seed quality in storage. There are, however, 
some limits and precautions that should be observed in decreasing the 
levels of these two important factors. 
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Table 4. Gennination of crimson clover andsorghum seed .duri~g:storage 
under various combinations of relative .humidity and ;tempera-
ture. ~ ., ' , 

RH Temp. Months Storage • . 1 Sum· 
% OF 0 4 ·a 12 :''.I+ OF 

Sorghum 

40 68 95 94 94 95 108 
60 50 95 94 94 95 110 
40 86 95 94 94 93 126 
60 68 95 94 95 93 128 
80 50 95 92 47 38 130 
60 86 94 94 90 76 146 
80 68 95 47 10 0 148 

,. 

Crimson Clover 

40 68 88 87 87 90 108 
60 50 88 88 88 88 110 
40 86 88 88 86 84 126 
60 68 88 88 86 90 128 
80 50 88 75 22 0 130 
60 86 88 82 72 23 146 
80 68 88 12 0 0 148. 
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Table 5. Mean germination percentages of crimson clover seed after 
periods of storage under various combinations of relative 
humidity and temperature. 

Temp. Relative r1onths cf Storage 
OF Humidity (%) 0 3 6 9 12 

50° 20 90 89 88 90 88 
40 90 88 87 89 88 
60 90 87 90 90 90 
80 90 86 56 8 0 

100 90 70 4 0 0 

68° 20 90 88 87 87 88 
40 90 87 90 86 90 
60 90 87 86 90 88 
80 90 34 1 0 0 

100 90 0 0 0 0 

86° 20 90 86 87 89 84 
40 90 87 87 88 83 
60 90 87 75 66 23 
80 90 0 0 0 0 

1 ""' nn n 0 0 0 J.VV JV " 

Table 6. Effect of storage temperature on germination of oat seed 
during nine months storage at 8.7 and 10.7% moisture content. 

Temp. Moisture Months of Storage 
Of % 3 6 9 

86° 8.7 93 98 97 
10.7 93 91 97 

95° 8.7 99 93 95 
10.7 83 88 85 

980 8.7 98 96 96 
10.7 89 82 42 

104° 8.7 92 88 71 
10.7 89 77 ·s 
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F;gure 7. The effect of seed moisture content on the viability of 
Bluebonnet 50 rice stored at 30° C. 
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Table 7. Germinative responses of two lots of hybrid sorghum seed 
stored for five years at different levels of moisture and 
temperature. 

Lot 
Temp. Moisture Storage Period (years) 
Of % 0 14 ~ 1 2 3 4 5 

Red 48 12.7 94 94 94 93 87 87 88 82 
86 9.2 94 91 92 84 80 76 74 72 
86 11. 2 94 92 87 80 68 64 57 16 
86 14.0* 94 68 0 0 0 0 0 0 
86 16.0* 94 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

~Jhi te 48 12.6 98 98 95 95 94 94 94 94 
86 9.3 98 97 95 95 95 92 90 90 
86 11.2 98 96 ,. 96 92 90 91 86 78 
86 14.0* 98 98 54 0 0 0 0 0 
86 . 17 .O* 98 69 0 0 0 0 0 0 

*Moisture content was adjusted by storing seeds over saturated salt 
solutions. True equilibriums were not established at the two highest 
levels of humidity (75 and 93%); thus, the moisture content given 
was that attained after three months storage. Initial moisture con-
tent of the two lots was 12.4 - 12.6%. 
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Excessive desiccation (mo;sture content below 4%) is injurious 
to some kinds of seed. Injury can be minimized by slowly increasing 
moisture content up to 6% or higher prior to planting, but this is 
seldom practical. Some kinds of seeds {e.g.', edible legumes) develop 
a hardseeded condition under:·extremely dry conditions which inhibits 
normal germinative responses. Most kinds of seed are also very sus
ceptible to mechanical damage a~_moi_sture contents below 10%.- Thus, 
the seeds should be subjected to minimal handling after they have dried 
to low moisture contents. • 

Low temperatures are .very effective in maintaining see~ quality 
even though relative humidity might be quite high. Seed moisture con
tent will increase during the storage, but the low temperature will 
greatly lessen its adverse effects. Removing high moisture content 
seed from cold storage safely, however, is a complicated problem 
if the time is late spring, summer, or early fall. As soon as the 
seed are removed from cold storage, moisture.will condense on them 
just as it does on a glass of iced tea on the patio. Seed moisture 
content will increase even higher than it is already. As the seeds 
warm, respiratory rate increases rapidly, molds become active, and in 
a few days the seeds will drastically decline in germination. 

,. 
Good cold storage for seeds should not exceed 60% in relative 

humidity. Most commercial cold storage facilities are designed for 
.. • • • • • .. I • • ,.. • • • I \ I succu1ent: or moist mat:er1aq; \potatoes, rruits, medr., eil;. 1 dnu 

relative humidity is majntained above 80% to prevent drying of the 
. materials. Thus, the seedsman should be cautious when utilizing 

commercial cold storage facilities for seed. 

V11. VRY, COOL CONV1T10NS ARE BEST FOR SEEV STORAGE 

The general prescription for seed storage is a dry and cool environ
ment. The previous precepts and data discussed indicate just how im
portant are dry, cool conditions. At this point, the question naturally 
arises: How dry and how cool? It is difficult to answer this ques-
tion unless three factors are known: (1) kind(s} of seed to be 
stored; {2) desired period of storage; and (3) physiological quality 
of the seed. 

Seed of most grain crops, e.g., corn, wheat, sorghum, barley, rye, 
oats, rice, will maintain germination for the 8-9 months period from 
harvest to planting at a moisture content of 12-13% and normal ware
house temperature except possibly in Southern coastal areas. For 
maintenance of vigor as well as germination, moisture content should 
not exceed 12% {relative humidity below 60%) and temperature in the 
warehouse should not exceed 65 F. In the case of carry-over seed, 
which means a storage period of 20-21 months, the moisture content of 
seed of grain crops should be less than 11% and temperature should 
not exceed 65 F. Since the period of carry-over storage encompasses at 
least one surrvner period, temperature and hu.nidity control during the 
period is most important. 
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Cotton seed stores about as well as seed of grain crops, and the 
conditions mentioned above are applicable. 

Soybeans and peanut seed are poor starers. For one year's storage 
(actually 8-9 months), moisture content should be 11 to 12% and the 
\o1arehouse temperature should not exceed 65 F. Shelled pea:iuts may 
have to be stored in a cold room. Carry-over storage should not be 
attempted unless conditioned storage facilities are available: 65 F 
and 50% relative humidity or better. • . 

Seed of most forage grass and legume crops will store well for 
one year at a moisture content of 10-11% at normal warehouse tempera
tures. When "carried-over," moisture content should be about 10% 
and temperature should not exceed 65%. 

Vegetable seed vary considerably among kinds in their storage 
requirements. Generally, however, most kinds will store well for 
one year at a moisture content of 9-11% and a temperature that does 
not exceed 65 F. 

~hen a storage periorl longer than 19-21 months is required 9 con
ditioned storage is essential for all kinds of seed. Most kinds of 
seed will maintain quality for 2-3 years when stored at 60 F and 50-55% 
relative humidity orbette~ For storage longer than 3 years 9 conditions 
should be 50 F and 50% relative humidity or better. 

v11Z. EFFECTIVE SEALEV STORAGE REQUIRES 
THAT MOISTURE CONTENT BE SUBSTANTIALLY LOWER 

THAN FOR NON-SEALED STORAGE 

. In the vegetable seed industry, sealed storage to preserve the 
viability and vigor of seeds for long periods has been practiced for 
many years. There is also increasing interest in sealed storage of 
field crop seed. 

One paramount fact must be considered in sealed storage of seeds. 
Moisture content must be lower (-2-3%) than that at which seeds are 
nonnally packaged in non-moisture vapor proof containers. With the 
advent of- plastic bags. ·fo the 1950' s, some seedsmen had rather unhappy 
experiences packaging seeds in them·at the usual moisture content. 
Hybrid corn; for example, was usually dried to about 13% moisture and 
packaged in cloth or paper bags, and·quality was maintained for 8 to 
18 months·~ When seed of ,.thh moisture level were· placed in plastic 
bags and sealed, germination declined very rapidly, especially in the 
South. · · 

In sealed'storage~ the atmosphere inside the bag- wnl be in equilib
rium with the moisture content of the seed and it will remain at that 
level. The atmosphere in a moisture vapor .proof container filled with 
seed corn at 13% moisture will equilibrate at a relative humidity of 
about 65i. Some molds can develop, multiply9 and be quite harmful at 
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65% relative humidity. Also, respiratory rate of the seed.is high 
·and remains high. In contrast, the atmosphere surrounding corn seed 
packaged at 13% moisture in porous containers will rise ·to nearly 
100% at times, but it will also drop well below 65%. The moisture 
content of the seed will slowly decrease from 13% during the winter 
and may rise a little above 13% during the humid spring and sunmer. 

Safe moisture contents for seal.ed storage of seed are generally 
as fol lows: * 

10% or less 
• 9% or less 
. 8-9% or less 
. 8-9% or less 

Grain crops • . • 
Soybeans • . • • 
Forage legumes 
Forage grasses 
Vegetables ... 8-9% or less 

1X. SANITATiqN IS ESSENTIAL 

There are several other recognized procedures for good seed 
storage that most seedsmen already know. Seeds should be stored in 
a seed warehouse, not a fertilizer, block salt, herbicid2, or feed 
warehouse. Good sanitation should be a continuous practice. It will 
minimize storage insect infestations. If storage insects are a prob
lem, the judicious use of .insecticides and fumigants, combined with 
sanitation, wi11 a11eviate the prot1em. The best procedure is not to 
place insect infested lots in storage with other lots unless all the 
insects have been killed by fumigation or insecticide treatment. 

In warehouses with concrete floors, seed bags should be stacked 
on wooden pallets to keep them from contact with the floor as con
siderable moisture.can be transmitted through concrete floors. Seed 
warehouses should also be adequately ventilated (unless they are 
conditioned} and protected against rodents. 

Sui11nary 

Seed storage problems have concerned and affected most seed opera
tions at some time. If a problem arises only very infrequently, it is 
perhaps appropriate to blame it on a troub 1 esome seed 1 ot and ·go on as 
before. However, if the problem is recurring, the seedsman should 
carefully analyze the situation and "think through" his overall storage 
requirements and facilities in terms of what is known about seed stor
age. Corrective actions will then be more likely to alleviate the prob
lem and not just the bulk of one's wallet. Seedsmen who are interested 
in maintaining both germination and vigor should consider establishing 
"conditioned" storage units. 



PRECEPTS OF SEED STORAGE 

Only the best of storage condition can maintain quality of 
the seed. 

GERMINATION AND VIGOR 

hARVESTING I I MARKET I 

SEED STORAGE PROBLEMS 

1) Low quality seed 

2) Inadequately dried seed 

3) Seed "Carried over" too lo~g 

·4) "Short lived" 

5) Warm and poorly ventilated warehouses 

6) Ambient conditions are unfavorable 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SEED DETERIORATION 

1) Deterioration is an inexorable process 

2) Deterioration is an irreversible process 

3) Deterioration varies among seed kinds, lots, and among 
individual seeds. 
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10 PRECEPTS· 

I. Seed quality is not improved by storage 

. . 
II. Seed moisture content and temperature are the most 

important factors influen~ing seed storability. 

FIGURE 1-~ 

(Effects of different seed moist~re contents) 

(% MOISTURE 

45 - 60 % 
10 ,.. n IV 
4\,1 -. " IU 

13 - 18 % 

8 - 10 % 

4 - 8 % 

10 - 12 % 

CONTENT) 

GERMINATION OCCURS 

INSECTS AND MOLDS ARE STILL OBSERVED 
INSECTS REPRODUCTION IS ANNULED AND 
AVOIDED 
SEALED STORAGE, HERMETIC 

STORAGE 
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III. Moisture Content of seed is a function of rel. humidity 
and, to a lesser extent of temperature. 

EQUILIBRIUM 

10.s" 11.c. 

TO ABSORB -

TO LOSE 
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% R.H. 30% 45% 60% 75% 

(77 OF) 

CORN 8.4 10.5 12.9 14.8 
WHEAT 8.6 10.6 ·11.9 14.6 
SORGHUM 8.6 10.5 12.0 15. 

-~~;. 

IV. Seed Moisture Conte~t is more important than 
temperature. 

90% 

19.1 
19.7 

V & VI. A one percent decrease in moisture content or a 
1no~ _. _____ .... _ .:- .., _____ .... , ...... _ ----1 ... ..1 ....... L..1- .... +L.-
.1. V I UC\,. I C Q ~ C I II I. C lllf.J C I Q I. U I C II C QI I J UV U U I C ~ 1.11 C 

. 
storage life of seed. Figure 8 

VII. Dry, cool conditions are best for seed storage. 

Kind of seed 
Desired period of storage 
Physiological quality of the seed 
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TABLE 3 

GERMINATION EFFECTS 

RH Temp. MONTHS Sum 
% OF 0 4 8 12 % + o F 

RH OF SORGHUM 
40 68 95 94 94 95 108 
60 50 95 94 94 95 110 

40 86 95 94 94 93 126 

60 69 95 94 95 93 128 

80 50 95 92 47 38 130 

60 86 95 94 90 76 146 . 
80 68 95 47 10 0 148 

CLOVER 

40 68 88 87 87 90 108 

60 50 88 88 88 88 110 

60 68 88 88 86 90 128 

80 50 88 75 22 0 130 

60 86 88 82 72 23 146 

80 68 88 12 0 0 148 
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How dry and cool? 

50% RH + 50°F = 100 
40% RH + 60°F = 100 

7 

12% 1 Year 
10-11% 2 Years 

Less 10% 3-8 Years 

ECONOMICAL POINT ,60% + 
40% + 

60°F 
70°F 

60% + 65°F 

Frefer that RH should be less than temperature 

VIII. High quality seed stores better than low ·quality seed 

JX. Effective sealed storage requires that moisture content 
be substantially lower than for sealed storage. 

X. Longevity of seed is a characteristic of the species 
or variety. 

Soybeans, peanuts, onion· 

cereals 

"" 
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En cereales para siembra v cebada cervecera ae ~eco
miendan tiempos de almacenamiento. m&s cono~. e fen de 
evitar dai'los al germen. La proloi:igac16n de los t1empos de 

11macenamiento no producen, sin embargo. otros dal\os. 

Las relaciones entre II humedad.mt cereal, ten14*'atura y 
duracion del elmacenamiento~ para los divenoe tipoa eta 
cereal, 18 indican en II tabla siguiente: 

\ 
' 

Semillas y cebada cervecera Cereal panificaci6n C....fomje 

Humeda~ Temp. aim: OuraC;6n del Temp. aim. Duraci6n del Temp. aim. Duraci6n dsl 
% •c . alniacenamiento · •c 

12 - 15 9 - 12 Uimitado 10 - 12 

. 15 - 16.5 8 - 10 1 - 1' '3 af\os 9 -10 

16.5 - 18 5- 7 4 - 5meses 8 - 10 

18 - 20 5 2 - S meses • 8-10 

20- 22 5 3 - 4 semanas • 6-

! 22-25 "5 1 - 2 lemanas 5-
I 25-30 4- 5 2 - 3dias 4-I 

I Misde30 - -· -- . 
Los valores de esta tabla esttln obtenidos a trav6s de la 
investigaci6n y de dos decadas de practicas. Aunque en 
algunos casos se hayan obtenido tiempos de almacena
mienio muy superiores a los descritos. sin danos en los 
r:ereales, no &On recomendados en absoluto. . 

8 

7 

5 

.. 

elmacenamiento •c · dmacenamiento 

flimitado . 10 - 14 limltlldo 

llimitado 10- 12 ~ 

8 - 14 meses 8 - 10 10 -. 20 meses 

-s- 1omeses 8- 10 8 - 16meses 

8 - 12 semanas 8- 10 16 - «> semanas 

3 - · 8 semanas 5- 8 10 - 25 aemaoas 

'6~ 10 dias 4- 6 14 - ~ dias 

4- 6 5oe.--a.; - ...,...,_, 
Los valores que figuran en la tabla son a61o indicativos va 
que muchas influencias pueden variartos. El especialista de 
cereales es el que debe decidir de prolongar el tiempo de 
almacenamiento, en base a la toma de muestras y tempe
raturas. Los valores dados en la tabla se entienden pMa 
almacenamiento en frio ya una temperatura detenninada. 
Se tendria de efectuar una nueva refric)eraci6n si hay una 
elevaci6n de temperatura de aproximadamente 4• C 1 6• C. 
S61o con cereales muy humedos. mas del 19%, el recalen-

Los controles de temperatura y las tomas de muestras son 
necesarias tanto si se trata con cereal refrigerado, como si 
se trata de un cereal no refrigerado, y muy especialmente 
en cereales humedos. Esto, no obstante, se ·hace mtls ftl
cilmente con la refrioeraci6n va oue tncluso desoues de 
una corta refrigerao¢n inicial se obtierien -variaciones de 
lemperatura y at m1smo t1empo se nace posaDle un contrOI 
con el aroma del aire residual del cereal. 

.. tamiento. se oroduce mas raoidamente. sin embaroo. la 

Funcionamiento de la refrigeracl6n 
El aire frio producido por el GRANIFRIGOR • penetra en el 
silo por su pane inferior y refrigera inicialmente la zona 
~s baja del mismo. El aire frio toma asi &a temperatura 
del cereal, y atraviesa la carga en sentido ascendente y se 
escapa como aire residual caliente por la pane superior de 
la carga durante todo el proceso de refrigeraci6n. 
Al proseguir la refrigeraci6n se forma una zona fria que se 
va desplazando hacia arriba a medida que avanza la refri
geraciOn. El proceso de refrigeraci6n termina cuando el 
aire residual que sale por la pane superior dal cereal • frio. 
bte proceso se J>foduce en todos los tipos de carga. tanto 
en silos como en almacenes. 

Temperatura del aire frio, 
. temperatura de almacenamiento 
la temperatura del aire frio deseada se regula en el GRANl
f RIGOR• por medio de un selector, y se mantiene constante 
aut~ticamente mediante et dispositivo automatico de aire 
lr10. la seleccion de la temperatura depende no solamente 
de la humedad del cereal. sino tambien de otros factores. 
PMa asegurar la protecci6n contra los insectos, esta deberia 
aer inferior a+ 1s•c. Para humedades de cereal hasta un 
184'.. una temperatura de aire trio de +9°C a + 12°C es 
auhciente. Si la humedad del cereal es m~s alta, se reco
rnierld<ln temperaturas mas bajas, por ejemplo, + 4°C a + s•c. 
Ocsi>ues de la refrigeraciOn, la temperatura def cereal en el al
m.xen, llega mtls o menos a tener la misma temperatura def 
a:re en el l>Unto de entrada. En silos altos la temperatura de 
l.t P~r1e superior dcl cereal llcga a alcanzar de 1 K l°Ct a 
3 K c•ct mayor que la temperatura dcl aire de entrada. 
1.smbien en partidas de cereales muy sccos la temperatura 
""'' cereal puede ser algo mayor que la del aire de entrada. 
t A.e ... I Z- de ........ eco6ft I V-tolador 
1 ,..,,.,......, •tlire • •sp1UtndoN en.. 10 &.We••• 

0 
.... .............. Mftledq ft 11 fnoc!•Medo) •ehiee. 

duraci6n puede ser muy veriable. -

• ...... -It--
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND~STRUCTURAL 

REQUIREMENTS FOR SEED STORAGE 

By 

G. Burns Welch and James c. Delouche 

Introduction 

A consistant and adequate supply of high quality seed is 
essential to an efficient and productive agriculture. Generally, 
effective systems have been devised to insure high standards of 
genetic, physical, and biological purity of seed. Maintenance of 
the physiological quality of seed, however, has been difficult 
and continues to be one of the major problems in both developed 
and developing seed industries. 

Viable and vigorous seed contribute greatly to timely and 
uniform stand establishment, vigorous growth, and plant 
development. They are necessary for the precision planting 
practiced for many crops. Many factors such as adverse climatic 
conditions prior to harvest, improper and poorly timed 
harvesting, improper drying procedures, mechanical abuse during 
processing and handling, and poor storage conditions contribute 
to the decline of viability and vigor in seed (deterioration). 
Although this paper considers only the storage conditions for 
seed, it is well to bear in mind that good storage does not 
improve quality - it only maintains quality. The seeds taken from 
storage can be no better than those placed in storage. 
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Many theories have been advanced as to the cause of seed 
deterioration: depletion of food resources in embryonic tissue, 
inactivation of enzyme and respiratory mechanisms, mutagenic 
changes in nuclei, and physical changes in the structure of 
proteins and other constituents of living cells. Actually, very 
little is known about deterioration or degeneration of seed; and 
it is unlikely that there is a single cause. Rather, 
deterioration probably encompasses all the changes that occur in 
seed as they die, and the rate of deterioration is influenced by 
many factors. 

The respiratory system in seeds is highly complex and very 
sensitive to change. Thus, it provides a good index of the degree 
of deterioration of seed. The rate of respiration is extremely 
low in seeds with a moisture content below 11%, but increases 
rapidly as moisture content increases (Harrington, 1959). Rate of 
respiration also varies directly with temperatures up to 
approximately so 0 c. Seeds with a moisture content above 11% 
deteriorate quite rapidly when stored in a warm environment. 
Helmer (1964) reported that sorghum seeds with 17% moisture 
content stored at 86°r, would not germinate after 4 months. 
However, seed from the same lot maintained 9ood 9ermination for 
several years when stored at 7% moisture content and so 0 r. Thus, 
by providing an environment to reduce respiratory rate to a low 
level, seed viability and vigor can be maintained for several 
years. 

Environmental Conditions to Kaintain Seed Quality 

Relative humidity and temperature are the, two atmospheric 
properties that mos.t influence seed. longevity •. Both of these 
properties also influen~e the equilibrium moisture content of 
seeds. Therefore, the pe~~.~nt, relative humidity and temperature 
inside a .storage rooa must be such, that the seed equilibrium 
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moisture content will be low enough for safe storage. 

The results of .a storage study in which sorghum seeds were 
stored at different relative humidities and temperatures are 
shown in Table 1. These data show tha~ the relative humidity has 
a more pronounced effect on seed longevity than temperature. The 
data also indicate that as the moisture content of the seed 
increases, the temperature must be decreased for safe storage and 
vice versa. 

The graphs in Figures 1 and 2 ·show the results of a similar 
study conducted by Sittisroung (1967) with rice seed. Again it is 
evident that high moisture contents have a detrimental effect on 
seed viability. 

Harrington (1960) has given three general rules of thumb that 
are commonly used in designing facilities for storing seeds for 
more than one season. These rules are as follows: (1) for safe 
storage conditions longer than one season, the sum of the percent 
relative humidity plus temperature in degrees Fahrenheit should 
be near 100; (2) for each 1 percent decrease in moisture, the 
storage life is doubled; and (3) for each 10°r. decrease in 
temperature, the storage life is doubled. According to these 
rules, seeds stored at 8% moisture content will maintain good 
viability twice as long as seeds stored at 9% moisture content. 
Seeds stored at 60°F. will maintain good viability twice as long 
as seeds stored at 70°r. There is also a complementary effect 
between the two factors; therefore, theoretically, seeds stored 
at 8% and 60°r. will maintain good viability four times as long 
as seeds stored at 9\ moisture and 10°r. 

Where seeds are to be stored only from the harvest season to 
the following planting season, the above requirements can be 
somewhat relaxed. The relative humidity-temperature index can be 
increased up to 120-125 without causing excessive seed 
deterioration, if the relative ·humidity is low enough to maintain 
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the seeds at a low moisture content. Most of the increase in the 
index should be in the temperature side, but should not exceed 
75°F. 

Construction of Stor~9e Room 

A strong and tightly constructed storage room is the first 
requirement for good storage conditions. The room must be 
provided with a good vapor barrier to reduce or eliminate the 
ingress of moisture through walls, ceiling and floor. If the 
temperature is to be controlled, the room must also be well 
insulated to reduce heat transmission through the structure. The 
thickness of insulation required depends upon the type of 
insulation and the differential between the outside and inside 
temperatures. In the South a 65°F. room would require about 3 
inches of Styrofoam or 3 inches of blanket insulation· on the 
walls and ceiling. If the temperature is lowered t~40° F., 4 
inches of Styrofoam. or 2 inches of Urethane would be required. 

The floor of a storage room may not be insulated; it depends 
on the temperature and the size of the room. There is 
considerable savings in omitting floor insulation in large rooms. 
If the floor insulation is omitted, the wall insulation should 
extend down the foundation at least two feet, if the type of 
floor construction will allow it. The floor should be moisture 
sealed with polyethylene film, preferably 6 mil, or another 
suitable moisture proof membarane. All the joints should be 
lapped .several inches, sealed with mastic, and turned up along 
the wall foot or so. 

Masonry walls should be·'.plastered smooth and true before 
applying the insulation. This assures good contact between the 
wall.and the insulation. Board.type insulation can .be attached to 
the wall with an adhesive. Some-types of adhesives· are also good 
vapor 
boards 

barriers when applied at recommended thicknesses. The 
should be applied in 3two:.or more layers, with the joints 
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lapped or .staggered, so that air or heat will have a l~nger 
travel to get to a joint. This is probably more important with 
Styrofoam or Urethane. These materials have a high resistance to 
vapor transfer, so we especially want to seal the cracks. A 
plaster or some other type finish shobld be applied on the walls 
to protect the insulation. Typical examples of floor and wall 
construction are shown in Figure 3. 

When insulation is applied to a wood wall, a film of 
polyethylene or other vapor proof material is tacked and sealed 
with mastic to the wood. The insulation is then nailed to the 
wood wall. The mastic seals the nail holes. 

The ceiling insulation can be placed above or below the 
supporting ceiling. Placing the insulation above the supporting 
ceiling permits easier installation, and eliminates the problems 
of sagging and pulling loose. Construction of this type is 
generally used when there is ample working space between the top 
of the storage room and the roof of the building. 

When the insulation is placed below a wood ceiling, it should 
be nailed through the vapor barrier with galvanized or treated 
big headed insulation nails. When a second layer is used, it is 
placed beneath the first, using wooden skewers, adhesive, or 
large headed nails to hold it in place. 

It is more difficult to install insulation underneath a 
plater ceiling especially when the insulation is supported only 
with an adhesive. In warm climates, some adhesives tned to become 
soft and pull loose. A new type small metal anchor that can be 
stuck to the ceiling and extends through the insulation to 
support it might be the solution to this problem. Another method 
is to install wood nailers (furring strips) spaced approximately 
18 inches apart ih one direction below the ceiling. These furring 
strips, which should have a thickness equal to a layer of the 
insulation, are secured to the supporting ceiling with mechanical 
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fasteners. The first la insulation board coated with vapor 
proof adhesive is installcu uetween the nailers. Further securing 
can be done by toe-nailing the edges of the insulation to the 
nailers. The second layer also coated with an adhesive is applied 
at right angles to the first and secU'l'ed by nailing with large 
head nails spaced 12 inches apart to the furring strips. This 
type installation would be somewhat more expensive due to the 
additional labor and material required. However, the additional 
expense is justified in most cases because of the assurance of 
obtaining a good ceiling installation. Examples of ceiling 
construction are shown in Figures 4 and 5. 

Doors can be a problem in admitting moisture into a sotrage 
room. They should be well insulated, tightly fitted, and kept 
closed. When there is frequent traffic through a door, an 
entrance way with two doors is desirable. This acts as an air 
lock and reduces moisture intake and heat loss considerably. All 
conduit and pipe openings through the insulation and vapor 
barriers should be tightly sealed. 

Methods of Controlling Storage Environment 

The environment in a. seed storage room can be controlled by 
mechanical refrigeration, combination of desiccant 
dehumidification and mechanical refrigeration, or 
dehumidification alone. 

Mechanical refrigeration: In this method, both the 
temperature and the humidity are maintained at low levels by the 
same equipment. Dehumidification by mechanical refrigeration 
operates on the principle that the water.vapor in the atmosphere 
will condense when ·· it comes- in contact with a surface at a 
sufficiently low temperature. The temperature at which 
condensation occurs is referred to as the dewpoint. To accomplish 
dehumidification .with. a. refrigeratioD! system·.,:1 the<l cooling coils 
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must be a few degrees below the dewpoint' for the·desired 
combination of relative humidity and temperature. For example, 
suppose we wish to maintain an atmospheric condition of 60°F. and 
50% relative humidity in a storage room. Referring to a 
psychrometric chart, ·we find that .... the;: dewpoint for this 
combination of temperature and relative humidity is 40°F. The 
refrigeration system would be designed to have a coil temperature 
a few degrees .. below the dewpoint. Any time moisture is added to 
the room to cause the relative humidity to increase above 50% at 
60°F. 

Let us now consider another example in which the desired 
storage conditions are 40°r. and 50% relative humidity. Referring 
again to the psychrometric chart, we find the dewpoint to be 
25°F. which is below freezing. The moisture that collects on the 
coils.will freeze and build up a layer of ice on the coils. When 
the system is operating with a coil temperature below freezing, 
it is necessary to provide some type of heating system to defrost 
the coils. The system can be controlled with a time clock to stop 
the refrigeration compressor periodically and turn on the heat 
system to defrost the coils. 

The coil temperature for this type system is always below the 
design room temperature. Therefore, it is necessary to add heat 
to the room to raise the air temperature up to the design 
temperature. This is referred to as reheat.-The additional heat 
is usually provided by electric heating strips placed on the 
discharge side of the cooling coils. 

Designing a system of this type is a very technical probelm. 
It is of utmost importance that the differant components in the 
system be well balanced. Anyone desiring to use refrigeration 
dehumidification at temperatures·below 6S0 r. should seek the 
service of a competent refrigeration engineer. 

Dehumidifiers: When it is desired to control only the 
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relative humidity at a low level, a desiccant or a self-contained 
portable refrigeration dehumidifier can be used. These units can 
be controlled by a humidistat to maintain the relative humidity 
at the desired level. 

In the desiccant type dehumidifier, air in the storage room 
is passed through a bed of desiccant material such as silicagel. 
This is a highly porous hygroscopic material capable of absorbing 
as much as 40% of its own weight in water vapor. The desiccant 
dehumidifier can operate efficiently over a temperature range 
from -40°F. to plus 120°r. 

The dual-bed and the rotating desiccant wheel are the two 
types of desiccant dehumidifiers most commonly used for seed 
storage installations. The dual-bed type consists of two beds of 
desiccant about 4 inches thick. While·one bed is removing 
moisture from the air in the storage room, the other bed is being 
reactivated. Reactivation is accomplished by blowing outside air 
through the bed of material while the material is being heated to 
drive off the moisture. The duration of the dehumidifying and 
reactivating cycles are automatically controlled by a timer which 
alternates the operation of the two desiccant beds at pre-set 
intervals. 

The rotating wheel dehumidifier consists of a wheel packed 
with desiccant. The sides of the wheel are made of expanded metal 
to allow free passage of air. The wheel is mounted in a dual air 
duct system so that a section of the wheel area is ·available for 
dehumidifying while the remaining surface is in the reactivating 

circ~it. 

The portable self-contained refrigeration dehumidifier can 
also .~e used for contr~llin9 the relative humidity in a seed 
storage room •. However, it becomea-,.inefficient at temperatures 
b~lo~ 65°r. and relative humidi,~ies .below., 40\·" 

~ ; . ., 
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Both the desiccant and the ·self-contained refrigeration 
dehumidifiers will add a certain•amount of heat to the storage 
room. This is due to the latent heat of adsorption or 
condensation, sensible heat gain from reactivation of the 
desiccant, and the heat dissipated from electric motors. If this 
additional heat should cause the temperature to exceed the 
desired level, some means must be provided for removing it. 
Cooling can be accomplished by providing enough. air conditioning 
to remove the excess heat load. Desiccant dehumidifiers also can 
be equipped with a water cooled heat exchange in the dry air 
discharge duct. 

The amount of heat given off by dehumidifiers is an important 
factor that must be considered when planning a storage facility. 

Coabination of refrigeration cooling and desiccant 
dehumidification: A combination bf these two systems has proven 
to be quite satisfactory for maintaining the temperature and 
relative humidity at low levels such as 40°F. and 40% R.H. The 
initial equipment cost of a combination installation is more than 
for an all refrigeration system, but this is partly offset by 
simplifying the design and assurance of desired environmental 
conditions. Several storage facilities originally designed for an 
all refrigeratiJn system failed to maintain design conditions and 
had to be m~dified by installing a supplemental desiccant 
dehumidifying system. 

su .. ary 

Seed must be stored in a suitable environment to maintain 
good viability and vigor. Both temperature and relative humidity 
influence the longevity of seeds, but relative humidity has the 
most pronounced effect. The viability·of seeds can be maintained 
for a period of several years in an environment in which the sum 
of the percent relative humidity and temperature in degrees 
Fahrenheit is near 100. 
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All seed storage facilities should be provided with a good 
vapor barrier to reduce the ingress of water vapor. When the 
temperature is maintained at a lower temperature than ambient 
conditions, the facility should be weil insulated. The thickness 
of' insulation depends upon the temperature differential. 

The environment in a storage facility can be controlled by an 
all-refrigeration system, combination of refr~geration cooling 
and desiccant dehumidification, ~r dehumidification alone. The 
initial cost of a combination system is usually more expensive, 
but it is simpler in design and will maintain desired condition~ 
with minimum attention. 
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Table I. Germination percentaqes of scrl)hum seed after various inter
. vals of storage at different temperatur·es and relative 
humtdtUes. 

Relative 
Humidily Temperature Months of Stora~ e 

% or. 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 

20 so 95. t 93.S 34.2 95.7 95.7 94.7 96.S 
68 95.2 ~4.0 El4.2 9~.7 95.0 95. 5 95.7 
86· 95.2 93. 2 92.5 95.2 93.0 94.0 94.S 

40 50 95. 2 94.2 93.? 95.0 95.0 96.2 95. 0 
~8 95. 2 93.0 e3.7 92.7 93.7 93.0 94.7 
86 !>S.2 53.0 93.7 95.S 93.2 95.2. 92.0 

60 50 95.2 93.2 93.2 95.2 ~3.5 94.5 97. 2 
68 95.2 92.2 94.5 94.7 95.0 93.7 92.2 
86 9S.2 92.5 34.2 39.2 89.S 86.2 75.2 

80 50 95.2 92.7 S2.3 56.7 47.5 44.S 38.0 
68 gs.2 56.~ 47.2 3S.2 10.5 o.o o.o 
e6 95.l 45.C l). 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 

100 50 95. 2 85.5 .;4.0 22.7 o.o o.o o.o 
68 95.Z 41.0 o.o . c.o o.o o.o o.o 
66 95.7. l.O o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
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CIMMYT, Entomologia 

GRAIN STORAGE 

Immediately after harvest grain begins to deteriorate. The major 
causes of deterioration are micro-organisms, insects and rodents. Mites 
sometimes play an important role in grain spoilage. The extent of the damage 
done by these organisms depends upon the prevailing physical conditions 
within the grain and of the physical factors involved moisture and temperature 
are of primary importance. 

With a knowledge of the factors involved in grain storage it is possible 
to reduce the rate of deterioration of the grain and so grain can be s::Ored for 
extended periods of time. 

The conditions under which grain deteriorates most rapidly are found 
in the tropics, and so these notes will be concerned mainly with storage in 
the tropics, although the principles involved apply equally in all parts of 
the world. 

THE PHYSICAL FACTORS INVOLVED IN GRAIN SPOILAGE 

The storage environment,, while apprearing fairly unUorm ia in fact 
very variable. However most storage places are protected from the worst 
of the weather such as direct sunlight, rain and wind. and so only two 
components of the weather are of major importance: they are moisture and 
temperature •. 

Grain ln quantity normally responds fairly slowly to changes in external 
conditions. Thus, if the temperature of a store is increased, it will take quite 
a long time for the heat to penetra~e.and warm the centre of a stack of grain. 
Also a stack of grain will take a considerable time to absorb moisture or to 
dry out if it is damp. The result is that very often there is a gradient of 
moisture or temperature aci:oss a bulk of grain (e.g. damp inside and dry 
on the surface or cool inside and warm on the surface) 

A part from these gradients it is common to find local areas in which the 
physical conditions are greaUy different from those ln other parts of the 
stored grain. For instance the sidevof a .stack exposed: to direct sunlight · 
will dry out, resulting ln a movement of moisture· to the other side. If warm 
grain ls placed direcUy ontc) a .cold .concrete floor: then· there will be 
condensation on- the~cold surface.- . Local~"mlcro-envtronments''' of this kind 
are frequently the:source of. the,orpnlsma. which eventually caused· spollage
of all of the grain. 
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MOISTUHE 

Grain in storage will achieve a moisture content in equ~libriur.i 
with the i·elative humidity of the atmosphere. (Fig. 1 ). In general grai::. 
containing less than 14% by weight (l. e. -at· an equilibrium with a relat!.ve 
humidity of J.ess than 700/o) can be stored withoufdanger of infection by 
micro-organisms. (Fig. 2). 

Maize which.is harvested at a moisture content of more than 14% 
must be dried before it can be stored. At small farm level the grain ~a::i 
be dried by spreading it in a thin layer in the sun. and this is quite cf:ici€nt 
if the climate at harvest is suitable. On machanised farms mechanical 
dryers can be used to speed up drying. · or to dry the grain in areas wJ-lere 
the climate is unsuitable for sun-drying: 

Even at quite low moisture contents, insects will attack the grain. 
However the dryer the grain is, the less damage will be done. Very few 
stored-products insects can cause significant damage at moisture contents 
below 10% and most are inhibited at less than 12%. (e.g. Fig. 3). 

' 
MOISTURE MEASUREMENT 

As the relative humidity of the air within a bulk of grain and the 
moisture content of the grain are in equilibrium then either r.h. or :.noisture 
content can be measured to give the same information. 

1. Gravimetric techniques: 

Standard method is to grind the grain to pass a 0.8 mm mer:h sieve. 
Weigh 5 g. of the ground grain into a small aluminium dish and e~ .. y :n a fan
ventilated oven for 1 hour at 130°c. Re-weigh and calculate the per.~·~ntage 
moisture loss. (Keep the dish in a desiccator with silica gel while cooJ.bg 
before weighing). 

2. Electronic moisture meters: 

Many electronic moisture meters exist and of these Many are 
portable and suitable for field use. Some require the sample to be £,'round, 
while others take wholegrain.· .Most require a sample of a known weight. 
(Typically about 100 g. ) 

The accuracy of these meters ts adequate for most practical purposeo, 
but most a1·e· calibrated for a particular type of grain. For accu:re~e wor!t it 
is necessary to calibrate the meter for the type of grain in use hy ~ ~ 
gravimetric method. 
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3. Hair hygrometer 

The relative humidity of the intergranular space of the maize can 
be measured using a special hair hygrometer which is thrust into the grain 
or between bags. Approximate readings can be obtained after a few minutes, 
and if the hygrometer is left in place for about 20 minutes, then the relative 
humidity can be measured to an accuracy of+ 5%. 

4. Electronic humidity sensors: 

These consist of probes inserted into the grain connected to a meter 
which is calibrated in °lo r. h. They tend to be expensive and unreliable. 

TEMPERATURE 

All organisms have a temperature range outside of which they cannot 
live. Most stored-products insects are severely inhibited at temperatures 
of less than 1a0 c, and their optimum temperatures typically range between 
27°C and 34°C. At temperatures approaching 4ooc most stored-products 
insects die. (Fig. 3). 

Many micro-organisms attacking stored grain will survive at all 
temperatures of over oOc if the humidity is suffici~ntly high. 

Temperature measurement 

Remote temperature measurement can be carried out either by using 
mercury thermometers mounted in probes which are inserted into the grain. 
or by thermocouples connected to a suitable meter. 

Temperature-measuring devices pushed into grain can be used to detect 
11 hot-spotsu (areas of high temperature) caused by insect infestation. 
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METHODS OF STORAGE 

Many types of maize store are used throughout the world. They range 
from the simplest woven grass basket to massive reinforced concrete 
structures. 

Most simple stores could be improved by the introduction of fairly 
simple improvements. and even many very expensive stores are inadequate. 
All stores should have the following features: 

- the grain should be protected against the weather (i.e. rain and 
radiation). 

- the store should be well ventilated, with controllable ventilators. 

- the grain should be protected against condensation and against moisture 
percolating through the earth. This usually involves the laying of 
damp-proof layers beneath the floor and/ or raising the produce above 
the ground on timber. 

- the store should be easy to empty and fill. ,-

- the store should be easy to clean. 

The following features are highly desirable: 

- the store should be rodent-proof and insect-proof. 

- the store should be fumigable. 

The design of stores is a complex subject which cannot be dealt within 
a few paragraphs, but the following notes will indicate the major points to 
be considered. (See figs. 5-7). 

1. Brick,, concrete and mud are all efficient thermal insulators. Steel 
sheet and corrugated iron are not. Thermal gain can be reduced 
by painting surfaces white and by orienting the store so that the 
smallest area is facing south. 

2. In an insufficiently ventilated store,, moisture will condense out of 
the air when the temperature falls at night. Controllable ventilators 
should be fitted and should have mesh to keep out insects. 

3. "Damp-courses" of polythene (at least 500 gauge) or bitumenised 
seets can be laid under earth or concrete fioors. U sheet 
materials is used the edges must be rolled together to form a 
continuous water tight barrier. 
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All produce stored in bags should be raised several centimeters off 
the ground. 

Stores should be sited on weil-drained ground. and the ground should 
slope away from the store. 

4. Even simple farm stores can be macre rodent-proof by raising them off 
the ground and placing inverted-cone type rat-guards on the supports. 

Mice can enter spaces more than 6 mm. in diameter, and rats can 
jump nearly one meter. All rodents can climb up brick walls. All 
rodent screens should be of 6 mm~ mesh and all rat-proof plates -:>f 

1 mm. galvanised iron sheet. 

Bands of hard gloss paint will prevent rats climbing up walls. The 
surface beneath the paint must be rendered smooth with cement. 

Insect-proof screens must be of 1 mm. mesh or less. 

5. Brick and concrete are more or less permeable to fumigants. 

Rubber-based paints can make these materials fumigable. (See section 
on insect control). 

Bag storage (Fig. 6) 

Maize stored in bags is convenient to handle and easy to move. No 
specialised storage buildings are necessary and new grain can be put into store 
withouth preventing previously-stored grain from being removed. 

However bags are quite expensive and susceptible to mechanical and 
rodent damage and overall handling losses can be high. 

Most bags in use now are of jute. sisal. cotton or plastic (woven polypropylene). 
All are very resistant to tearing and to impact and are easy to handle. but give 
no protection against the penetration of insects or moisture. Paper and plastic 
r· 1 :n (i.e. not woven) sacks are sometimes used. These give good protection 
against insect penetration and moisture absorption. but are very difficult to 
handle and do not stack well. They are very susceptible to damage. 

All plastig bags (woven or film) are sensitive to ultra-violet light. so 
must never be left exposed to the sun. They are also difficult to stitch. 

Bulk Storage 

The term "bulk storage" is usually used to describe the storage of 
shelled grain in silos. bins or cribs. It can also include the storage of 
unshelled maize on the ear in cribs or other stores. 
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The bulk-storage of grain requires special bins or silos, and if large 
quantities are involved, specialised handling machinery. However handling 
losses can be reduced to a minimum and losses caused by Sitotroga cerealella 
are restricted to the upper surface of the bulk. Less space is required. 

Airtight (hermetic) Storage 

Plastic bags. butyl rubber silos and steel structures can be made 
airtight. Very good control of insects can be obtained in this way, as the 
insects will eventually use up the available oxygen. However the storage 
unit must be filled to eliminate any air spaces,, must not be opened during 
storage and the grain must be well dried to prevent condensation. 
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THE MAJOR INSECT PESTS OF STORED CEREAL PRODUCTS 

Although some hundreds of insect species have been reported on stored 
products, it is fortunate that relatively few ever do damage of significant 
economic importance. The situation is further simplified by the fact that all of 
the major pests of stored products are either'b.,eeUes or moths. 

N. B. The following paragraphs will be an attempt to describe the morphology, 
life history and behaviour of the most important of the pests. The information 
will be as practical as possible, however full classifications of the pests will 
be given so that those who are interested can follow up the information. Those 
who are not interested in the names can ignore them. 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PESTS 

For convenience we can identify the pests of stored products as being either 
primary or secondary pests. Primary pests are those insects which can attack 
whole, cleaned undamaged grain, and thus tend to be of greatest economic 
importance. The secondary pests can only attack damaged grain. The grain 
may have been damaged by a primary pest or by man by mechanical handling or 
:milling). 
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1) Sitophilus zeamais and S. orp:ae (Fig. 8) 

Orden - Coleoptera (beetles) 
Family - Curculionidae (Weevils) 
Common names - maize weevil and rice weevil 
Pest status - Primary 

One of the most destructive pests of stored grain in the world. 

The two species are morphologically very similar, and can be reliably 
separated only by dissection and examination of the genitalia. S. zeamais 
is a very active flier and often infests grain in the field before harvest. 
S. oryzae has never been observed to fly. S. zeamais tends to infest smaller 
grains, however both species can, and de:;>, infest maize, wheat, rice, barley, 
oats, sorghum and pasta. 

Description: 

Adult: 2. 5-4 mm. Has well-defined rostrum ("snout''). Antennae elbowed. 
Flying wings present. Prothorax with many dense punctures. Elytrae (wing
covers). Usually have four reddish spots. 

Larva: Fat and legless. 

Life-history: 

The female chews a small hole in a grain and lays an egg in the hole. 
She then covers the egg with a waxy secretion. The egg hatches into a tiny 
legless larva which proceeds to chew into the grain, growing and leaving 
an enlarging tunnel as it goes. Pupation takes place inside the grain, and 
the newly-emerged adult chews its way out of the grain leaving a large and 
obvious emergence hole. 

Biology: 

Longevity of adult: Several months (often 4-& months). 

Egg-laying: 100-150 eggs over many weeks. The average rate of 
egg-laying is in the region of 2-3 per day. 

Conditions for development: 

Temperature 
Relative humidity 

Minimum 
17 
45 

Optimum 
28 
70 

Development period: 35 days under good conditions. 

Maximum 
34 

100 
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Stage which damages grain: Both adults and larvae feed. 

Inspection of produce 

Sieving of bags for adults 

Look for emergence holes. 

Disturbed adults move upwards, therefore if some bags of grain are 
taken and dropped several feet onto the floor adult insects may be seen on the 
surface of the bag after a few minutes. 

X-ray grains to detect hidden larvae. 
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2) Sitotroga cerealella (Fig. 9) 

Orden - Lepidoptera (moths) 
Family - Gelichiidae 
Common name- Angoumois grain moth 
Pest status - Primary 

Extremely destructive. Adults very short-lived and therefore only 
the larvae do any direct damage. Tolerant of dry conditions. Often infests 
grain in the field before harvest. Infests paddy, rice, maize, sorghum, 
barley and wheat. 

Description: 

Adult: Length 5-10 mm. Forewings have one or two small black dots, 
hind-wings have long, obvious fringe of hairs. 

Larva: Legged caterpillar usually living inside grain. 

Lue-history: 

The female lays the eggs on the surface of the grain, and the newly-
ha tched larvae chew into the grain. The rest of the development takes place 
inside the grain, although the larva sometimes chew out of one grain and into 
another. Before pupating the larva chews to the outside of the grain leaving 
only the papery pericarp/ testa so that the adult which emerges from the pupa 
simply has to push its way out. (The emergence hole left has a ragged appearan1 
on close examination. The adults are unable to penetrate to depth in the grain 
and so only to top 10 cm of shelled grain is liable to be infested). 

Biology 

Longevity of adult: 1-7 days. 

Egg-laying: Variable number, but up to 250 viable eggs can be laid. 

Conditions for development: 

Temperature 
Relative humidity 

Minimum 
18 
25 

Optimum 
32 
75 

Development period: 30 days under good conditions. 

Stage which damages grain: Larva 

Inspection of produce 

Look for emergence holes. 

Maximum 
35 
80 
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Sticky-traps or suction traps in the store to catch flying adults. 

Look on surface of stacks and on walls of store for adults. 

X-ray grains to detect hidden stages. 
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3) Rhyzopertha dominica (Fig. 10) 

Orden - Coleoptera (beetles) 
Family - Bostrychidae 
Common name - Lesser grain borer 
Pest status - Primary 

This is a cosmopolitan pest which tends to predominate over Sitophilus. 
~ in slightly dryer areas. Although this insect usually behaves as a primary 
pest it has been shown that it usually cannot infest very clean undamaged grain. 
Infests paddy. rice. wheat, maize. all other cereals, cassava, can develop 
in compacted flour. 

Description: 

Adult: About 3 mm. long. Cylindrical body. Head deflected sharply 
downwards so that it cannot be seen from above. The prothorax has many 
punctures giving a very rough appearance. Antennae with a 3-segmented club. 

Larva: Cylindrical beetle larva with legs. 

Life-history 

The eggs are laid loosely among cereal grains and the larvae bore into 
the grains. Although the development of the larva takes place inside the grain 
to a great extent. the method of feeding is quite haphazard and the larvae 
often emerge and attack other grains from the outside. Pupation usually 
takes place inside a grain. 

Biology 

Adult longevity: Many months 

Egg-laying: Up to 550 eggs per female laid over 3-6 weeks. 

Conditions for development: 

Temperature 
Relative humidity 

Minimum 

18 
25 

Optimum 

34 
55 

Maximum 

39 
70 

Development period: This varies greatly with conditions. It has been 
observed to be as short as 25 days, but is general in the region of 42 days 
under tropical conditions. 

Stage wllich damages grain: larva and adult 
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Inspection of produce 

Look for damage i:o grain. This damage tends to be in the form of 
irregularly tunneled grain. without the neat single emergence holes of other 
pests. 

Sieve grain for adults 

X-ray grains to detect hidden stages. 
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4) Prostephanus truncatus (Fig. 11) 

Order - Coleoptera (beetles) 
Family - Bos trychidae 
Common name - Greater or. larger grain borer 
Pest status - Primary • 

This insect is of pest status only-in areas of South and Central 
America and in the Southern United States. 

It is very closely related to Rhyzopertha dominica and shares the 
same type of life history. 

It has been studied very little and so no data is available. 

The type of damage caused is similar to that of Rhxzopertha except 
that the insect tends to feed in straight lines. often leaving neat tunnels 
straight through. a grain. In heavily infested grain the grains are eaten 

away inside leaving nothing but the outer shell. Much dust is produced. 

Description: 

Very similar to Rhxzoeertha but much larger (4-5 mm long), and with 
a truncated (fairly square-ended) abdomen. 
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C·.:·.-:::!' - Coleopterr. 
~h·.:•1i.iy - De:::-mcstidae 
C-:.:-:i·:J.o-:i name - Kh~pra beetle 
Pest status - Primary ' • 

.A v~:.-y se·:8i'C pest of stored grains capable of withstanding very low 
hur.::idit:~::. 

Sc!!le cour..t:'ies will refuse to accept any consignment found to be infested 
by this L~~ct, a:id !!lany countries insist upon immediate fumigation of infested 
prod•..:ce. 

Uncler unfavourable conditions the larvae enter a resting stage or diapa'..lse 
freq_ue?:tly entering cracks or crevices to do so. In this state they are very 
difficult to kill v1ith insecticides. 

The adults c::i..nnot fly. 

Descrintion 

Adult: small (1. 5-3mm) oval. covered with dense hairs. Antennae have 
distt1ct clubs. 

La: .. •a: Straw coloured. Has legs. Many tufts of hairs. 

Lif~ history 

The eggs are laid in the grain and the larvae hatch out and move freely 
through t~e grain feeding indiscriminately. The hairy cast-off skins of the 
12.:-vae can in themselves cause considerable contamiuation of the grain. Pupation 
takes place in the food. 

Biolog,"l. 

. Lo!'lgevity of adult: up to 14 days 

Ep~-layit1g: 50-80 eggs per female. 

Ccnditic!'!s for development 

Te!!lpe~atu::.·e 

Relative l1Umidity 

Minimum 
24 

3 

Optimum 
37 
25 

Devebpme:::it perfod: 25 days under optimum conditions. 

Maximum 
41 
73 
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Stage which damages grain: Larva 

Inspection of produce 

Sieve produce for adults. larvae and cast larval skins • . 
Check crevices in store for diapausing larvae. 
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6) Tribolium castaneum and T. confusum (Fig. 13) 

Orden - Coleoptera (beetles) 
Family - Tenebriodidae • 
Common name - Rust red flour beetle (T. castaneum) 

Confused flour beetle ( T. confusum) 
Pest status - Secondary 

These cosmopolitan pests attack a wide range of foodstuff including 
ground or damaged cereals. The damage done consists of consuming and 
contaminating the food. 

Description: 

Adult: Flat, 3-4 mm long, red-brown in colour. Differences between 
the species are given in the diagram. 

Larva'. Slender, cylindrical. Pale with light brown bands. 

Life-history: 

Eggs laid loosely in the food and development takes place in the food. 

Biology: 

Longevity of adult: Up to 18 months 

Egg-laying: Up to 450 eggs per female over many months 

Conditions for development 

Temperature (T. Castaneum) 
Relative humidity 
Temper~ture (T. Confusum) 
Relative humidity 

Develoement period: 

Minimum 

20 
10 
20 
10 

Optimum 

35 
70 
33 
70 

Maximum 

40 
90 
38 
90 

As low as 20 days under perfect conditions and frequenUy between 30 and 
35 days under tropical conditions. 

Stage which demages grain: Larva and adult. 
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Inspection of produce 

Sieve produce for adults., larvae and pupae. 

Place crevice traps or pitfall traps in p~oduce 
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7) Ephestia spp (14) 

Order - Lepidoptera (Moths) 
Family - Phycitidae 
Common names - Tropical warehouse moth (E. cautella) 
Pest status - Secondary 

There are several species of Ephestia, but for most practical purposes 
they are the same. and so the following information will concern E. caui:ella 
but will be applicable to the other species. 

These moths are severe secondary pests. attacking damaged cereals 
or ground cereals and contaminating the product with webbing. 

The mature larvae frequently leave the produce and pupate outside in 
cracks. between sacks or in other refuges. 

Larvae show preference for the embry of grain. 

Description 

Adult: Dull grey-brown colour. Front wing has an outer pale band 
and an inner broad dark band. 

Larva: Have setae (a type of hair) arising from dark spots. 

Life-history 

Eggs laid loosely on the produce. The larvae develop. and when 
mature enter a ''wandering" phase. They wander out of the produce and 
pupate in suitable places waway from the focus of infestation. The larva 
spins a silk cocoon inside which it pupates. The emerging adult will spend 
considerable time resting on walls or wooden supports in the store making 
flights to the produce to lay eggs. Flights usually take place between 5-7 p. m. 

Biology 

Longevity of adult: 1-'l days 

Egg-laying: up to -300 per female 

Conditions for developgient 

Temperature 
Relative humidity 

Minimum 
15 
45 

Optimum 
28 
70 

Maximum 
38 

100 
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Development period: 2 5 cays under good conditions. 

Stage which damages grain: Larva 

Inspection of produce 

Sieving for larvae. 

Inspect between bags for pupae. 

Sticky or suction traps to catch adults in air above grain. 

Look for weebing over surface of produce. 

Inspect walls and vertical supports, especially in shaded positions, 
for res ting adults. 

Other secondary pests 

There are many other secondary pests which may cause considerable 
damage to stored produce. The books mentioned at the end of these notes 
will give information on these pests. 
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CONTROL OF INSECTS IN STORED PRODUCTS. 

1) PHYSICAL CONTROL 

(A) Store Hygiene 

This is the most important aspect of the control of storage insects. 
Although much of the commodity going into storage is already infested at 
harvest, nevertheless the greater part of storage infestation comes from 
old infested residues. Damage to stored grain can be reduced greatly 
by the following measures: 

(1) Cleaning out residues of old stock from the store and burning i:hem. 
Special attention should be paid to cracks and crevices. under-floor spaces 
and spaces beneath dunnage. 

(2) Vvhenever possible designing stores so that they can be easily 
cleaned. If an existing store has to be used, then all cracks and spaces should 
be filled, and the walls should be painted to give a fairly smooth surface. 

( 3) If produce is stored in sacks, then the sacks should be stacked 
neatly, never against the walls of the stores and with adequate space between 
the stacks to allow cleaning. 

(4) All spillage should be cleaned up immediately. 

(5) The area surrounding the store should be kept free of vegetation which 
could harbour infested residues. 

(6) Stock should be used in rotation, the older stock being disposed of 
before new stock. 

(B) Insect- proofing 

New stores can be designed to be insect-proof by avoiding cracks in 
the construction. filling all spaces where pipes and wires enter and by fitting 
doors,, windows and. ventilators with fine screens. 

Even farmers.• stores can be made insect proof. For instance mud 
structures can be given a cap of mud on top and the grain can be removed 
from a re-sealable opening at the base of the structure. Alternatively, 
entrances can be sealed using plastic sheeting (e.g. old fertilizer bags). 

(C) Grain-drying 

It is basic to all good storage practice that grain should be dried below 
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a maximum of 15% moisture (wet basis) before going into store. Doing this 
will eliminate moulds and reduce the intensity of insect attack. Drying the 
grain further will considerably reduce insect damage. Moisture contents of less 
than 120/o inhibit most insects except Sitotroga cerealella, and at moisture 
contents of much less than lOo/o only Trogoderma granarium can do significant 
damage. ' 

Care should be taken to prevent absorption of moisture from the earth 
{lay water-proof barriers and raise stacks of maize several centimeters of 
the ground on wooden dunnage) and condensation (make sure that stores are 
well ventilated and never put grain which is not thoroughly dri~d into a 
completely closed vessel. Keep all stored produce in the shade). 

(D) Hermetic Storage 

Dry grain in completely air-tight containers can safely be stored for long 
periods. Any insects developing in the grain will soon die of lack of oxygen. 
Suitable containers are: 

(1) Thick plastic bags securely tied or heat-sealed. 

(2) Oil drums. 

(3) Butyl rubber bins or silos. Very small and extremely large versions 
are available. 

(4) Specially designed concrete and/or steel structures (e.g. Cyprus 
Bins). 

With flexible containers problems may be encountered with Sitophilus 
adults emerging from grains against the wall of the container boring their way 
out. One solution 3 to put the grain in cotton bags, and put the cotton bags 
inside the flexible container. 

(E) Control of ambient storage conditions 

In areas with cool, dry nights the stored produce can be ventilated 
with cold air at night so reducing its temperature to a level at which insects 
cannot develop. 

2) INSECTICIDES 

All dosages given in this section are recommended dosages, but LOCAL 
REGULATIONS SHOULD ALWAYS BE CHECKED. 

(A) Treatment of surfaces 

Walls, floors and other surfaces within a store can be treated with an 
insecticide to give long term (up to a few weeks) protection against insects. 
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This !.E !:>est done aft~r cleaning out a store and before putting in new produce. 

Insect:'..cides used for t~is purpose are usually wettable powders. (i.e. 
powceri::: whic~ have to be mixed with water for spraying) or emulsifiable 
concentrate:: (i.e. Equids to be mixed with water for spraying). Wettable 
powders are p!·eferred for treatment of absorptive surfaces such as brick 
and concrete. For spraying i;1ettable powders ~a sprayer fitted with an agitator 
in the tank should be used. 

Th~ following a:·e a few of the insecticides which can be used for this 
purpose: 

Type of pest 

Beetles 

Moths 

Insecticide 

Malathion 
Lindane 
Fenitrothion 
Iodophenphes 
Synergised 
Pyrethrins 

*a. i. - active ingredient. 

Application rate Period of 
effectiveness (days) 

51. of 2% a. i. */100 m 2 21 
51. of 2% a. i. /100 m 2 21 
51. of 1% a. i./100 m2 28 
51. of 1% a.i./100 m 2 21 
21. of O. 5% a. i. /100 m2 14 

Many other insecticides are marketed and can be used to treat storage 
areas. However in many cases their use is not permitted in all countries. 
Seek local advice. 

(B) Admixture with grain 

Several insecticides can be used directly mixed with food grain. These 
insecticides are supplied as dilute dusts, usually with a concentration of 
between 0.1% and 5 % active ingredient. Dilute dusts tend to have a short 
''shelf life" and this is to a great extent determined by the type or inert -
dust used as a filler. Failure of a dilute-dust formulation may be due to 
breakdcwn of the inoecticide or to resistance to the insecticide within the 
pest strain. 

Always admix the insecticide thoroughly with the grain and never exceed 
the recommended dose. The following insecticides can be used for controlling 
beetles and moths. 

Insect!cide 

Malathion 
Lindane 
* active ingredient = a. i. 

·-
Application rate: 

120 g. of 1 % a. i. */100 kg. 
120. g •. of o •. 10/o a.i./100 kg. 
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Other insecticides exist which could be used to treat grain (e.g. all 
bromophos, pirimiphos-methyl) but have not all been cleared for use in 
countries. Seek local advice. 

(C) Space treatments 

Flying insects can be killed by treating.the free space in the store with 
dichlorvos (DDVP). This is usually regarded ~s a contact insecticide, but 
is so volatile that it in fact acts as a fumigant. 

Treatment is either by hanging impregnated strips in the store,, or by 
spraying ultra-low volumes of the insecticides into the air or onto a surface 
from which it can evaporate. 

Dichlorvos has become suspected recently of being mutagenic, and so 
strips should not be used in areas where people are regularly exposed. A 
better technique is to spray in the evening after the !!tore has been closed. 
'Knock-down'' of insects is very quick, and if a short spray time is used 
then the concentration of dichlorvos in the air will have fallen to safe levels 
by the next morning. Very efficient against moths. 

3) FUMIGANTS 

Fumigations can be carried out in gas-tight bins and silos, in gas-tight 
buildings, in buildings which are made gas-tight by sealing doors, windows 
etc. with a suitable material or under gas-proof sheeting. (Fig. 15). 

Sheets should be joined by rolling their edges together and should be 
weighted to the ground by chains, sand-snakes etc. 

For all fumigations, except those carried out in the open air under 
gas-proof sheets, respirators and leak-detecting equipment are vital. 

Special attention must be paid to the floor of a store which is to be 
fumigated. Gas will escape through cracks, drains etc. Stacks can be 
built on plastic sheets to facilitate fumigation. 

The following fumigants are commonly used: 

(A) Methyl bromide 

Supplied in large pressurised cylinders or small cans. Usually mixed 
with chloropicrin, a lachrymatory agent, so that it can be detected at dangerous 
levels. Conducted to the produce hy system of polyethylene or copper tubes 
and nozzles. ·Do not allow the gas to discharge directly onto the produce. Can 
leave taints in flour. Irritates skin. 

Dosage: Stacks: 48g. /ton for 1 day 
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GRAIN PROTECTANTS 

COMMERCIAL NAME COMMON NAME .FORMULATION DOSAGE 

Reldan Chlorpyrifos-metyl 240 grs A.1./1. 8 ppm 

Actellic Pirimiphos-metyl 80, 250, 500 grs A.I./l. 8-10 ppm 

Baythion (=Volation) Phoxim 500 grs A.I./1. 3 ppm 

Mar late Methoxychlor 500 grs A. I. /kg 15 ppm 

Malathion Malathion Varias 10 ppm 
25% a 86% E.C.(1000 grs/l.) 

Orthene Acephate 250, 500, 750 grs A.I./kg 5 ppm 

Phostoxin 
(Phosphine) 
Delicia Gastoxin 

Aluminium phosphide 
Calcium phosphide 

Tablets 3 grs l~berate l gr of phospine 
1-3 ton = 1-3/M 

Actellic: 0-2 - DIETHYLAMINO -6- METHYLPYRIMIDIN -4- yl 00-DIMETYL PHOSPHOROTHIOATE 

Orthene: OS - DIMETHYL ACETYPHOSPHORAMIDOTHIOATE 

Reldan: 00 - DIMETHYL 0-3,5,6 - TRICHLORO -2 PYRIDYL PHOSPHOROTHIOATE 

Baythion: 00 - DIETHYL CYANOBENZYLIDEMEAMINO - OXYPHOSPHONOTHIOATE 

Malathion: S-1, 2-Di (ETHOXYCARBONYL) ETHYL 00 - DIMETHYL PHOSPHOROJHTHIOATE 

Decis + Butoxido Piperonil 

LDSO 
~ RATS 
ORAL 

lbJO mg/kg 

2050 mg/kg 

1976 mg/kg 

6000 mg/kg 

2800 mg/kg 

866 mg/kg 
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(E) Phosphine 

Supplied as table ts of aluminium phosphide which break down under the 
influence of atmospheric humidity to release phosphine. Most common formula
tions are 11 Phostoxin ., and "Detia". 

Dosages: Stacks: t - 1 t tablets per m 3 for 4-5 days 
Bulks: 5 tablets per ton for 4-s·9ays 

(Increase exposure time if grain is very dry or below 20°C). 

{C) Carbon disulphide 

Extremely toxic and extremely explosive. Heavy vapour. Can oa applied 
by piacing open container in grain or by pou~ing onto a sack placed on surface 
of grain. Slow diffusion makes it unsuitable for large bulks. Often mixed with 
carbon tetrachloride to reduce fire hazard. 

Dosage: 0-2 litres/ton for 7 days. 

(D) Carbon tetrachloride 

Non-flammable but toxic to man. Not very toxic to insects therefore high 
doses necessary. Can be mixed with grain during filling or applied to surface 
of grain. 

Dosage: O. 6 litres/ ton for 14 days. 

N .B. FUMIGANTS KILL ALL INSECT STAGES BUT HAVE NO PERSISTANT 
EFFECT ON THE GRAIN. RE-INFESTATION CAN OCCUR IMMEDIATELY. 

4) RESISTANT VARIETIES 

Varieties of maize, wheat, cow-peas etc. vary in their susceptibility 
to insect pests. 

Research into this subject is in its early stages but it appears that hard 
kernels and high protein makes maize more resistant to S. cerealella and 
S. zeamais. 

Varieties with good husk cover have been shown to be highly resistant to 
infestation in the field. 



SUGGESTED READING 

LITERATURA RECOMENDABLE 

''Handling and Storage of Food Grains in Tropical and Subtropical Areas" 
by D. W. Hall (F.A.O. 1970/ Agricultural Development Paper No. 90)'~ 

''Almacenamiento y Conservaci6n de Granos y Semillas 11 por M. Ramfrez 
Genel (Compai'ifa Editorial Continental, S. A., Mexico). 

''Food Storage Manual" (World Food Programme, Rome, 3 vols.) 

·'common Insect Pests of Stored Food Products'' by H.E. Hinton and 
A. S. Corbet (British Museum (Natural History) Economic Series No. 15). 

':' Tambien existe en espailol: "Manipulaci6n y Almacenamiento de Granes 
Alimenticios en las Zonas Tropicales y Subtropicales11 por D. W. Hall 
(F.A.O. 1970, Cuadernos de fomento agropecuario No. 90). 



Fig.1 Relationship between equilibrium moisture 
content and relative humidity 
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Fig. 2 Conditions under which Aspergillus f lovus 
grows on wort agar 
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Fig. 3 The development period - in days - of larvae 
of ~Rhestia cautella at different 
temperatures and relative humidities 
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Fig.4 
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Fig. 15. Fumigations with Phosphine and with Methyl bromide 
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I. lntroduc ti on 

1/ 
POST-HARVEST HANDLING OF .\1AIZE-

Growing the sec-:! crcp cf an c;;e:i poll ii1ated variety or hybdd of maize is just the 

first st~p. io hove acod qu:::li~y seed from that crop requires core a~ many points from 

harvesting until the seed is p!cr.ted by c fc.:rmcr • 

Wtany countries have o seed certificai·ion system designed _to provkb some check 

on the quality of s~c-d. Different terms are used to define classes of sc3d in these pi cgrc:ms 

such as breeder or pre-b-:isic seed, fo1.. .. .:lation or basic seed, registe:-ed or cc:-l"iricd i ar.d 

certified or certified 2. 

nowt:ver, rcg ... rcii~s:; or tne terms li'\eci or 1·ne existence c:- iock of such a system 

• . . • . t t I • ~ f .! d • I d I ' c! • t' I Ii is 1mporra:1 c re~11ze t.;at mo care neeo-s 1n ncn mg c ;;~e crcp i!i ne sc::mo. ,i1 

otiier words even when no seed cer~i~ic-::tion syst~m exists end one calls ?i::rent se~d 

mother seed o;- S:?ed 5 ~eek and see.:i for forn1ers COillm;.lrC ir. I ~ecd, steps i·o as.;un~ g0od 

quality Oie sHll r:.?Cjuired. 

The general objectives in all cases ore to : 

1. Maintain the genetic ic!~ntity and purity of the sP.ed. 

2. liave seed os free cis possible of inert matter, •.veed ~eed and seed-t:>omc 

disease. 

· 3. Achieve seed wilh high ouminotion copacity to estcblish vioorous scco?ings. 

_!/ John.,on E. D1;m~las and Fcd;)rico R. Pcey, Seed, Uni~, c~r-tro lnlcrm.,donal 
de Agriculture Trl)piccl (C!AT), Apcrtado Aercc .5713, Coli, Colomoia.S.A. 
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II. Harvesting, Drying and Sorting 

A. Harvesting 

1. Timeliness of harvest is esscnticJ,a.nd can be done at any point afte.r 

p~1ysiologieol maturity which is reached at about 35 percent moisture 

content. 

2. To achieve good quality in most .tropical areas, harvest is done when 

the seed has dried to 20 to 25 percent I eve I. . 

3. Sp~cial o:ires is needed to avoid prolonged wetting and drying in the 

field, freeze domage, insect damage and delays in tronsportir.g the 

crop from tne field to a drying location. 

4. Wiri1 hand harvesting less risk exists of mechanical damage.Damage 

with mechanical pickers can be reduced by removing pegs from snapper 

and husker rollers and releasing pressure on ear-retarding :units of the husker 

rollers. 

B. Drying 

1. Sun drying is frequently achieved in developing countries by spreading 
I 

the ears out in a thin layer o:i a concrete floor and turning them. With 

small quantities of seed this can wcrk well, but with lcrge quantities . -
other methods are n'leded. 

2. Drying in bins with forced, heated air that docs not exceed 40 ° C 

(105 ° F) is tho normal alternative. 
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3. Drying can bG conciuded when the seed reaches about 12 percent 

moisture. 

C. Sorting 

1. If bin drying is used, sorting or the removal of off-type and off-colored 

ears and rotted or diseased ear.; is done before the seed is dried. 

2. Sorting can be dcne at any time during er after cryins:i if dry in~ is 

done en the flc~r. 

D. Shelling 

1. Damcge can occur as seed is shelled. If a mechoniccl sheller is us.::d 

•'I 
YI 1111 

rubber and reducir.3 speeds to 300 to 500 rpm. 

2. Shellin3 is normally done whS"I the seed is 12 to 14 percent moisture. 

The risk of damage is increased at higher m?isture levels. 

Ill. Grociing, Cleaning ond Treating 

A. The basic machine for cleaning and grading is the air-screen cfeoncr. it 

rcmov~s broken kernels, dirt, trash,cob pieces a.id cor. mal<c o separation 

into flat and round kernels. 

8. W.ien seed is to be hcnd planted the grading or sizing con ~~ limited to : 

1. 

2. Two m~Yn 'scpar~tions .:: flat ~n:I round kernc fs. 
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C. If mechanical planting is done two sizes of flats and two sizes cf rounds 

is normally adequate in developing programs to achieve good plantabil ity. 

If for sales reasons or to achieve greater precision in pianting,morc sizes ore 

needed they can be made with additional seed grading equipment. 

D. After grading seed should be treated with : 

1. An insecticide such as Malathion 

2. A fungicide surface protec.tant such as Captan or Arason 

E. Bagging 

1. Cotton, jute, paper or wove1 plastic begs are most ccmn".only used. 

2. Tightfysealed plastic bags are not suggested in tropical areas 1mlcss 

very good control cf the mositure content can b,; achieved with seed 

moisture levels no higher than 9-10 percent. 

IV. Storage 

A. Storage creas should be kept clean and free of insects c 1d rodents. Whether air co 

tioning is required depneds upon how long· .the seed is to be stored and the terr:;:,_. 

and relative humidity of the ambient air. In most-tropical areas air conditicnh; 

will be needed for these situations : 

1. Seed stored for one or two years. In coses where the storage is no 

longer than two years c temperature of 18-20 ° C and a relative 

humidity of 60 - 70 percent fa a:Jequate. 
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2. Seed stored for more than two yecrs w.il l require lower temperatures 

and relative humidity. 

V. Qualify Assurance and Control 

A. An internal quolity assurance program should be develop~d by al/ seed. 

producing, conditioning and selling groups both governmental and r.on-

governmental. · 

Sp~dal points to include in sucn a pro3ram ore : 

1. JdenHfy seed coming from each field by a lot number( lf consid"°:rcbie 

d;fay is experienced in harvesting a field beccuse of bod wi:c~~~r 

conditions,sub-lots may be necessary ) 

2. Systema·tic moisture d~terminotions c.--e mc:de ct the time of harve~ting, 

during drying end ofter drying. 

3. Br~fore conditioning svalu~te the phi-sical purity to determir.e seed 

conditioning needs and test the germination to assure that the ~ccd 

does have good viability at that stage. 

4. Sample the seed ofter conditioning o:id evaluate the moisture percentogr.?, 

the p~iysical purity and thg £ermination. 

5. Determine Yihot levels of ~eed.moi.sture, physical purity a.id 9•:,.minotion 

can be applied on all lots. Deci~e if that fevel has been ochi:.!v~d ond if 

1 ;~:r fob~I e~ch bag tr~lhfufl~ ~ith the fot number/ name of the species 

rn>ffiidv6ric'ty, pcrt~~k,9c'tbr physic~f purity, inert matter, weed seed' 
I 
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other crop seed and germination. Other information often included 

are the name and ad~ress of the seed producer or seller, information 

about the seed treatment, tne dote of the quality tests and the net 

weight. 

6. Sample the seed in storage every two months and before it is sent 

to-retail distribution point; • 

B. An external qualiiy control progi·om may-be a -seed certification-system 

or a system that only checks on the quality of seed at the marketina 

stage. 

1. If a seed certification system is used it will include : 

' -· ' ,. .. ' . .. . . . . OJ \..necKs or mt: crop ouring me proaucraon sroge 

b) Checks at the time of harvest are sometimes made but not 

necessarily in all ccues. 

c) Sampling of the seed after condition_ing. 

d) Testing the seed in an "official 11 laboratory. 

e) Providing of labels by the agency if the seed meets the 

prescribed seed certification standards 

f) Resamplina of seed lots not sold aSout every six months in 

tropical areas • 

2. If a seed marketing control system is used separately or in addition 

to the seed certification sy..;tcm these procedures apply : 

a) Seed lots offered for sale ore sampled by. an agency of gcvcrnr.~~nt • 

( Under the system seed lots may be sold without this so~pling, but 

the method provides for random sampling to check on qt:clity •. n, 
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sample goes on concurrently with selling ond throughout 

ihe soles season ) 

c) If the seed is satisfcctoryarep:irtis sent to the selfer indicating 

oll is sotisfcctory. 

d) if the seed is n~t sctisfocrory in some woy a report is 'ient 
•• 

to indicate whet steps need to be taken and a ref·um visit 

will probably be nac~ssary to help guide the correction cf 

the problem. 

C. Plantings of seed from each lot produced and sold is a further c0ntrol 

of the total system. Such plantings c'1n check fie Id emergence a:id the 

genetic pt.ri!y of the crop.As a pert of on internal q:.Jality syste_m,thcse 

olantincis ore normally celled 11ci0w-out trio ls 11
• w:1en such olantinas ' . . - . -

are u~ed as an external quality control system, they ere often .;;oiied 

11post-control trkds 11 

In Conciusion 

Achieving good quality on all seed lots is difficult but must be the objec~ive. · 

A quality ccnrrol system must be applied from product ion to safe. An internal system must 

always.be applied.An external system may also be u~ed if it is cv:cilable. ln all cases 

:4flc systems should help assure tha~ seed of pcor q uolity is n:!ver sold or supplied to f-:irm:::rs. 





SOME ASPECTS AND COMPONENTS OF SEED MARKETING 

By Jaime Barbosa A. I.A. M • .A. 

1. ~1ARKETING CONCEPT . 
• Before we begin the description of what could be the seed 

commercialization labor, it is necessary to clarify a 

concept often misunderstood or misidentify, the marketing 

concept. 

During a long time the productive phenomenum was almost 

~he onlv preocupation of technology. How to obtain a 

product in larger quantities, maintaining its quality_and 

low price, has been subject of several papers and treatises, 

but consume is the actual objective of the production plfenom

ena and producers interest shall only be encouraged if the 

consumers interest is promoted at the same ~ime. 

The marketing concept demands a new orientation, it is not 

important anymore our product conception or our way to 

produce it, but the buyer satisfaction; in other words, 

we should stop looki.ng inside toward the product and look 

outside to the consumer necessities. 

It is very common to misdefine marketing as the sales process, 

but what happens in reality is that the marketing concept 

inverts logics sales concept. 

The sales concept has its origins on the enterprise products 

and considers its work as the utilization of the saler 

effort and promotion to stimulate a considerable sales :.· 

voiume1 the marketing concept on the othe~ ha~d, considers 

actual and potential clients of an enterprise and its needs . . . ~ '_ 

planriing a· coordinated conjuc.tion of products and programs 
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to satisfy those needs. · 

we can establish then that: 

Orientation towards the client, defining the needs to 

serve and ·satisfy. 

The development of an ef f ici~nt organization to manage 

the enterprise-consumer relationships and, 

the clients satisfaction, understanding that the principal 

prosperity factor, on the long run, of a company is the 

amount of satisfaction given to the consumers, constitute 

the three basic columns of marketing. 

2. AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND ITS INTEGRATION TO THE MARKETING 

CONCEPT 

Agricultural research, especially in the so called third 

world countries, faces the challenge of increasing production 

and that is why it is primarily orien~ed towards the product 

or p~oducts, namely seeds, fertilizers or pesticides that 

help achieving the indicated goals. 

Sometimes, potential user preferences are surveyed but 

this is generally done regarding products ready to be offered 

and rarely on goods that they really want. 

Industries or enterprises linked to this situation are suc

ceeding due to a product which apparently does not need 

a marketing or sales effort; this brings the idea that the 

continuous development is obtained only through the innovation 

or improvement of the same product. 

It is vital to understand that the seed industry, for this 

case,· starts with the farmer, the user and its necessities, 

by the final consumer of the product being the same farmer 
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or an industry or the urban centers inhabitant and not 

a mere register as a producer, multi-plication fields, grains 

to be selected, or a sales activity. 

Assuming the necessities of this conglomerate of users or . 
consumers as basic, the industry should develop from satis-

fying their preferences and obtaining as a final product 

the seed types to satisfy their needs. 

Research should then be oriented towards the obtention of 

materials contributing to solve with their genetic support, 

the common problems present on the crop.fields, according 

to different regions, constraints and actual farmer needs. 

3. IMPROVED SEED UTILIZATION, TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

A substantial increasing rate in agri~ultural production 

can be achieved and in fact has been achieved in developing 

countries, mainly through the better utilization of the 

existing resources and through the addition of another 

complementary inputs that can be named not-conventional. 

Within these latter, the improved seed is included. However, 

getting the improved seed reaching the f arrner and be used 

for him, is one of the most interesting phases on the tech

nology transfer process. 

Even though the necessity for developing and producing high 

quality seed with high yielding potential is clear, we 

should not forget that these seeds so carefully obtained 

and conditioned, acquire dimension and va·lue only when they 

have been planted and their use generalized. In the model 

we propose, the problems originated on the field have been 

brought from the farmer· to the research centers and the 
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plant breeder has tried to solve them: now this solution 

should go back to the user, be accepted and used by him • .. 
Up to this moment only one part of marketing has been 

achieved, the related to give solution to a necessity, now .. 
it should be taken to the user and be utilized. 

The phenomenum of the farmer's receptivity and acceptation 

is without doubt the most complex. Here we have factors 

such as the training or knowledge degree that he possess, 

his confitlence on the person·offering the product, the 

information received on the seed characteristics, the results 

achieved by other farmers in their region or in another, 

data obtained from experimental stations and the own farmer 

preferences satisfaction. 

Summarizing: 

'lhe technology transfer as. we think, involves a whole market""'.". 

ing process and this is an area where necessary emphasis 

nor adequate training have been done. 

Much of the research improvements, especially in our countries, 

are almost exclusive of the author, no for egoism or lack 

of importance, but for the lack informatio~ acceptance, and 

practical usage, than is a disregard on how to make them 

useful, and we might say, for the lack of a marketing program. 

The inability to hold differences between the purely 

technological knowledge needed to obtain new seed varieties, 

its production and the establishment of quality control 

regulations, private or. governmental, and the knowledge 

required to develop a marketing pr~gram, constitute tha major 

cause for seed marketing failures. 
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4. THE SEED MARKETING PROCESS 

A-· OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS 

Before we start elaborating a marketing program it is 

necessary to obtain guides o~ indicatives giving orientation , 
to the program. We apply then opportunity analysis or 

market surveys. 

The market survey starts with the study of the farmer who 

will be the seed user, his attitudes, preferences and 

values. It is obvious that it will be easier to place 

a desired seed rather than other which is not desiredr 

this simple fact constitutes the reason of the farmer's 

preferences research. 

From this first approximation we might obtain informations 

such as: 

~·/ho buys the seed?._, _ · 

That is the farmers type, their knowledge, the area 

planted, techniques utilized, etc. 

Which are the attractive factors? 

That is why they buy or they would buy this or that seed. 

Where do they get the seed? 

Through the distributors, dealers, cooperatives or directly 

from the producing plant, etc. " 

What kind of packing do they prefer? 

Amounts characteristics, etc. 

At the end, critical information is obtained of what the 

farmer uses and desires. 

From this basic information, the existing market behavio1i-: 

an~lysis is conti~ued, then we can get information such as: 
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Estimatives of the total seed demand for a crop or crops 

and the tendencies of.that demand • 
. ;I 

Estirnatives of the market status' of any seed and its 

situation in front of the competence. 

A prediction of what the effective demand for a determined 

seed type would be. 

Geographical demand distribution in zones or regions 

where seed is requested. 

Period of time in which the seed demand takes place. 

It could be then stated that the opportunity analysis or 

~arket survey, is a systematic information compilation 

on the farmers needs, desires, and buying habits; on the 

number of actual or potential farmers using the seed; on the 

prediction of present and future user needs and the organi-

zation of the required activities to satisfy those needs. 

The knowledge of the opportunities is of vital importance 
. 

because the development of the seed product and the follow-

ing commercialization process, have to be planned based 

on the usage of those opportunities. 

B - PLANNING THE MARKETING J?': OGRAM .· 

A marketing program requires trained personnel which 

is not normally found among the agricultural technicians 

responsible for other aspects of the seed program. 

Without denying agricultural technician capacity, he 

should be prepared in this field that in many cases 

has never been his responsibility. 

The selection and preparation of the human group that 

will be in charge of this work is fundamental for 
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the success or failure of the marketing program. 

The marketing personnel should have training in the .. 
human relations, corrununication, marketing techniques 

and administration areas. .. 
1.- SEED PRODUCT MANAGEMENT POLICIES 

Every new kind of seed on the market has four previous 

stages: Introduction, growth, maturity and declination. 

The first stage or seed release should be preceded by 

what is known as the "Market Proof" where the potential 

sales are analyzed in small scale, through the distri-

bution and acceptation by the farmers. 

To know the stage in which the product is found is 

fundamental for anticipating sale volume and calculate 

the risks in which the production of determined seed 

volumes will be involved. 

To know the moment in which a seed should be retired 

from the market and replaced by another of better 

characteristics is definitive to maintain the competitive 

position of the enterprise: lack of knowledge of a seed 

position in the market can cause the stagnation or 

definitive failure of a seed enterprise. 

On the same way, to effect an adequate seed production 

programmation, the definition of the product management 

policy is required because it will contribute to point 

out the production volumes during different stages of 

market permanence. 
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2.- PRICE FIXING POLICIES 

In an open; economy· ·system, we would; consider that the 

price is function of the production costs and of the 

level of profit searched, of the products demand and its 

elasticity and ~he competence position. 

It is clear the fact·that the price fixing will depend 

of objectives pursued and the enterprise sit~ation or 

the seeds on the market. Thus, if the objective is for 

example the introduction· in the market of a new seed, 

the price should be low considering that more buyers 

would be attracted, some of the promotion costs will be 

reduced with major reduction volume and the low prices 

will disencoura_ge actual and potential competence. 

If the-objective is to optimize profits and there is 

a well known seed, the price could be high because 

there is a good number of farmers willing to pay 

the fixed value and there is a position advantage 

in front of the competence. 

However, a policy that tries to obtain a reasonable 

profit without breaking the demand and maintaining 

or even gaining market participation is more logical. 

Very low or subsidised seed prices policy might create 

problems because it is not teaching the farmer the 

real seed value and makes that he does not use adequately 

this input: on the other hand, a low income does not 

allow the seed enterprise to sufficiently develop 

research ~ork, promotion, distribution and other activities 

necessary for the normal activity cycle. 
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3.- ESTABLISHMENT OF DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS 

The seed goes from the producer to the farmer through a 
.,~ . 

distribution channel •. Seeds can reach the user directly 

from the producing plant or through a retail dealer 

or indirectly through a who1~saler who has distributed 

them to retail dealers. 

When ~everal distribution and sale points are necessary 

it is Of advantage to use the intermediate or retail 

dealers because they commercialize seed in a more 

economical and effective way than the producer himself, 

due to their operations scale, the knowledge of the local 

needs and their permanent contact with the farmer. 

Distributors should be selected in the local community 

by their efficiency, responsibility and solvency. Generally 

the possible new distributor is investigated among 

producers of other inputs. 

Normally, the distribution network consists of wholesalers 

and retail dealers that according to the region and 

local organization can be as well cooperatives, farmers 

associations or federations or farmer alone. 

The distributor constitutes the final link of the 

sale chain and completes it physically at the user level, 

he should be the bridge to bring produc~ information 

and services required by the farmer; transmit to the 
- . -

seed pr~ducer the information on the local conditions, 

habits, complaints and satisfaction expressions for the 

seed and services. 

They should receive as well support fr?m the producer 

regarding the publicity and promotional material, 
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.. 
knowledge·of the product characteristics, sales 

organization, services to the farmer and information 

of the market in general. 

4.- LOGISTICS AND PHYSICAL SEED DISTRIBUTION 

Decisions on packing, storage, stock levels, transportatic 

and management constitute logistic operations. 

These· activities try to assure that enough seed of 

desired types will be placed and available when needed. 

The costs originated from this activity, are comparatively 

higher in developing countries due to a lack of adequated 

infrastructure; one way to control them is reducing 

stock levels, producing only ~hat is estimated sure to 

be commercialized, because stock maintenance due to seed 

perishabity is very expensive. There is also a risk 

of reducing the sales potential and the number of 

farmers to be served. 

Data obtained from market surveys can help to achieve 

an equilibrium between the number of farmers served 

and inventory costs. 

Opt:mization of physical distribution costs will depend 

on the coordination with clients and distributors to 

achieve the goal of placing seed at the consumer site 

opportunely. 

5.- COMMUNICATION AND PROMOTION 

The commercialization of high seed quality of superior 

varieties distributed appropriately through efficient 

distribution channels may fail because conununication 

with potential users does not exist. 
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Seed enterprises should consolidate their names or 

brands to the buyers product information should be 

available and even if the industry prestige exists, 

persuasive communication is essential to increase 

seed demand and stimulate dfstributors and buyers. 

The farmer should know not only the product character+ 

istics, but differenciate from which producer he is 

buying, creati~g a confidence climate on the relation

ship - user, distributor, producer. 

Promotion is an invaluable tool to stimulate demand, 

the creative use of promotional materials is an extraor-

dinarily help in the marketing process. 

A very common promotion system is to announce the brand, 

the seed characteristics and where can be obtained. 

Systems such as seed sample distribution, small scale 

planting with farmers, conferences and local meetings 

have s~own to be of a great utility. 

6.- PUBLICITY 

Publicity is one of the activities through which persuasive 

communications are transmitted to potential buyers. 

Concretely the role of publicity is that the potential 

buyers respond more favourably to the seed of fer of a 

producer, giving the user information on good charact~r

istics of the product and motivating him to buy it. 

This can be achieved through massive communication 

means such as radio, newspapers, especialized and 

general magazines, television, as well as, through 

panflets, posters, and any other element capable of 
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transmitting desired messages~ . 

Policies on the amount of publi~j.ty to be used and the 

selection of the means obeys to the knowledge of 

their effectivity on the places where the seed will be 

sold and to the farmers hab1t, what means he prefers or 

to which he has access, newspapers, radios, movies, etc. 

7.- SALES.~QUIPMENT 

The sa·les power of an enterprise is a very important 

factor in the marketing program. 

The salesman becomes the enterprise to the eyes of most 

buyers, being farmers or distributors. 

He presents the seeds and tries to adapt the enterprise 

offer to individual necessities of the client, besides 

communicates to the enterprise all necessary information 

on the market. 

Selling is not the only responsibility of the salesman. 

He mus~ give service to the clients, accept the complaints 

and obtain opportune response to the situations creating 

a favourable impression of the organization. A high 

sales percentage depends on the image and prestige of 

the producer, of the good disposition of the salesman 

and on the confidence they give. 

C - COMMERCIALIZATION 

We might say that commercialization is the practical 

result of a marketing program application. 

To summarize let's expose shortly the three principal 

functions: 

a) financial function: That is aspects such as the 
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financing required to achieve established go~ls, 

the information regarding of the development of 
'~l' 

the product in the market and all other activities 

that make possible the following interchange and 

physical functions 

b) Interchange functions: These are activities closer 
• 

tQ the traspass of the seed to the user hands, such 

as·propaganda, promotion, distribution channels 

management, discounts, instalment limits and sales 

forms in general all. 

c) Physical functions: Compress the product management 

and movement, storage, transporation that is how 

to get the seed available at the right moment, at 

the appropriate place and in adequate quantities. 

D - THE SALES t·!QRK 

The sales work are the most important index of the result 

achieved with the marketing program. 

The sales work is concentrated on: 

Attract potential buyers 

Channel seed availability towards satisfying farmer 

needs. 

Establish direct contact with the buyer 

Use the seed knowledge to convince the buyer 

Help the farmer to recognize the true value of the 

seed offered. 

Offer the buyer best possible service. 

As has been said before the final objective of the 

seed program activities is to achieve that seed can be 
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used and sales are the last physical step of the 

marketing process where the seed reaches the user 

hands. 

RESULT ANALYSIS 

Market situations are changing and a very big mistake 

will be committed if someone thinks that the marketing 

program is always correct, ~hat is why it is important 

to evaluate periodically obtained results and introduce 

the necessary changes. 

The marketing process requires to be updated and reviewMc 

continuously. Even though this is just a theorical 

frame we wanted to give you a general information of 

the aspects that would be necessary to consider in a 

marketing program emphasizing especially the marketing 

concept. 



SUCCESSFUL SEED DEVELOPMENT EXPERIE~!CES ~-

The use of good seed of improved varieties can h~stcn agricultural 

development. Successful experiences exist in many countries. The 

challenge for policy makers and leaders of seed activities is to 

identify these successful experiences and learn from them. As individuals 
4 4 

attempting to ir.:prove ourselves we do this frequently. We emulate the 

best we see in others. Let us examine some of the best in the 

international seed ~orld. 

Clear definition of goals and strategies are required to succeed 

Well-defined goals and supporting strategies at the national gover

:r:-:ent level are necessary. Rapid grm;th ot seed industries result when 

these goals and strategies are supported by clear, consistant and 

co~structive natiQnal government policies. National govern~ents use 

different methods to help clarify goals. The Government of India formed 

a Seed Review Team that examined the current program, seed activities 

in a few other countries and developed guidelines for the future. Brazil, 

Tu!lisia and Guate:nala are other countries that have carefully examined 

the best outside their countries as they developed improved national 

seed programs. The formation of a National Seed Board, such as in Costa 

Rica, Colombia, Dominican Republic and Tunisia, can also help policy 

clarification and the developme~t of strategies to meet goals. 

Iwprnv1""d Varietii:-s ::rnd Hybrirls are F.ssential to Progress 

Dynamic seed program and industries can only develop when improved 

varieties and hybrids are constantly streaming from research programs. 

The Green Revolution in India, Pakistan, Turkey, and The Phillippines 

happened and continues to develop because superior varieties and improved · 

agronomic practices were used. Strong national, coordinated crop research 

programs made this possible. 

(*) Johnson E. Douglas, Head, Seed Unit, CIAT, A.A.6713 Cali, 

Colombia. 
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The key to these successful experieuccs rests on the research 

team approach with breeders, patho1 og is ts, ento;r.ologists, agrono::ii.sts 

and econor.iists working together research institutious. 

Coordination at the national level provided mechan is::is for teams from 

several research stations concerned \·:ith a particular crop to \·:o::-k 

together toward common goals. The IndiaJ Council for Agricultural 

Research has played this coordinating role quite successfully for India. 

Today 

strengthening 

the international center crop research network/is 

research efforts within countries. The joint effort by 

several countries working with the ce~ters is providing the opportunities 

for greater progress th::i.n any one country could achieve nlone. The rice 

and bean \'arietics released in Latin America f ro:.i this joint effort 

are two exa~ples with which CIAT is concerned. 

Increased germplasm collections are needed to strengthen gene 

banks and add to the valuable international asset that provides the 

base for long-term crop improvement in all countries. The International 

Plant Genetics Resources Board and national governments have made great 

strides in recent years in building this base. This work is extremely 

valuable for the future availability of new varieties and the development 

of seed programs and the cormnercial seed industry. 

Adequate Breeder and Basic Seed Supplies 

Breeder and ~asic Seed supplies must be adequate to maintain 

subsequent multiplications. The most successful programs provide their 

breeders with adequate resources and time to maintain and supply Breeder 

Seed. The best examples of Basic Seed production are found in countries 

that have a specialized staff who carry this responsibility. Frequently, 

these are progral'!ls that have consolidated Basic Seed production froriun 

several crop research programs in to one Unit. The largest such program 

in Latin America is the EMBRAPA-SPSB in Brazil. This activity is a 

somewhat separate entity within EMBRAPA. The Brazil example is too large 
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. 
for ::Jr!y countries, but small:·r, sii:ii.L~tr units c2n b,,; found in ICT:\ 

in Cu::ltc;::ala and CE:\T.-\ in El Sc:ihador <He crganizccl in a sir:;i.lar wanner. 

In t~e ~S~ the programs at Missjssippi State University and Oregon State 

l'.nin::r:it.y. Totally &utonomous org2.rii.zations an.: also successful in 

sowe c:.111.trie.s. The National Seed Dc•:eh,~·i:;;e:-it Ors:lnizatio11 in the United 

Kin:;cic~, th2 ,\gricultural Alurnni Seed Impron:~r.ient . .\s~ociation in Indiana 

and t~~ 1Llinois Seed Producers Associatlon in Illinois 2rc good examples 

of th:.:. kind. These Basic Seed prognu:is ar•e successful because of: 1) 

good leaderdshi.p; 2) partial or total fin3ncial autonomy; 3)strong links 

to research programs; L~) good rclat i.onships 'v;ith their clients, the 

seed z~o~ers and seed enterprises; 5) adequate volume produced ~ith 

technically sound methods and; 6) high seed ~uality. 

Effective Seed Production and Marketing Activities 

?olicies and actions that stimul~te local seed growers and 

entrcpre~eurs to initiate and operate seed enterprises can rapidly 

accelerate the availability of good quality seed. Transnotional seed 

companies can make significant contributions to seed supplies, especially 

of cor~, sorghum and vegetables, but strong local seed enterprises 

supported with publicly developed varieties are necessary to meet the 

total seed needs of each developing country. 

The seed enterprise may be organized in the public or private 

sector or a combination of both. The ~ost successful exa~ples are found 

in the private sector. These seed enterprises exist in almost every 

cou~tr:: of I.atin America, several countries in Asia and a few CO!tntr:ies 

in Africa. Colorabia has 50 privdle seed enterprises a~d 011e public sector 

enterprise. Brazil has a national seed association with more than 600 

members. Argentina and Chile have substantial numbers of successful 

seed enterprise in the private sector ~ith the public sector only 

involved at the Basic Seed stage. These enterprises produce and sell 

hybrids of m3ize and sorghum. They also sell varieties of soybeans, 

rice and wheat in substantial quantities. A few produce and sell pasture 

seeds. ~lost other seeds are produced and sold in small quantities or 



imported. The most successful enterprises 1) have dynamic ancl capable 

leaders, 2) increase production through contracts with farmers, 3) have 

good drying, condi tio11ing and storage facilities, 4) operate strong 

marketing programs and sell through many local dealers \,·ith suffic:ient 

co~~issions to encourage interest in selling, 5) have access to credit, 

and 6) put a high priority on good seed quality, 7) maintain a 

well-trained, conscientious and motivated staff. 

One of the most effective public sector enterprises with 25 years 

of experience is Cresemillas in Colombia. As a joint sector enterprise 

the Kenya Seed Company provides one of the best examples. 

Good Seed Quality and Prof it are Critical Ingredients to Better Usage 

of Seed of Improved Varieties 

Good quality seed of improved varieties is essential to inspire 

farmer confidence. Seed enterprises with their own internal quality 

control programs gradually establish the best reputations. Seed 

certification and seed legislation can be helpful in assuring good 

quality seed for the farmer, but the most successful programs achieve 

their objectives by working closely in an educational manner with seed 

growers, seed enterprises and seed sellers. The best examples of seed 

certification programs are those that have realistic standards, are 

administered with a strong service motivation and have several years 

of experience. The ~AKG in 

Certification Institute, the 

the Netherlands, the Swedish 

Canadian Seed Growers Association 

Seed 

and 

several of the Crop Improvement Association programs in the states of 

the C3A are among the best examples. 

Seed legislation that provides a quality check on all seed sold 

at the marketing stage protects seed buyers. Governments, the commercial 

seed industry and seed associations have many parallel interests in 

achieving good legislation for protecting the consumer and are most 

successful when they work together to achieve common goals. Examples 

of this kind of cooperation can be found in many countries including 
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Tncli..a., Tun-i.s·i.a, t.he CS:\, a fe\·i Lati.n ,-.::-:enc~:-i countries and several 

European countr i.es. ',:hen 0"ood q::c'',J. t. t:.· "'-·~·ed· : - " . ...,1· 1 ~ ._l<· - • - ~ :::> c. \ <L G ~) - ' both small 

and large farmers arc interested in better \·tiri.ctic5 if their use is 

profitable. 

Education and Cooperation Extension 

The educational and extensio:i. activiti."es are most successful \.-hen 

they cooperate i,.:ith research programs ani see:! production and marketing 

efforts. Work done on farmers fields continues to be one of the most 

effective 

approach 

teaching, transfer 

that simultaneously 

of technology r::echanisms. 

monitors the results in 

The integrated 

terms of the 

farmers total cropping and livestock syste~ seeos to be the most 

successful system used so far. 

Nepal and a fe..., programs in Asia have been quite innovative on 

a national scale in this regard. Mini-kits ;.;i th a total package of 

improved practices have been used effectively to introduce seeds and 

better practices to thousands of farmers in India and other countries 

in Asia. When followed-up with an effective seed progra;:i these efforts 

have been quite successful. 

Policies that result in good cooperation among the research, 

extension and seed activities are required to maximize seed supplies 

of new varieties for the benefit of all farmers. 

Well-trnine<l, mnti?qte~ people are vital tn ~ucccss 

The training and motivation of seed technologists is a catalyst 

for rapid seed program and industry development. A few well-trained 

and motivated people can create vast changes ~hen the opportunity exists 

for individual initiative to be expressed. To accelerate seed improvement 

activities more action-oriented people and programs arc needed with 

less time spent on talking about problems and needs. The Brazilian 

program is the best example of one that has maintained a strong emphasis 

on training inside and outside the country for over 20 years. 



Applying the Experiences 

Each of us has t\·:o primary choices. i·:e can accept conditions as 

they exist or accept the responsibility for changing and improving them. 

Those of us ~orking with seeds have treffiendous opportunities as we accept 

the responsibility for helping changes to happen. As the most successful 

experiences are identified, opportunities ex~st for significant progress 

when ways are found to adapt and apply the::-! to our own situation. The 

needs are too great and the time is too short for each seed program 

to plod along stumbling through all of the mistakes of the past. It 

is tin-;e to learn from one another, avoid rr,any mistakes made by others 

and develop dvr.~:::ic programs to meet todays and torr.morrows seed needs. 

August i9S4 
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Organization and Operation of a Basic Seed Progra• 

Objectives of a Basic Seed Program 

Some breeders consider a handful of seed of a new variety the 
end of their work. Not true. Breeders have a continuing 
responsibility to maintain the supply of pure breeder's seed for 
use in the multiplication of basic seed while the varieties 
remain important. 

The seed maintained by the plant breeder may be called breeder 
seed, genetic seed, or pre-basic seed. It is this seed that is 
multiplied another generation and called basic seed or 
foundation seed before the seed is supplied for the final phase 
of certified or commercial seed production. 

Thus, the ultimate objective is to have adequate breeder and 
basic seed to iniate the introduction of a new variety in an 
area and to maintain identified seed sources of the variety in 
subsequent years. The alternative is to supply smal 1 
quanitities of breeder seed to farmers and this does introduce 
the variety. The difficulty is that the identity of the variety 
is soon lost and no mechanism exists to maintain supplies of it. 

The objective is to build a system that will provide a mechanism 
to supply large .quantities of good quality seed properly 
identified. Basic seed supplies are integral part of this 
system as it provides the link between breeder seed and 
certified seed and other commercial seed. At this point it 
should be emphasized that breeder and basic seed do not 
necessarily need to be grown every year. With good storage 
facilities it is possible to hold seed produced one season for 
use in several subsequent seasons. 

Evolving Responsibility of the Breeder in Basic Seed Production 

The responsibility of the plant breeder in breeder and basic 
seed production will evolve as his work load changes and the 
program develops. In the initial stages of the varietal 
development program the breeder often needs to multiply all of 
the breeder and basic seed required. As more varieties are 
developed and the program grows, some of this responsibility 
needs to shift to a seed technologist or other people on his 
staff. In successful programs the requirements for basic seed 
start to become too great for each of the crop breeding programs 
and a way is needed to shift this responsibility to others. It 
is as this point that the maize, wheat, sorghum, rice, bean, and 
other crop breeding programs need to work together in starting a 
single "Basic Seed Program" ( BSP). The plant breeders in the 
various programs should not ignore basic seed production, but 
work with this new BSP in developing and operating such a 

The rest of this document will concentrate on the program. 
formation 
nature. 

and operation of a single basic seed program of this 
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BSP Requires Linkages to Many Groups 

The BSP must be linked with many groups. Obviously, it must 
have close continuing linkages with research, seed growers and 
enterprises, and the seed certifying authority. It will require 
links with the extension and credit systems. Since it is such 
an integral part of the total seed and development program, it 
may also need to be linked with many rural development 
activities. 

BSP--General Concepts 

what are the general concepts behind a BSP? The BSP will 
distribute basic seed to qualified seed growers and enterprises. 
It will concentrate on varieties developed in the public sector 
that have been approved for use in the seed certification 
program. BSP's do not operate in isolation, but are linked in 
some way with one or more other organizations. In some cases 
this linkage takes the form of supervision. In other cases the 
linkage results in an extremely close working relationship. In 
all cases the BSP of this nature is helping the research 
programs meet their objective of getting larger quantities of 
improved varieties increased for further multiplication 

Types of BSP's 

countries have used many different methods of developing their 
BSP' s. Often these programs have been developed as a project 
within a crops research program, an extension program, or an 
agricultural development institute. The most common of these 
types is a project organized within a crops research program. 
For example, the national BSP in Brazil is within the national 
agricultural research program. Brazil is a large country and 
also has several BSP's linked to research activities within 
their states. BSP's in the U.S.A. takes many forms at the state 
level. The BSP in Oregon is organized as a special project 
within the Agricultural ~xperiment Station. Only a few examples 
exist where the BSP is a rart of the extension program. 
Normally they are not part of an agricultural development 
institution, but this kind of rganization is possible. 

Another type is a BSP that is completely autonomous. Normally, 
these types are organized as a cooperative or a not-for-profit 
corporation. An example of a cooperative BSP is the Illinois 
Foundation Seed Stock Organization. The seed growers and 
enterprises are members of this cooperative. An example of the 
not-for-profit corporation is the BSP in the state of Indiana in 
the U.S.A. This BSP is linked to the agricultural alumni 
organization of Purdue University and is known as the Ag. Alumni 
seed Improvement Association. No one individual is making a 
profit in this organzation. If a profit is made, the money is 
given to the agricultural research program of that state. 
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Basic seed production must also be done by private companies 
that have their own research program. In these cases the 
company will have a division within the organization with 
responsibility for basic seed production. 

Needed by BSP to be Successful 

A BSP must have proper, official recognition to be successful. 
The recognition of their status can c0me in the form of an 
administrative order or some kind of legnl document. With this 
kind of recognition no questions exist about the role of the 
organization and its responsibilities~ 

successful BSP's usually have the benefit of long-term guidance 
from an advisory committee or board. Such a body can help to 
assure that the BSP continues to achieve its objectives and 
meets its reponsibilities to the various groups with which it 
works. If it is formed as a corporation or cooperative, a board 
will be created to guide these organizations. With other types 
of organization an advisory committee can achieve many of the 
same objectives as a board. The composition of such bodies might 
include representation from the Ministry of Agriculture, the 
crops research program, the extensions system, seed growers and 
enterprises, the head of seed certification activities, and 
perhaps users of seed. 

Clear political decisions can help 
for a BSP are accepted and can be 
These decisions normally should 
established and organized. 

to assure that the objectives 
followed over the long-term. 
be made as a new BSP is 

Developing well defined goals and responsibilities for the BSP 
is an essential step in the process of organizing the program. 
A BSP should keep its priorities on the primary purpose of 
multiplying and distributing basic seed and not be caught in the 
trap of also producing and selling certified and other 
commercial seed. The only exception to this order of priorities 
are situations where an organization is the only seed producer 
and distributor in a country or it is a private organization 
with a research program that develops material needing further 
multiplication within the country. 

The most successful BSP's have administrative autonomy and 
flexibility. This autonomy and flexibility are especially 
essential with repect to budg~ts and the ability to achieve 
fianancial self-sufficiency and independence. BSP's in many 
parts of the world become financial self-sufficient because they 
can sell sufficient seed to seed growers and enterprises to 
cover their cost. In this way the programs require no 
assistance from the government after the initial investment is 
made and the seed produced reaches a reasonable volume. such 
organizations also must have the ability to contract for seed 
production and part-time personnel. 
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An organizational structure that permits the BSP to be effective 
in achieving its goals is vital. BSP's normally are small 
organizations and do not have severe organizational problems. 
Yet some countries have larger programs with operations in 
d i f f e r en t pa r t s o f the co u n t r y and cons i de r ab l e a t ten t i on m '..t St 
be given to assure that the organization has an organizational 
structure the permits prompt decision making and payment of 
contract growers. 

Additional Basic Seed Program Needs 

Adequate but not excessive numbers of full-time personnel are 
an essential ingredient for a successful BSP. Many specialized 
tasks must be performed, and it is vital that the personnel be 
well-trained. Some training can he obtained on an in-service 
basis. ln the case of new programs it may be necessary to 
provide training outside the country for the leadership of the 
program and key staff positions. 

The infrastructure required depends much upon the size of the 
program and the crops to be produced. Frequently, it is thought 
that a large number of farms are needed to have a successful 
program. In fact owning or operating farms may actually detract 
from the primary goal of the BSP. Since it is possible to 
contract for production with better farmers, seed growers, and 
seed enterprises, much of the responsibility for growing the 
crop can be shared with these people. Some land is needed for 
facilities and for special seed multiplications, but these areas 
should be limited. Good seed conditioning facilities are 
needed, but they should be designed to handle smaller seed lots 
with an emphasis on ease of cleaning the facilities between seed 
lots. The equipment should be scaled to the production 
requirements of the program. 

The availability of a continuous supply of pure 
various crops breeding programs is necessary. In 
BSP might assist the breeding programs 
multiplication opportunities in the middle 
production fields. 

seed from the 
some cases the 
by providing 

of basic seed 

successful BSP' s are capable of assuring that the basic seed 
they supply is of good quality. They achieve this step by 
developing within their programs an effective "internal quality 
assurance" program. In addition the BSP utilizes the services 
of the seed certification program to provide a further check on 
the quality of all seed lots--an "external quality control 
program". 

Technical Operations 

Production 
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Often a combination of production on ones own land and contract 
production are used. Advantages exist for both kinds of 
production. Advantages of contract production include: 

1. the best land and region can be selected; 
2. requirements for personnel are less; 
3. disperse the production in different areas and reduce 

risks; and 
4. more timely field operations can be achieved. 

The advantages of internal production include: 
1. better control over all operations and this may assure 

better genetic purity; 
2. the distribution of the produced seed is better 

controlled--no risk of someone taking the seed without 
authorization; and 

3. the breeder is closer and greater participation of the 
breeder is possible. 

If the production is to be contracted, it is important to 
develop some criteria for selecting the contract grower. Some 
of the key points to consider include: 

l. identifying a more prosperous farmer; 
2. skill and enthusiasm of the person for seed production; 
3. ownership of land to assure control of operations; 
4. availability of people to supervise the production; and 
5. adequate size of operation to be successful. 

The size of operation is important because larger units are 
normally better equipped, have better management and supervision 
at lower costs, and they have larger fields to deal with. 

conditioning and storage 

Adequate conditioning and storage is needed to assure that the 
basic seed has good appearance as well as genetic purity. Proper 
drying equipment and storage facilities can help assure that 
the seed maintains the quality that it had when it came from the 
field. With proper equipment it is possible to assure that the 
drying and conditioning operations are done in a timely manner. 

Proper storage facilities are extremely important in tropical 
areas because of the presence of high temperatures and humidity. 
These conditions can have a serious adverse affect on seed. 
Thus, storage rooms properly constructed with air conditioning 
and humidity control are a vital part of any BSP. The proper 
maintenance of the storage equipment and · facilities is also 
extremely important. 

Marketing 

Little attention is often given to the marketing of basic seed. 
The number of users of basic seed is limited because the seed is 
only going to seed multipliers. The BSP is often a monopoly so 
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marketing is of ten ignored. 
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Thus, 

Marketing in basic seed ib closely linked with the projection of 
demand. The BSP must be making judgements every season about 
how much seed is to be needed. The demand for basic seed 
depends upon: 

1. the performance of the cultivar; 
2. the length of time the cultivar has been the program; 
3. the area of adaption of the cultivar; 
4. the demand the seed growers and enterprises had for 

certain cultivars and for seed in general; and 
s. the interest of farmer's in better seed. 

Allocation System and Princip"'.es 

Often instead of being concerned about marketing basic seed a 
concern exists about who is to receive the seed. Who is to be 
provided with basic seed? The decision regarding the 
individuals and organizations that receive basic seed has a 
significant influence on how the commercial seed industry 
develops. Some kind of a system is needed. 

A seed allocations system is needed most: 
l. during the first year a new cultivar is distributed; 
2. at other times when basic seed supplies are scarce; and 
3. to provide a means to encourage seed growers and 

enterprises to join the program and remain with it. 

Seed allocation principles include: 
1. giving priority to the areas with the most suitable 

conditions for growing a particular cultivar or crop; 
2. utilizing seed multipliers with experience; 
3. assuring that the seed is to be used for seed 

multiplication purposes; and 
4. utilizing several different suitable locations to 

reduce the risk of crop loss. 

Policies to Clarify in Establishing a BSP 

several policies need to be clarified as decisions are made 
about the establishment of a BSP. The first policy decision is 
that a separate BSP is or is not actually needed. The amount of 
autonomy that is to be provided to this organization requires a 
policy decision. The question of whether or not financial self
sufficiency is to be a goal needs to be answered. Many breeder 
seed sources are often available both from within a country and 
outside the country. Deciding what breeder seed sources are to 
be used is a policy decision. Problems frequently exist over 
when old varieties are to be discontinued and decisions are 
needed on this question by some group and it could be the BSP. 
The kind of an allocation system to use is clearly in the policy 
area and must be determined. How basic seed is to be priced is 
a major policy decision that will affect the financial viability 
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of the organization. Other p~licy decisions will be needed, but 
these listed represent a sampling of the kinds of decisions that 
are needed. 

BSP as a Tool in Seed Sector Development 

Normally, the BSP is thought of only in terms of its ability to 
supply basic seed on a continuous basis. As such a program is 
developed, consideration is needed on other ways in which this 
activity could help seed sector development. One key area of 
development relates to the role the BSP can play in helping to 
identify and start new seed growers and seed enterprises. This 
is a part of their marketing program and is a development role. 

Another key area is technical assistance to seed growers and 
enterprises. The staff of the BSP have continuing links with 
the plant breeders, pathologists, entomolgists, and agronomists. 

-They have grown the crop and are familiar with it. These people 
should be extremely well qualified for providing technical 
advice to the seed growers and enterprises about the production 
of any particular cultivar. 

As a way to assist the start of new seed enterprises, the BSP 
can develop the means to provide limited small-scale seed 
conditioning equipment on a lease-purchase arrangement. 
Although other organizations might provide this kind of 
assistance, the BSP is one of the most logical places to provide 
this help because they could have a technical staff to assist in 
the installation and the training of people in the operation of 
the equipment. The BSP could a 1 so be the source of supply of 
supplies that are unique to the seed industry such a seed 
treating materials, bags, and tags. 

Another activity related to seed multiplication is the 
production of new cultivars a year or so before their formal 
release. These "pre-release multiplications" are a type of 
development activity because their is some risk that the 
cultivar may not be released. If it is released, larger seed 
supplies are available earlier. 

A similar kind of development effort is the holding of basic 
seed reserves in excess of their normal operating needs. Such 
reserves can help to meet emergency seed supply needs by 
providing stock for immediate multiplication when a disaster 
strikes. Because of the development nature of these reserve 
stocks, consideration should be given to ways to help finance 
the holding of these reserves above the normal operating needs. 

Thus, the BSP can become one of the key developments arms of the 
government to help the rapid formation and growth of the seed 
sector. A few quite successful examples of this kind of effort 
by BSP's can be found, but many more are needed in the future. 
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final considerations on S~s to Take to Improve the Basic Seed 
Prog rarn-in_a_i'a-rTICUl""ci·r-count ry 

Many points have been covered regarding the organizat'ion and 
operation of a BSP. At this point it would appropriate for the 
reader to consider three key questions. 

1. Is the supply of breeder and basic seed limiting in our 
program'? 

2. What steps could be taken to improve the quality and 
quantity of breeder and basic seed in my country? 

3. What can I do to improve this part of our program? 

Prepared by Johnson E. Douglas, Seed Consultant, in cooperation 
with David Beck, CIMMYT Majze Program and based upon materials 
prepared by Dr. Claudio Bragantini, Dr. James C. Delouche, and 
others. (June 1989) 



CIMMVT SEED HEALTH LECTURE 1 

SEED HEALTH 
Viability 
Pathology 

VIABILITY 
Ger-minability 
Vigor 

PATHOLOGY 
Prevalence 
Significance 

PREVALENCE 
An Annotated List of Seed-Bor-ne Diseases <M.J. 
Richardson) 

SURVEY 

38 Entr-ies for- Wheat 
55 Entr-ies for- Maize 

Field 
Labor-ator-y 

LABORATORY 
Visual Examination of Dr-y Seeds/Embryos/Endosperm 
Was~i_IJ.9/Filtration 

Incubation 
Sero .1-Q.9.."t. 
Seedling 

VISUAL EXAMINATION 
Dry Seeds 

Shriveling 
Frost Damage 
Black Point 
Fungal Fruiting Bodies or Signs 

CClaviceps purpurea~ Tilletia/Ustilago spp.} 
Insects/Insect Damage 
Weed Seeds 

Embryos <with staining) 
{Ustilago nuda} 

Endosperm (with staining> 
{Sclerophthora macrospora~ Sclerospora 
philippinensis} 



WASHING/FILTRATION 
SmLtts and Bunts 

Teliospores 

Bacteria 

<Tilletia indica: 1000 seeds agitated in water 
+ 1 drop Tween 20 for 30 min.; wash passed 
through 50 then 20 micron mesh screen; residue 
on 20 micron screen back-washed into millipore 
filter apparatus; filtrate on 1 micron 
polycarbonate millipore filter examined directly 
under microscope} 

Colony growth on selective media 

INCUBATION 
Blotter 

<Xanthomonas translucens: aliquot of original 
wash filtered Jnto .22 micron millipore filter; 
filter placed on Wilbrink's <modified) medium 
and incubated at 30C for 1 week) 

Environment 
Temperature 

{Wheat: 20C; Maize: 25C) 
Humidity 

{100%} 
Light 

{12:12 hrs NUV light:dark cycle; NUV (black 
light>: 300 - 380 nm) 

Duration 
{10 days} 

Seed Treatment 
No Treatment 
Disinfestation 

{3 minutes with agitation in Sodium 
hypochlorite [1:10 commercial bleach:waterJ 
solution followed by 15 second rinse under 
running tap water} 

Freezing 
{48 hours incubation @ 2 •CCwheat)/25C 
<maize) followed by 24 hours @ -18C followed 
by 10 days at 20C/25C> 

2, 4 - Dichlorophenoxy acetic acid 
{blotter moistened in 0.2% solut{on 2,4-D; 
incubation for 10 days @ 20C/25C} 

Fungicide treatment 
<Wheat: PCNB + Carboxin + Thiram; 
Maize: Thiram + Furadan} 



Agar Plate 
Environment 

{as above} 
Seed Tr~atment 

{ as above but freezing prior to ~eeding and 
2,4-D incorporated into media upon cooling} 

Media 

SEROLOGY 

General Use 
PDA 

{wheat} 
Malt 

{maize} 
Nutrient 

{bacteria} 
Differential/Selective 

O>:gall 
CSeptoria nodorum~ Fusarium spp.} 

Wilbrinks 
CXanthomonas translucens} 

Method 
Microprecipitin 
ELISA 

Virus 
{Barley Stripe Mosaic; Maize Dwarf Mosaic} 

Bacteria 
CXanthomonas translucens; Erwinia stewartii} 

Fungi 
<Tilletia contraversa} 

SEEDLING 
Virus 

Symptoms 
{barley stripe mosaic} 

Index 
Bacteria 

Symptoms 
CXanthomonas translucens; Erwinia stewartii) 

Fungi 
Symptoms 

<Fusarium spp.; Septoria nodorum> 

SIGNIFICANCE 
Quarantine 
Crop Losses 
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Seed Production Training Outline 

I. Cultural Management of Seed Production Fields 

II. Site Selection Criteria 

III. :sola t ion 

IV. Planting 

V. P.oguing 

VI. :Jetasseling 

VII. Field Inspections 

VIII. 7arietal Characterization 

IX. Harvest 

X. Characteristics of Inbreds and Inbred Maintenance 

Y.I ~ Seed Production Research 

. 
.I. 



Seed Production Practices 

I. Cultural Management of Seed Production Fields 

l. Remember. ~alue of good seed is higher than that of grain. 

2. Goal of cultural management is to obtain the maximum number of 
high quality grains per hectare ~hile minimizing the risk. 

3. Use commercially recommended plant population or approximately 
10 to :5: lower than that commercially recommended. 

al I~portant to ensure good seed set and development. 

b/ To allow full expression of plant type to identify 
desireable plants and to eliminate offtypes. 

~. If possible. have soil preoared 2 ~eeks in advance to allow weed 
seeds and 'lolunter maize to germinate. 

S. Apply fertilizer for maximum grain production. 

6. Apply pesticides if necessary. 

7. Irrigate the crop when needed. 

a/ Vill ~ary depending on soil texture and depth, and climactic 
conditions. 

b/ Irrigation early in the season may be necessary to get a 
uni form stand established. 

cl Irrigation near flowering will promote a good seed set. 

8. Avoid waterlogging. 

II. Site Selection Criteria 

l. Adaptation of the crop/variety to the production environment. 

- Graving degree days, daylength, lack of extreme temperatures, 
pest pressures, etc. 

2. Often desireable to spread risk by planting in several areas. · 

3. Previous cropping history. 

- Preference to plant in a field previously sovn to another 
crop to reduce problem of a volunteer crop. 

4. Consider field topography, ~eed population, and fertility. 



-· Accesibility of site r~ rran~pnrr. 

6. Frox1~ity of site to processing facili:ies. 

Contract farmer select!on. 

a/ Gen_erally prefer most progressi·;e and innovative farmers. 

bl I~herent capability of farm (i.e. soil type) plus ca~acity 
of ~armer to i~rigate. successfully control pests, etc. 

~' Flexibility of farmer. 

di Far~ers position ~ithin the isolation block. 

el Previous experience in seed production. 

~I Soc1~l relationships in the area - i~port~nt regarding 
:1.:.r::~g of people !or cietasse.ii11g and harvest. 

III. Isolation 

1. Goal :.s to develop a open-pollinated ·:ariety or hybrid 1Ji th 
a high degree of genetic purity. 

:. Isolation accomplished in 3 vays: 

al Seed producers of ten say that the hest isolation is a 
perfect nick, that is, vhen the pollen parent starts 
shedding just before silk emergence in the female parent. 

bl Distance 

cl Time 

3. Factors affecting isolation dis~ances. 

al Greatest contamination occurs vithin 50 to 75 m of the 
contaminating maize. 

bl Pollen from border rovs dilutes contamination. 

cl Natural barriers may reduce contamination. 

di A atrnndant supply of pollen from t:he male parent at the 
right time reduces contamination. 

el The risk of contamination is generally less the larger the 
production field. 

f/ Direction from contaminating pollen and prevailing vinds 
influence the amount of contamination. 

g/ Differential £lovering times are effective in isolation if 



silks of fP.m~l~ o~rPnts are nnt rece~rtve uhen ~nntaminating 
pollen is ~1esen~. 

h/ Genetic purit/ desired. 

ii Environmental conditions during pollination. 

4. Minimum isolation distances. 

Category fivbrids OP t/ariet ies 

Breeder's Absolute 300 m 
Foundation ;.110 rn JOO m 
Certified 200 m 200 "' 

Ohio State Certified Hybrid Maize Seed Production Field 
S tandu·ds 

Minimum Distance From 
Other Maize (m) 

125.0 
112. 5 
100.0 
87.5 
75.0 
62.5 
50.0 
37.5 
25.0 
o.o 

IV. Planting 

1. Border L"ows. 

Field Size 

1 - 20 Acres 
Border Rows (min.) 

0 
2 
4 
6 
8 

10 
12 
14 
16 

Not permissible 

:1 Acres or More 
Border Rows (min.) 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
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2. Color coci\ng m,.11! ;:inti fP.m~le rarenro; rn minimhe ~C'nfusion. 
For example, vith female parent use red dye on seed and 
red stripes on the bags. ~ith male parents, use green dye 
on the seed and gL·een stripes on the bags. 

3. Male:Female Ratios 

a/ Recognize that hybrid seed is only harvested off of 
female rovs. 

' 
,_ 



h/ VAnt minimum n11mhflllr of mAle rnv~. 1'11t c:11fficiP.nr f'OllPn 
production to ensure a good seed set i~ the entire field. 

cl Ratios range f:om 2:1 to 6:1 dependini principally on 
pollen producing ability of the male parent. 

di AlJered rov ratios (1:2/1:4 1:3/1:4). 

el Denser planting of male rows. 

f/ Compact ?lanting or interplanting. 

(1) Usually limited to crosses including a female parent 
~ith intermediate vigor such that the male parent is 
not overshadowed thereby delaying pollen shed. 

(2) Often limited to crosses ~ith short ~ale delays. 

(3) Female parent of ten planted in wider row spacing. 

(4) I~portance of good stalk and root quality, anci pollen 
production of the male parent. 

(5) Eliminate male rows after flowering. 

(6) Importance of good veed control. 

3. Nicking-timing of male and female flowering. 

-Methods used to achieve a good nick include: 

a/ Delayed or split planting. 

bl Double planting of male rows. 

cl Variable depth of planting. 

(1) Consider seedling vigor. 

(2) For each 2.5 cm increased depth of planting expect a 
2 day delay. 

d/ Variable use of starter fertilizers. 

(1) Hii;h phosphate r<ttios ten•I to ad·1ance plant <le:•1elopmeni:. 

(2) High potassium ratios tend to delay plant development. 

el Seed coat treatments. 

(1) To delay imbibition of moisture. 

- Polyurethane- adlieve delays up to 6 days depending 
on thickness of the coating. 



(2) Growth regulators to enhance gerrnination rate. 

- Gibberellins. cytokinins 

f/ Clipping or mowing. 

(1) Has been effecti'lelv used to save a crop when inclement 
veather occurred af~er the first parent was planted but 
before the second parent was sown. 

(2) Generally not used to delay the female parent because 
significant yield reductions often result. 

(3) Best to mow ~hen plants ~re 25 to 30 cm tall. cutting 
away about half of the plant material. 

~owing Back to Delay Floweringw 

Delay in Flowering 

20 cm. cutback to 10 cm. 

60 cm. cutback to 30 cm. 

90 cm. cutback to 45 cm. 

4 days 

7 days 

7 days 

* Adapted from E.H. Cox, »Field Aspects of Varietal 
Purity", Proc. of the Third Ann. Seed Tech. Conf., 
Iova State, 1980. 

g/ Flaming. 

(1) Treat.ment of male rather than female parent is 
preferred due to potential yield reductions. 

(2) Can effectively be used to delay pollination from 3 
to 6 days. 

(3) Best t.o flame •.1hen plants r'!i:1r.h about 15 cm. 

(4) Flamers should have tvo burners. one for each side 
of each L·ov. 

(5) Flame should be directed at the base of the planes. 

(6) Pressure. ground speed. and height of the flamer 
should be adjusted to burn most o{ the exposed plant 
material. 

61 



(7) On nnt fhmP 11nril plAnt c;11rf;:1c-e mnic::t11rP. from r';=iin 
or dew has evaporated. 

hi Burning back ~egetation ~ith l!quid fertilizer. 

- N solution vith a surfactant soraved on plants at the 
4 leaf stage should achieve a ~ t~ 5 day delay. 

ii Plastic sheets, or bitumen. used as a warming mulch. 

jl Mechanically cutting shoots back. 

- Female £lovering can be advanced 1 co 2 days by 
cutting 2.5 co '<.0 cm. off the silk channel. 

~. Improving pollen distribution. 

al Collect pollen f~om male rovs and hand pollinate. 

bl Physically shake ~ale lines. 

cl Back pack power units and portable fans. 

di Use of helicopters. 

-I 



V. Roguing 

1. Defined - a· systematic evaluation of a seed production field 
and the removal of all undesireal>le plants. 

:. :he objective of roguing is to assure the desired varietal. 
;enetic and physical purity in the seed production field. 

3. :t is the most effective and imoortant method of contaminant 
:emoval because it both prevents contamination and eliminates 
!Xisting contaminants. 

~. ?:ecautions Against Seed Contamination 

-Genetic and physical purity should be assured in all phases 
of production. The preventi?e procedures that permit main
:enance of purity include: 

!' Prior co Planting 

(1) Choose land free of ~~lunteer plants. ~eeds. etc. 
(2) Use genetically pure seed. 
(3) Verify the isolation of the planting area. 
(0:.) Apply herbicides and/or culti":ate the field to 

eliminate weed species. 

bl During Planting 

(1) Clean planters and other equipment. to remove seeds 
of other crops or varieties of the same crop before 
using them to plant. 

cl During the Vegetative Cycle 

(1) Carefully rogue the field of all easily recognizable 
undesireable plants. 

(2) Clean all equipment before entering the field to avoid 
the introduction of undesirable seeds or transplants. 

(3) Place a screen in the entrance of the irrigation canal 
to avoid entrance of ~ndesirable plant seeds. 

(4) Clean up the perimeter of the field and isolation area 
to eliminate the possibility of mechanical or genetic 
contamination. 

d/ Just Prior to Flowering 

(1) This is the most critical time to rogue the fiel<l co · 
avoid genetic contamination. 

el During Harvest, Processing, and Storage 

(1) ~lean all harvest and processin~ equipment to avoid 
mechanical mixing of undesirable seed with desired seed. 

(2) Use tags on all harvest and processing containers and 



storage bin~ to ident]fy the seed and t~ prevP.nt 
accidental mixings. 

:. Contaminates Removed by Roguing 

-7~o types of contamination can occur in the field: 

al Genetic Contamination - caused by rross pollination with 
compatible plants growing in the field or in the isolation 
ai.·ea. 

bl ~echanical Contamination - caused by mixing seed or 
transplants of undesirable plants. 

-7he source of contaminants may include: 

al r.enetic contamination of the c=op in the previous seed 
production field. 

bl ~-~echanical mixture of unaesirable seed in the prior 
production fields or in tne seed lots. 

c/ Volunteer plants resulting from seed left by the prior 
crop. 

di Seed brought to the field by water, wind, birds, animals, 
people or agricultural equipment. 

6. Selection of Land to Minimize Roguing 

-Careful selection of land can prevent many problems and 
minimize the work of roguing. 

-Consider the folloving when selecting land: 

al If possible, avoid planting into a field previously sovn 
to the same crop. 

bl Avoid planting into a field previously sovn vith a crop 
that easily could leave seeds or plant parts parts, 
capable of forming volunteer plants. 

cl On sloped land the seed production field should not be 
located on a lover level than a field to be planted vi th 
a crop that could infest it. or a field that is already 
infested with undesirable seeds. 

di Avoid land crossed by roads or animal trails. 

el Avoid land close to seed uarehouses or other 
installations. 

7. Procedures for Roguing 



-Fnr efficient ro~uin~, cnnsirlPr the fnllovin~: 

a/ Limit the roguing team to 6 to 10 people including the 
supervisor because larger groups tend to talk too much and 
get easily distracted. If more people are needed to rogue 
the fields. divide into several groups. 

b/ Select responsible people for the roguing team and provide 
proper training on the identification and removal of 
contaminant plants. 

c/ The team should start in a corner of the field and vork 
through it slowly. walking parallel and in the same direction 
down the rows. 

di Each member of th~ roguing ream should have a narrow zone to 
observe. For maize, consider a maximum of 2 rovs. 

el Use large srakes to mark areas of the field that have been 
rogued. 

f/ Position of the sun and wind movement can affect the teams 
ability to identify undesireable plants. 

g/ The supervisor should concentrate on overseeing and 
inspecting the roguing teams activities rather than on 
actually doing the roguing. 

8. Vhen to Rogue 

-Roguing should be conducted: 

a/ Before genetic or physical contamination occurs. 

b/ During times favorable for visual identification. 

-Considerations during the plants life cycle: 

a/ Post Emergence 

-Rogue volunteer plants that are often easily 
identified due to their difference in size and 
their position out of the rows. 

bl Vegetative Development 

-Rogue offtype plants which deviate from the given 
genotype in respect co root and stalk development. 
plant type, pigmentation, leaf and stem pubescence, 
etc. 

c/ Flowering 



-7n this phA~e. important ~~rnnnmic ~nri morphnln~icAl 
cnaracteristics can be easily ident1f ieo. Ro~ue off type 
plants, objectionable ~eed plants and diseased maize. 

-7his is the critical phase to prevent genetic 
contamination of the crop. 

ci/ ?ost Flowering 

-Rogue offtype, diseased, and weedy plants. 

e1 ?:e-Harvest 

-~ final rogue prior to harvest should be completed to 
eliminate diseased plants and those showing atypical 
~egetacive and reproductive characteristics. 
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VI. Detasseling 

1. The detasseling period is usually the most critical and difficult 
to manage period in hybrid maize seed production. 

Z. To achieve the necessary genetic purity standards all tassels 
from the female parent rows must be removed prior to shedding 
and/or before silk emergence. 

3. Detasseling involves a physical removal of tassels either 
manually or in combination with mechanical devices. 

4. The detasseling period usually lasts about 2 ~eeks but ~ay range 
from 1 to 5 or more ~eeks. The detasseling period may be 
prolonged in fields which have: 

a/ Delayed and non-uniform germination. 

bl Variation in soil fertilit}· 

cl Vaterlogging in earl7 stages. 

di Significant preflovering vater stress. 

el Heavy insect infestation resulting in plant stunting. 

fl High incidence of foliar diseases. 

5. Factors influencing the magnitude and complexity of the 
detasseling operation include: 

al Tassels must be removed from all female plants before 
shedding and silk emergence. · 

bl Under favorable weather conditions for plant growth, 
fields must be worked daily, meaning 7-day workweeks, 
rain or shine. 

cl Some female parent plant types at · more easily 
detasseled than others. 

di Female parents whose tassels begin shedding pollen before 
fully emerging from the upper leaves, or which extrude 
silks at about the same time as pollen shed occurs, create 
difficult detasseling supervision and management problems. 

el Veather conditions can significantly aid or complicate the 
detasseling season. A windstorm or heavy rain can lod~e and 
tangle the female parent just as tassels emerge, and make 
driving or walking through the field difficult. High 
temperatures can affect both the emergence of silks and 
tassels as well as the performance of the detasseling crev. 

6. Hand or Manual Oetasseling 

12 



al Der~sseling reams may range in size f~om 6 to 10 vorkers. 
including a supervisor. The suoervisor is responsible for 
recru1 ting, transporting, training, and managing the 
detasseiers in his team. :f more cetasselers are needed, 
form several teams eacn headed by a supervisor. 

bl Detasseling carts or personnel carriers may be used to 
increase the efficiency of the detasseling operation. 

cl Tassels should be pulled vhen they are ~ell out of the 
"boot". This often occurs 1 or 2 days after the tassels 
are first ~1sible. 

di If the pulling is done prematurelv, l or 2 leaves may be 
removeci ".Jlth the tassel. or the tassel may breRi<. off and 
not be comr.letely removed. This is unaesireable because 
loss of leaves vill reouce ~eed yields ano incomplete removal 
of ~assels r.ecess1tates additional labor. 

el Uhen 90 to 95% of the tassels have been pulled. it is 
probably more economical to remove all of the tassels from 
the remaining plants at one time even though several leaves 
may be removed. 

f/ It is important not to neglect to pull tassels on tillers or 
sucKers. 

7. Mechanical Detasseling 

a/ The susceptibility of T-cms cytoplasm to race T of 
Helminthosoorium mavdis and the increasing labor costs and 
shortages in the developed vorld has encouraged the use of 
mechanical detasselers. 

b/ Mechanical detasselers mounted on high clearance machines 
are of 2 types: 

(1) "Cutters" - a rotating blade or knife operates at 
various planes from horizontal to vertical, 

adjustable in height, to cut or shread the top of 
the maize plant including the tassel. 

(2) "Pullers" - usually 2 small ~teels or rollers. 
adjustable in height, that rotate in opposite 
directions and grasp the tassel and upper leaves, 
pulling them upward in a manner comparable to a 
hand detasseling operation. 

cl Efficiency of mechanical detasseling is affected by: 

(1) Female parent morphology (leaf and tassel orientation). 

(2) Uniformity of female plant height and development. 



(3) Skill of operator. 

d/ Best results are achieved in uniform fields in vhich the 
tassel is vell exserted ahead of pollen shedding. 

el Unrier less favorable conditions. the percent of tassels 
removed per pass ~ill decrease and leaf damage vill 
increase. Normally, mechanical detasseling is delayed as 
long as possible prior to silk emergence to permit maximum 
exsertion of tassels so that removal can be accomplished 
with minimum leaf damage. ~ skilled operator will remove 
70% or more of the tassels in one pass vith minimal leaf 
damage. 

f/ In all cases, hand detasseling is necessary to remove 
tassels remaining on missed. late. or short plants. or 
suckers in the field. 

Detasseling Time: ~echanical vs. ~anual* 

Method Required Time 

Machine 6 min. 

4 Detasselers 90 min. 

Distance 
Covered 

1/4 mile 

1/4 mile 

Tassels 
Pulled 

aar. 
80% 

* Adapted from Cox E.H. 1980. Field Aspects of Varietal 
Purity. Proc. of the Third Ann. Seed Tech. Conf., Iowa 
State, 1980. 

Hean yield changes of 10 inbreds folloving tassel and 
leaf removal.* 

Yield Change Yield Change 
Treatment {vs. tassel) (vs. control) 

Tassel only + 6.9 r. 
Tassel + 1 leaf - 1.5 r. + 5.8 % 

Tassel + 2 leaves 4.9 ., 
+ 2.1 r. '• 

Tassel + 3 leaves. - 13.S ~ - 6.8 r. 

l~ 



* Adapted from H11nter. R.B .• C.G. Hnrtimore. l'lnd L.'.'. 
Kannenberg. 1~1]. Inbred maize performan~@ follow
ing tassel and leaf removal. ~gron. J. 65:471-472. 

8. Pollen Control Through Cytoplasmic Male Sterility 

al During the period from 1950-1970 the conversion of inbred 
female parents to Texas cytoplasmic male sterility (T-cms) 
replaced detasseling as the primary form of pollen control 
in the U.S. 

bl The 1970 disease epidemic awakened maize breeders to the 
vulnerability of their crop resulting in an almost complete 
rejection in the use of T-cms. 

cl Due to the cost-~ffectiveness of c~s. increased use of other 
types (principall~ C and S types) commenced in the late 
1970's to the earl7 l?BO's. 

di Cms has been used PO facilitate the crossing of t~o inbreds 
in the following ~ays: 

(1) Cms conversion being completely male sterile 
eliminating the need for detasseling. 

(2) Combinations of C- or S- cyroplasms in certain 
genetic backgrounds result in only partial male 
sterility. nnther exsertion is delayed 1 to 10 
days usually begining after the tassel is fully 
extended above the leaves. Mechanical detasseling 
can then be easily accomplished with minimal leaf 
removal. 

el Production of the single cross, A x B, involves the 
following: 

(1) Put male sterile cytoplasm in inbred A (the 
female) by backcrossing. Inbred A should be 
of the nonrestorer genotype (rf/rf). 

(2) Inbred B (the male} should carry dominant 
restorer genes (Rf/Rf) but not be placed in 
a ems background. 

(3) Plant blocks of female A-ems alternating with 
blocks of male inbred B and produce completely 
cross pollinated seed on inbred A-ems without 
de tasseling. 

f/ Since restored hybrids do not always shed adequate 
pollen. they are often blended vi th hybrid seed 
produced by detasseling. 

:s 



9. Pollen Control Through Chemical Agents 

a/ E~tensive research has been conducted to identify 
effective gametocides. but co date nn chemical 
agents have been successfull: utilized commercially. 

bl Problems encountered in their use include: 

(1) Insufficient sterility percentage 

(2) Temporary control 

(3) Associated female barreness. 
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VII. Field Inspections 

~. Philosophy of f~eld in~pect1on ~nvolves t~ofold function cf: 

at Public relations and education of the seed g:over. 

~I Identification of ~ources and levels of physical and 
genetic contamination leading to acceptance or reJect::::n 
of the crop. 

:~specters must have a thorough knowledge of: 

al Varietal characteristics of the crop. 

bl Common diseases of the crop. 

cl Common ~eeds. especially prohibited or i~jurious ~eeds. 

-jl Abnor~alities of t!-.e c·oo incl'..:cing :-.·..:trition. :e~per;;·_·,:re 
and moisture stress etfects. deficiencies. drought. ~tc. 

et Practices and conditions for production of high qualit~ 
seed. 

f/ Adequate methodologies for field sampling. 

gl Specific tolerance levels for contaminanrs. 

3. Field Inspectors equipment and supplies. 

- Means of transportation, rr.ap of the area. seed certificarion 
standards. field inspectors report form, field map, :::easuring 
tape 30 m long, paper for collecting specimens for consulta
tion, tally counter, reference of crop characteristics, 
disease reference, pocket calculator. 

~. How to Sample 

a/ Goal is to get maximum coverage of a field vhile walking a 
minimum distance. 

b/ Sampling path within the field. 

Alternate Change of Directions Model X with Linked Ends. 
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Inspecting Irregular Fields 

~odus Operandi of Sampling 

a1 !n advance determine the path to be fol!o~ed. 

b: Select at random ~here samples are to be taken. 

c1 Field counts should be taken as prescribed. 

di Consider levels of toleran~e co esti~ate the number 
of counts and number of plants per count. 

System a - Relates size of sample and size of population 

Area (ha) No. of samples No. of plants/sample 

2 5 100 

2 - 4 6 100 

4 - 6 7 100 

6 - 8 8 100 

8 - 10 9 100 

10 10 100 

181 



System b - $1ze of s~mple d~tPrm1npri bv m~~imum t~l~r~nce 
levels accepted. 7he tntal· samrle ~hould be 
c:omposeci uf a number of plants such that it 
includes 3 off-type plants and still remains 
within the tolerance ::~1ts. 

Atvpical Size of sample 
~evel of Tolerance Plant-Rate 3 x Atyp1c:al Plant Rate 

0.01 ., 
1 10.000 (3 :-: 10.000) • 30,000 ,. . 

0.5 .. 1 200 (3 200) 600 '• x = 

Sii!M'lling unit ·.·ould be divider! :.:-: si:ver;:1l subsamples b.:1sed 
~n :cleran~e ~:=its. ~ith suusa~plin~. system b is ~~rgel~ 
·1~eci :n n:;brid proouction because ~'!tasselling is p£·L for::ied 
::: c1fierent ?eople. :-hus the ::-.~;:iector should :nove from 
one ~emale row (sub-sample) to anotner female row. 

Level of Atypical 
tolera11ce plant-rate Sample si:e 

Plants per 
Subsamples subsample 

1 

0.02 ~ 1 

1,000 (3 X l,000)a3,000 

5,000 (3 x 5,000):15,000 

6 500 

6 2.500 

6. ~hen to make field inspections. 

Minimum number of inspections vith maize 

Crop No. of inspections 

Maize varieties 3 

Maize h:;bl"ids 4 - 6 

Growth Stage 

lx. PrP.-flovPrin~ 
2x. Flo·.rering 

lx. Pre-flowering 
2-3x. Flovering 

lx. Harvesting 
0-lx. Before shelling 

• Cl . , 



7. Oh1etfiv~~ nf the field in~p•rtion include verifying thAt the 
seed crop is: 

a/ Grovn from an approved seed source. 

b/ r.rovn in a field meeting prescribed land requirements as 
to the previous crop. 

cl In compliance ~ith prescribed isolation standards and 
number of border rovs. 

di Planted ~ith the prescribed ratios of fe~ale and male 
parents. 

el Properly rogued. 

ii True to the varietal characterization. 

g/ Harvested ;ioperly to avoid ~ixture. 

8. Hov to Inspect a ~ai:e Field 

al Comolet~ ~inimum number of i~spections a: prescribed 
growth stages. 

b/ Identify field and inspect in the company of the gro~er. 

cl Inspection at !lowering should be a surprise inspection. 

di If gL·over :s new in seed production, inspection standards 
and procedures should be explained. 

el During inscection rhe principles of randomization and 
freedom from bias should be observed. 

fl Prescribed number of counts should be taken. 

gl For fields ~irh tvo p~rental line~. counts should be 
taken independently in male and female rows. 

9. Recording and Reporting 

al Forms should include rhe follo~ing: 

- Field location. field number, groYer. 
- Area of field inspected. 
- Date of planting. 
- Report number (no. of inspection). 
- Type of seed (basic. certified). 
- Seed sol1rce. 
- Planting rate. 
- Previous crop. 

:o 



- isolAtinn distan~e. 
- Field counts. 
- Co~~ents regarding reported observations 

romo~red with prescribed stanriards tor 
acceµtance or iejection of the f:eld. 

bl Recording forms are used in triplicate. 

- Copy 1 - Head office 
- Copy 2 - ~eed grover 
- Copy 3 - Inspector 



TYPE OF 
CROP 

:nbred lines 

Single crosses 
1 foundation) 

Single crosses 
(certified) 

FIELD STANOARDS FOR SEED MULTIPLICATIONl 

ISOtAT!ON GENET:C PURITY 

~00 >0.1\ off-tvoes 11 insoec~ionl or 

~00 

200 

>2.0\ off-types shedding Fallen ~hen 
5% silks are receptive. 

>0 .. 1\ off-type ears. 
>0.2\ off-type ears with ~ernels 
different c=lour and texture 

!f 5~ c. silks already r=ws shedding 
pollen: 

>0.5% tassels :n female r=~s shedd:ng 
oollen or 

>i.O\ tassels :~ ~~male r:~s s~edding 
pollen 1acc~~ulated c~er 3 
1nspec:1on1. 

>0.1~ off-types :n male r=ws shedding 
pollen or 2\ doubtful of !-types in 
any inspection. 

>0.1\ off-types or 2.0\ doubtful 
plants present in last lnspection. 

>0.1% off-types ears or 0.2~ ears with 
kernels of wrong colour. 

>l.O\ tassels shedding pollen in 
female rows at one inspection or 

>2.0% tassels shedding pollen in three 
inspections (accumulated). 

>0.5\ off-types or 2.0% doubtful 
shedding pollen in male rows in any 
inspection. 

>0.2\ off-types or 2.0\ doubtful 
plants present in female rows (last 
inspection). 

·O.S\ off-type ears or 1.0~ ears with 
kernels of wrong colour at harvest. 

1 
Source: Technical Guideline for Maize Seed Technology, FAO 

1982, ed. by W.P. feistritzer. 



TYPE CF 
CROP ISOLATION 

Three way crosses 200 
:Jouble crosses 

(certified) 

GENETIC PURITY 

>l.O\ of female shedding pollen at any 
inspection or 
2.0\ over three inspections. 

>0.2t off-type olants or 
2.0\ doubtful plants in male parent. 

>O.:\ off-type er 
2.0\ doubtful plants in last 
inspect:. on. 

>0.S\ off-type ears or 
1.0\ ears with kernels of different 
colour. 

• Fields that exceed standards should be rejected 



VIII. Varietal Characterization 

~. ~ccurate descriptions of morphological traits are important 
as a guide for maintenance and multiplication of inbreds, 
hybrids, and open-pollinated varieties. 

Standards should not be too stringent. but rather realistic 
and appropriate for the conditions in a given country. 

-· Characteristics that may be included in a variety description 
are plant height. ear height. plant architecture. and 
resistance to insect and disease pests. Other descriptors 
are listed in the following table. 

'· Descriptors of quantitative characters should include expec:ed 
standard deviations from the mean in order to inciicate 
acceptable variation. Expected variation for qualitati~~ 
cnaracters should be given in percentages. 

Quantitati~e descriptors are generall~ used in the maintenance 
ot the genotype and production of breeder seed. ·.:hereas tl!e 
qualitative descriptors are generally used for subsequent 
seed multiplication and for certification standa~ds. 

Characteristics that may be considered in a varietal 
description. 

Plant 
parts 

Stem 

Leaves 

Tassel 

Characteristics 
Qualitative Quantitative 

Color 

Color of leaves 
Color of central vein 
Color of leaf sheath 
Pubescence of sheath 

Color of glumes 
Color of anthers 
Compact or open 

Color of stigmas 
Color of dry husks 

Height 
No. of nodes 
No. of tillers 

Total no. of leaves 
No. leaves above ear 
Leaf angle 
!Jidth ear leaf 
Length ear leaf 

Length of peduncle 
Length of central axis 
No. of bL·anches 
Days 50% plants with 
pollen 

Mo. per plant 
Insertion angle 
Length of ear peduncle 



Ear 

Seed 

Husk ~ubescence 
Husk. texture 
Ear shape 
Kernel row arrangement 
Cob color 

Color of pericarp 
Color of aleurone 
Color of endosperm 
Texture (dent, flint, 
etc. 

No. of kernel rovs 
Length 
Diameter 
'Je igh t 
Shelling percentage 
Cob diameter 

Length 
tlidth 
Veight 1000 seeds 
Thickness of seed 

6. Biotechnology 

a/ Techniques include etectrophoresis. HPLC, and RFLP's. 

b/ ,;dvantages 

(1) Avoid G x E interaction ~hich may complicate taking 
morphological descriptions. 

(2) May provide additional information such as genetic 
relationships/genetic diversity. 

cl Disadvantages 

(1) Cost and complexity. 



IX. Harvesting 

1. May begin as earl~ as vhen developing kernels approach 
physiological maturity (30 to 35% moisture range). 

2. Hovever. generally most economical ~hen moisture in in the 
10 to 25% range. 

3. If the seed is to be field shelled, ~oisture levels should 
be belov 20% to minimize damage. 

4. Other ~actors influencing the time of harvest include the 
female parent. environment. production volume, production 
plant :apacity, and geographic location. 

S. Har~esting kernels nn the ear ~ith as ~any husks as possible 
is des1reable to reduce chance of mecnanical injury. 

6. Prompt harvest of a seed crop as soon as i~ ~atures: 

a/ Reduces risk of freeze injury. 

bl Avoids excessive field losses from mechanical pickers. 

c/ Reduces risk of delays due to adverse veather conditions. 

di Reduces losses from insect damage. 

el Reduces losses from ear and stalk rots and other diseases. 

fl Reduces bird damage. 

7. Extent of damage caused by freezing is dependent on: 

al Temperature 

bl Duration of exposure 

cl Moisture content of seed 

di Genotype 

el Husk. protection 

f I Stage of maturity 

gl Rate of drying after freezing 

a. Harvesting fully mature seed results in: 

al Maximum yield. 

bl Improved appearance of seed. 



cl Better seedling vigor in subsequent crop. 

di Greater resistance to mechanical injury while handling 
in processing plant. 

el Reduced susceptibility to injury from high drying 
temoeratures. 

~ 

9. Considerations when hand harvesting: 

al Labor force/cost. 

bl Harvestable area - time required. 

cl Less injury than when mechanicall~ harvesting. 

di Selective harvest. 

10. Considerations ~hen machine harvesting: 

a/ Standing plants. 

bl Uniform maturity. 

cl Field conditions. 

11. Prompt delivery of the seed crop to the processing facility 
is desireable. 

~-.;. I 



X. Characteristics of Inbreds and Inbr~d Maintenance 

1. Compared to maize ~arieties or hybrids. inbreds typically 
have shorter height. less vigor. thinner stalks. smaller 
tassels, smaller ears. and loYer ~ields. Associated with 
this they are much more susceptible to stresses such as 
drought. diseases. and insects. 

Z. Desireable characteristics of female (seed) parent line: 

al High seed yield 

bl Good seed size . 

cl Lodging resistance 

di Good silk emergence 

el Uniformity in f!overing 

J. Desireable characteristics of male (pollen) parent line: 

al Good pollen production 

bl Long pollen shedding period 

cl Good anther e~sertion 

di Good plant height 

4. Inbred Maintenance 

al Conducted by parent or foundation seed program. 

bl Collect data on morphological and agronomical 
characteristics of pre-commercial inbreds. 

cl Monitor changes in breedin~ oenavior of inbreds 
which may be caus~d by: 

11 Delayed segregation or relic heterozygosity, 

21 Mutation. 

31 Outcrossing, 

in order to maintain performance. appearance. and 
genetic integrity of the original inbreds and co 
minimize roguing expenses. 

di Maintaining inbreds may involve s~lf-pollination. 
sib-pollination. or a combination of these 
procedures. 



el Parental inbreds may be planted ear-to-rov, or e~rs 
from individual inbreds may be bulked for increase. 

f/ Off-type plants from individual ears may be 
detected and discarded more easily using the ear
to-row method. 

g/ Increase of inbred by sib-pollination may be 
by hand-pollination or in an isolated field. 
off-type plants should be removed during the 
season before pollen is shed. 

h/ Selfing aids in maintaining inbreds in a pure 
condition. 

done 
All 

growing 

i/ Sibbing tends to prevent excessive loss of vigor. 
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XI. seed Production Research 

1. Crop Mana9e~ent 

30 

a/ 
b/ 

Fertility management - fertilizers, rotation etc 
Plant population density - female line seed yield. 

male pollen production ' 
C/ 
d/ 
e/ 

Irrigation schemes and timing 
Herbicide screening program 
Fungicide and insecticide use 

2. Parental Delay Techniques 

a/ Delayed plantings 
b/ variable depth of planting 
c/ variable use of starter fertilizer 
d/ Clipping or mowing 
e/ Flaming 
f/ Foliar fertilizer applications 
g/ Increasing plant populations 
h/ Seed coat treatments 
i/ water soaking 
j/ Crop mulches 

3. Isolation 

a/ Pollen movement for distance isolation 
- Use of border rows 

b/ Time isolation 

4. varietal Characterization 

a/ 
b/ 

Replicated trial to evaluate materials 
Determine locations, location number, what 
traits to evaluate, number of reps and 
samples· per rep. 

s. Female Line E.valuations 

a/ Yield trials using different densities, fertility. 
b/ Production of various seed grades 
c/ Silk emergence 
d/ Vi9or 
e/ Ease of detasselin9 
f/ Tillering tendency 

6. Male Line Evaluations 

a/ Pollen production and viability 
- Time of flowering 
- Evaluate duration of pollen shed 
- Evaluate volume and viability 

b/ Potential of increasing plant densities for poor 
pollinators. 





c/ Timin9 of male row removal 

7. Male:Female ~atios 

a/ Effect of different ratios on seed yield, seed 
grade and quality. 

b/ Compact vs standard planting 

8. oetasseling Systems 
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a/ 

b/ 
c/ 
d/ 

Hand vs. mechanical in terms of cost, efficiency 
final seed purity, etc. ' 

Yield reduction caused by leaf removal. 
cytoplasmic male sterility systems. 
Chemical gametocides 

9. Harvest 

a/ 
b/ 

Effect of harvest time on seed quality and yield. 
Hand vs. mechanical harvest methods in terms of 
cost, efficiency, mechanical damage, seed purity, 
etc. 

10. Post-Harvest 

a/ 

b/ 
c/ 

Effect of drying time, temperature 
on seed quality. 

seed loss in processing. 
Seed treatment. 

and airflow 

11. Impact of Purity on Ultimate Hybrid Performance 

a/ \ contamination and \ yield reduction 
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